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Foreword

I am pleased to write this foreword to the Soil Taxonomic Unit Description Handbook for the soils of
Fiji. This is the culmination of nearly 20 years of work and shows the persistence of my Ministry to
better understand our nation's soil resources and to apply a modern soil classification system to Fiji.

The initial classification of the soils of Fiji was fully described by I. T. Twyford and A. C. S. Wright in
1965. Their publication of "The Soil Resources of the Fiji Islands", Volume I had a comprehensive and

descriptive treatise of our soils. Volume 2 contained a series of maps covering 11 different themes from
soils maps to distribution of population. This work has served Fiji well.

However, the decision to embark on a modern soil mapping, correlation and classification project was

made in 1979. A bilateral agreement between the govemments of New Zealand and Fiji undertook to
correlate our soils into a more universal system. The United States Soil Taxonomy soil classification
system (1975) was adopted.

Many factors have prolonged the publishing of these STUDs. My Ministry was fortunate in 1990 to
enlist the services of the two scientists who originally began the soil correlation work. I thank Dave

Leslie of Landcare Research, New Zealand and Vilitati Seru of my Ministry for concluding and

publishing this work.

The STUDs describe the 227 soil series identified and mapped in Fiji. They include comprehensive

information about the physical, chemical, mineralogical properties of soils with geographical information
about their occunence and distribution, plus climatological and topographical aspects of our soils.

The Integrated Approach to the Planning and Management of Land Resources in Agenda 21 of the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Sustainable Development (LINCED) would find this publication
extremely useful.

I have no doubt that officers of my Ministry and other students of soil science will find in these STUDs
the answers they need to increase production from the land.

ll.uke V. Ratuvukil
Permanent Secretary
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forests
FUI
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Preface

This handbook has been prepared to assist scientists, extensionists, teachers and land managers who, in
the course of their work, use soil maps and require detailed information about the soil resources of Fiji.

The Soil Taxonomic Unit Descriptions (STUDs) have been prepared as a supplement to the national soil
map. They provide the basic reference for the 227 soll series identified in the national survey.

The availability of these data to planners and managers will assist in improving environmental
assessment and management, economic planning and sustainable land use from increased primary sector

development.

Terms and descriptions used in the handbook are in part those proven to be appropriate to Fiji by
Twyford and Wright (1965) and the Land Use Section of Fiji MAIIFA. Others have been developed for
application in many countries by such agencies as FAO and the US Department of Agriculture. Using
universal standards and soil classifications enhances international correlation and understanding ofFiji's
soil resources.

During the last 30 years most primary sector development in Fiji has been based on the comprehensive

national soil survey conducted in the 1950s by Twyford and Wright (1965) and subsequent sustainable

capability mapping by Land Use Section staff who, until the mid-1980s, based their work on that of
Twyford and Wright.

Twyford and Wright developed a 'local' soil classification unique to Fiji which has made it difficult to
conelate Fiji soils with those of other countries.

The Govemment of Fiji sought the assistance of the New Zealand Government and the New Tc,aland

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research to provide technical assistance in a 5-year soil mapping,

correlation and classification project. M.D. Laffan and S.M. Smith conducted the soil survey of Rotuma

in 1980. Then the detailed soil surveys of MAF's agricultural research stations (Dobuilevu, Koronivia,
Legalega, Naduruloulou, Nawaicoba, Seaqaqa, Sigatoka, Waidradra and Wainigata) and the Tutu and

Vunilagi Estates were conducted through 1980 - 1982. D.M. Leslie was attached to the Land Use Section

at Koronivia Research Station from 1981 - 85 to correlate these detailed soil surveys and coordinate the

national soil survey. V.B. Seru undertook the major part of the soil mapping of Vanua Levu during 1992

- 94.

The national soil map is held on a geographic information system at Koronivia Research Station and

maps can be generated on request.





1.

STUD Format and Descriptions

Introduction

Soil taxonomic unit descriptions are prepared for each soil taxonomic unit recognised and named
in the national soil survey of Fiji and are the primary document for correlation and reference.

The first part of each description is mainly reference and classification data for the unit.

The second part of the description covers the site and environmental characteristics of the unit
in terms of such factors as parent material, vegetation, slope and climate.

The third part deals with the morphological and chemical properties of the soil, defining it in
terms of a modal profile description and the allowable range of properties within the unit. This
part also describes the features which distinguish it from closely related soils.

Finally, the typifying or representative soil profile for the unit is described.

Explanation of headings used in Soil Taxonomic Unit Descriptions

Reference/classification

The history of the soil name is given, with details of earlier surveys in which the soil was
identified. Where a new series has been created, the original soil set (Twyford & Wright,
1965) in which it was included is given, together with the reasons for its separation from
the original set.

CLASSIFICATION: The soil series recognised in this survey have been classified according to three soil
classification systenu:
A. Soil Taxonomy: to family level (Soil Survey Stafl 1975),
B. The legend of the FAO World Soil Map (FAO, 1974), and
C. The system developed for the reconnaissance soil survey of Fiji (Twyford &

Wright, 1965).

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
At soil series level the taxonomic unit represents a central concept with limited variation
about it. Phases are subdivisions of the series based on characteristics that are potentially
significant to land use, e.9., slope.

The symbol designates the soil mapping unit (shown on the soil map) where the taxonomic
unit described is the dominant one.

Environmental Factors

J

REFERENCE:

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENTROCK:

PARENT MATERIAL:

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM:

The distribution and geographic extent of the soil unit.

Parent rock is the rock from which the parent material is derived.

Parent material is the weathered unconsolidated material from which
the soil has been formed.

Describes the landscape element and major landform on which the
soil occurs, e.g., convex backslopes of moderately dissected hill
country.



SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME:

SOILDRAINAGECLASS:

Slope is given in terms of slope classes defined by Land Use Section
(1977)
- Flat to gently undulating (0 - 3')
- Undulating (4" -7')
- Easy rolling (8' - 11")
- Rolling (12' - l5')
- Srongly rolling (16' - 20")
- Moderately steep (21" - 25o)
- Steep (26" -35")
- Very steep (>35')

Gives the altitudinal range in metres above mean sea level over which
the soil unit occurs in this survey.

Gives annual average rainfall range (mm); dry season rainfall range;
and the wet season rainfall range under which the soil occurs.

Gives the mean annual temperature ('C).

Gives the soil moisture regime, according to Soil Taxonomy (Soil
Survey Staff, 1975), under which the soil occurs in this survey.

Ustic - soils are dry for a significant part of the year but moisture
is present at a time when conditions are suitable for plant
growth.

Udic - soils are moist throughout the year and the amount of
stored moisture plus rainfall is approximately equal to, or
exceeds the amount of evapotranspiration.

Perudic - Rainfall exceeds evapotanspiration in all months of most
years but water moves freely through the soil in all
months.

Aquic - Implies a reducing regime that is virtually free of
dissolved oxygen because the soil is saturated by ground
water in some or most months.

Gives the soil temperature regime, according to Soil Taxonomy (Soil
Survey Stafi 1975) under which the soil occurs. Soils in the survey
have developed under either an isothermic or an isohyperthermic
temperature regime. For isothermic, the mean annual temperature is
between 15o and 22"C while for the isohyperthermic, the mean
annual temperature is greater than 22"C. The iso- prefix indicates
that the difference between the averages for coolest and warmest
months is less than 5oC.

Gives the overall drainage class in terms of those given by Taylor and
Pohlen (1979). They are: very poorly drained; poorly drained;
imperfectly or somewhat poorly drained; moderately well drained;
well drained; somewhat excessively drained; and excessively drained.
The class refers to natural drainage conditions prevailing at sites at
which the soil occurs.

Gives the soil permeability class in terms of those given in the soil
survey manual (Soil Survey Stafl 1951). Seven classes of soil
permeability ranging from very slow to very rapid are recognised.

PERMEABILITY CLASS:



FLOODING:

EROSION:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES :

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES :

LABORATORY NUMBERS:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

Describes the severity and susceptibility, or otherwise, to flooding
experienced by the soil.

Gives the severity and type of soil erosion under the major present

land uses. Records evidence of accelerated removal or deposition of
material as the result of erosion processes and distinguishes between
water erosion (sheet, rill, gully); water deposition; wind erosion; and
wind deposition. While difficult to define class to indicate the
severity of erosion, a subjective distinction between 'nil', 'slight',
'moderate', 'severe' and 'very severe' degrees oferosion.

Indicates the accepted range ofprofile characteristics over which the
taxonomic unit may vary. Beyond this range, a different taxonomic
unit may be identified. The number of recorded observations, from
which the range of profile features was compiled, is given. Includes
details of the range in colour, texture, stoniness, etc.

These are minor taxonomic units which vary in some property
(properties) from the dominant taxonomic unit (series). The soil
variant used to avoid unnecessary multiplication of series names.
Distinguishing morphological and environmental features are given.

Lists soils which are similar and/or related to the taxonomic unit being
described. Key morphological and environmental features which
distinguish the soils are given.

Ratings, where known, are given for the more important chemical
properties.

Where available, laboratory numbers are given for samples.
Abbreviations preceding numerals indicate the laboratory which
conducted the analyses as follows:
KRS Koronivia Research Station, MAF, Fiji
SB New Zealand Soil Bureau, DSIR, Wellington
USP University of the South Pacific, Suva
DPI Department of Primary Industries, Queensland
ORSTOM Office de la Recherche Scientifique Outre-Mer,

Bondy, France
MU Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand

Gives the main soil limitations which affect land use.

These are given where necessarv.

Typifying Profile

This is the detailed description for the modal concept of the taxonomic unit. Site information listed refers to the
given profile only. Where identified, typifying profiles for important phases or variants of the modal unit are
included. Terminology follows Taylor and Pohlen (1979) and horizon designations follow Milne et d. (1995).





Physiographic legend

In the soil legend (below), the soil series have been mainly arranged under physiographic headings with
the initial subdivision separating soils of the lowlands and foothills from those of the uplands. This
separation reflects the change in soil temperature reglme at 600 metres altitude viz isothermic soil
temperature regrme (STR) above 600 metres altitude and isohyperthermic STR below.

The second level separation groups soils into major landform categories, for example, "soils of the
marine marshes", "soils of the fans and outwash surfaces " etc.

At the third category level, soils are further differentiated on the basis of the parent material from which
they develop, for example, "from river alluvium from acidic soils".

The fourth category subdivides soils on the basis of their internal drainage class, for example
"imperfectly drained", "poorly drained" etc., then where appropriate, a final differentiation is made based

on the soil moisture regrme under which the form, for example, aquic, udic, perudic or ustic.

Soil map of Fiji - Physiographic Legend

SOILS OF TIIE LOWLANDS AND FOOTHILLS (<600m altitude, isohyperthemic soil
temperature regime)

SoiI Map Symbol
SOILS OF THE MARINE MARSH (Aquic soil moisture regime (SMR)
. from marine and estuarine alluvium

Imperfectly drained
LABASA SOILS 1

Poorly drained
TIRI SOLS .2
SOSO SOLS 3

DREKETI SOLS 4
Very poorly drained

DOGO SOLS 5

SOILS OF THE BEACH STRANDS DUNES AND ESTUARIES
. from calcareous sands

Excessively drained
Udic/perudic SMR

NUKU SOILS
Ustic SMR

YASAWA SOILS
Poorly drained

Udic/Perudic SMR
TACILEVU SOILS

. from sands ofhigh quartz content
Well drained to excessively drained

Udic/Perudic SMR
VUNIBAU SOILS
WAIKALOU SOLS

Udic SMR
VOLTVOLI SOLS
VUNAVUTU SOILS

Very poorly to poorly drained (Aquic SMR)
DEUBA SOILS

9
l0

11

t2

13



. from sands oflow quartz content
Excessively drained

Udic i Perudic SMR
DAWASAMU SOLS

. from river alluvium from basic and intermediate rocks over
calcareous sands

Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)
VTINILAGI SOLS

. from mixed calcareous sands and organic materials
Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

RANA SOILS

. from organic materials over sands of high quartz content
Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

QARIBUTA SOILS

. from estuarine alluvium from basic and intermediate rocks
Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

NAKELO SOLS

. from estuarine alluvium from acidic rocks
Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

TOGORU SOLS

. from mixed 'black' sands and calcareous sands overcoral beach rock
Well drained

Udic Perudic SMR
NASELESELE SOILS

SOILS OF THE M.dIOR FLOOD PLAINS
. from river alluvium from basic and intermediate rocks

(a) Levees
Well drained

Udic/ Perudic SMR
MUAINASE SOILS 2I
REWA SOILS 22

Ustic SMR
LAWAI SOLS 23

(b) 'Redict' river channels
Moderately well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
TAMANUA SOILS 24

Imperfectly drained
Udic / Perudic SMR

NADURU SOLS 25

I4

15

t6

t7

18

l9

20

6



(c) Terraces
Well drained

Udic /Perudic SMR
WAINIBUKA SOILS

Ustic SMR
SIGATOKA SOILS

Imperfectly drained
Udic /Perudic SMR

WAINWESI SOLS
Poorly drained - very poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

NAVUA SOILS
TOKOTOKO SOIS
NAUSORI SOLS

. from organic materials
Very poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

MELMELI SOLS

SOILS OF TTIE RELICT TERRACES
. from river alluvium from acidic rocks

(a) High terraces
Imperfectly drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
WAIMKAVOU SOLS

Ustic SMR
SATINAKA SOILS

(b) Slope margins of dissected high tenaced
Well drained

Ustic SMR
NAMAKA SOILS

. from river alluvium from basic and intermediate rocks
Terraces
Well drained

Ustic SMR
NADI SOILS
KOROVULI SOLS

SOILS OF THE PLATEAU
. from basic and intermediate rocks

(a) Plateau surfaces
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
NASEGAI SOLS

Ustic SMR
NAMOSAU SOLS
BUA SOILS
VTINICIBICIBI SOLS
KOROKADI SOILS

(b) Slope margin of dissected plateau
Well drained

Ustic SMR
BA SOILS

26

27

28

29
30
3l

32

JJ

34

35

36
37

38

39
40
41

42

43



. from rocks of acid composition
(a) Plateau surfaces

Imperfectly drained
Udic/Perudic SMR

KORONWIA SOILS 44
Ustic SMR

LOVONTVIA SOILS 45

SOILS OF THE SECONDARY FLOODPLAINS AND DEPRESSIONS
. from river alluvium from basic and intermediate rocks

Well drained
Udic / Perudic SMR

SEREA SOILS 46
Imperfectly drained

Udic Perudic SMR
WAIDRADRA SOILS 47
SAWAKASA SOILS 48

Ustic SMR
VATUMA SOILS 49

Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)
NAREWA SOILS 50
BUCAISAU SOLS 51
MATAVELO SOLS 52
SAWEM SOILS 53

Ustic SMR
MKA SOILS 54

Very poorly drained (Aquic SMR)
BATIKI SOLS 55

. from river alluvium from mixed composition rocks
Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

NADRUKA SOILS

. from river alluvium from andesitic rocks
Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

VEISARU SOILS
Ustic SMR

RAWTTI SOLS

. from river alluvium from basalitic rocks
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
WAIBULA SOILS

. from river alluvium from acidic rocks
Welldrained

Udic /Perudic SMR
NAVI.INIKODI SOLS
SALIADRAU SOLS

Ustic SMR
LATO SOLS
LAGILAGI SOLS

56

57

58

59

60
6r

62
63



Imperfectly to poorly drained (Aquic SMR)
NACOKULA SOILS
KEDRA SOILS
TALACAGI SOILS
NAQILAI SOILS

from mixed organic and mineral materials from basic and intermediate rocks
Very poorly drained (Aquic SMR)

WAINIKAI SOILS
VUREVURE SOILS

SOILS OF THE FANS AND OUTWASH SURFACBS
. from river alluvium from basic and intermediate rocks

Well drained
Ustic SMR

NASOU SOILS
DRASA SOILS
MOLAMOLAU SOLS

Imperfectly drained
Ustic SMR

LAUTOKA SOILS

SOILS OF THE KAARST LANDSCAPE
. from marine limestones and elevated calcareous reef rock

Well drained
Udic / Perudic SMR

WAILOTUA SOILS
LAMI

Ustic SMR
TAU SOLS
VATULELE SOILS

from residual materials over raised coralline limestone
Well drained

Ustic SMR
CIKOBIA SOILS
OGEA SOILS
TWUCA SOILS
NAYAU SOLS
NAEVUEVU SOLS

. from colluvium of mixed limestone and basic rocks
Well drained

Ustic SMR
EKUBU SOILS

SOILS OF THE'YOUNG'VOLCANIC LANDSCAPE (Udic/Perudic SMR)
. from andesite ash

Well drained
LOMAJE SOILS

64
65
66
67

68

69

70
7l
72

73

74
75

76
77

78
79
80
81

82

83

84



from very young 'aa' lava
Excessively drained

VUNA SOILS

from very young 'pahoehoe' lava
Somewhat excessively drained

LOSA SOILS

from basaltic ash
Somewhat excessively drained

WAIQERE SOrLS
WAIOBA SOILS
ONO SOLS
DULEVI SOILS

from basaltic ash over scoria
REREE SOILS
LAUCALA SOILS

from young 'pahoehoe' lavas
Somewhat excessively drained

TAVEUNI SOLS
KORO SOLS
URA SOILS
NACAMAKI SOLS
RAVILEVU SOILS

from young 'aa' lavas
Somewhat excessively drained

VAKAWAU SOILS
KruKIRI SOLS
HAFHAFU SOLS

from older 'pahoehoe' lawas
Well drained

NABEKA SOILS
WAIORU SOLS
TABAKA SOILS
QELEM SOILS
NASAU SOLS

from basaltic scoria cones
Well drained

NACAUGAI SOILS
TAVUYAGA SOILS
MAFUA SOILS

from basaltic tuffaceous cones
Well drained

ROROA SOILS

85

86

9r
92

87
88
89
90

93
94
95
96
97

98
99

100

101

t02
103
to4
105

106
r07
108

109

l0



SOILS OF THE HILL COUNTRY
. from in situ calcareous tuffs, sandstones and marls

Well drained
Udic /Perudic SMR

SAMABULA SOILS
NALOTU SOLS

Ustic SMR
KOROMAVU SOLS
KETYASI SOILS
NADROGA SOILS
MOMI SOILS
SABETO SOILS
NQALOTU SOLS

110
lll

tt2
113

lt4
115
116
Lt7

Poorly drained
Ustic SMR

EMURI SOLS

from colluvium derivedfrom calcareous tuffs, sandstones and marls
Moderately well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
SWA SOILS

Ustic SMR
YAKO SOLS

from basic and intermediate sedimentarv rocks
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
BURENITU SOLS
DOBIIILEVU SOLS
MATAWAILEVU SOLS
LOBAU SOILS
VISA SOILS
SOTE SOILS
WAIMARO SOLS
SERUA SOILS
WAIDINA SOILS
NACULA SOILS

Ustic SMR
VASILAULAU SOLS

Imperfectly drained
Udic / Perudic SMR

WAISAVA SOILS
DARIA SOILS

from quartz rich and acidic tuffs
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
NAMUANA SOILS
SAROWAQA SOILS
GAIGAI SOLS
DRITI SOLS
NAMATru SOILS
NAT{AIU{ SOILS

118

l19

r20

t2l
r22
123
t24
125
126
r27
128
129
130

131

134
135

r36
t37
138

139

r32
r33

11



Ustic SMR
WAINIKORO SOILS
NUKUDAMU SOLS
NUKUSA SOILS
VATWONU SOILS
KURUKURU SOLS
KELIKOSO SOILS
VEREVERE SOILS

Imperfectly drained
Ustic SMR

UAUA SOILS

from lin situ quartzporphyry and quartzite rocks
Somewhat excessively drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
LUTU SOILS

USTIC SMR
MALOLO SOLS

from silicified and indurated tuffs, sandstones, marls and agglomerates
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
VATUBABA SOILS
NANAWA SOILS
RAURIKO SOLS
YAKITA SOILS

Ustic SMR
CUKU SOLS
NABUONO SOLS
DOGOTUKI SOLS
KOROMQALA SOILS

from in situ acidic rocks (granite, andesite and dacite)
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
NAMOSI SOLS
NAULWATU SOLS
NARAYAWA SOILS
SAVI-IDRODRO SOLS
VUNATOTO SOILS

Ustic SMR
VITAWA SOILS- YAVTINA SOILS

from in situ arglllaceous and contact metamorphic rocks
Well drained

Ustic SMR
TABUQUTO SOLS

148

t49

140
t4l
142
143
1M
t45
r46

147

150
l5l
r52
153

154
155

156
r57

158
159
r60
161

r62

163
t64

l2

165



from basic and intermediate igneous rocks
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
NAILOCA SOILS
VAIDOKO SOLS
LODOM SOILS
GAU SOLS
TAILEVU SOILS
SOLEVU SOLS
SEATTJRA SOILS
WAINUNU SOILS
NAKAVIKA SOILS
GALOA SOILS
LOMAIVM SOILS
NAVAVA SOILS

Ustic SMR
RAVIRAVI SOILS
NAIRAI SOILS
LAKEBA SOILS
TUVA SOILS
LAU SOLS
DELAMATAI SOLS
NAMALATA SOILS
VUYA SOILS
KAVULA SOILS
NAWAI SOLS
MAKOMAKO SOLS
TABIA SOILS
KUBUNA SOILS
TOTOYA SOILS
NANUKULOA SOILS
NABITI SOLS
LEKU"TU SOLS
VARACTVA SOILS
REWASA SOILS
TAVUA SOILS
VATUKOULA SOILS
YAQARA SOrLS
MACUATA SOILS
RUKURUKU SOILS

Poorly drained (Aquic SMR)
DELAIBO SOLS. NAWENI SOLS

from in sirr basic tuffs
Well drained

Udic / Perudic SMR
BATTWAI SOILS
BUREM SOILS

Somewhat excessively drained
Ustic SMR

KOROTUKU SOLS

from in sirrz mixed acidic and basic tuffs

r66
r67
168
r69
r70
t7r
t72
173
174
175
176
177

178
179
180
181

r82
183

184
185

186

t87
188
189
190

191

192
r93
194
195
t96
197
198
r99
200
20r

202
203

204
205

206
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Well drained
Udic /Perudic SMR

DELAINACAU SOLS

. from mixed basic and acidic irz situ rocks
Well drained

Ustic SMR
LEDRUTUA SOILS

SOILS OF THE UPLANDS (> 6fi)m altitude, isothermic soil temperature regime)

SOILS OF THE I'PLAND SWAMPS
. from organic materials

Very poorly drained (Aquic SMR)
KUTA SOILS
NADRANU SOLS

207

208

SOILS OF THE FLOODPLAINS AND TBRRACES
. from alluvium derived from basic rocks

Well drained
Udic / Perudic SMR

NAI-|Ar A SOILS 211
NAVAI SOLS ZI2

Imperfectly drained
Udic / Perudic SMR

NADRAU SOLS 213

SOILS OF THE YOUNG VOLCANIC LANDSCAPE (Udic / Perudic SMR)
. from subrecent basaltic 'aa' lavas

somewhat excessivelv drained
NAIIAiA SOILS 214

. from young basaltic 'pahoehoe' lavas
Well drained

MANUKA SOILS 215
UCLINILAWE SOILS 216

. from basaltic scoria cones
Somewhat excessivelv drained

soQr.JLU SOLS 217

. from in situ basaltic ash

Somewhat excessivelv drained
MATANA SOILS 218
SALIALAILAI SOLS 219

. from colluvia derived from basaltic rocks
Well drained

TAGMAUCIA SOILS 220

209
210

14



SOILS OF THE HILL COUNTRY (Udic / Perudic SMR)
from in sirz basic and intermediate rocks

Well drained
LEWA SOILS
WAIBICI SOILS
MONASAVU SOLS
NADARTVATU SOLS
WAILULU SOLS
NABUESA SOILS

from alluvium from basic and intermediate rocks (high terraces)
Well drained

QALINAOLO SOLS

221
222
223
224
225
226

227

15
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Ba
Batawai
Batiki
Bua
Bucaisau
Bureni
Burenitu
Cikobia
Cuku
Daria
Dawasamu
Delaibo
Delamatai
Delainacau
Deuba
Dobuilevu
Dogo
Dogotuki
Drasa
Dreketi
Driti
Dulevi
Ekubu
Emuri
Gaigai
Galoa
Gau
Hafhafu
Kavula
Kedra
Kelikoso
Kirikiri
Koro
Korokadi
Koromavu
Koroniqala
Koronivia
Korotuku
Korovuli
Kubuna
Kurukuru
Kuta
Labasa
Lagilagi
Lakeba
Lami
Lato
Lau
Laucala
Lautoka
Lawai

Namosau
Namosi
Namuana
Nanukuloa
Naqalotu
Naqilai
Narayawa
Narewa
Nasua
Nasegai
Naselesele
Nasou
Nauluvatu
Nausori
Navai
Navava
Navua
Navunikodi
Nawai
Naweni
Nayau
Nika
Nuku
Nukudamu
Nukusa

List of Soil Series
Volume L

Ledrutua
Kekutu
Lewa
Lobau
Lodoni
Lomaiviti
Lomaje
Losa
Lovonivia
Lutu
Macuata
Mafua
Makomako
Malolo
Manuka
Mataiwailevu
Matana
Matavelo
Melimeli
Molamolau
Momi
Monasaw
Muainase
Nabeka
Nabiti
Nabuesa
Nabuono
Nacamaki
Navaugai
Nacoluka
Nacula
Nadala
Nadarivatu
Nadawa
Nadi
Nadranu
Nadrau
Nadroga
Nadruka
Naduru
Naevuew
Naicola
Nairai
Naitata
Nakavika
Nakelo
Nalotu
Namaka
Namalata
Namara
Namatiu

l7



List of Soil Series
Volume 2

Ogea
Ono

Qalinaolo
Qaributa
Qeleni
Rana
Rauriko
Ravilevu
Raviravi
Rawiti
Reree
Rewa
Rewasa
Roroa
Rukuruku
Sabeto
Saliadrau
Salialailai
Samabula
Sarowaqa
Saunaka
Savudrodro
Sawakasa
Saweni
Seatura
Serea
Serua
Sigatoka
Solevu
Soqulu
Soso
Sote
Suva
Tabaka
Tabia
Tabuquto
Tacilevu
Talacagi
Tamanua
Tau
Tavenui
Tavua
Tavuyaga
Tiri
Toguru
Tokotoko
Totoya
Tuva
Tuvuca

Uaua

Ucunilawe
Ura
Vaidoko
Vakawau
Varaciva
Vasilaulau
Vatubaba
Vaukoula
Vatulele
Vatuma
Vatuvonu
Veisaru
Verevere
Visa
Vitawa
Volivoli
Vuna
Vunatoto
Vunavutu
Vunibau
Vunicibici
Vunilagi
Vurevure
Vuya
Waibici
Waibula
Waidina
Waidradra
Waikalou
Wailotua
Wailulu
Waimaro
Wainibuka
Wainikai
Wainikavou
Wainikoro
Wainivesi
Wainunu
Waioba
Waioru
Waiqere
Waisava
Yakita
Yako
Yaqara
Yasawa
Yavuna
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cati on

SOIL NAME: Ba series

REFERENCE: The Ba gravelly clay (35d) defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as forming on deep, strongly
weathered parent materials in association with Namosau series and where the latter has been
severely eroded. Ba series are shallow soils with the weathered parent rock normally encountered
within 20-50 cm of the surface. Th"y form part of the Raviravi set.

The central concept for Ba series is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustoxic Dystropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Ferralic Cambisol
(") Twyford and Wright Fermginous latosol with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Ba soils, undulating phase (438)
Ba soils, easy rolling phase (43C)
Ba soils, rolling phase (43D)

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENT ROCK:

PARENT MATERIAL:

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM:

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RANGE OFELEVATION:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME:

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS:

PERMEABILITY CLASS:

FLOODING:

EROSION:

Ba soils, strongly rolling phase (43E)
Ba soils, moderately steep phase (43F)

Environmental Factors

Ba soils form on rolling country often in association with Namosau soils. Ba
soils are the major soil type of the so called 'Ba Closed Area', north Viti
Levu.

ln situ andesites (and less commonly basalts).

Very strongly weathered in situ rock.

In general short (100-150 m) length planar hill surfaces with uneven
microrelief of incised rills, concave and convex hollows and humps
indicative of tree wind throw and differential deposition and removal of
erosion products.

All slope classes from undulating to moderately steep (4-25') and less
commonly slopes up to 35".

Supports a degraded talasiga vegetation of Nokonoko and Dicranopteis fern
with 50% bare ground and surface boulders and iron concretions.

15-150 m

Annual average range: L,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: t100-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

Mean annual:25.5'C.

Ustic

Isohypertherrnic

Well drained

Moderate

Never floods

Very severe past erosion viz sheet, rill and wind erosion with minor soil
slips and debris slides on steeper slopes.

Ba



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows an eroded ground surface with ironstone lag gravels and
many surface boulders, and 15 cm of dark reddish brown slightly gritty clay
loam, of weakly developed medium blocky structure breaking easily to fine
blocky and cnrmb, friable, and slightly sticky moist, overlying 10 cm of dark
reddish brown gritty clay loam, of weakly developed fine nut with crumb
structure, very friable, slightly sticky moist, with a few strongly weathered
stones, overlying more than 40 cm of dark red and reddish grey clay loam,
of massive structure, sticky moist, and firm, with common pinkish white
(sYR 8/2) and grey (7.5YR N5/0) soft nodules of kaolinite and alumina.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Ba series have an Ah, Bw, BC1 horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 12-25 cm; colours include darkreddish
brown (2.5YR 2/ 4, 3 / 4, sYR 3 /2, 3/3 and 3/4); textures vary gravelly or
gritty clays or clay loams; and structures may be weak; moderate or strongly
developed fine nut, granular or crumb (commonly with single grain); and
ironstone nodules (the gravel component) may be few, common, many or
profuse.

The Bw horizon thickness rangesfrom 8-15 crn; colours include darkreddish
brown (2.5YR 3/4, sYR 3/3,3/4) and red (2.5YR 4/6,4/8); textures range
as for A horizon; ironsandstone nodules maybe common, many or profuse;
and soft yellowish grey alumina or kaolinite nodules may be few, many or
absent.

The BC1 horizon thickness exceeds 100 cm of dark red (2.5YR 3/5) and red
(2.5YR 4/6,4/8) clay or clay loam; and with corunon pinkish white (5YR

8/2) and grey (7.5YR N5/0) soft nodules of kaolinite and alurnina.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Profiles are strongly acid, o/o base saturation very low. Phosphorus and

organic carbon values are also very low. Only magnesium, amongst the
exchangeable cations has low values with very low values measured for
calcium, potassium and sodium. CEC is low but rises to medium values in
the parent material.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

The particle size class is fine with the fine earth fraction dominated by clay
>50% in the soil but dropping to <40"/o in the parent material where silt
fraction increases.

SB9394A'-D

Past severe soil erosion that has resulted in a very uneven ground surface
and a severe potential for further sheet and rill erosion; severe soil moisture
deficits experienced during the dry season; strong acidity; and nutrient
deficiencies of nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus.

Ba



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITION IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ba soils, easy rolling phase

Ah 0-14 cm
(14 cm)

1.4-23 crn
(9 cm)

BC1 40 cm+

Bw

Typifying Profile

Ba soils, easy rolling phase.

LK15

Map I iii (Lakeba) 45274lJE 114550N. Lakeba Island, Lau Group.

Linear surface within convex hummocks in lower midslope position.

Colluvium derived from andesitic rocks over in sllu andesite.

90

West

55m

Abundant stones (&5 cm) and boulders (15 cm) on surface.

50% depletion. Dominated by fern (D. Iineais) and odd Casuarina and
Pandanus tree.

Unused

Well drained; moderate permeability; rapid runoff.

Severe sheet slope wash and rill erosion. Evidence of mass movement in the
area.

Past erosion

SB9394A-D

Dry; dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4), moist dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4),
rubbed reddish brown (sYR 4/4) slightly gritty clay loam; friable;
non-plastic; slightly sticky;pdmary structure of weakly developed medium
blocky with crumb breaking to a secondary structure of very weakly
developed fine nut with crumb; abundant medium and coarse roots; many
casts; few stones; indistinct regular boundary,

Dry; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3), rubbed dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4)
gritty clay loam; very friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; very weakly
developed finenutwith crumb and single grain; manyto abundantmedium
and fine roots; few to many casts; rare very strongly weathered medium and
fine stones; sharp regular boundary,

Moist; dark red (10R 3/5) and reddish grey (10R 5/1) rubbed weak red (10R
4 / 2) clay loam; friable; sticky; non-plastic; massive breaking to single grain;
corunon pinkish white (5YR 8/2) and grey (7.5YR N5/0) soft nodules of
kaolinite and alumina; rare fine roots; rare casts; strongly weathercdin situ
rock.

Ba
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Refere nce/c I assifi cat i on

SOIL NAME: Batawai series

REFERENCE: Batawai clay (27g) and Batawai hill soils QTSH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as deep red
soils on rolling and hilly land developed from basic tuffs under a climate with little or no dry
season.

Forms part of the Sote set.

The central concept of Batawai soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Oxic Humitropept, fine, ferruginous, isohypertherrnic
(b) FAO: Ferralitic Cambisol
(c) Twyford & Wright Humic latosol, with weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Batawai soils, undulating phase (2048) Batawai soils, strongly rolling phase (2048)
Batawai soils, easy rolling phase (204C) Batawai soils, moderately steep phase (204F)
Batawai soils, rolling phase (204D) Batawai soils, steep phase (204G)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Batawai soils are developed on rolling and hilly slopes in southern Viti
Levu, particularly in the Serua ranges.

PARENT ROCK: Tuffaceous rocks of basic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex surfaces on rolling and hilly backslopes and ridges in moderately
POSITION / LANDFORM: dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: From undulating through all slope classes to steep (5-<35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Much under tall forest, and where cleared considerable areas are unused.
Used for cassava food gardensbutfollowedby 10 to 15 years of bush fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 30-250 m.

RAINFALL: Average annual nnge:. 3,2004,500 mm;
dry season range: 900-1,700 mm;
wet season range 1,900-3,000 mm.

Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate and severe sheet, rill and soil slip erosion potential on slopes >11 '
where forest cleared and cultivated.

TEMPERATURE:

Batazaai



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of yellowish red very friable clay loam, of weak fine
and medium nut structure, overlying 80 cm of red very friable silty clay
loam, of weakly developed, medium blocky structure, overlying 40 cm of
dark red very friable silty clay loam of weak very fine and nut structure on
brownish yellow and red friable strongly weathered in situ rock, of massive
structure breaking to single gain with prominent iron/rrnnganese coatings
to the rock structures.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Batawai series have Ah, Bw, Bt, BC horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 10 to 15 cm; its colours include
yellowish red (SYR 4/5,4/6) and reddish brown (sYR 4/3, 4/4);textures
include clay and clay loam; consistence friable or very friable; and structures
weak or moderate very fine, fine or medium nut.

The Bw1 horizon thickness ranges from 20 to 50 cmi its colours include red
(2.5YR 4/5,4/8,5/5,5/8); textures are clay, clay loam, or silty clay loam;
and strucfures are weak or moderate medium or coarse blocky.

The Bw2/Bw3 horizons thickness ranges from 50 to 100 cm; its colours
include red (2.5YR4/5,4/8,5 /6,5 /8) and dark red 2.5YR 3/5); textures are
clay, clay loam or silty clay loam; and structures may be weak, moderate or
strong, fine, medium or coarse blocky or nut.

BC horizons encountered between 125 to 200 cm; colours include red and
yellow parent material mottled and with abundant profuse iron/manganese
coatings.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PF{YSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly to extremely acid; organic carbon and

nitrogen are of medium value in the topsoil (0-13cm) and very low below it;
% base saturation is very low throughouf CEC is mediumin the topsoil and
low below it; exchangeable calcium is very low; potassium is low in the
topsoil and very low below i! and magnesiurn is medium in the topsoil and
low or very low in the other horizons.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

KRS V118-123 (inclusive)

Slope; clayey textures; erosion potential on slopes >11 " when forest cleared;
strong soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of potassium, phosphorus and
nitrogen.

Batazoai



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MCRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-13 cm
(13 cm)

Bw1 L3-55 cm
(tt2 cm)

Bw2 55-95 cm
( cm)

Bw3 95-143 cm
(48 cm)

43-183 cm
(40 cm+)

BC1

Typifying Profile

Batawai soils, easy rolling phase.

VSO5

Forestry road 10 km inland from Galoa village, Serua Province.

Convex sumrnit interfluve in strongly rolling hill country.

Strongly weathered colluvium from basic and intermediate rocks on
strongly weathered in situ rock of the same composition.

10"

West

250 m

Even

Indigenous forest

Unused

Well drained

None observed

None

KRS V118-123 (inclusive)

Moist; yellowish red sYR4/5) clay loam; weakly developed very fine and
mediumnutstructure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightlyplastic; abundant
very fine and fine and medium roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Moist; red (2.5YR a/O silf clay loam; weakly developed medium blocky
strucfure breaking to weak very fine nut structure; very friable; slightly
sticky; slightly plastic; conunon very fine and fine roots; diffuse smooth
boundary,

Moist; red (2.5YR 3/5) to dark red (2.5YR 3/5) silty clay loam;weakly
developed coarse blocky structure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightly
plastic; few very fine roots; few strongly weathered subrounded stones;
diffuse smooth boundary,

Mois! red (2.5YR 3/5) silty clay loam; weakly developed very fine nut and
crumb structure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; few very fine
roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Moist; brownish yellow (19YR 5/6) loam; massive breaking to single grain;
friable; slightly sticky; many prominentblack (7.5YR N2/0) iron/manganese
coatings to structural faces of the rock; strongly weathered in situ rock with
rock strucfures preserved; distinct smooth boundary,

Batautai



BC2 18-220 cn
(37+)

Moist; red Q.iYR 4 / 5) silt loam; massive breaking to single grain; friable to
firm; slightly plastic; many prominentblack (7.5YR N2/0) iron manganese
coatings to strucfural faces of the rock; strongly weathered in slfz rock with
rock structures preserved.

Batautai



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Batiki series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the soil survey of Naduruloulou Agricultural Research Station
(Palmer & Smith, 1984) to include very poorly drained soils of swamp land, derived from fine
textured alluvium and colluvium with an 4 value >0.7.

The soil was previously included with the Nausori clay (45d) by Twyford & Wright (1955). Leslie
(1984) has dassified Nausori series as Typic Tropaquent and Batiki series classifies as a

Hydraquent.

The series is named after the old Batiki village on the western margin of Naduruloulou
Agricultural Research Statiory adjacent to the Rewa River.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Hydraquent, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Gleysol
(") Twyford and Wrighl GIey soil with a very weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Batiki soils (55)

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENT ROCK:

PARENT MATERIAL:

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM:

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RANGE OF ELEVATION:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATTIRE:

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME:

SOILDRAINAGE CLASS:

PERMEABIUW CLASS:

FLOODING:

Environmental Factors

Occurs in the tributary valleys of the Rewa and Navua river systems in ESE

and SSE Viti Levu.

Marine silt stones and sandstones of basic and intermediate comoosition.

Fine textured alluvium and colluvium.

Swamp land and valleys.

Flat, 0"

Mainly reeds and long grasses. Duruka (Saccharum eilule) commonly grown.

3-25 m a.m.s.l.

Annual average range:27504280 mm;
dry season range: 800-1500 mm;
wet season range: 1800-2800 mm.

Mean annual:24.5'C.

Aquic

Isohyperthermic

Very poorly drained.

Moderate

Water table at or near surface at least during the wet season (November to
April). During normal years flooding occurs on 5 occasions with ponding
up to 10 days at each event.

No erosion risk.EROSION:

Batiki



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Dark coloured A horizons of texfures varying from silt loam to clay loam
overlying gleyed, clayey textured C horizons.

C horizons vary from grey to greenish grey and may have high chroma
mottles. Horizons have no discernible strucfure although the A horizon may
have a weakly developed nut structure. A horizons generally contain many
poorly decomposed plant remains. The water table is frequently at or near
the surface and horizons are very wet. The soil is soft and unconsolidated
and the soil, when squeezed in the hand, flows readilybetween the fingers.

Ochric epipedon

Batiki series have Ap1, Ap2, Cr horizon sequence. Water table was too high
to allow pits to be dug.

Based on 10 auger observations main features are: The A horizons are up to
30 cm in thickness and textures range between silt loam, silty clay loam, and
clay loam. The Cr horizon colours are of 5Y, 5G or SGY (sometimes L0YR)

hues; have up to 30% high chroma mottles, and textures range between clay
and silty clay.

None recognised

Wainikai series: Have similar C horizons but differ in that a histic epipedon
forms the upper part of their profiles.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Strongly acid soils. The mineralogy of the clay fraction is kaolinitic.

KRS T1391-1395 (inclusive)

Soft, unconsolidated nature of the soil. Water table at or near the surface for
much of the year.

Batiki



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRANAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Batiki soils

AP1 0-20 cm
(20cm)

20-30 cm
(20 cm)

30-125 cm
(95cm+)

AP2

Typifying Profile

Batiki soils

N35

See soil map of Naduruloulou Agriculfural Research Station (Palmer &
Smith, 1984). Grid Reference - Sheet: Viti Levu 14 (1:50 000) 504E 123N.

Middle parts of narrow swampy valleys.

Fine textured alluvium.

00

Not applicable

72rn

Few hummocks (<30 cm amplitude).

Grasses, mainly Navua sedge(Cypreus aromaticus) and Para grass (Brachinria
mutica).

Mainly unused. Some Duraka (Saccharum edule) grown as a food crop.

Very poorly drained.

None

Cultivated for Duraka.

KRS T1391-1395 (inclusive)

Darkbrown (7.5YR3 /2) silty clay loam; we! slightly sticky; slightly plastic;
massive; many poorly decomposed plant remains; many fine roots;
indistinct boundary,

Very dark greyish brown (70yR 3/2) silty clay loam; wef slightly sticky;
slightly plastic; massive; many poorly decomposed plant remains; many fine
roots; distinct boundary,

Greenish grey (5G 5/1) clay with common (15%) distinct medium strong
brown mottles; we! sticky; plastic; massive; few fine roots.

Cr

Batiki
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Bua series

REFERENCE: Bua gravelly clay (35c) and Bua hill soils (35cH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as strongly
degraded soils from basic rocks with 'talasiga' vegetation formed under a climate with a strong
dry season.

Forms part of the Raviravi set. This central concept as previously defined for Bua soils is retained
in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic KanhaplustaU, very fine, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Euhic Planosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Ferruginous latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Bua soils, flat to gently undulating phase (40A) Bua soils, rolling phase (40D)
Bua soils, undulating phase (40B) Bua soils, strongly rolling phase (40E)
Bua soils, easy rolling phase (40C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Bua soils develop over wide areas on the dry sides of both Vita Levu and
Vanua Levu. In Vanua Levu, Bua soils are widespread throughout the
lowlands of Macuata province and the north part of Bua province.

PARENT ROCK: Basalts and basic andesites.

PARENTMATERIAL: Stronglyweathered insiturock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Planar slopes in flattish to easy rolling land.

SLOPECLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3'), undulahng(4-7'),easyrolling(8-11"),
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12-15"), and strongly rolling phase (15-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Normally supports only poor fern and grass with occasional small shrubs
Iike usi, doi, cerua, mako, and nuqanuqa, pandanus palms and nokonoko
trees. With fertiliser inputs is used for sugar cane and rain fed rice.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: L,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:26'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Has experienced severe sheet and rill erosion in the past. Moderate to very
severe potential for further erosion.

Bua



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

SIMILAR SOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be very strongly acid and of variable charge;

organic carbon is high in the topsoil (0-17cm) and low in the other horizons;
nitrogen is rnedium in the topsoil and very low below if TEB and CEC
values are very low throughout the profile and while %BS has high values
1 7-109 cm this is somewhat irrelevant in view of the extremely low CEC and
TEB values; exchangeable calcium, potassium and sodium are of very low
values magnesium low throughout the profile; and "/o aluminium is most
significant in the exchange complex.

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 17cm of dark reddish brown friable silty clay loam, of
moderate fine nut structure, overlying 30 cm of red firm gravelly clay loam,
of moderate medium blocky structure breaking to fine crumb and nut,
overlying 60 cm of red friable to firm clay loam, of weak to moderate fine
and mediumblocky structure, or 30 cm or more of yellowish red mottled red
friable clay loam, of weak medium blocky strucfure breaking to simple
grain. The mottles are oriented in such a way suggestive of embryonic iron
pan development.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Bua series have a Ap, Bw, Bt1,,Bt2, BC horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon thickness ranges from 5-20 cm; its colours include dark
reddish brown (sYR 3/3, 3/42.5YR3/4) and reddish brown (2.5yR 4/4,
5yR4/3,4/4); structures may be moderate or strong fine or medium nut or
granular; and consistence is either friable or very friable.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 8-20 cm; its colours include reddish
brown (syR 4/4, 5/4 and 2.5YR 4/4,5/4); shuctures may be weak or
moderate fine nut or granular; consistence may be firm friable or very
friable.

The Bt1 horizon thickness ranges from 10-35 cm; its colours include dark red
(2.5YR 3/6) and red (2.5YR4/6,4/8); shuctures are weak or moderate, fine
or medium, nutty or blocky.

The Bt2 horizon thickness ranges from 50-120 cm; its colours include dark
red (2.5YR 3/6), rcd (2.5YR 4/5, 4/8) and weak red (10R 4/3, 4/4); few,
common and manyblack and yellow weathered parent material fragments;
and consistence may be firm, friable or very friable.

A mottled BC with elements of a Bfm horizon encountered below the argillic
horizon.

A less shallow strongly weathered and eroded variant wherein situ rock is
encountered within 30 cm of the soil surface. A typifying profile for Bua
soils, undulating phrase is given below.

The particle size family class is very fine.

The mineralogical class is fertuginous.

Q.DPI 11711 - 7771.4

Rapid permeability; severe soil moisture deficits experienced during the dry
season; severe past sheet erosion and severe sheet and rill erosion potential;
very strong acidity; variable charge; aluminium toxicity; and a low nutrient
reserye that would be rapidly depleted under a cropping regime.

Bua



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: BUA soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

PROFILE NO: NLDC 03

SITE LOCATION: Trial area at NLDC Nasarowaqa pigeon pea project area.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Flat planar backslope position on slope of 150 cm length in a flat to gently

undulating plateau surface.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in sita rock of basic composition.

SLOPE: 2o

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 40 m

MCRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Pigeon pea (4 weeks old) crop.

LAND USE: Intensive pigeon pea production.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Has experienced severe sheet and rill erosion in the past.

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY NUMBERS: Q.DP111771-11714

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-17 cm Dry; darkreddishbrown (5YR3/2) and rubbed darkreddish grey (5yR 4/2)
(17cm) silty clay loam; moderately developed fine nut structure; friable; slightly

sticky; non plastic; few fine roots, unweathered subangular iron stone
gravels; sharp smooth boundary,

Bt1 17-49 qn Slightly mois! red (2.5YR 4/5) gravelly clay loam; moderately developed
(32 cm) medium blocky structure breaking to moderate medium blocky structure

breaking to moderate medium crumb and nut structure; firm; slightly sticky;
non plastic; no roots; many weathered subangular stones; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Btz 49-709 cm Slightly moist; red (2.5YR 4/5) clay loam; weak to moderately developed
(50 cm) fine and medium blocky structure; friable to firm; sticky; slighfly plastic; no

roots; distinct smooth boundary,

BC 109-149+ cm Slightly moist; yellowish red to strongly brown (sYR - 7.5YR 5/5) and
(30 cm +) rubbed yellowish red (5YR 5/5) clay loam; many medium distinct red (10R

4/5) mottles; weakly developed mediumblocky structurebreaking to single
grain; friable; slightly sticky; non plastic; no roots; mottles suggestive of
embryonic Fe/Mn pan development.

Bua



Bua soils, undulating phrase

Typifying Profile

Moist; reddish-brown (2.5YR4/4) day; moderately developed fine granular
structure; very friable; few ironstone gravels especially near surface; many
roots; indistinct boundary,

Moist; reddish-brown (2.5YR4/4) clay; weakly developed medium blocky
structure breaking to weakly developed fine granular structure; very friable;
few roots; few weathered stones; distinct boundary,

Moist; dark red (2.5 YR 3/5) clay, moderately developed fine nut structure;
friable (firm in situ) no roots; no stones; distinct boundary,

Moist; dark red (2.5YR 3/5) mealy clay with many black and yellow
weathered friable basalt materials; weakly developed blocky structure
breaking to very fine granular structure; very friable; no roots.

Ap

Bt1

Bw

Bt2

Note:

0-8 cm
(8cm)

8-18 cm
(9 cm)

L8-28 cm
(10cm)

28-110+ cm
(82 cm +)

30 m west of the above site and under undisturbed indigenous vegetation the following surface horizon
was described.

0-8cm moist; dark reddish-brown (2.5YR3/4) clay; moderately developed medium
blocky strucfure breaking to strongly developed fine nut structure; friable;
many roots.

Bua



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Bucaisau series

REFERENCE: The Bucaisau clay (49b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a strongly mottled, moderately

gl:fl.*tt associated with latosols developed under a climate with a moderate to strong dry

Included with the Veisaru set.

The central concept for Bucaisau soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplaquoll, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Mollic Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright Gley soil related to latosols with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Bucaisau soils (51)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Mapped and described for Vanua Levu only.

PARENT ROCK: Mixed rocks predominantly of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENTMATERIAL: Riverine alluvium

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Floors of tributaryvalleyswithvery low gradientswithin the confinesof hill
POSITION/LANDFORM: countrv.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Level or near level 0-1".

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Where unused for cropping supports inferior sward grasses, miscellaneous
weeds and reeds and sedges. Commonly used for irrigated dalo beds, or for
tavioka.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 2-10 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly and very poorly drained.

PERMEABILIWCLASS: SIow

FLOODING: With high water, very slow surface runoff due to low gradients; floods
regularly, particularly in association with intensity storms.

EROSION: No erosion risk

Bucaisau



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

The fine earth fraction is predominantly clay with sand insignificant.

SB936OA-C
LK4A-C

Low pH, high water tables and poor internal drainage.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Thick (25-35 cm), firm darkbrown clayey topsoil, with weak blocky and nut
structures, sticky and plastic consistence and abundant high chroma (5YR
hue) mottles. The topsoil rests on a soft dark grey B horizon with profuse
high chroma mottles, sticky and plastic consistence and weak blocky
structure. The C horizon normally encountered at or below 50 cm is massive
otherwise is similar morphologically to the B horizon. Iron concretions
typify all horizons.

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

None recognised

Veisaru soils: Bucaisau soils have a darker and deeper topsoil than Veisaru
soils, are more strongly mottledbelow and frequentlyis gravellythroughout
the soil profile owing to the presence of small hard Fe or Mn concretions.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Horizons are moderately acid, base saturation values are high (>50%), and

organic values are low to very low and decrease regularly with depth. CEC
and exchangeable calcium and magnesium values are medium. Potassium
is very low and sodium values medium becoming high below 50 cm.

Bucaisau



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Bucaisau soils

Ap 0-28 cm

Bg 28-50cm

Cg 50-75cm

Typifying Profile

Bucaisau soils

LK4

Map I iii (Lakeba) 448780 E 114390 N Lakeba Island, Lau Group.

Linear valley bottom flood plain.

Alluvium derived from andesitic rocks

Flat

Not applicable

8m

Smooth

Ground cover of poor quality grasses, weeds and sedges with odd coconut.

Extensive grazing for goats.

Poorly drained; slow permeability; very slow runoff.

None observed

Previously cultivated for dalo.

LK4A.C SB935OA-C

Moisf darkbrown (7.5YR 3/2),rubbed darkbrown (7.sYF-4/2) clay; firm
sticky; plastic; primary strucfure of weak coarse blocky, the secondary
structure of weak to moderately developed medium nut structure; abundant,
medium, soft mottles (SYR 5 /4); many fine iron concretions; many fine roots;
many casts and relict channels; indistinct regular boundary,

Mois! dark grey (7.5YR N4/0) clay; soft; sticky; plastic; weakly developed
coarse blocky strucfure; profuse, coarse mottles (7.5YR 5/6) these also fill
worm channels; abundant fine and medium iron concretions; few to many
fine roots; few casts and worm channels; rare non weathered angular stones;
indistinct regular boundary,

Wef dark grey (7.5YR N /0) clay; soft; sticky; plastic; massive; many mottle
zones of 7.5YR 5/5; many fine and medium iron concretions; few fine roots;
few casts and worm channels; rare, non weathered angular stones.

Bucaisau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cati on

SOIL NAME: Bureni series

REFERENCE: Bureni clay (28c) and Bureni hill soils (28cH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as developed
from indurated basic tuffs on dissected plateau surfaces under a climate with little or no drv

Forms part of the Wainunu set.

The central concept for Bureni soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kanhaplohumult, clayey, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Humic latosol with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TTNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Bureni soils, easy rolling phase (205C)
Bureni soils, rolling phase (205D)
Bureni soils, strongly rolling phase (205E)
Bureni soils, moderately steep phase (205F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Bureni soils develop on dissected plateau surfaces in southern Viti Levu,
pa*icularly in the Serua ranges.

PARENT TOCK: Indurated fuffaceous rocks of basic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ rock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Dissected plateaux

SLOPE CLASS Easyrolling(8-1.L")rolling(12-15'),strongly rolling (1,6-20") and moderately
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: steep (21-25").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Much under indigenous forest. Have been cleared for pasture in a few
places.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 75-200rn

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-L,500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:ZL'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderatelv well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv slow

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight and moderate sheet and rill erosion potential when forest cleared and
cultivated.

Bureni



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of yellowish red friable silty clay loam, of moderate
to strong medium nut and granular structure, overlying 90 cm of red friable
clay loam, of moderate medium and coatse blocky strucfure commonly
breaking to finer aggregates, and commonly with faint clay cutans to ped
faces, overlying more than 50 cm of red firm silty clay loam, of moderate
platy structure with medium blocky, and with prominent red mottling
aligned in a horizontal pan like fashion.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

Profiles similar to those of the Batawai soils, except that the structures are

stronger and the solum deeper. Mottling can also occur, indicating poor
aeration.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid; organic carbon is low in the

topsoil (0-10 cm) and very low below it; nitrogen has low values 0-48 cm and
very low below this depth; available phosphorus is very low throughou! %

base saturation is very low in all horizons; CEC is medium; TEB is low in the
topsoil and of very low values in the other horizons; exchangeable calcium
and potassium have very low values throughout the profile; and magnesium
ismedium.

The particle size family class is clayey.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

KRS V105-108 (inclusive)

Clayey textures; moderately slow permeability; slight and moderate soil
erosion hazard when cultivated on slopes > 3"; strong soil acidity; and
nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

Bureni



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10 cm
(10 cm)

Bt1 10-48 cm
(38 cm)

48-100 cm
(52 cm)

Bt3 100-15Ocm
(50 cm+)

Bt2

Typifying Profile

Bureni soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

VSO2

2 km south of the Navua River on the Galoa to Nuku Village road, Serua
Province.

Convex summit of an extensive broad surface.

Strongly weathered in situ rock of basic and intermediate composition.

2"

South-south west.

150 m

Even

Pasture predominantly of Koronivia grass.

Cattle grazing

Moderately well drained.

None observed

None

KRS V105-108 (inclusive)

Moist; yellowish red (5YR 4/5) silty clay loam; moderate to strongly
developed medium nut structure with moderate medium granular structure;
friable; slightly sticky; abundant fine and medium roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Moist; red (2.5YR 4/6) clay loam; few fine distinct olive yellow (2.5Y 6/6)
parent material mottles; moderately developed medium and coarse blocky
structure; friable; slightly sticky; few faint red (2.5YR 4/5) clay coatings;
corunon fine and very fine roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Moist; red (2.5YR 4/5) clay loam; few medium distinct olive yellow (2.5Y
5/5) parent material mottles; moderately developed coarse blocky shucfure
breaking to weak fineblocky structure; friable; slightly sticky; common very
fine roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Moist; red (?YR4/5 and 2.5YR 4/8) silty clay loam; many coarse prominent
red (2.5YR 5/8) mottles with pan like depositional layering; moderately
developed medium platy structure breaking to weak medium blocky
strucLurel firm; slightly sticky; discontinuous iron/manganese pan.

Bureni
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Cikobia series

REFERENCE: The Cikobia rocky brown clay (25a) and Cikobia rocky red clay (25b) defined by Twyford &
Wright (1955) as friable soils from limestone materials formed under a climate with a weak to
moderate drv season.

Forms part of the Cikobia set. The distinction between 25a and 26b is solely on soil colour, for
these soils are identical in all other properties.

The moisture regime has been restricted to the ustic, but in all other respects the central concept
for Cikobia soils has been retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Inceptic Eutrustox, clayey, gibbsitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Rhodic Ferralsol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Latosolic soil with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Cikobia soils, flat to gently undulating phase (78A)
Cikobia soils, undulating phase (788)
Cikobia soils, easy rolling phase (78C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Cikobia soils develop on limestone materials in the Lau Group Islands and
of a minor extent in Vanua Levu

PARENT ROCK: Andesite (colluvium) over coralline limestone.

PARENT MATERIAL: The origin of the red soil material overlying hard white coralline limestone
is difficult to explain. In some areas it could be inferred to be colluvia
derived from volcanic flow rocks but elsewhere e.g. Futuna limestone
(Vanua Balavu) where such a source is unavailable the origin of this material
can only be explained by weathering of the limestone over a long period of
time.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Occurs on flattish surface towards the centre of large masses of raised
POSITION/LANDFORM: coralline limestone.

SLOPE CLASS AND
RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to easy rolling (0-11'), but predominantly on slopes < 3".

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Support calcicole forest in their natural state but because of the good
physical properties of the soil Cikobia soils are commonly cleared for
coconuts and cultivation of subsistence food crops.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 10-25 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 2,000-3,200 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25'C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

Cikobia



PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: N"rr". nooa,

EROSION: Though the physical properties are inherently highly erodible the erosion
risk is slight because of the soil occurrence on slopes less than 11'.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Apart from minor variation in the depth to limestone
(75-180 cm) profiles show little variation from that described above.

VARIANTS: Some profiles have B horizons of firmer consistence that are sticky and
plastic and have moderately developed coarse blocky strucfures and
indications (weak clay cutans) of a greater total clay content compared to the
surface horizon i.e. an argillic horizon. The deeper variants would likely
classifu as Paleustults and those < 100 cm to limestone as Rhodustults.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Profiles are slightly alkaline to about 50 cm becorning moderately alkaline

below. Organic carbon values are medium for the surface horizon but low
in the subsoil. All horizons are fully base saturated. Exchangeable calcium
and magnesiumvalues are veryhigh in thesurfacehorizonbut drop sharply
to low values in the Bw2. CEC is medium in the Au horizon, medium in the
BwL and very low in the Bw2. Potassium is very low in all horizons. The
mineralogical class is gibbsitic and clay dominates the fine earth fraction.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Typically shows 20 cm of dark reddish brown clay loam, of moderate to
strongly developed fine and very fine nut strucfure, with some granular,
very friable, with many coral boulders, overlying 30 cm of dusky red clay,
of weakly developed fine and medium nut structure breaking easily to
crumb, friable with a few coralline boulders, overlying 45 cm of dusky red
clay, of massive structure breaking easily to crumb, very friable, with few to
many coral boulders overlying, at about 95 cm, hard white in situ coral
limestone.

Ochric epipedon, oxic horizon.

SB9365A-C

Very low water holding capacities, moderately rapid permeabilities;
moderate to severe soil moisture deficits during the dry season; limestone
outcrops and surface and profile boulders; low nitrogen and phosphorus
levels; and due to slight alkalinity likely trace element deficiencies.

Cikobia



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Cikobia soils, undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: LK14

SITE LOCATION: Map I iii (Lakeba) 459508119150N Lakeba Island, Lau Group.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITION IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Linearsurfacewithinlimestonepinnacles.

PARENT MATERIAL: Red weathered regolith over cemented coralline limestone.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: South east

ELEVATION: 55 m

MICRORELIEF: Exposed coralline limestone pinnacles at surface.

SITE VEGETATION: Calcicole forest

LANDUSE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Well drained, moderately rapid perrneability; medium runoff.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: SB9355A-C

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah O-22 crn Dry; dark reddish brown (2.5YR 2/4), rnoist dark red (2.5YR Z/5),rubbed
(22 crn) dusky red (10R 3/4) clay loam; very friable; non-sticky; non-plastic;

moderate to strongly developed fine and very fine nut with granular
strucfure; profuse coarse and medium roots; few casts, many coral boulders
(5-15 cm) indistinct regular boundary,

Bw1 22-50 crn Dry; dusky red (10R 3/3), moist, dusky red (10R 3/2) rubbed dusky red (10R
(28cm) 3/4) clay, friable; non-plastic; non-sticky; weakly developed fine and

medium nut with crumb structure; abundant coarse roots; few casts; few
large coral boulders; indistinct regular boundary,

Bw2 50-95 cm Dry; dusky red (10R 3,/3), moist, dusky red, (10R 3/4), rubbed dusky red
(45 cm) (10R 3/2), clay; very friable; non-plastic; slightly sticky; massive, breaking

to weakly developed medium crumb structure; few to many fine roots; few
to rnany coral boulders (5-10 cm) porous; distinct irregular boundary,

on hard white (stained red) coralline limestone.

Cikobia
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SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-15 cm
(15 cm)

Bt1 15-32 cm
(16cm)

Bt2 32-55cm

BC 55-103 cm
(38 cm)

Typifying Profile

Burenifu soils, moderately steep phase.

DP12

See soil map of Dobuilevu Agricultural Research Station (Mcl,eod & Rijkse
1985).

Midslope on side of planar ridge.

Shongly weathered andesitic tuff.

220

West

75 rn

Small (25 cm) terracettes.

Batiki grass dominant pasture.

Grazing

Well drained

Moderate sheet erosion.

None

KRS T1475-1480

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) clay; friable; sticky; plastic; few coarsepores;
strongly developed medium and fine nut structure; nvmy worm casts;
abundant fine and medium roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Yellowish red (5YR  /5) silty clay loam; many dark (7.5YR 3/4) humus coats
and worm casts;hrrnin situ; friable in hand; sticky; plastic; few coarse pores;
strongly developed medium nut strucfure; conunon thin continuous clay
coatings on peds; many medium roots; distinct wavy boundary,

Yellowish red (sYR 4/6) silty clay loam;hrrninsitu; friable in hand; slightly
sticky; slightly plastic; many fine and few coarse pores; moderately
developed medium blocky structure; many thin broken clay coatings; many
medium roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Yellowish red (SYR a/Q silty clay loam with many fine concentrations of
yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) parent material and many fine very dark grey
(10YR 3/1) augite crystals; firm in situ; slightly sticky; slightly plastic;
moderately developed coarse blocky strucfure; few medium roots.

Burenitu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Burenitu series

REFERENCE: Burenitu clay and clay loam (30c) and Burenitu hill soils (30cH) defined by Twyford and Wright
(1965) as somewhat degraded soils from basalts, basic andesites and basic tuffs formed under a
climate with a moderate drv season.

Forms part of the Delaimatai set.

The morphological and chemical concepts for Burenitu soils are retained, but in this survey
Burenitu series are restricted to the udic soil moisture regime.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Hapludalf, fine, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Nitosol
(c) Twlord and Wright Humic latosol with a moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Burenitu soiJ.s, undulating phase (1218)
Burenitu soils, easy rolling phase (121C)
Burenitu soils, rolling phase (121D)

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENT ROCK:

PARENT MATERIAL:

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSMON/LANDFORM:

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RANGE OF ELEVATION:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME :

SOILDRAINAGE CLASS:

PERMEABILITY CLASS:

FLOODING:

EROSION:

Burenitu soils, strongly rolling phase (121E)
Burenitu soils, moderately steep phase (121F)
Burenitu soils, steep phase (121G)

Environmental Factors

Burenitu soils are extensive in Ra, and in the upper Sigatoka, Sabeto and Ba
river valleys.

Tuffaceous rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

Strongly weathered in situ tuff .

Gently undulating ridge crests, convex and concave ridge sides to hilly land,
slumped areas, and steep hillslopes.

From gently undulating (2") through all slopes to steep (<35").

Mainly in pasfure. Sugar cane, pulses and rainfed rice are grown on the less
sloping land. Also areas in subsistence root crops.

25-150 m

Annual average range: 2,000-3,000 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range: L,400-2,000 mm.

Mean annual:25"C.

Udic

Isohyperthermic

Well drained

Moderate

Never floods

Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >12 " . Also have
a potential for debris slides on the steeper slopes.

Burenitu



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGT]ISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows low to medium CEC and 7o base saturation but values

become higher at depth reflected the presence of unweathered parent
matedal; exchangeable cations are generally low but magnesium and
calcium can be higher.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of dark brown friable clay, of strongly developed
medium and fine nut structure overlying 50 cm of yellowish red from silty
clay loam, of moderately developed medium nut or blocky structure, sticky
and plastic moist, with humus and clay cutans to peds, overlying more than
40 cm of yellowish red firm silty clay loam, of moderately developed coarse
blocky structure and with strongly weathered yellowish brown parent
material fragments and fine augite crystals.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Burenitu series have a A, Bt1, BL2,BC horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 13 to 18 cm; its colour ranges from
reddish brown (5YR 4/4) to dark brown (7.5YR 3 /2); and textures are clay
or clay loam.

The Bt horizons combined thickness ranges from 49 to71 crn; colours in the
upper part that are generally yellowish red (SYR 4/5) to dark reddish brown
(sYR 3/4) with textures of clay to silty clay but silt clay loam in the lower
part; and structure becomes less well developed with depth.

The BC horizon thickness ranges from 8 to 55 cm; colours are yellowish red
(syR 4 / 5-5 / 6); and structures may be weak or moderate medium or coarse
blocky.

The C horizon is normally encountered between 99 andl24+ cm depth, and
ranges in colour from red Q.5YR4/6) to strong brown (7.5YR4/5).

Deep topsoil variant.

None recognised

The particle size family class is very fine or fine (dependent on slope
position).

The mineralogical class is ferruginous but tending to be kaolinitic on
steepland soils where there is more influence of unweathered parent
material.

KRS T1475-1480 (DP12)

KRS T14s2-1455 (DP5)

KRS T14135-1440 (DP2)

Main limitations are slope; heavy soil texfures; erosion potential on slopes
>8"; dry season soil moisfure deficits; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen,
potassium and phosphorus.

Burenitu



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c I assification

SOIL NAME: Cuku series

REFERENCE: Cuku steepland stony sandy clay (93b) defined by Twyford & Wrighi (1955) as a steepland soil
from quartzose fuffs formed under a climate with a strong dry season.

They form part of the Vitawa set. The central concept defined for Cuku is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustropept, fine-silty, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with red yellow podzolic soils

with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Cuku soils, rolling phase (154D) Cuku soils, steep phase (154G)
Cuku soils, strongly rolling phase (154E) Cuku soils, very steep phase (154H)
Cuku soils, moderately steep phase (154F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Cuku soils are very widely developed in north-eastern Vanua Levu from
Labasa to Udu Point and constitute the main steepland soils of that area.
They also occur widely in Nadroga in Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rhyolite, pumiceous tuff and agglomerate, ranging to acid andesite tuff and
agglomerate.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shallow moderate to strongly weathered in siturock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC Most slope positions in moderate and strongly dissected hill counky. Slopes
POSITION/LANDFORM: are commonly long and planar.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (15-20'), moderately steep (21-25"), steep
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (27-35') and very steep (35-40').

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Naturalvegetationof Cukuseriesispoorforest, mainly comprising Doi, roli
and melastomaceous plants, ranging to talasiga fern and Nokonoko.

Optimum land use of these soils is probably afforestation and in Nadroga
Province many have been put to this use.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,000 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderatelv well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Never floods

TEMPERATURE:

Cuku



EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Has suffered significant past erosion. Moderate to severe sheet and rill
erosion potential.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 1.2 cm of very dark greyish brown silty clay, of moderately
developed fine nut structure, firm, slightly sticky and plastic moist, with
fragments of weathering rock, overlying 15 cm of red and dark reddish
brown faintly mottled light brownish grey silt loam, of weakly developed
fine nut structure, plastic and slightly sticky moist, firm in slfz rock, on
brownish yellow and dusky red massive and friable weathering rock.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Cuku series have an A, AC, C1 horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from L0-15 cm; its colours include very
dark grey (10YR 3/1) dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2); structures are
moderate or strong, fine or medium nut; consistence varies firm, friable to
firm, and friable; and texfures (commonly stony) are sandy clays, fine sandy
elays, silty clays or fine sandy clay loam.

The AC horizon thickness ranges from 1.2-20 cm; its commonly varicoloured
and includes red (2.5YR 4/6,4/8) reddish brown (sYR 4/3,4/4) and dark
reddish brown (2.5YR 3/3,3/A);textwes include silty clay, silty clay loam,
clay and clay loam; faint mottles may or may not be present; and strucfures
may be weak or moderate fine blocky or not;

on in situ weathering rock normally encountered by 25-30 cm depth.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show the soil to be slightly acid to 25 cm depth and of near neutral

pH below this; carbon and nitrogen values are low for the A horizon (0-12

cm) but dropping to very low below this horizon; available phosphorus is
very low throughout; o/" base saturation is high; CEC and exchangeable
calcium are of medium values; both exchangeable magnesium and sodium
are high; and potassium is very low.

The particle size family class is fine-silty.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

KRSD 143-745

Profile shallowness; slope; low water holding capacity; very severe past
erosion and moderate to severe potential for further sheet and rill erosion;
nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus, potassium and nitrogen.

Cuku



SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Midslope of long slope in strongly dissected hill country.

SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Cuku soils, strongly rolling phase

Typifying Profile

Cuku soils, strongly rolling phase.

TR35

Nadi Forest. About 0.5 km turning into Akuila Road from Goodlet Road in
Planning Unit 3.

Moderately weathered in situ acid, andesite.

20"

North-west

180 m

Generally uneven

Grassland of Pennisetum polystachyon, Eleusme inilica, and, Psidium guayatn.

Unused

Moderately well drained.

Slight sheet erosion and probably significant past erosion.

None observed

KRS D 143-1.45

Ah 0-12 cm Dry; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2), moist very dark grey (10YR 3/1)
(12 cm) silty clay; moderate to strongly developed fine nut structure; firm; slightly

sticky; plastic; abundant fine and medium roots; common fine fubular pores;
few fine fragments of weathering rock; diffuse wavy boundary,

AC 12-26 cm Dry; moist coarsely variegated dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) and red
(14 cm) (2.5YR 5/8) silty clay; common faint diffuse lightbrownish grey (10YR 5/2)

llff lT,i1T,i.1"J,"l:nifl :,ili"HH";*l1,tx"#ff i'J*T:ff ;

C1 25-50 cm+ Dry; moist coarsely variegated brownish yellow (10YR 5/5) and dusky red
(24 cm+) (10R 3/4) weathering in situ rock; massive; friable; conunon fine fibrous

Cuku
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassifi cation

SOIL NAME: Daria series

REFERENCE: The Daria stony bouldery silt loam and clay (27a) dehnedbyTwyford & Wright (1955) to include
soils having impeded drainage, mottled subsoils, varied profile form and as being formed on
colluvium derived fromadlacenthill soils. Parentmaterialswere defined asbasic and intermediate
rocks.

Forms part of the Sote set. In this survey this concept for Daria series is retained i.e. imperfectly
drained soils with slowly permeable subsoil results in subsoil gleying.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Humitropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Humic latosol with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Daria soils, flat to gently undulating phase (133,4) Daria soils, easy rolling phase (133C)
Daria soils, undulating phase (1338) Daria soils, rolling phase (133D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Daria soils are of minor importance on Viti Levu. They are widespread in
the wetter areas of Vanua Levu and develop adjacent to and derived from
Solevu, Wainunu, Nakavika and Seatura soils.

PARENT ROCK: Marine sediments of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Colluvial toeslope debris and strongly weathered parent rock (sandstones
and siltstones).

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC More commonly on toeslopes of hills, but occasionally midslope benches
POSITION/LANDFORM: where seepage from upslope results in wet conditions.

SLOPE CLASS Flattogentlyundulating(0-3');undulating(L7'); gently rolling (8-11"); and
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES; rolling (12-15").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Commonly under indigenous forest, elsewhere cleared and in grasses with
Navua sedge (Cyperus aromaticus) .

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,L50-4,280 mm:
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:? "C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic/perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Imperfectly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Slow and moderate permeability.

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Daria



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically Daria series are imperfectly drained soils of clayey texfures with
dark coloured A horizons overlying brownish, and sometimes reddish B and
C horizons. A characteristic of the soils are mottles of both low and high
chromas which may occur in all horizons.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Daria series have an Ag,Bg, BCg horizon sequence.

The Ag horizons range in thickness between 12-18 cm; colours are of either
10YR or 7.5YR hue; low chroma mottles vary between 5 and 10%; and high
chroma mottles vary between 5 and 15%.

The Bg horizons range in thicknessbetween 30-50 cm; colourhues vary from
10YR and 7.5YR to 2.5YR; low chroma mottles may be of either 2.5Y or 5Y
hue and vary from 15 to 30%; and high chroma mottles of 7.5YR hue vary
between l0 and2}Y".

The Ag and Bg horizons may have either nutty or blocky structures and
their consistence is either friable or firm.

None recognised

Sote weakly gleyed subsoil variant: Have only reddish coloured B horizons.
Pale colours on ped faces and along pores are of too high a chroma for Sote
variant to be classified with an aquic subgroup or suborder.

GENERAL CHEMICAL. PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: A clayey textured soil, strongly acid, with low and very low base saturation,

Exchangeable calcium is low and very low; magnesium medium, varyingto
low at depth; potassium very low; and sodium medium.

The family particle size class is fine.

The clay mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS T1407-141 0 (inclusive).

Soils have imperfect drainage resulting from lateral seepage of water
through them from high ground. Liable to erosion on sloping land if surface
bared of vegetation. The low and very low base saturations and strong
acidity suggest that the fertility of these soils is limited.

Daria



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Daria soils, rolling phase

Ag 0-15 cm
(15 cm)

Bg 15-53cm
(38 crn)

BCg 53-100cm
(47 crn)

Typifying Profile

Daria soils, rolling phase.

N78

Refer soil map of Naduruloulou Agriculfural Research Station (Palmer &
Smith, 1984) Grid Reference sheeL Viti Levu 14 (1:50 000) 504E 124N.

Slightly concave toeslope in moderately dissected hill country.

Strongly weathered marine sandstone and siltstone of intermediate
composition.

13"

South

77 rn

Low hummocks with amplitude < 30 cm.

Para grass and Navua sedge.

Cattle grazing

Imperfectly drained

None

None

KRS T1407-1410 (inclusive).

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3) clay loam with common (10%) medium
distinct yellowish red (5YR 5 / 5) and common (1 0%) fine f aint greyish brown
(2.5y 5/2) mottles which occur mainly towards the base of the horizon;
many fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Brownish yellow (10YR 5/5) clay with common (20%) fine prominent strong
brown (7.5YR 5/5) mottles on ped faces and corunon (15%) fine distinct
grey (5Y 5/1) mottles along pores and root channels; friable; sticky; plastic;
weakly developed coarse blocky structure; few fine roots; indistinct wavy
boundary,

Yellowish red (5YR 5 / 5) clay with common (1 0%)fine distinct light yellowish
brown QSY 5/4) mottles and many (30%) fine faint light bluish grey (5B
7/1) mottles along pores and root channels; firm; sticky; plastic; massive to
weakly developed coarse blocky stTucture; few fine roots.

Daria
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Dawasamu series

REFERENCE: The Dawasamu sand (2a) defined by Twyford and Wright (1965) as a recent soil forming on
coastal sands derived from mainlv basaltic and basic andesitic coastal sands.

Forms part of the Dawasamu set.

The central concept for Dawasamu series is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Quarzipsamment, ferritic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Arenosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Recent soil from coastal sands with a weak to moderate dry season

INCLUDING MAPPING UNTTS AND PHASES:
Dawasamu soils (14)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Of very limited occurrence along the east and north-east coast of Tailevu
province, Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Basic rocks (Angite basalt).

PARENT MATERIAL: Coastal sand resulting from the resorting of alluvium brought down by the
Dawasamu river.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Coastal beach strand.

SLOPE CLASS AND
RANGE OF SLOPES: FIat to near level (0-2").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Originally under forest. Now cleared and mainly used for arable crops
(peanuts, watermelon etc) and subsistence crops (cassava, kumala).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 7-2rn

RAINFALL: Annualaverage range:2,1,504,280mm;
dry season range: 800-L,500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessivelv drained.

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Minor risk of wind erosion.

Dautasamu



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 15 cm of grey brown to black sand containing many coarse
PROFILE FEATURES: augite crystals, loose and of single grain structure, on dark grey brown to

black sand , loose and of single grain strucfure.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: Not applicable

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PTrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately alkaline, low organic carbon values, high base status, high iron

values.

The mineralogical class is ferritic.

LABORATORY Nos: FACL194177

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Excessive internal drainage, very low water holding capacities and thin
topsoils. Low organic matter status, nutrient deficiencies of potassium and
phosphorus and in view of alkaline pH likely trace element deficiencies.

Dazoasamu



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Coastal beach strand.

Typifying Profile

Dawasamu soils

VS 35

500 m south-east of Nataleira village, Dawasamu, Tailevu province.

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

Coastal sands from augite basalt.

<2"

Not applicable

r-5 m

Smooth

Kumala and miscellaneous weeds.

Kumala cropping

Somewhat excessively drained.

None

DISTLIRBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: FACL194I77

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-8 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) sandy loam; single grain; loose;
(8 cm) abundant very fine and fine fibrous roots; sharp smooth boundary,

C1 8-30 cm Moist;black (10YR2/1) sand; single grain; loose; common fine and medium
(22cm) roots; sharp smooth boundary,

C2 30-120 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) sand; single grain; loose; few
(90 cm) medium and coarse fibrous roots,

81 30-75cm Moist; black (2.5YR 2/6) sand; weakly developed single grain structure;
moist loose; non plastic; non sticky; few small concretions; few fine roots;
70Yo coarse material,

82 75-95 crn Moist; black to very dark grey (2.5YR 2/0) sand; weakly developed single
(20 cm) grain; moist loose; non plastic; non sticky; few concretions; few fine roots,

C 95 cm+ Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) sandy loam; weakly developed single grain;
moist loose; non plastic; non sticky.

Dautasamu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Delaibo series

REFERENCE: Delaibo stony and bouldery clay (75) definedby Twyford & Wright (1955) as a steepland soil from
basalts and calcareous agglomerates fotmed under a climate with a weak dry season. They are
associated with or related to nigrescent soils. Delaibo soils have been refined in the soil survey of
Wainigata Agricultural Research Station (Purdie, Laffan & Shepherd, 1985) to remove the slope

. class (i.e. not exclusively a steepland soil) as a definitive criteria.

In all other respects the central concept for Delaibo soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, eoarse-loamy, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wrighh Steepland soil related to or associated with nigrescent soils with a

weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Delaibo soils, easy rolling phase (202D) Delaibo soils, moderately steep phase (202G)
Delaibo soils, rolling phase (202E) Delaibo soils, steep phase (202H)
Delaibo soils, strongly rolling phase (202F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Delaibo soils are the dark coloured, shallow and stony soils of hilly land in
south-eastern Vanua Levu over a altifudinal range from sea level to about
500 m.

PARENT ROCK: Calcareous basaltic tuff agglomerate.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strong weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Occurs on the midslope position of the higher hills where lateral movement
POSITION/LANDFORM: of water from higher ground bring excess water at times .

SLOPE CLASS Gentlyrolling(8-11");rolling(12-15"); strongly rolling (16-20");moderately
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: steep (21-25"); and steep Q5-35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly coconuts, indigenous forest, with tall reed grass, gasau in the
proximity of villages.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,2004,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic/perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderatelv well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate colluvial movement downslope; slight slip erosion.

Delaibo



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

The characteristic profile features of this soil are a very dark greyish brown
to black A horizon, subsoils with a colour of 10YR 3-4/2-4 with 10YR 5/5
mottles, a weakly developed clay alluvial horizon (not developed enough to
be an argillic horizon), and strongly weathered in situ basall with rock
structure preserved in the lower subsoil. Texture becomes coarser down the
profile ranging from clay loam at the surface to loamy sand in the weathered
rock.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Delaibo series have an A, Btg1, Btg2, C horizon sequence. The range of
features within the taxonomic unit is partly related to slope, wllh in situ
weathered rock occurring at shallower depths on steeper slopes. Colour
hues may extend to 2.5Y in the layer above the weathered rock. Areas of
stony andbouldery soils occur within the mapping uni! they are considered
to be inclusions.

There are areas where mass movement has taken place and a slump variant
might be recognised.

Navava series: The boundary between Delaibo series and Navava series is
gradational. Navava series is distinguished by having no mottles in the
subsoil, and the Bt horizon is more developed and meets the criteria for an
argillic horizon.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: The pH ranges from slightly acid to slightly alkaline; organic C % in the A

horizon is low to medium; %BS is very high throughout the profile;
exchangeable Ca and Mg are very high; exchangeable Na is high, increasing
down the profile; exchangeable K is low. Particle size increases down the
profile, clay contents are 30% in the top dropping down to 5% in the
saprolite.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

The family particle size class is coarse-loamy.

KRS 52008-2012 (inclusive)

This soil has severe limitations. Limiting factors are: slope, areas of bouldery
and stony soils; limited rooting depth and erosion hazards. Exchangeable
potassium is low. Trace element levels are not known.

Delaibo



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Delaibo soils, steep phase

Ah 0-14 cm
(1 cm)

Btgl IZI-JI CM
(17cm)

3148 cm
(17cm)

C 48-58 cm+
(20cm+)

Btg2

Typifying Profile

Delaibo soils, steep phase.

w59

Refer soil map of Wainigata Agricultural Research Station (Purdie, Laffan &
Shepherd, 1984).

Steep convex slope in moderately dissected hill country.

Weathered in situ basalt -

29"

North-north east

28m

Smooth

Coconuts

Coconut plantation

Moderately well drained.

Downslope colluvial movement.

None observed

KRS 52008-2012 (inclusive)

Black (10YR 3 /1) clay;triable; sticky; plastic; moderately developed medium
nut strucfure breaking to moderately developed fine nu! common fine
distinct mottles (7.5YR 5/6); abundant very fine roots; distinct irregular
boundary,

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3) sandy clay; friable; sticky; slightly plastic;
weakly developed fine and very fine nut structure; corunon medium
distinct mottles (10YR 5/8); corunon distinct clay and organic cuians (10YR
3/2); many very fine roots; common moderately weathered subangular
gravels; indistinct boundary,

Dark greyish brcwn (2.5Y 4 /2) sandy clay; friable; sticky; plastic; moderately
developed medium nutty plus weakly developed fine nutty structure; many
fine distinct mottles (10YR 5/5); corunon distinct clay plus organic cutans

$}YR a/2); corunon very fine roots; conunon moderately weathered
gravels; indistinct boundary,

[r situweathered rock; yellowishbrown (10YR5/4) coarsesand; friable; non
sticky; non plastic; massive; corilnon fine distinct mottles (10YR 5/8); few
disfinct clay and organic cutans (10YR  /3); few very roots.

Delaibo
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Delaimatai series

REFERENCE: Delaimatai clay and silty clay (30b) and Delaimatai hill soils (30bH) defined by Twyford & Wright
(1955) as formed from basalts, basic andesites and basic tuffs on rolling and hilly land under a
climate with a moderate dry season.

In this survey the central concept is retained but Delaimatai series are restricted to the ustic soil
moisture regime.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kanhaplustult, clayey, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
O) FAO: Dystric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Humic latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Delaimatai soils, easy rolling phase (183C) Delaimatai soils, moderately steep phase (183F)
Delaimatai soils, rolling phase (183D) Delaimatai soils, steep phase (183G)
Delaimatai soils, strongly rolling phase (183E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Delaimatai soils occur in Bua province in Vanua Levu although they are not
very extensively developed on this island. They are of restricted area on Viti
Levu where are commonly forest.

PARENT ROCK: Basalts, basic andesites and basic tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in situ rock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Backslopes and midslopes on rolling and hilly land.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (72-75"), strongly rolling (16-20'),moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21.-25"), and steep phase (26-35").

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Muchstillunderindigenousforest.Elsewhereunder reeds, bracken fern and
scrub.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 15-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,000-3,200 mm;
dry season range:600-800 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:.Z5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOILTEMPERATUREREGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderatelv well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >12".

Delaimatai



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Propefties

Typically shows 5 cm of reddish brown friable clay loam of strongly
developed fine nut strucfure, overlying 25 cm of red friable silt clay of
moderately developed fine blocky and crumb structure with distinct clay
cutans to peds, overlying 30 cm of red firm silty clay of moderately
developed fine blocky structure and with a few weathered stones and clay
cutans to peds, overlying more than 30 cm of red friable silty clay of
moderately developed mediumblocky structure and with a few weathered
stones and clay cutans to peds.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Delaimatai series have a Ah, Bt1, Bt2, Bt3 horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 5-10 cm; its colours include reddish
brown (5YR 4/3, 2.5yR4/4) and dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3, 3/4 and
2.5YR 3/9; textures are silty clay loam; silty clay and clay loam; and
structures are fine or medium blockv or nutW.

The Bt horizons combined thi"t ,"r, 
"*.u"ds 

80 cm; their colours include red
(2.5YR 4/5,4/8,5/8) and reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4,5/4,sYR4/4,5/4);
textures are silty clays, clay loams or clays; strucfures range between weak
or moderate, fine, medium or coarse blocky; consistence may be friable or
firm; clay cutans are corunon, many and profuse in abundance; and
weathered stones may or may not be present.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Chemical analysis shows Delaimatai soils to be strongly acid; carbon and

nitrogen values are low in the A horizon (0-5 cm) and very low below this;
available phosphorus is very low and phosphorus retention medium; % base

saturation is low in the A horizon and very low in the other horizons; CEC
is medium in the A horizon and low below this; exchangeable potassium
and calcium are very low; and magnesium is high in the A horizon and of
Iow values in the other hodzons.

The particle size family class is clayey.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

USP ND22A-E

Slope where developed on slopes >15'; clayey textures; moderate soil
moisture deficits during the dry season; moderate and severe sheet and rill
erosionpotential on slopes >12'; strongsoil acidity; andnutrientdeficiencies
of nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus.

Delaimatai



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-5 cm
(5 cm)

5-33 cm
(27 crn)

Bt2 33-52cm
(29 cm)

Bt3 62-92crn+
(30 cm+)

Ah

Bt1

Typifying Profile

Delaimatai soils, rolling phase.

ND22

Masi catchment, Nadi Forest, Nadroga Province.

Flat planar backslope in strongly dissected hill country.

Shongly weathered in sifz basaltic rock.

12'

West

450 m

Even

Mission grass (sparse), bracken fem and karuka.

Unused

Moderately well drained.

Slight sheet erosion.

None observed

USP ND22A-E

Dry; reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) moist and red (2.5YR 4/5) rubbed clay
loam; friable; slightly sticky; strongly developed fine nutstructure; corunon
fine roots; few strongly weathered subrounded stonesl sharp smooth
boundary,

Slightly mois! red (2.5YR 4/5) moist and red (2.5Yr a/4 rubbed silty clay;
friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; moderately developed fine crumb
structure with some moderate fine blocky; many distinct red (2.5YR 4/5)
clay cutans; few fine roots; few moderately weathered subrounded stones;
distinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moist; red (2.5YR 4/5) moist and rubbed silty clay; firm; slightly
sticky; slightly plastic; moderately developed fine blocky structure with
some moderate fine crumb; many distinct red (2.5YR 4/6) clay cutans; few
fine roots; few moderately weathered subrounded stones; distinct smooth
boundary,

Slightly mois! red (2.5YR 4/5) moist and rubbed silty clay; friable; sticky;
slightly plastic; moderately developed medium blocky structure; many
distinct red (2.5YR 4/5) clay cutans; few fine roots; few moderately
weathered subrounded stones.

Delaimatai
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Delainacau series

REFERENCE: Delainacau sandy clay (40a) and Delainacau hill soils (40aH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1,955)
as reddish soils from rnixed acid and basic tuffs, on rolling and hilly land, usually forested and
formed under a climate with a moderate dry season.

Forms part of the Delainacau set.

The central concept for Delainacau soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Dyshopept, fine, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(B) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Red yellow podzolic soil with a weak to moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Delainacau soils, easy rolling phase (207C) Delainacau soils, strongly rolling phase (207E)
Delainacau soils, rolling phase (207D) Delainacau soils, moderately steep phase (207F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Delainacau soils do not occur on Viti Levu. They develop in association
with Dogotuki soils on Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Mixed composition (acid and basic) layered tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep weathered ln sifz rock.

PF{YSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Mainly planar and convex slopes in rolling and hilly land.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15"), strongly rolling (15-20") and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: moderately steep (21-25").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mostly under forest but cleared in places to crop. Poor crops of cassava is
followed by long periods of fallow .

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,000-3,200 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERAruRE: Mean annual: 24.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential if forest cleared and
cultivated without attention pven to soil conservation measures.

Delainacau



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid 0-32 cm and strongly acid

below 32 cm; organic carbon is high in the topsoil (0-12 cm), medium 12-32

cm and very low below and nitrogen follows a similar trend, i.e. high, low,
very low; very low available phosphorus; %obase saturation is high in the
topsoil and of medium valuesbelow; exchangeable calcium and magnesium
are both high in the topsoil and medium in the other horizons; and
potassium is high in topsoil and very low in the other horizons.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

ADDITIONALCOMMENTS: None

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows under forest 3 cm of rnixed litter and worm casts, on 12 cm
of dark reddish brown slightly sandy clay, of moderate coarse granular and
crumb strucfure and slightly sticky and plastic moist, overlying 20 cm of
dusky red friable clay of weak medium blocky structure and sticky and
plastic when moist, overlying 12 cm of dark red friable clay with a slightly
sandy feel, overlying 25 cm of dusky red friable to firm sandy clay, of strong
coarse granular strucfure, powdering to fine granular and crumb on
brownish yellow weathered tuff.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

None recognised

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

KRS 435-439

Erosion potential hazard on slopes; slight soil moisture deficits during the
dry season; soil acidity; nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Delainacau



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

Typifying Profile

Delainacau soils, easy rolling phase.

TW 22

Wainikoro vallev.

Well drained

Stable site, but serious sheet erosion in the vicinity.

None

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex midslope.

PARENTMATERIAL: Weathered insituacidtuffs.

SLOPE: 10"

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 90 m

MICRORELIEF: Forest dimples

SITE VEGETATION: Originally forest, now talasiga.

LAND USE: Unused

LABORATORYNos: KRS D 280-283

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

L 3-0 cm Dry; mixed litter and worm casts,
(3 cm)

Ah 0-12 cm Moist; dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) slightly sandy clay; moderately
(12 cm) developed coarse granular and crumb structure; friable; slightly sticky;

plastic; abundant fine and medium fibrous and woody roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

Bt 12-32cm Moisf dusky red (2.5YR 3/2) clay; weakly developed mediumblocky
(20 cm) structure; friable; sticky; plastic; many fine and medium fibrous and woody

roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Bwl 32-M cm Moist; dark red (2.5YR 3/5) very slightly sandy clay; moderately developed
(12 cm) medium blocky structure; friable; compact in place; slightly sticky; plastic;

few fine and medium fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw2 M-69 crn Moist; dusky red (2.5YR 3/2) sandy clay; strongly developed coarse
(25 cm) granular structure powdering easily to fine granular and crumb; friable to

firm; sticky; plastic; few fine fibrous roots; distinct wavy boundary,

BC on Brownish yellow (10YR 5/5) in situ weathered sandy tuff; sticky; plastic.

Delainacau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Deuba series

REFERENCE: The Deuba sandy loam (52b) of Twyford & Wright (1955) defined the soil as having developed on
sands brought down by the Navua and Rewa rivers derived from mainly acid rocks and
containing much quartz. Found behind coastal dunes where gleying has taken place. This concept
matches well Deuba series defined here, where the series develops inland from the Vunibau series
where water tables come nearer to the surface and the gleyed sands of Deuba series occur.

Forms part of the Nacokula set.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Tropaquept sandy, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright Gley soil related to red yellow podzolic soils with a weak or no dry
season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Deuba soils (13)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Restricted to the areas of coastal sands in the Deuba Navua area of SSE Viti
Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of acid composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Highly quartzose sands brought down by the Navua River system, resorted
and deposited mainly by marine action. Contains some pumiceous material
indicative of marine deoosition.

PTrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Coastal dunes with weakly expressed ridge and swale topography.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Level (0-1')

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Normally supports a poor vegetation of grasses, fems and sedges.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0.5-2 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mrn;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: MeanAnnual:24"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly and very poorly drained.

PERMEABILIW CLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Due to physiographic position and high water tables (at 60-90 cm) floods
during periods of high intensity rainfall events.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Deuba



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGIJISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

The top 50 cm is usually brown to very dark brown due to organic matter.
Pronounced red mottling is common below this level in the zone of water
table fluctuation and lies on grey gleyed strucfureless sand encountered
normally at 90-100 cm. Sandy textures throughout the profile; wet
consistencies are non sticky and non plastic; topsoils are friable, subsoils
fumwith the sands losing coherence below the water table. Topsoil structure
is well developed nut with weak coarse blocky structures in the subsoils.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Deuba series have an Ap (Ah), Bw, Bg Bms, Cr horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon thickness ranges from 12-20 cm; its colours include very
dark greyishbrown (2.5Y 3/2,70yR3 /2) and dark greyishbrown (2.5y 4/2,
10YR4/2); textures are fine sandy or medium sandy loam.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 25-30 cm; its colours include strong
brown (10YR 5/5, 5/8) yellowish brown (10YR 5/5, 5/8) or olive yellow
(2.5y 6/6,5/8); and textures may be fine, medium or coarse sand; and
blocky structures may be fine, medium or course.

The Bg horizons thickness ranges from 40-50 crn; textures may be fine,
medium or coarse sand; and the red mottles maybe few, corunon/ or many.

The Cr horizon is normally encountered by 90 cm and exceeds 30 cm in
thickness; textures may be fine, medium or coarse sand and the red mottles,
few or many in abundance.

None recognised

Vunibau series: Well drained or somewhat excessively drained, and
developed on recent alluvium. Water table does notflucfuate and is constant
at depths from 55 to 100 cm; dark, well structured topsoil overlying deep
subsoil to water table in which patches of organic matter impart a rather
uneven colour. Weakly mottled.

Waikalou series: Develop on older, inland coastal sands, where water tables
fluctuate greatly - within this zone of mottling the sand is weakly cemented
by an iron-humus complex. This series shows more subsoil coherence.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Deuba series are moderately to strongly acid with very low base levels and

plant nutrients are very deficient. However, base saturation values are very
high. The fine earth fraction is dominated in all horizons by sand (>80%) and
the particle size family class is sandy.

The mineralogical class is rnixed.

D058-D063 (inclusive)

Susceptibility to flooding, permanent high seasonal water table; rapid
permeability; low water holding capacity; may experience short periods of
soil moisture deficit in the period May to October; soil acidity; and
deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

Deuba



Typiflring Profile

SOIL NAME: Deuba soils

PROFILE No.: D.014

SITE LOCATION: Run 270. Photo 57. Huntings (1969).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITION IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Long parallel ridges and narrow swales; pit near bottom of ridge.

PARENT MATERIAL: Marine sand.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 1.5 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Grassland, grazed; Batiki blue grass.

LAND USE: Dairying

DRAINAGE: Poorlv drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: D058-D063 (inclusive)

COMMENTS: Water table at 73 cm.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-18 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) fine sandy loam; moderate to
(18 cm) strongly developed fine nut structure breaking to fine crumb structure;

friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; abundant fine roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

Bw 18-46 cm Mois! strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) with patches of grey (10YR 5/1) medium
(28 cm) sand; weakly developed, coarse blocky structure; very friable; non-sticky;

non-plastic; many fine roots in top 15 cm with few below; distinct wavy
boundary,

Bg1 46-59 ern Moisf greyish brown Q.sY 5/2) coarse sand; many coarse red (2.5YR 4/5)
(23 cm) mottles; coarse sand; very weakly developed coarse blocky strucfure; firm;

non-sticky; non-plastic; slightly cemented; few fine rootsi diffuse smooth
boundary,

B82 59-89 cm Wef grey (5Y 5/1) coarse sand; few coarse red (2.5YR 4/5) mottles; very
(20 cm) weakly developed coarse blocky structure; non-sticky; non-plastic; few fine

roots; distinct wavy boundary,

Bms 89-99 cm Wet;darkgreytogrey(5Y4 /1-5/1)coarceweakly;weaklydeveloped coarse
(10cm) blocky structure; extremely firm; cemented; shonglybedded; iron staining

in patches and bands; distinct smooth boundary,

Cr 99-115 cm WeU grey (2.5Y 6 /0) coarse sand; few coarse red (2.5YR4/ 5) mottles; single
(15 cm) grain; non-sticky; non-plastic; slumping in pit.

Deuba
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Dobuilevu series

REFERENCE: Dobuilevu clay (13a) and Dobuilevu hill soils (13aH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as
soils formed from basic tuffs under a climate with a rnoderate drv season.

Forms part of the Dobuilevu set.

The morphological and chemical concepts for Dobuilevu series are retained but in this survey
Dobuilevu series are restricted to the udic soil moisture regime.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Hapludoll, fine-loamy, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Haplic phaeozem
(c) Twyford and Wright Nigrescent soil with a weak to moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TIMTS AND SYMBOLS:
Dobuilevu soils, undulating phase (1228) Dobuilevu soils, moderately steep phase (122F)
Dobuilevu soils, easy rolling phase (122C) Dobuilevu soils, steep phase (122G)
Dobuilevu soils, rolling phase (122D) Dobuilevu soiJ.s, very steep phase (122H)
Dobuilevu soils, strongly rolling phase (1228)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Dobuilevu soils develop widely in Ra on Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Tuffaceous rocks of andesitic composition with a high proportion of
augite present.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered in siturock.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Easy rolling ridge crests, rolling to moderately steep convex to concave
POSITION / LANDFORM: ridge sides and slumped areas.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: All slope classes from undulati.g (5") to very steep (>35")

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly under pasture. Some areas in sugar, pulses and subsistence root
croPs.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 25-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,800-3,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,000 mm;
wet season range: L,500-2,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 25'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate sheet and rill erosion potential and severe mass movement
(slumping) potential on slopes >12".

Dobuileou



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Dobuilevu series have a Ap, Bw1, Bw2,BC, C horizon sequence.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of very dark grey friable clay, of strongly developed
fine nut and crumb structure, slightly sticky and plastic moisf overlying 50

cm of dark brown friable clay (becoming sandy clay loam in the lower part),
of moderately developed medium and coarse blocky structure with humus
and faint clay cutans to the peds, overlying 30 cm of dark brown friable
sandy clay loam with horizontal layers (1 cm thick) of clay, of massive
strucbure breaking to crumb over a paralithic contact below which is more
than 50 cm of dark brown firm loamy sand.

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 20-30 cm; and its colours include very
dark grey (10YR 3/1) and very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2).

The Bw horizons combined thickness ranges 18-70 cm; their colours include
very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/1) and dark yellowish brown (10YR  /a);
texfure ranges from clay to sandy clay loam; and structure can range from
strong medium blocky in the upper part of the horizon to massive in the
Iower part.

The BC horizon ranges 10-30 cm in thickness, and its colours range between
dark brown (OYR 3/3) and dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4).

The C horizon ranges in colour from dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/ ) to
near dark greyish brown (2.5Y 4/3),with textures of clay loam through to
sandy loam.

None recognised

None

The particle size family class is fine loamy.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

KRS T14147-1451 (DPs)
KRS T1472-147s (DP11)

Main limitations are slope, erosion potential on slopes >1.2; soil moistute
deficits during the dry season; and nutrient deficiencies of potassium and
phosphorus.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows carbon values are low decreasing to very low with depth;

CEC and o/o base saturation are very high; exchangeable calcium and
magnesiurn are very high, sodium medium, and potassium low.

Dobuileau



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Dobuilevu soils, rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: DPs

SITE LOCATION: See soil map of Dobuilevu Agricultural Research Station (Mcl,eod & Rijkse
1e8s).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Midslope of convex ridge in moderately dissected hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered intermediate and loasic tuff.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: West north-west

ELEVATION: 67 rn

MICRORELIEF: Small terracettes

SITE VEGETATION: Nadi blue grass dominant pasture.

LAND USE: Grazing for cattle.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Slight sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS T14147-1451

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-23 cm Very dark grey (10YR 3/1) clay; friable; slightly sticky; plastic; strongly
(23 cm) developed fine nut and crumb structure; few fine pores; abundant fine roots;

distinct wavy boundary,

Bw1 2346 crn Dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay; many dark grey (10YR 3/1) humus coatings;
(23 cm) friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; strongly developed medium blocky

breaking to fine blocky and cmmb structure; many fine pores; few thin
discontinuous clay coatings; many fine roots; indistinct wavy boundary,

Bw2 46-71' crn Darkbrown(10YR3/3)sandyclayloam;manydarkgrey(10YR3/1) humus
(25 cm) coatings on peds; friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; moderately

developed coarse blocky breaking to fine nut and crumb structure; many
mediurnpores; few thin patchy clay coatings; many fine roots; distinctwavy
boundary,

BC 71-103 cm Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy clay loam; horizontal layers of clay (up to 1

(32 cm) cm thick); friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; many coarse and medium
pores; massive to rnedium crumb structure; few fine roots; distinct wavy
boundary,

C 103-130 cm Neardarkbrown(10YR3/3)loamysand;manyblackcrystalsandthin (<0.5
(27 crn) cm) dark greyish brown (2.5y 4/2) veins; firm; non-sticky; non-plastic;

massive; no roots.

(103 cm is a paralithic contact)

15"

Dobuileou
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Dogo series

REFERENCE: Dogo clay, sandy clay, sandy loam, etc. (55b) as defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as undrained
saline soils of the marine marsh occurring in any of the lowland dimatic zones of Fiji in a narrow
strip along the sea shore, tidal river banks and mud islands.

Dogo series have a marked fluctuation in soil salinity and deficient aeration because of the rise and
fall of the tide and are occupied by mangroves. Because of the instability of this soil, profile
characteristics are variable.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Sulfaquent, loarny over clayey, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Thionic Fluvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Saline soil of the marine marsh

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Dogo soils (5)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Dogo soils are extensive at the mouths of all rivers except the Sigatoka river
and many streams of Viti Levu, Vanua Levu and on many of the offshore
islands.

PARENT ROCK: Various

PARENTMATERIAL: Adiversityof alluvialparentmaterials. Depositionwasduepartlyto a check
in river current but mainly to the flocculation of the silt and clay in the
lagoons, resulting in the gradual raising of the seabed to a certain height
where the different mangrove species were able to colonise it.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Tidal margins of deltas, rivers plus offshore mud islands.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mangroves. The family Rhizophoraceae predominates in the number of
species but the trees present may include other widely separated families.

::K:: 
muuonata, Bruguiera Wmnorhiza, Bleckeia aitiutsis, are the most

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-1 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-4,500 mm;
dry season range: t[00-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-3,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual range:24-27'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Very poorly drained.

PERMEABILITYCLASS: SIow

Dogo



FLOODING:

EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGTIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Permanently flooded though fluctuating diumally with the tides.

No erosion risk.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only a few observations made.

Typically shows L2 cm of dark brown to dark grey humic sandy clay loam,
of massive strucfure, soft, sticky and slightly plastic, with many woody
mangrove roots, overlying 50 cm of dark grey or very dark greyish brown
peaty silty clay, of massive structure, soft with abundant mangrove roots,
overlying more than 100 cm very dark grey or dark greyish brown fine
sandy clay loam, of massive structure and soft consistence.

Water table permanently at or near the surface.

Ochric epipedon, sulfidic materials.

None recognised.

None

KRST2772-2719

Permanent high water table; very high salinity; and in most situations these
soils cannot be drained.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Fresh moist samples where near neutral or slightly alkaline except for the

Cu1 horizon (12-35 cm) which was strongly acid, and dried samples were
extremely acid in all horizons L2-130 cm; carbon values are high for depths
12-130 cm with C/N ratios very high throughout; 7o base saturation high to
veryhigh (54-95%); extremelyhighvalues for CEC (>100 me.%), magnesium
(>25 me.%), potassium (2.2-10.5 me.%) and sodium (>50 me.%); calcium
values are high and very high.

Dogo



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Dogo soils

PROFILE No.: DK27

SITE LOCATION: Beyond the sea wall at Dreketi rice irrigation scheme, Dreketi, Vanua Levu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Salinemarshlandonestuarinedelta.

PARENT MATERIAL: Estuarine muds, silts and sands.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 0.5 m

MICRORELIEF: lJneven due to surface mangrove roots and crab burrows.

SITE VEGETATION: Rhizophora mucronata

LAND USE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Very poorly drained water table (tidal fluctuating) at 70 cm (near low tide).

EROSION: None observed other than minor surface disturbance bv crabs.

DISTURBANCE: Crab burrows.

LABORATORY Nos: KPIST2712-2719.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-12 cm Wet; darkbrown(7.5YR4/Q to darkgrey (5Y 4/1) humic sandy clay loam;
(12 cm) soft; sticky; slightly plastic; massive; rnany fine and coarse tiri roots; sharp

smooth boundary,

Cu1 12-35 cm Wef very dark grey (sYR 3/1) peaty silty clay soft; soft; massive; abundant
(23 cm) medium and coarse fibrous roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Cu2 35-70 cm Wet; very dark greyish brown Q..sY 3/2) peaty silty clay; soft; massive;
(35 cm) abundant medium and coarse roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Cu3 70-130 cm We! very dark greyish brown (2.5Y 3 /2) fine sandy clay loam; soft; massive;
(50 cm) abundant fine and medium roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Cu4 130-180+ cm Wet; very dark grey (5Y 3/1) very fine sandy clay loam; soft; massive; many
(50 cm+) fine and very fine roots.

Dogo
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cati on

SOIL NAME: Dogotuki series

REFERENCE: Dogotuki fine sandy clay loam (40c) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as brown to yellowish
red soils from extensively silicified materials, on rolling and hilly land, commonly supporting
forest and formed under a climate with a moderate drv season.

Forms part of the Delainacau set.

The central concept for Dogotuki series is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustic Humitropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with a moderate dry season

INCLUDING MAPPING UNTTS AND PHASES:
Dogotuki soils, undulating phase (1558) Dogotuki soils, strongly rolling phase (155E)
Dogotuki soils, easy rolling phase (155C) Dogotuki soils, moderately steep phase (155F)
Dogotuki soils, rolling phase (155D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: These occur to a minor extent in Viti Levu in the rolling and hill country
between the upper Sigatoka and Nadi.

PARENT ROCK: Silicified marls, tuffs, sandstones and agglomerates.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in-siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Gently convex slopes in rolling and hilly land.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'),easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (15-
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: 20'), and moderately steep (21-25').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Much still under forest in which yaka, yasi yasi, and cuakuro are the
predominant trees. Elsewhere cleared for subsistence food crops or as in the
upper Sigatoka valley under grass and used for rough grazing.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,000-3,000 mm;
dry season range:500-800 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:Z5'C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential where cultivated (without soil
conservation measures) on slopes >7'.

Dogotuki



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC TypicallyshowsScmof darkbrownfriableclayloamof strong fine granular
PROFILE FEATURES: structure, overlying 25 cm of red and light red friable clay of strong fine and

medium nut structure and sticky moist, overlying 50 cm or more of
varicoloured massive clayey and compact strongly wealheredin-sit J parent
material commonly with fragments of weathering tuffs.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows them to be moderately to strongly acid and strongly leached,

low in phosphorus and very low in potassium.

LABORATORY Nos: FACL192047

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Susceptibilityto erosion; soil acidity and nutrientdeficiencies of phosphorus
and ootassium.

Dogotuki



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Dogotuki soils

PROFILE No.: VS21

SITE LOCATION: 300 m from Rauriko bridge on roadside towards Wainigadru, Dogotuki,
Macuata..

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex shoulder slope in rolling terrain.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in-situ acid ttfifs.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: South-east

ELEVATION: 200 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Dryland grasses with scattered forest remnants.

LAND USE: Original sama, velau, saurua and wild palm.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: FACLI92047

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-8 cm Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3 /2) clay loarn; strongly developed fine granular
(8 cm) structure; friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; abundant fine roots; distinct

wavy boundary,

Bw1 2-28 crn Moist; red (2.5YR 4/3) and light red (2.5YR 6/8) clay; strongly developed
(20 cm) fine nut structure; friable; sticky; non plastic; abundant fine roots; indistinct

smooth boundary,

Bw2 28-33 cm Moist; red (2.5YR 4/3) and weak red (10R 4/4) silty clay; weakly developed
(5 cm) coarse nut structure; friable; very sticky; non plastic; few fine roots; sharp

smooth boundary,

BC 33-83 cm+ Moist; reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) and yellow (10YR 8/8) heavy clay of
(50 cm+) weathered parent material; massive breaking to weak coarse blocky

structure; very firm; sticky; with fragments of weathered tuff.

Dogotaki
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c I assification

SOIL NAME: Drasa series

REFERENCE: Drasa clay (31b) as described by Twyford & Wright (1965) as colluvial and outwash soils on
flattish land from weathered basic rocks formed under a climate with a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Drasa set.

The central concept for Drasa is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ultic Haplustalf, fine, ferruginous, Isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Humic latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Drasa soils, flat to gently undulating phase (71A)
Drasa soils, undulating phase (718)
Drasa soils, easy rolling phase (71C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Drasa soils are confined to two small areas, one of 10 sq km around the old
Lautoka airport and another of 4 sq km near Lomawai in Nadroga.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of basic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered colluvial outwash.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Broad low angle outwash fan.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), undulating (4-7') and easy rolling (8-11").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Primarily utilised for sugar cane.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-100 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1.,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Floods on 2-3 occasions for short periods and on slopes <2' during the wet
season following high intensity storms.

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >2o under
cultivation regime.

Drasa



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 30 cm of dark reddish brown clay, of weakly developed
coarse blocky structure that breaks with difficulty to fine granular, very firm,
and slightly sticky and slightly plastic when moist, overlying 45 cm of
reddish brown clay, of moderately developed coarse blocky structure, very
firm, slightly sticky and slightly plastic when moisf with many soft black
manganese nodules, overlying more than 45 cm of reddish yellow clay, of
weakly developed coarse blocky structure, very firm, and very plastic and
sticky when moist.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Drasa series have an Ap, Bt1, Bt2 horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon thickness ranges 25-32 cm; colours are dark reddish brown
(sYR 3 / 2, 3 / 3, 3 / 4, 2.5yR2 / 4, 3 / 4) or reddish brown (5YR 4 /3) or weak red
(2.5YR 4/2); textures are either clay or clay loam; and structures may be

weak or moderate coarse nut or blocky breaking to moderate or strong
granular or fine nut.

The Bt1 horizon thickness ranges 40-55 cm; colours may be red (2.5YR 4/6,
4 / 8, 5 / 8) or reddish brown (5YR A / a. 5 / 4); and black manganese nodules
are present in variable amounts i.e. common, many or abundant.

The Bt2 horizon thickness exceeds 45 cm; colours are yellowish red (5YR
5/5,5/8) or reddish yellow (7.5YR 5/5,6/8); textures may be clay, clay
loam, gritty clay or gritty clay loam.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show Drasa series to be extremely acid in the surface horizon

becoming moderately acid in the other horizons; carbon and nitrogen both
very low and the C/N ratio is also low; available phosphorus is verylow;"/"
base saturation is low in the topsoil but high in the other horizons; CEC and
exchangeable calcium have medium values throughouf magnesium is
medium in the topsoil and high below this, and potassium is very low
throughout.

KRS U100-102 (inclusive)

Slight flooding risk on slopes < 2o; moderate to severe soil moisfure deficits
normally experienced during the dry season; the clayey nature of the soils
in combination with coarse structures make for a poor tilth and a propensity
tohardening of aggregateswhen the soils are dry; slightto moderate erosion
risk under cultivation on slopes > 2"; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen,
potassium and phosphorus.

Drasa



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Stable levee surface.

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

Typifying Profile

Drasa soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

33/7/a

Levee of Teidamu River near old Lautoka airskip.

Deep strongly weathered. Colluvial outwash from rocks of basic
composition.

00

Not applicable

15m

Level and smooth.

Fallow

Sugar cane and pulses - intensive cropping.

Well drained

Severe past sheet erosion.

Recently ploughed. Receives periodic NPK fertiliser.

KRS U100-102 (inclusive)

Very hard when dry.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-30 cm Moist; dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) clay; weakly developed very coarse
(30cm) blocky structure breaking with difficulty to moderate fine granular structure;

very firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many fine granules; few fine
fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt1 30-75 cm Moisf reddishbrown(5YR 4/4)clay;rnoderateverycoarseblocky structure;
(45cm) very firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many soft black manganese

nodules; few fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Bt2 75-120cm Moist; reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8) clay; weakly developed verycoarse
(45 cm) blocky structure; very firm; very plastic, sticky; few fine fibrous roots.

Drasa
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Dreketi series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in this suwey to describe recently drained saline soils of the marine
marsh (i.e. Dogo series in the nafural state) occurring in any of the lowland climatic zones of Fiji.
The central concept for Dreketi series is low pH, but >3.5, and presence of jarosite mottles thus no
true sulfuric horizon but intergrading to sulfaquepts (Tiri series). In general Dreketi series have
been drained longer than Tiri series and had at least one rice crop since drainage.

Previously included with Dogo soils (55) as defined by Twyford & Wright (1955). The name is
from the Dreketi River.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Sulfic Tropaquept clayey, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Thionic Fluvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Saline soil of the marine marsh

INCLUDED MAPPING L]NITS AND SYMBOLS:
Dreketi soils (4)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Dreketi soils are associated with Dogo soils and are extensive at the mouths
of all rivers except the Sigatoka river and many streams of Viti Levu and
Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK:

PARENTMATERIAL:

Various

Dverse alluvia deposited partly by a slowing in river current but mainly to
the flocculation of silt and lay in the lagoons resulting in the gradual raising
of the sea bed to a certain height where the different mangrove species were
able to colonise it.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Behind sea walls (and protected from marine tides) in recently drained sites
POSITION/LANDFORM: on the delta and river margins.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Normally in irrigated rice (first or second crop following drainage) or
fallowed between rice crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-2 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-4,500 mm;
dry season range: 400-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-3,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual range:24-27'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aouic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Very poorly drained.

PERMEABILITYCLASS: SIow

FLOODING: In a normal wet season experiences 4 to 5 floods of short duration. Have
been artificially drained and water table maintained at 50-70 cm.

Dreketi



EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

No erosion risk.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PF{YSICAL &
MNERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: pH determination on fresh moist samples gave strongly or extremely acid

values ftut >3.5) to 100 cm depth soil reaction becoming slightly acid below
this depth; % base saturation is low in the A horizon but high in other
horizons; CEC values are very high throughout; exchangeable calcium
values increased with depth from medium in the A horizon to very high
valuesbelow 100 cm; potassium and magnesium follow a similar trend with
depth; exchangeable sodium is extremely high in all horizons; C/N ratios
are very high in all horizons except the A where the ratio is medium to high;
available phosphorus is low.

Typically shows 15 of black mottled yellowish brown (atosite) peaty silty
clay, of rnoderately developed crumb strucfure, and friable, overlying 20 cm
of greyish brown mottled yellowish brown (arosite) clay, of massive
structure, very firm and plastic and sticky moist, overlying 25 cm of greyish
brown mottled yellow (jarosite) clay, of massive structure, firm, and plastic
and sticky moist, overlying more than 50 cm of dark brown or dark grey
clay or silty clay loam, friable and sticky and plastic when moist. All
horizons have dead woody mangrove roots and gypsum crystals are
commonly found in horizonsbelow 100 cm.

Orchic epipedon, cambic horizon, sulfidic materials.

Dreketi series have a Ahg, 8g1,, Bgp, Cr7, Cr2 etc. horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges 10-20 cm; colours are black (either 2.5Y,
10YR or 7.5YR hues); textures are peaty and either silt loams, clay loams or
silty clays; and structures may be either fine nutty, granular or crumb.

The Bg horizons range from 35 to 45 cm thickness; colours are either greyish
brown (1 OYR or 2.5Y 5 / 2) or dark greyish brown (1 OYR or 2.5Y 4 /2); mottles
may be rumy or profuse.

The Cr horizons exceed 75 cm in thickness; colours are dark brown (10YR

3 / 3, 7 SYR 4 / 2) or dark grey (2.5y 4 / 0, 10YR 4/1 and 7.SYR 4 / 0); textures
varybetween clays, silts, fine sands, silty clays, clay loams, and sandy clays;
and gypsum crystals may or not be present.

None recogrrised

None recognised

KRS T2583-2588. USP DK21A-F

Soil acidity, poor internal drainage, high sodium values reflecting marine
tidal influences on the ground water and the water table flucfuations; low
phosphorus stafus.

Dreketi



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:
SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MCRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-14 cm
(14cm)

14-32cm
(18 cm)

32-58 cm
(25 cm)

Ahg

Bg1

Bg2

Cr1

Typifying Profile

Dreketi soils

DK21.

Dreketi rice irrigation scheme.

Planar surface on estuarine delta.

Estuarine alluvia from rocks of diverse lithologies.
FIat

Not applicable

1m

Smooth

In fallow

Being prepared for intensive rice cultivation. Recently artificially drained.

Very poorly drained.

None

Cultivated

KRS T268}2588. USP DK21A-F

Wet; black (2. 5\ 2 / 0) peaty silty clay; few medium distinct yellowish brown
(i0YR 5 /8) mottles; moderately developed medium crumb structure; friable;
slightly sticky; non plastic; abundant fine dead roots (kuta); distinct irregular
boundary,

Very mois! greyish brown (10YR 5/2) clay; many fine to medium distinct
yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) mottles along root channels; massivel slightly
sticky; very plastic; very firm; many fine and very fine dead roots (kuta);
distinct smooth boundary,

Very moisf greyish brown (2.5y 5/2) clay; profuse medium tocoarse
prominent yellow (10YR 7/8) to yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) mottles;
massive; firm; slightly sticky; plastic; many very fine and fine dead (kuta)
roots; sharp smooth boundary,

Wet; dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay; massive; firm; slightly sticky; plastic;
corunon very fine and fine dead roots (kuta); distinct wavy boundary,

Very moist; dark grey (7.5YR 4/0) silty clay; massive; friable; very sticky;
slightly plastic; many very fine and medium dead roots (vadra); distinct
wavy boundary,

Very mois! darkbrown (7.5yR4/2) silty clay loam; many medium distinct
very pale brown (10YR7 /4) mottles (weathered shell fragments); friable;
very sticky; non plastic; many very fine to medium dead roots (vadra); many
gypsum crystals (mainly along root channels; distinct wavy boundary,

CrZ

58-72 crn
(14 cm)

72-95 crn
(23 cm)

95-141 cm
(46 cm)

C13

Dreketi



141 cm+ Wef very dark grey (5Y 3/1) loamy fine sand; single grain; slightly sticky;
loose; few very fine and fine dead roots (vadra).

Note: Gypsum crystals reach maximum size at 125 cm,
High chroma mottles are jarosite.

Dreketi



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Driti series

REFERENCE: Dritisandyclayandsandylayloam(37b) andDritihillsoils (37bH) definedbyTwyford& Wright
(1955) as formed from dacite and quartz rich tuffs, on rolling and especially hilly land under a
climate with little or no drv season.

Forms part of the Lutu set.

The central concept for Driti soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: lnceptic Eutroperox, clayey, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Xanthic Ferralsol
(c) Twyford and WrighL Red yellow podzolic soil with no dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Driti soils, undulating phase (1378) Driti soils, rolling phase (I37D)
Driti soils, easy rolling phase (137C) Driti soils, strongly rolling phase (1328)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lutu soils develop in the very wet centre and east centre of Viti Levu and in
a number of restricted locations in the interior of Vanua Levu where thev are
almost entirelv forested.

PARENT ROCK: Dacite and ouartz rich tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shallow strongly weathered in situin situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Gently convex and planar surfaces on easy rolling and flattish topography.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-15') and shongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (16-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly under tall rain forest in which daku salusalu is dorninant.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 100-500m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-L,500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential when forest cleared.

Driti



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 2 cm of decaying litter overlying 10 cm of dark brown
friable silt loam of developed medium nut structure breaking to crumb and
fine blocky, overlying 25 cm of dark brown friable silty clay loam of
moderate medium nut breaking to fine locky, overlying 15 cm of reddish
brown firm clay loam, of moderate medium nut breaking to fine blocky,
commonly stony, on weathered tuff

Ochric epipedon, oxic horizon.

Driti series have an Ah, Bw, BC, C horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon ranges in thickness from 8 to 15 cm; its colours include dark
brown (7.5YR4/2) dark reddish brown (sYR 3/2, 3/3) and dark grey (5YR
4,/1); textures are clay, sandy clay, silt loam and loam; and structures
moderate or strong medium nut.

The Bw horizon ranges in thickness from 15 to 25 cm; its colours include
dark brown (7.5YR 4/4),yeLlowish red (5YR 4/6,5/5) and reddish brown
(lyR 4/4, 5/4); textures are silty clay loam, clay loam and clay; and
structures are moderate or strong fine or medium nut or blocky.

The BC horizon ranges in thickness from L5 to 25 cm; its colours include
reddish brown (SYR  / ) brown (7.5YR 5/4), yellowish red (5YR4/6,5 /6);
texfures are clay or clay loam; and structures are weak, moderate or strong
fine or mediumblocky or nut.

The BC horizon of weathering fuff may be encountered between 25 and 50

cm depth.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid; organic carbon values are

high in the topsoil (0-8 cm), Iow 8-30 cm and very low below these; % base
saturation is medium; CEC is medium in the topsoil and low in the other
horizons; and available phosphorus is very low.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

usP sP15/1896-t899

Profile shallowness; moderately rapid permeability; moderate to severe
erosion potential when forest cleared; moderate soil acidity; and nutrient
deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Driti



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Driti soils, easy rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: SP15

SITE LOCATION: Northwest slopes of Mt [Jlu-i-dali, Bua Province, Vanua Levu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar midslope on flattish land.

PARENT MATERIAL: Basic tuff

SLOPE: 10"

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 350 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITEVEGETATION: Dakua (Agathisoitiensis).

LAND USE: Indigenous forest. Unused.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: USP SP15/1895-1899

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

L 2-0 cm Dead and decaying leaves of Agathis oitiensis,

Ah 0-8 cm Moisf dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) sllt loam; friable, moderately developed
(8cm) mediumnut

structure breaking to moderate fine crumb and blocky strucfure; few fine
angular stones; conunon rootsi diffuse boundary,

Bw 8-30 cm Moist; dark brown (7.5YR A/a) silty clay loam; friable; moderately
(22 cm) developed medium

nut structure breaking to strong fine blocky structure; few roots; few stones;
distinct boundary,

BC 30-45 cm Mois! reddish brown (sYR 4/4) clay loam; firm; moderately developed
(15 cm) mediumnut

strucfure breaking to weak to moderate fine blocky structure; few roots; few
large stones.

on weathering fuff.

Driti
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassificati on

SOIL NAME: Dulevi series

REFERENCE: Dulevi loam (239) and Dulevi hill soils (23gH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as latosolic
soils from very young volcanic ash and formed under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Waiqere set.

The central concept for Dulevi series is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Hydric Hapludand, medial, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Ochric Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Latosolic soil with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Dulevi soils, flat to gently undulating phase (90A) Dulevi soils, rolling phase (90D)
Dulevi soils, undulating phase (908) Dulevi soils, strongly rolling phase (90E)
Dulevi soils, easy rolling phase (90C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Central upland plateau of Koro Island, and of very limited occurrence on
Taveuni Island.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Thick weakly weathered volcanic ash over older lava flows.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Convex crests and ridges, and broad rolling plateau surfaces.

SLOPECLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), undulahng(4-7'),easyrolling (8-11"),
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12-15') and strongly rolling (15-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mostly under forest but patches used productively for food gardens and
yaqona.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 2,000-3,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessively drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >3' if forest cleared and
cultivated in the absence of soil conservation measures.

Duleai



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows L8 cm of black very friable clay loam, of strong fine and
PROFILE FEATURES: very fine nut structure, and slightly sticky and plastic, overlying 25 cm of

dark yellowish brown very friable very fine sandy loam of weak medium
nut and crumb structure, overlying 50 cm of darkbrown very friable sandy
clay, of moderate coarse blocky strucfure with crumb, sticky and plastic
moist and with faint clay cutans on 20 cm or more of dark yellowish brown
gravelly clay loam, of moderate coarse blocky structure with crumbs, and
again with faint clay cutans.

Most profiles have a few weakly weathered stones and gravels.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not uppti.uUle. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Not analysed in this survey but considered to be moderately acid in the

topsoil and slightly acid in the other horizons; of low base status and low or
very low exchangeable calcium, magnesium and potassium and available
phosphorus; and with very high phosphate retention properties.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Moderately rapid soil permeability; erosion hazard on slopes >3"; nutrient
deficiencies of potassium and phosphorus; and high phosphate retention
properties.

Duleoi



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

STTE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-18 cm
(18cm)

1842 cm
(24 cm)

42-108
(54 cm)

108-120 cm
(112 cm)

Typifying Profile

Dulevi series

T73

Tutu Estate, Taveuni Island.

Ash cover platform formed by basalt lava flows.

Thick weakly weathered basaltic ash.

West north-west

110 m

Forest dimpled

Coconuts, Vaivaioa, and ground weeds.

Unused. Previously used for food gardens.

Well drained

Slight soil creep.

Previously cultivated

Not sampled

Moist; black (10YR 2 / 1) clay loam; strongly developed fine and very fine nut
strucfure; very friable; slightly sticky; plastic; corunon fine fibrous roots;
cofiunon weakly weathered subrounded basalt stones; distinct smooth
boundary,

Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) very fine sandy loam; weakly
developed medium nut strucfure breaking to very fine crumb; very friable;
slightly plastic; corunon fine fibrous roots; common weakly weathered
subrounded basalt stones; distinct smooth boundary,

Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy clay; moderately developed coarse
blocky structure breaking to weak very fine crumb; very friable; sticky;
plastic; few faint dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay cutans; few fine fibrous roots;
few weakly weathered subrounded basalt stones; distinct smooth boundary,

Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) gravelly clay loam; moderately
developed coarse blocky strucfure breaking to weak very fine crumb; friable;
slightly sticky; plastic; few faint dark brown (i0YR 3/3) clay cutans; few
weakly weathered subrounded basalt stones.

Ap

Bw

Bt1

Bt2

Note NaF reaction. Strong reaction for all 4 horizons.

Duleai
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assifi cation

SOIL NAME: Ekubu series

REFERENCE: Ekubu clay (10b) and Ekubu clay, mottled phase (10c) defined by Twyford & Wright (1.955) as
colluvial soils from crystalline limestone formed under a climate with a moderate dry season.

Forms part of the Korofuku set.

The central concept for Ekubu soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Lithic Haplustoll, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Haplic Kastanozem
(c) Twyford and Wright Nigrescent soil with a moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Ekubu soils (83)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Of very limited occurrence and restricted to Vatulele island.

PARENT ROCK: Limestone and basic rocks.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered colluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC Flats and hollows between the coastal beach strand proper and low raised
POSITION/LANDFORM: coral reef terraces.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly under coconuts with underplanting of food gardens and bananas.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 1-3 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: L,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Ekubu



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 3 cm of weathering pumice grits, overlying 15 cm of very
PROFILE FEATURES: dark brown firm gravelly slightly gritty clay with colourless fine shining

quartz crystals, of weak coarse blocky structure breaking to strong granular,
overlying 20 cm of dark yellowish brown friable gravelly clay of weak
coarse blocky structure over coral rock

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF
PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made'

VARIANTS: Unnamed mottled variant that occurs in hollows where subsoil waters
cannot easily seep away. Typically shows 12-20 cm of very dark grey brown
faintly mottled dark grey clay of strong coarse blocky structure overlying 38

cm of dark grey, mottled pale grey, blue, green and dusky red clay'

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Chemical analysis shows it to be slightly alkaline, of very high base status,

with very high exchangeable calcium, magnesium and potash, and very high
available phosphorus.

The familv particle size class is fine.

The mineralogy class is smectitic.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS748-749 (inclusive)

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Profile shallowness; dry season soil moisture deficits; and some subsoil
waterlogging during the wet season in the mottled variant.

Ekubu



Typitring Profile

SOIL NAME: Ekubu soil

PROFILE No.: TW 52

SITE LOCATION: 150 m west of Ekubu village.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar surface behind coastal sands (Yasawa soils).

PARENT MATERIAL: Colluriumwith pumice grits and limestone fragments.

SLOPE: Levelsurface

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 4 m

MICRORELIEF: Cultivated ridges

SITE VEGETATION: Coconut over food garden of dalo, bele, banana.

LAND USE: Gardening

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: No evidence of erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Non-mechanical cultivation.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS748-749

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ekubu soils

0-3 cm Surface layer of dry weathering pumice grits, distinct boundary,
(3 cm)

Ap 3-18cm Moist; very dark brown (1,OYR2/2) gravelly slightly gritty clay;weakly
(15 cm) developed coarse blocky structure breaking to strong medium blocky and

then to strongly developed granular; firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic;
few colourless fine shining quartz crystals; many fine fibrous roots; distinct
smooth boundary,

Bw 18-38 cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) gravelly clay; weakly developed
(20 cm) coarseblocky structure; friable; sticky; plastic; many yellowishbrown (10YR

5/5) weathering pumice fragments; few white coral limestone fragments;
corrunon fine fibrous roots; sharp wavy boundary,

R on Hard coralline limestone.

Ekubu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Emuri series

REFERENCE: Emuri clay (17b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as the colluvial derivative of Dakadaka
stony clay (17a) and formed under a climate with a strong dry season. In this survey the parent
material range has been extended to include base rich tuffs, siltstones and sandstones.

Forms part of the Dakadaka set.

ff," ."nt."t concept for Emuri soils described by Twyford & Wright (1955) is retained in this
survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Udic Haplustert, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Pellic Vertisol
(c) Twyford and Wrighf Nigrescent soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Emuri soils, flat to gently undulating phase (118A)
Emuri soils, undulating phase (1188)
Emuri soils, easy rolling phase (118C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Emuri soils occur mainly in south-western Viti Levu on the coastal lowlands
between the Sigatoka and Nadi rivers.

PARENT ROCK: Marine sedimentary rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered colluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Toeslopes and valley floors of underfit valleys.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3'), undulahng (4-7"), and easy rolling (&11").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Rainfed rice and sugar or rough grazing outside of the cane belt proper.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-100 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: SIow

FLOODING: May experience short duration flooding in association with high intensity
storms on 3-4 occasions each wet season.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Emuri



GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Chemical analysis show Emuri series to be moderately acid in the A horizon

(0-20 cm), slightly acid 20-60 cm, and slightly alkaline below; carbon and
nitrogen have medium values in the A horizon with very low values in the
other horizons, and C/N ratios are medium; CEC and 7o base saturation are

very high; exchangeable calcium is very high, magnesium extremely high,
sodium medium to high, and potassium high in the A horizon but very low
in the other horizons; and available phosphorus very low throughout.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF
PROFILEFEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm ofblack firm clay, of strongly developed very coarse

blocky structure, sticky and plastic moist, and with slicken sides to the peds,
overlying 40 cm of black very firm clay, of moderate to strongly developed
very coarse blocky structure (aggregates tilted 20-50'), sticky and plastic
moist, and with slicken sides to peds, overlying more than 50 cm of black
and dark brown faintly mottled reddish brown and yellowish red firm clay,
of massive tending columnarstructure,with slicken sides, and with common
subrounded gravels.

Ochric epipedory cambic horizon, vertic features.

Not applicable. Apart from slight differences in horizon thicknesses profiles
show little variation in profile features from that described above.

None recognised

None recognised

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

USPNWCIA-C

Clayey textures; montmorillonitic clays with their shrink/swell properties
that give rise to the soils vertic properties; subsoil waterlogging on slopes
<3' during the wet season; severe soil moisfure deficits in the dry season;

and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium.

Emuri



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-20 cm

Bw 20-50 cm

60-110 cm

Ap

Typifying Profile

Emuri soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

NWCl

Fiji Pine Commission trial site, Nawaicoba.

Concave toeslope on valley surface (underfit) in rolling country.

Colluvium derived from sedimentary rocks of intermediate composition.

30

North-east

35m

Gilgai features

Wire grasses and miscellaneous weeds.

Exotic forestry with under-grazing by goats.

Poorly drained

None tecognised

Previously ploughed

USPNWCIA-C

Dry; black (SYR 2/7) clay; strongly developed very coarse blocky structure,
with strong fine blocky structure in upper 3 cm; sticky; plastic; firm;
conunon faint black (sYR 2/1) slicken sides to peds; fine and medium live
roots; common weakly weathered sub-rounded fine grits; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Moist; black (sYR 2/1) clay; moderate to strongly developed very coarse
blocky structure; sticky; plastic; very firm; corunon distinct black (sYR 2/1)
slicken sides and polished surfaces; strucfural aggregates tilted at 20-60';
few fine and medium roots; common weakly weathered subrounded very
fine gravels; indistinct smooth boundary,

Moist; black (sYR 2/1) and dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay; few fine faint
reddish brown (5YR  / ) and yellowish red (5YR 5/5) mottles; massive to
weak coarse columnar strucfure; plastic; firm; common distinctblack (5YR
2/1) slicken sides and polished surfaces; comnon weakly weathered
subrounded very fine gravels.

BC

Emuri
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Gaigai series

REFERENCE: Gaigai steepland rocky clay loam (90b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a steepland soil
from dacite and quartz-rich tuffs formed under a climate with no dry season.

Forms part of the Narayawa set.

The central concept for Gaigai soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kanhaplohumult, clayey, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Steepland soils related to or associated with red yellow podzolic

soils with no dry season.

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Gaigai soils, rolling phase (135D) Gaigai soils, moderately steep phase (135F)
Gaigai soils, strongly rolling phase (135E) Gaigai soils; steep phase (136G)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION: Gaigai soils are developed in Vanua Levu inland from Wainunu and

Dawara in a region of dacite peaks.

PARENT ROCK: Dacite and tuffs of acidic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in siturock.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Predominantly convex and planar backslopes and midslopes in strongly
POSITION / LANDFORM: dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling (\2-15'), strongly rolling (15-20'), moderately steep (21-26"), and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (27-35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Indigenous forest (damanu, sacau, roci).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 100-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average nnge:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:ZL'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOILTEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion if forest removed from slopes >11 o.

Gaigai



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNoS:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of darkbrown firm clay loam, of strongly developed
medium granular structure, overlying 30 cm of reddish brown firm clay
loam, of moderately developed mediumgranular structure, overlying40 cm
of yellowish red friable fine sandy loam, of massive tending weak columnar
structure over more than 100 cm of varicoloured (light grey, yellowish
brown, reddish yellow, dark red) friable fine sandy loam of massive
structure with many strongly weathered subrounded boulders'

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Gaigai series have a Ah, Bt, Bw, C horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 12-28 cm; its colours include dark
brown (7.5YR3/2,4/2,4/ 4) and very dark grey (7.5YR N3/0); textures may
be sandy clay, sandy clay loam, silty clay loam or clay loam; structures may
be moderate or strong, fine or medium, not or granular; and consistence
friable or firm.

The Bt horizon thickness ranges from 25-40 cmi its colours include dark
brown (7.5YR4/2,4/ 4) and reddish brown (5YR 4/3,4/ 4,5 /3); textures are

sandy clay, silty clay, clay or clay loam; and strucfutes are moderate
medium nut or granular.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 15 to 40 cm; its colours include
yellowish red (lYR 4 / 6, 5 / 6, 5 / 8) and brown (7 .SYR 5 / 4); textures are fine
sandy loam, sandy clay loam, and sandy clay; and structures are massive,
or weak coarse blocky or columnar.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL AND
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis show the profile tobe strongly acid throughouf organic carbon is

low in the A horizon (0-25 cm) and very low below; nitrogen is medium rn
the A horizon and very low in the other horizons; very low available
phosphorus throughout; % base saturation is high 0-25 cm, medium 25-55

cm and very low below 55 cm depth; CEC is low; exchangeable calcium is
low 0-25 cm and very low below; magnesium is medium 0-55 cm and low
below this, potassium is medium; and aluminium is significant in the
exchange complex.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

KRgU459472

Physical limitations of slope and moderate to severe erosion potential if
forest removed from slopes; strong soil acidity; possible aluminium toxicrty;
and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen and phosphorus.

Gaigai



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Gaigai soils, steep phase.

PROFILE No.: TEA008

SITE LOCATION: Wainunu tea project, Bua Province.

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Concave crest in steepland.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shallow colluvium derived from rocks of acid composition ov erlyng in situ
rock of the same composition.

SLOPE: 35' length 70 m.

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 425m

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

Forest dimples

Indigenous forest (damanu, sacau, roci),

Unused

Well drained

None

None

LABORATORY Nos: KRSU469-472

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-25 cm Dry; dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) moist and rubbed clay loam; firm; strongly
(25 cm) developed medium granular strucfure; common fine roots; distinct irregular

boundary,

Bt 25-55 cm Slightly mois! reddish brown (sYR 4/3) moist and rubbed clay loam; firm;
(30 cm) slightly plastic; moderately developed medium granular structure; corrunon

fine roots; diffuse irregular boundary,

Bw 55-92 cm Moist; yellowish red (sYR 5/5) moist and strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) rubbed
(37 cm) fine sandy loam; friable; slightly sticky; massive tending weakly developed

coarse columnar structure; corunon fine roots; diffuse irregular boundary,

C 92-200 cm Moist; colour variegated light grey (1,0YR7 /2) yellowish brown (10YR 5/4)
(108 cm+) reddish yellow (sYR 5/8) and dark red (10R 3/5) fne sandy loam; friable;

slightly sticky; massive; many strongly weathered subrounded boulders.

Gaigai
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Galoa series

REFERENCE: Galoa gritty clay (33) and Galoa hill soils (33H) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as talasiga
soils from basic rocks on rolling and undulating Iand under fem and scrub and formed under a
climate with a weak drv season.

Forms the Galoa set.

The central concept for Galoa soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Rhodudult, clayey, femrginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Ferruginous latoso with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Galoa soils, undulating phase (1758) Galoa soils, rolling phase (175D)
Galoa soils, easy rolling phase (175C) Galoa soils, strongly rolling phase (175E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Centre and northern end of Galoa Island, and Gau Island.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Planar and broad convex slopes in rolling country.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7"), easy tolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15') and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (16-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Generally and due to repeated severe past burning, carry a vegetation of
sparse fem, nuqaneqa, nokoko, stunted gasau etc. Sometimes used for a

single cassava crop but followed by more than 20 years of fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,600 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Very severe sheet and rill erosion potential. Have experienced repeated
buming over the years and serious topsoil losses.

Galoa



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 12 cm of dusky red friable to firm clay, fairly sticky and
PROFILE FEATURES: plastic when moist, of strong very fine nut structure on about 30 cm of weak

red firm rather compact clay of massive structure overlying about 50 cm of
red, streaked with grey, clay, very compact in place but friable in the hand,
of massive structure breaking to strong fine blocky. Strongly weathered rock
corunon through the profile.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Not analysed but considered to be very acid, low in phosphate and bases

and probably even in trace elements.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Clayey textures; very severe erosion hazard and past thermal degradation;
nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium; strong soil
acidity; and possible aluminium toxicity.

GaIoa



SOIL NAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

Typifyring Profile

Galoa soils, undulating phase.

TW22

500 m south-west of Lekanai village, NE Gau Island.

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Concave rnidslope in hilly land.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deeply weathered. in slfa basalt rock.

SLOPE: 6o

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 120 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Nokonoko, gasau and scattered fem.

LAND USE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Severe sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Past erosion

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Galoa soils, easy rolling phase

Ah 0-12 cm Moist; dusky red (10R 3/2) clay; strongly developed very fine nut structure;
(12 cm) friable to firm; sticky; plastic; corrunon fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth

Bw

boundary.

12-42cm Moist; dusky red (10R 3/4) clay; massive structure; firrn;sticky;plastic;
(30 cm) compact; few fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

42-103cm Moist; dusky red (10R 3/5) clay; grey (2.5YR N5/0)sheaks;massive
(51 cm) breaking to strong fine nut structure; very compact in place; friable; sticky;

plastic; few fine fibrous roots; corunon strongly weathered stones.

Bt

Galoa
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Gau series

REFERENCE: Gau clay and clay loam (29a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as colluvial soils from mainly
basic rocks and formed under a climate with a weak drv season.

Forms part of the Lomaiviti set.

The central concept for Gau soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Hapludalf, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Humic latosol with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Gau soils, flat to gently undulating phase (159,4,) Gau soils, easy rolling phase (159C)
Gau soils, undulating phase (1598) Gau soils, rolling phase (159D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Gau soils, colluvial derivatives of Lomaiviti and Lodoni soils, are of very
minor extent in Viti Levu and Vanua Levu. They are of greatest extent (5 km
sq) in Gau Island, Lomaiviti Group.

PARENT ROCK: Basic rocks

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered colluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Underfit valley floors and concave/planar toeslopes.

SLOPE CLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), undulat'ng (4-7"), easy rolling (8-11'), and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12-15").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Originally under forest is now used extensively for food gardens, yagona,
bananas and coconuts.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-250 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1600 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: May experience short duration (24 hours) flooding on flatter sites associated
with high intensity storms during the summer months.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Gau



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 9 cm of reddish brown friable clay loam, of strong medium
nut with crumb strucfure overlying 30 cm of dark reddish brown friable clay
loam of weak coarseblocky strucfurebreaking to fine and mediumnutwith
few strongly weathered stones overlying 50 cm or more of dark reddish
brown friable gritty clay of weak fine blocky structure tending massive with
single grain.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MNERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid; organic carbon is low in the

topsoil (0-9 cm) and of very low value below 9 cm; very low available
phosphorus; % base safuration is medium 0-40 cm and very high below,
CEC values are medium throughouf exchangeable calcium is low,
magnesium very high and potassium very low throughout.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

SB9395A-C

Flooding of very short duration on slopes < 2'; vety slight erosion hazard
on slopes >3"; and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Gau



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Gau series, undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: LKIT

SITE LOCATION: Lakeba island. 4526708114740N

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Concavetoeslopeinrollingcountry.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shongly weathered colluvium from basic andesite.

SLOPE: 5o

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 45 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Reed(M.floidulus)

LAND USE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: SB9395A-C

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Gau soils, undulating phase

Ah 0-9 cm Moist; reddish brown (sYR 4/3) clay loam; strongly developed medium nut
(9 cm) with crumb structure; friable; hrrnin situ; slightly sticky; abundant fine and

medium fibrous roots; abundant casts; few fine strongly weathered gravels;
indistinct smooth boundary,

bAh 940 cm Moist; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/2) clay loam; weakly developed coarse
(31 cm) blocky structure breaking to rnoderate to strongly developed fine and

medium nut structure; friable firm in sltu; slightly sticky; thin clay cutans to
worm channels; many casts; many fine and medium fibrous roots; few
strongly weathered stones; indistinct smooth boundary,

bBt 40-100cm Moist; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4) gritty clay; weakly developed fine
(50 cm) blocky tending massive structure breaking to single grain; very friable;

slightly sticky; thin clay cutans to relict root channels; abundant fine fibrous
roots; few casts; many strongly weathered stones.

Gau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Hafhafu series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the soil survey of Rotuma Island (Laffan & Smith, 1985) and defined
as somewhat excessively drained soils formed frombasaltic aa lavas and minor basaltic ash on the
volcanic ringplains.

Profiles have stony sandy loam A horizons with abundant stones,/boulders overlying stony loamy
sand B horizons with abundant to profuse stones and boulders.

Name derived from the Rotuman word for extremely stony soils with some fine material

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Udic Vitric Hapludand, ashy-skeletal, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Vitric Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Latosolic soil with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Hafhafu soils, undulating phase (1008)
Hafhafu soils, easy rolling phase (100C)
Haftrafu soils, rolling phase (100D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs extensively in the far western end, and in the eastem half of Rotuma
Island.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly weathered in situ aa lavas and minor ash.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Volcanic ringplains surrounding volcanic cones.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11") and rolling (12-15").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Originally in indigenous forest, much of which has been cleared for coconut
plantations. Some areas of undisturbed forest and in bush fallow. Minor
areas utilised for food crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average nnge:2,756-4,355 mm. Average 3,550 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:27"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessivelv drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Rapid

FLOODNG: Never floods

EROSION: No erosion risk.

H"ft"f"



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATLIRES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Profiles have moderately thick (15-20 cm), very dark grey, extremely stony
and /or bouldery sandy loam A horizons ttrat overlie dark brown extremely
stony/bouldery loamy sand Bw horizons. Stones and boulders increase
down the profile from abundant (35-75%) in A horizons to abundant to
profuse (>75"h) in Bw horizons.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

Ututu series. Excessively drained, extremely stony and bouldery soils
formed from basaltic aa lavas. Stones and boulders are profuse (>75%) and
generally comprise >90% by volume. Negligible fine material (<2 mm)
throughout the profile (Laffan & Smith, 1985).

Kirikiri series. Somewhat excessive drained soils from aa lavas and basaltic
ash. Stones and boulders are abundant (35-75%) in the control section.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Slightly acid soil with high phosphorus values but having very high P

retention. Organic carbon and nitrogen values are high for the topsoil but
drop progressively to low values below 60 cm. 7o base saturation is high in
the topsoil but low in underlying horizons. The CEC is very high in the
topsoil and drops progressively to medium values in the Bw2 horizon.
Exchangeable calcium and magnesium are very high in the topsoil but
medium to low at depth. The topsoil potassium values are low with very
low values measured below 15 cm. Tamms oxalate extractable aluminium,
iron and silica values are high.

The particle size class is ashy-skeletal and the fine earth fraction is
dominated by amorphous materials.

SB9715A-C

Severe to very severe physical limitations of shallow root depth, stoniness
and low available water holding capacity. Like Kirikiri series likely to have
nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and sulphur.

Hofhof"



Typifuing Profile

SOIL NAME: Hafhafu soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: R30

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Rotuma (Laffan & Smith 1985). About 500 m SW of Oinafa
Village and 50 m S of Oinafa-Hoa Road.

SITE INFORMATION

POSTTIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Volcanic ringplain surrounding volcanic cones. Mound surface - easy

rolling country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Basaltic aa lava and minor basaltic ash.

SLOPE: 3o

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 10 m

MICRORELIEF: Very uneven, with protruding boulders and stones.

SITE VEGETATION: Coconuts and some citrus with ground creepers.

LAND USE: Coconut plantation and minor citrus.

DRAINAGE: Somewhat excessively drained.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Negligible

LABORATORYNos: SB9715A-C

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-15 cm Very dark grey (7.5YR 3 / 1) stony loam; moderately developed very fine and
(15cm) fine nut structure; non-sticky, non-plastic, very friable, uncemented, stiff

consistence; abundant fine and medium roots; abundant weakly weathered
subangular basalt stones; indistinct wavy boundary,

Bw1 15-58 cm Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) stony loam; moderately developed very fine and
(43 cm) fine nut structure; non-sticky; non-plastic, very friable, uncemented, very

stiff consistence; many fine and medium roots; abundant weakly weathered
subangular basalt gravels, stones and boulders; diffuse boundary,

Bw2 58-L00+ cm Dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) stony loamy sand; very weakly developed fine
(42 cm+) crumb strucfure breaking to single grain; non-sticky, non-plastic, loose,

uncemented, very stiff consistence; few fine roots; abundant to profuse
weakly weathered subangular gravels, stones and boulders.

NOTES: Reaction to NaF: Very strong and rapid in all horizons.

H"ft"f"
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Kavula series

REFERENCE: Kavula steepland bouldery clay(86a) and Kavula steepland bouldery brown clay (85b) defined by
Twyford and Wright(1955) as formed from basalt, basic andesites, andesites and andesitic tuffs
under forest and under a climate with a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Kavula set.

The central concept for Kavula soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustic Dystropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Steepland soil related to or associated with humic latosols with a

strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Kavula soils, strongly rolling phase (185E)
Kavula soils, moderately steep phase (185F)
Kavula soils, steep phase (185G)
Kavula soils, very steep phase (186,H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: They are found mainly in Macuata and the northern part of Bua province
and are in the main forested. Kavula soils are of minor significance in Viti
Levu.

Basalt, basic andesite, andesite, and andesitic tuffs

Strongly weathered in- sit u r ock

Predominantly planar surfaces in all slope positions in strongly dissected

PARENTROCK:

PARENTMATERIAL:

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: hillcountry.

SLOPE CLASS Strongly rolling (16-20"), moderately steep (21 - 250), steep (25 - 350), and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: very steep (35 - 4d).

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Originally under forest. Used for subsistence crops and good crops of yam
and dalo are produced in the first year, then kumala and cassava for two to
three years after that. They are then allowed to revert under fallow but forest
doesn't regenerate easily and much of these soils is graduallybeing replaced
in its cover by reeds used for extensive forestry and in some areas planted
o';linpinus caibaea.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 20-600m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,800mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

KaauIa



PERMEABILITY:

FLOODING:

EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNOS:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Moderate

Never floods

Severe sheet and rill erosion potential.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid in the topsoil (0 - 37cm) and

strongly acid in the horizonbelow if organic carbon is low 0-14cm and very
low below 14cm; nitrogen is low 0-37cm and very low below 37cm; very low
available phosphorous and medium phosphate retention values; % base

saturation is medium 0 -37cm and low in the other horizon; CEC is medium
0-14cm and mediumbelow 14cm; exchangeable calcium is medium 0 -14cm,
low L4 - 37crn, and very low below 37cm; magnesium is very high 0 -53cm
and remains high below 53cm; and potassium is high 0 -14cm, medium 14-

37cm and below 37cm depth.

Typically shows 25cm of dark reddish brown friable clay loam, of moderate
fine and medium nut strucfure overlying 60cm of yellowish red friable silty
clay, of fine blocky structure and commonly with stones and boulders on at
least 20cm of yellowish red firm gravelly silty clay, of massive structure and
with stones and boulders.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Kavula series have a A, Bw, (Bt), BC horizon sequence. The A horizon
thickness ranges from 15 to 30cm; its colours include dark greyish brown
(10YR4/2) dark brown(7.5 YR4/2), very dark grey (5YR2/1) and dark
reddish brown (5YR8/2); textures are clay, clay loam or stony clay;
consistence friable or firm; and strucfures moderate or strong medium; fine
or coarse blocky or nut.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 15 to 50cm; its colours include
yellowish red (5YR 4/8,5/8), dark reddish grey(SYR 4/2) and (7.5YR5/4);
textures are clay, clay loam or silty clay and commonly stony; consistence
may be friable or firm; and strucfures are weak, moderate or strong fine or
mediumblocky.

The BC horizon may be encountered between 50 and 100cm; its colours
include yellowish red (5YR 5/8,4/8), red (2.5 yR 4/8,5/8) or light
brown(7.SYR 5/4) and commonly vari coloured; and texfures are stony,
gravelly or rubbly clay, clay loam or silty clay.

None recognised

None recognised

The family particle size class is fine clayey.

The mineralogy class is kaolinitic.

USP ND 2OA - E

Generally shallow profiles; slope; severe erosion hazard; severe soil moisture
deficits in the dry season; soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of
phosphorous and nitrogen.

Kaoula



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Kavula soils, steep phase.

PROFILE NO: ND 20

SITE LOCATION: Masi catchment, Nadi Forest.

SITEINFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar backslope in strongly dissected hill country.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF: uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Dense mission grass, karuka fern and P. Caribaea.

LAND USE: Exotic forestrv

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos.: USP ND 20A - E

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Kavula soils, steep phase

Ah1 0-14cm Moist; dark reddish brown(sYR 3/2) clay loam; moderately developed fine
(14 cm) and medium nut structure; friable; many fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth

boundary,

Ah2 14 - 37cm Mois! dark reddish brown(sYR 3/4) clay loam; moderately developed fine
(23 cm) nut with weak fine blocky strucfure; friable; many moderately weathered

subangular stones; many fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 37 - 6$crn Moist, yellowish red (sYR 5/8) silty clay; weakly developed fine blocky
(25 cm) structure; friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; corunon strongly

weathered subrounded stones; common fine fibrous roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Bt 53 - 93cm Moist; yellowish red (5YR 4/8) silty clay; strongly developed fine blocky
(30 cm) structure; friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; common fine yellowish red

(sYR 4/5) clay cutans, few fine fibrous roots; few shongly weathered
subrounded stones; distinct smooth boundary,

BC 93 - 1LLcm Moist; yellowish (5YR 4/8) gravelly silty clay; massive structure; firm;
(18 cm) slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many weakly weathered subrounded stones;

few fine fibrous roots.

2go
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Refe re nce/c I ass ificat io n

SOIL NAME: Kedra series

REFERENCE: Kedra sandy clay loam (53a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a moderately mottled, weakly
gleyed soil formed on alluvium of high quartz content derived from acid rocks under a climate
with a strong to moderate dry season.

Forms part of the Kedra set.

The central concept for Kedra soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Aeric Tropaquept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
O) FAO: Destric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright Gley soil related to red yellow podzolic soils with a strong to

moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Kedra soils (55)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Northern eastem Vanua Levu and to a limited extent in Kadavu Island.

PARENT ROCK: Acid rocks

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep moderately weathered alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Alluvial bottom lands.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Formerly supported high forest with abundant vusavusa and cibicibi
(Pterocarpus indicus) but are now largely cleared and used for dalo gardens
and rice with scattered coconuts. Sugar cane is grown.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 2-L0 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2l'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: SIow

FLOODING: One in 20 year retum period for floods depositing alluvium. Two in one year
return period for other floods. Water table high in the profile during the wet
season.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Kedra



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 23 cm of very darkbrown friable sandy clay loam, of strong
PROFILEFEATURES: medium nut structure overlying 18 cm of very dark brown firm to friable

sandy clay of moderate coarse and medium blocky structure and slightly
mottled dark grey on 50 cm or more of dark reddish brown firm clay of
massive strucfure when wet and weak coarse blocky when dry and strongly
mottled yellowish red and dark grey.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS: None tecognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Not analysed but considered to have a moderately acid reaction and of low

to moderate base status. Available phosphorus is expected to be low.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

SOIL LIMITATIONS: High seasonal water table; clayey textures; slow permeability; poor internal
drainage; frequency of flooding; soil moisture deficits during the dry season;

and nutrient deficiency of phosphorus.

Kedra



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Kedra soils

PROFILE No.: DK43

SITE LOCATION: 5 km northeast of Labasa.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar vallev floor.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered alluvium from acidic rocks.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 2 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Fallow after rainfed rice.

LAND USE: Rice cultivation

DRAINAGE: Poorly drained. Water table at 55 cm.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-23 cm Moisf very dark brown (I}YR 2/2) sandy clay loam; strongly developed
(23 cm) medium nut structure; friable; slightly sticky; corunon fine fibrous roots;

indistinct smooth boundary,

Apg 23-40 cm Moist; very dark brown (10YR2/2) sandy clay; few fine dark grey (10YR
(17 cm) 4/1) mottles; moderately developed medium and coarse blocky structure;

firm to friable; sticky; plastic; few fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

BCr 40-90 cm Wet; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4) clay; abundant distinct yellowish red
(50 cm+) (sYR 5/5) and dark grey (10YR 4/1) mottles; massive; soft; sticky; very

plastic.

Kedra
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Keiyasi series

REFERENCE: Keiyasi steepland stony and bouldery clay (69) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as developed
from marls and calcareous tuffs under a climate with a moderate dry season.

The defined physical and chemical properties are retained in this survey as the central concept for
Keiyasi series but the climate under which these soils occur is now restricted to the ustic moisfure
regime.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplustoll, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Haplic Kastanozem
(c) Twyford and Wright Nigrescent soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LTNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Keiyasi soils, easy rolling phase (113C) Keiyasi soils, moderately steep phase (113F)
Keiyasi soils, rolling phase (113D) Keiyasi soils, steep phase (113G)
Keiyasi soils, strongly rolling phase (113E) Keiyasi soils, very steep phase (i13H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Keiyasi soils are very widely developed in Ra, Nadroga and Novosa areas
of Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Calcareous tuffs and marls.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weak to moderatelv weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex and planar hill slopes in moderate and strongly dissected hill
POSITION/LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Easy rolling through all slope classes to very steep (8-38').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Used for subsistence root crops followed by 5 years grass fallow; areas have
been planted outin Pinus caribaea; and elsewhere mainly rough grazing

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 30-450 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-28,00 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mrn;
wet season range: L,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean Annual:21'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate and severe rill and sheet erosion potential. Also slight to moderate
soil slip and shallow debris slide potential .

Keiyasi



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm of black friable silty clay loam of moderate fine nut
and granular structure and commonly with a few weathered stones,
overlying 15 cm of dark greyish brown friable silty clay loam, of moderate
nut and granular structure which overlies 30 cm light olive brown mottled
strong brown firm clay loam, of massive strucfure breaking to weak coarse

blocky and commonly with clay/organic cutans to ped faces, overlying more
than 30 cm of yellowish brown mottled strong brown firm sandy clay loam,
massive and with rock structures preserved.

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

Keiyasi series have an Ap(Ah), Bt(Bw), BC horizon sequence.

The Ap1(Ah) horizon thickness ranges from 10-25 cm; its colours include
black (10YR 2 /1),vety dark brown (10yR2/2) very dark grey (10YR 3/1),
very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) and dark brown (10YR 3/3); textures
are clay, clay loam or silty clay loam; and structures are moderate or strong,
fine or medium nut or blocky.

The Ap2 horizon thickness ranges from 10-20 cm; its colours include those
described for the ,4,L; textures are clay, clay loam or silty clay loam; and
strucfures are weak or moderate, fine or medium nut or blocky.

The Bt or BW horizon thickness ranges from 20-35 crn; its colours include
light olive brown (2.5y 5/4,5/5) dark yellowish brown (10YR3/4,4/4),
brown (10YR 4/3, 5/3) and dark greyish brown (70YR a/2); textures are

clay, clay loam or silty clay loam; and structures are massive breaking to
weak or moderate, fine or medium, blocky or nutl and there may be weak
cutans present or not. Stones may be few, corrunon or many in all horizons.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid in the topsoil (0-20 cm) and

moderately acid in the other horizons; organic carbon and nitrogen are low
in the topsoil and of low values below this; very low available phosphorus;
CEC values are high throughou! %base saturation is high 0-37 cm and very
high in the other horizons; exchangeable calcium is high; magnesium
extremely high and potassium very low.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

KRS V179-182

Profile shallowness; slope; moderate to severe soil moisture deficits
experienced during the dry season; potential soil erosion risk; soil acidity;
and nutrient deficiencies of potassium, phosphorus and nitrogen.

Keiyasi



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Typifying Profile

Keiyasi soils, moderately steep phase.

APO3

Yalavou cattle range, Nadroga Province.

Planar backslope in strongly rolling country.

Moderate weathered in situ tuffaceous rocks of basic or intermediate
composition.

25'

West

L20 m

Even

Mission grass and Desmodium pasture with scattered shrubs (Drala) plus
miscellaneous weeds (BIue ratstail, ]apanese tea, goat weed).

Cattle grazing

Well drained

None

None

KRS V179-182

Slightly mois! black (10YR 2/1) silty clay loam; moderately developed fine
nut structure plus moderate fine granular structure; friable; slightly sticky;
slightly plastic; many very fine and fine roots; few strongly weathered
subrounded stones; indistinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moisl 50% very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) and 40% dark
greyish brown (2.5Y 4 / 2) silty clay loam; weak to moderately developed fine
and medium nut structure plus weak medium granular structure; friable;
slightly sticky; slightly plastic; conunon fine and very fine roots; common
fine and very fine roots; common strongly weathered subrounded stones;
distinct smooth boundary,

Moist, iight olive brown (2.5y 5 / 4) clay loam; corunon fine distinct strong
brown (7.5YR 5/8) mottles; massive breaking to weakly developed coarse
blocky structure; firm; sticky; plastic; few faint dark greyish brown (10YR
4 /2) clay / organic coatings; few very fine roots; sharp wavy boundary,

Slightly mois! yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) sandy clay loam; many medium
distinct strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) mottles; massive with rock structure
preserved; finn.

AP1 0-20 cm
(20 cm)

Ap2 20-37 crn
(17 cm)

Bw 37-55crn
(28 cm)

BC 55-100cm
(35cm)

Keiyasi
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Kelikoso series

REFERENCE: Kelikoso clay and gravelly clay (41a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as colluvial soils
forming under a climate with a strong dry season on flattish land with a parent material derived
from quartzose tuffs.

for.* pu.t of the Kelikoso set and is a colluvial derivative of Wainikoro clay and sandy clay (42b).

The central concept for Kelikoso soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Kandic Paleustalf, fine, femrginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Planosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Kelikoso soils, flat to gently undulating phase (145,4,)

Kelikoso soils, undulating phase (1458)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Kelikoso soils are confined to small patches in westem Viti Levu. They are
more extensive in Vanua Levu where they occur in association with
Wainikoro soils on adjacent land of flattish to undulating relief.

PARENT ROCK: Tuffaceous rocks of acidic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered colluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Planar valley bottoms, coalescing fans and toeslopes in rolling to flattish
POSITION/LANDFORM: land.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3") and undulating (4-7').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Sugar cane, some areas in pulses and rainfed rice. A small area under light
forest.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 15-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1.,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderately well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion, under cultivation and slopes >2'.

Kelikoso



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of dusky red clay loam, of strongly developed fine
nut and granular strucfure, and very friable, overlying 10 cm of reddish
brown clay, of moderately developed medium blocky structure, friable,
slightly sticky when moist, with dark reddish brown organic coatings to
peds, overlying 50 cm of red clay, of moderately developed coarse blocky
structure, firm, and with clay cutans to peds, overlying more than 30 cm of
dark red clay, of weakly developed coarse blocky structure, friable, and
slightly sticky.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show rnoderately acid pH; carbon and nitrogen with low values

in the surface horizon and very low below; available phosphorus is very
low; o/o base saturation is very high throughout the profile; CEC and
exchangeable calcium are medium 0-28 cm and very low below;
exchangeable magnesium is high and potassium very low throughout the
profile.

USP NBSA-D

Severe soil moisture deficits during the dry season; slight to moderate sheet
and rill erosion potential on slopes >2o under cultivation; moderate acidity
and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium.

Kelikoso



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

Typifying Profile

Kelikoso soils, undulating phase.

NB5

P74/II/16 Nabou Forest, Nadroga Province.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar valley bottom surface in moderately dissected hill country. Narrow

long and sinuous underfit valley.

PARENT MATERIAL: Colluvium with some'old' alluvium derived from rocks predominantlv of
acid composition.

SLOPE: 4", length 200 m

ASPECT: East

ELEVATION: 120 m

MICRORELIEF: Flat

SITE VEGETATION: Ground cover of guava (2 m), mission grass and Tobacco weed under 8 year
old Pinus caibaea.

LAND USE: Exotic forestrv

DRAINAGE: Moderately well drained.

EROSION: Slight sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: USP NBSA-D

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Kelikoso soils, undulating phase

Ah 0-17cm Slightlymoisf moistandrubbed,duskyred (2.5YR3/2)clayloam;strongly
(17 cm) developed fine nut structure with strong fine granular structure; very friable;

non-sticky; non-plastic; conunon medium and coarse roots; indistinct
smooth boundary,

AB \7-28 crn Slightly moisf moist; reddish-brown (5YR 4/4) and rubbed dark reddish
(11 cm) brown(5YR3/3)clay;moderatelydevelopedmediumblockystructureplus

some strong fine granular structure; friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic;
many faint dark reddish-brown (sYR 3/4) organic coatings; few fine roots;
indistinct smooth boundary,

Bt 28-78cm Slightlymoist;moistred (2.5YR4/5) andrubbed,darkred (2.5YR3/d) clay;
(50cm) moderately developed coarse blocky shucture; firm; slightly sticky;

non-plastic; many distinct yellowish red (sYR 4/5) clay skins; few medium
roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Bw 78-108cm+ Slightly moist moist and rubbed dark red (2.5YR 3/5) clay;massive
(30 cm+) breaking to weakly developed coarse; blocky structure; friable; slightly

sticky; non-plastic; abundant charcoal flecks; few medium roots.

Kelikoso
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Kirikiri series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the soil survey of Rotuma Island (Laffan and Smith, 1985) and
defined as somewhat excessively drained soils formed from basaltic aa lavas and basaltic ash.
Profiles have stony loam textures throughout, with stones/boulders increasing with depth from
conunon or many in A horizons to abundant in B horizons.

Name derivea fro- tfr" Rotuman word for stony soils with appreciable fine material.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) SoilTaxonomy: HydricHapludand,hydrous-skeletal,isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Ochric Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Latosolic soil with no dry season.

INCLUDED MAPPING L]NITS AND SYMBOLS:
Kirikiri soils, flat to gently undulating phase (99A)
Kirikiri soils, undulating phase (99B)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs mainly in the northem parts of Rotuma Island.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered in situ aa lava and ash.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Volcanic ringplains surrounding the volcanic cones.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE oF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3") and undulating (rl-7").

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Originallyindigenousforestwhichhasbeenclearedfor food and cash crops,
including coconuts, dalo, cassava, bananas and minor citrus. Some areas
bush fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average rg'nge:2,765-4,356 mm; average 3,550 mm

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:27"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessively drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: N"u", nooa,

EROSION: No erosion

Kirikiri



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

A relatively thick (20-25 cm) dark brown, very friable, stony or bouldery
loam A horizon overlies brown, very stony or bouldery loam or sandy loam
B horizons. Stones ftoulders) increase down the profile from common
(5-15%) or many (i5-35%) in A horizons to abundant (35-75%) in subsoils.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Kirikiri series have a Ap, Bw1, Bw2, horizon sequence.

The Ahorizonthickness ranges 12-25 cm;colours are darkbrown (10YR3/3,
7.sYR3/2), black (7.5YR 2/0), very dark grey (10YR 3/1) and very dark
greyish brown (10YR 3/2); textures may be gravelly loam, stony silt loam,
loam, or stony fine sandy loam; stones may be many or common; and
structures nutty or granular.

The Bw1 horizon thickness ranges 10-78 cm; colours are dark yellowish
brown (10YR 3/4, 4/4), datk brown (7.5YR 3/2, 4/4,3/3) or rarely ted
(2.5YR 4/6); text.lr.es may be loam, stony loam, stony fine sandy loam, or
stony sandy loam; and stones many corrunon, many or abundant.

The Bw2 horizon thickness ranges 35-75 cm; colours are dark yellowish
brown (10YR 3/4, 3/5) or strong brown (7.5YR a/5-5/5); textures may be
stony or bouldery loams, fine sandy loam, or bouldery sandy loam; blocky
strucfure are either weak or moderately developed; and stones are either
many or abundant.

Kirikiri series, moderately deep variant. Profiles have relatively massive
basalt at depths between 50-100 cm.

Hafhafu series: Somewhat excessively drained soils formed from basaltic aa

lavas and minor basaltic ash, have higher stone/boulder content (profuse
stones in subsoil) and fine minerals (<2 mm) are coarser (sandy loams,
loamy sands).

Sumi series: Well drained soils formed from basaltic ash and basaltic aa

lavas, have comrnon to many (5-35%) basalt stones/boulders throughout the
profile (Laffan & Smith, 1985).

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Slightly acid soils having neutral soil reaction in the subsoils. Organic

carbon values are high in the A horizons, medium in the Bw1 and low below
50 cm. Phosphorus values are very high but P retention is extremely high.
The CEC values are very highwith %base saturation high in the A horizons
and low in the other horizons (40-50%). Exchangeable calcium and
magnesium values or very high in the top 50 cm and high below this.
Potassium is medium in the A but very low values in all other horizons. The
profile size dass isthixotropic-skeletal and the fine earth fraction dominated
by amorphous materials.

SB971OA-E

Moderate to severe physical limitations of stoniness and low available water
holding capacity. Glasshouse pot trials indicate moderate to severe

deficiency of nitrogen and phosphorus and slight deficiency of potassium
and sulphur.

Kirikiri



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION;

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Kirikiri soils, flat to gently undulating phase

Ap 0-22 cm
(22cm)

Bw1 22-50 cm
(28 cm)

50-122+ cm
(72cm+)

Typifying Profile

Kidkid soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

R3

Refer soil map of Rotuma (Laffan & Smith 1985). North-central part of
Rotuma (Malhaha District) between airstrip and Solhefu peak.

Volcanic ring plain surrounding volcanic cones. Easy rolling surface. Few
medium surf ace boulders.

Weakly weathered basalt fragments and boulders and some basaltic volcanic
ash.

Level

Not applicable

30m

Slightly uneven with protruding stones and boulders.

Bush, Vau (hibiscus) and fern, i.e. regenerating forest species.

Bush fallow

Somewhat excessively drained.

None observed

None

SB971OA-E

Reaction to NaF. Moderate in Ap; strong in Bw1 and Bw2 horizons.

Dark brown (7.5YR3 /2) stony silt loam; moderately developed very fine to
fine nutty strucfure breaking to weakly developed very fine crumb structure;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic, very friable, moderately firm,
semi-deformable, uncemented, soft consistence; many weakly weathered
angular basalt stones; abundant fine and medium roots; distinct wavy
boundary,

Dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) stony loam; moderately developed fine
blocky structure breaking to weakly developed very fine crumb strucfure;
non-sticky, non-plastig very friable, semi-deformable, uncemented, soft
consistence; abundant weakly weathered angular basalt stones and
boulders; many fine and medium roots; diffuse boundary,

Dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) bouldery sandy loam; moderately
developed fine blocky structure breaking to weakly developed very fine
crumb strucfure; non-sticky, non-plastic, very friable, semi-deformable,
uncemented, soft consistence; abundant weakly weathered angular basalt
stones and boulders; few fine and medium roots.

Bw2

Kirikiri
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Koro series

REFERENCE: Koro steepland stony and bouldery clay (80c) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a latosolic
soil from'slightly older olivine basalt flows' formed under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Ravilevu set.

The central concept of Koro soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, fine-silty, halloysitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(") Twyford and Wrighfi Steepland soil related to or associated with latosolic soils with a

weak dry season

INCLL]DED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Koro soils, steep phase (94G)
Koro soils, very steep phase(94H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occur on the west coast of Taveuni Island in close association with Taveuni
soils from Nasinu Estate in the south to Mua Estate in the north, and in
many areas fringing the central plateau on Koro Island.

PARENT ROCK: Olivinebasalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC On steeper terrain of the lava surfaces frinFng the volcanic centre of
POSITION/LANDFORM: Taveuni.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Steep (26-35') and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Areas used for coconuts but majority under forest. Small areas cleared for
subsistence croos and cocoa.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 0-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,2004,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: MeanAnnual:24'C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: N"u", nooa,

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential for forest cleared and soil bared or
intensively cultivated .

Koro



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 12 cm of very dark brown very friable silty clay of strong
fine and medium nut structure overlying 15 to 20 cm of dark brown friable
silt loam of moderate fine and medium nut structure commonly with
subangular basalt stones overlying 70 cm or more of weathered fine grained
and jointed basalt on hard basalt at about 100 cm depth.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Koro series have an Ah, Bw, C horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from L2 to 35 cm; its colours include very
dark brown (70yR2/2) and very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2); textures
are silty clay or clay; consistence friable or very friable; strucfures are strong
fine or medium nu! and there may be none, few or corunon stones.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 15 to 40 cm; its colours include dark
yellowishbrown (10YR 3/4,4/4) and darkbrown (10YR 3/3,7 /SYR3/2);
consistence friable orvery friable; texfures include silt loam, silty clay or clay
(commonly all stony); and structures are moderate or strong fine or medium
nut or blocky.

On greyish or/and reddish, brown weathering basalt.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid in the topsoil (0-13 cm) and

near neutral below this; organic carbon and nitrogen have medium values
in the topsoil and very low values below it; C/N ratios are medium; 7o base
saturation is medium; CEC and TEB have high values in the topsoil and are
mediumbelow; calcium and magnesium have high values in the topsoil and
medium values below; and potassium is very high in the topsoil and very
low below this.

The particle size family class is fine-silty.

The mineralogical class is halloysitic.

ORSTOM TAV47A-B

Slope; susceptibility to erosion when forest cleared; rnoderately rapid
permeability; nutrient deficiencies of potassium and nitrogen and possibly
phosphorus.

Koro



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

Typifying Profile

Koro soils, steep phase.

TAV47

1 km inland from (due east) of Somosomo Village, Taveuni Island.

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar midslope (length 200 m) in weakly dissected steepland.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered in situbasalt.

SLOPE: 28"

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 300 m

MICRORELIEF: lJneven. 20% boulders on surface.

SITE VEGETATION: Indigenous forest comprising Damanu, Yasiyasi, Mali, Vesi and Yaro.

LAND USE: Unused (natural state)

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: ORSTOM TAV47A-B

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-13 cm Moist; very darkbrown (10yR2/2) silty clay; strongly developed fine and
(13 cm) medium nut strucfure; very friable; plastic; many fine and medium fibrous

roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 13-30 cm Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) sllt loam; moderately developed fine an
(17 cm) medium nut structure; friable; slightly sticky; plastic; conunon subangular

basalt stones; corunon fine and medium coarse roots; distinct irregular
boundary,

C 30-100 cm Dry; grey weathered in situ fine grained basalt rock; jointed.
(70 cm)

on Hard basalt.

Koro
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Korokadi series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in this survey to include strongly weathered colluvial soils derived
from basic rocks developed on toeslope and underfit broad valley floors on plateaux with a
talasiga vegetation under a climate with a strong dry season.

Previously included with Namosau soils(36) as defined by Twyford and Wright (i965). Named
from Korokadi settlement, Bua Province, Vanua Levu.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Anionic Acrwtox, clayey, femrginous, isohypertherrnic
(b) FAO: Rhodic Ferralsol
(c) Twyford and Wright Ferruginous latoso, with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND PHASES:
Korokadi soils, flat to gently undulating phase (42A)
Korokadi soils, undulating phase (42B)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Korokadi soils occur in association with Namosau soils on high terrace
remnants behind Nadi, Lautoka and Ba in Viti Levu. They are of limited
area in Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Basalts and basic andesites.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep shongly weathered colluvium.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Gently concave broad valley floors and planar toeslopes in gently
POSITION/LANDFoRM: undu-lating and rolling weakly dissected plateaux.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0 -30) and undulating (4-f).

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Normally supports a talasiga vegetation of ferns and nokonoko. With
fertilizer inputs are used for sugarcane, rainfed rice and pulses.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,500-2,000 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,200-1,500 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:26"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderately well drained.

PERMEABILITY: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: In normal years may flood up to 3 - 4 days on 4-5 occasions during the wet
season and associated with high intensity storms.

EROSION: Accumulating site

Korokadi



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

TYPIFYING PROFILE:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNOS:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Propedies

Typically shows 25cm of very dark greyish brown friable gravelly silt loam
of moderate fine nut and crumb strucfure, with many subangular ironstone
gravels, overlying 55cm of light olive brown firm gravelly clay loam, of
weak mediumblocky breaking to crumb, and again with many subangular
ironstone gravels, overlying 50cm of yellowish brown friable clay loam, of
weak fine blocky structure breaking to single grain on 30cm or more of
yellowish brown firrn mottled red gritty clay loam, of weak mediumblocky
structure with iron concretions and a discontinuous iron pan.

Mollic epipedon, oxic horizon.

NLDCOl

Not applicable. Only three profile descriptions made (including the
described variant).

Well drained variant without an iron pan at depth (though still red mottled)
with redder hues occurs on lower midslope position.

(Profile description attached - NLDC 02 Q - DPI11707 - 1171.0)

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be very strongly acid in the topsoil (0 -27cm)

strongly acid below 27cm depth and of variable charge; organic carbon
values are high in the topsoil and below it; Total phosphorous values are

high throughout; TEB and CEC values are very low in all horizons as are all
the bases; the high % base saturation values are irrelevant in view of the
extremely low CEC; and % aluminium saturation is significant in the
exchange complex.

Q.DPI11703 -11706

Moderately rapid permeability; short duration flooding during the wet
season; severe soil moisture deficits experienced during the dry season;

strong soil acidity; variable charge; aluminium toxicity; and a very low
nutrient reserve that would rapidly be depleted under a cropping regime.

Korckadi



NAME:

PROFILE NO:

LABORATORYNO:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

COMMENTS:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-27
(27crn)

Bw1 27-82cm
(55cm)

Bw2 82-129crn
(47cm)

129-159cm+
(30+cm)

Ap

Typifying Profile

Korokadi soils

NLDC 01

QPr71703-11705

NLDC pigeon pea estate, Nasarowaqa, Bua Province, Vanua Levu.

Concave-planar toeslope on a slope of L00m length in a weakly dissected
plateau.

Deep strongly weathered colluvium of basic cornposition.

20

South

45m

Smooth

Pigeon pea (4 weeks old).

Intensive mechanised pigeon pea cultivation.

Moderately well drained (water ponds during the wet season).

Accumulating site

Cultivated

Abundant surface iron/manganese concretions and nodules.

Q.DOI 71703 - 11705

Dry; very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) gravelly silt loam; moderately
developed fine nut structure with moderate fine crumb strucfure; friable;
slightly sticky; non-plastic; few, fine roots; many unweathered subangular
ironstone gravels; sharp smooth boundary,

Slightly mois! light olive brown (2.5Y 5/5)and rubbed olive brown (2.5 Y
4/4) gravelly clay loam; weakly developed medium blocky structure
breakingto moderately developed fine crumb structure; firm; slightly sticky;
non plastic; no roots; many, unweathered subangular ironstone gravels;
diffuse smooth boundary,

Slightly mois! yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) clay loam; weakly developed
fine blocky structure breaking to single grain; friable; slightly sticky; non-
plastic; no roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moist; yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) gritty clay loam;many,
medium and coarse prominent red (10 R 4/5) iron mottles; weakly
developed mediumblocky structure; firm; sticky;non-plastic; discontinuous
iron/manganese pan; no roots; horizon includes both soft Fe/Mn mottles
plus hardened (concretions) mottles.

BC

Korckadi



Typifying Profile

NAME: Korokadi, variant

PROFILE NO: NLDC 02

LABORATORY NO. Q.DOI 17707 -1171.0

SITE LOCATION: NLDC pigeon pea estate, Nasarowaqa, Bua Province, Vanua Levu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITION IN Planar lower midslope position on 150m slope on a weakly dissected
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: plateau.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered colluvium of basic composition.

SLOPE: 30

ASPECT: South

ELEVATION: 42lrl.

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Pigeon pea (4 weeks old).

LAND USE: Intensive mechanised pigeon pea cropping.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Past sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: Q.DPI 11707 -11710

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-30cm Dry; black(10YR 2/1) gritty silt loam; strongly developed fine crumb
(30cm) structure with moderate fine nut structure; very friable; non-sticky; non-

plastic; few fine roots; common weakly weathered subangular gravels;
distinct, smooth boundary,

Bw1 30-51cm Slightly mois! dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) and rubbed yellowish
(31cm) brown (10YR 5/5) gtitty fitr" sandy clay; weakly developed fine blocky

structure breaking to moderate fine crumb structure; friable; slightly sticky;
non plastic; no roots; few weakly weathered subangular gravels; diffuse
smooth boundary,

Bw2 51-134cm Slightly moist; strong brown to yellowish brown (7.5YR to 10 YR 5/5) and
(73cm) rubbed yellowish brown (10 YR5/5) gravelly silt loam; weakly developed

fine blocky structure breaking to weak fine crumb strucfure; friable to firm;
slightly sticky; non-plastic; no roots; many weakly weathered subangular
gravels; indistinct smooth boundary,

BC 134149+ cm Slightly moisf yellowish-red to strong brown (5 YR to .SYR 5/5) and
(15+cm) rubbe.d yellowish red (5 YR 5/8) gritty silt clay loarn; many medium

prominent red 2.5 YR 4/5) mottles; weakly developed medium blocky
structure breaking to weak fine crumb structure; firm; slightly sticky; non
plastic; no roots.

Korokadi



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Koromavu series

REFERENCE: The Koromavu steepland grifty sandy clay (73) and Koromavu steepland gritty sandy clay,
moderately steep phase (73M) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as shallow soils developed
from silicified rnarls under a climate with a strong dry season. The name Koromavu series is
retained in this survey for steepland soils with AC profiles (Entisols).

They form part of the Vanuavou set. The central concept for Koromavu soils is retained in this
survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Lithic Ustorthent, loamy-skeletal, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Regosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Steepland soil related to or associated with nigrescent soils with

a strong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Koromavu soils, rolling phase (112D) Koromavu soils, steep phase (112G)
Koromavu soils, strongly rolling phase (112E) Koromavu soils, very steep phase (112H)
Koromavu soils, moderately steep phase (112F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Koromavu soils develop in the strong dry season zone and are found in the
Momi area of westem Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Silicified marls and sandstones.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Convex planar slopes in strongly dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling (12-15"), strongly rolling (1,6-20'), moderately steep (21-25'), steep
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (26-35"), and very steep (>35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Where grazed and in improved pasture: nadi blue grass, wire grass, mission
grass and desmodium. Where not grazed: inferior grasses, guava and
scattered forest remnants.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 20 to 750 m

RAINFALL: Annual avetagerange:1.,500-2,000mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: L,200-1,600 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:26"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILIfiCLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

Kotomaau



EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNoS

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Terracettes, some sheet erosion and shallow soil slips and debris slides.
Severe soil creep, sheet, shallow soil slip and debris slide erosion potential.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Dominantly shallow soils, with no B horiz on and in situ rock is within 25 cm
of the ground surface.

Thin (12 cm) dark topsoil with silt loam texture and with moderate to strong
f ine blocky structures.

Thin (20 cm) BC horizon with sandy textures and stony with weak to
moderately weathered in situ rock (some profiIes may have a paralithic
contact).

Ochric epipedon

Koromavu series have Ah, C, R1, R2 horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 8 to 15 cm; its colours include very
dark grey (10YR 3/1), very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) and dark brown
(10YR 3/3); and structures are moderate medium nut or blocky.

The C horizon thickness ranges from 10 to 25 cm; its colours include olive
brown (2.5y 4/3, 4/4),light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4) and pale yellow
(2.5Y 7 /a); textures may be silt loam, fine sandy loam, medium sand or
coarse sand; and stoniness is variable.

None recognised

Olo series - on flat ridge crest sites; profiIes more stony, have paralithic or
lithic contact, otherwise similar in most profile features (Leslie, 1984).

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Slightly acid with very high base status; extremely high values for calcium

and magnesium in all horizons; very high values for sodium; potassium and
organic carbon are low in topsoils and very low in the C horizon.

The particle size farnily class is loamy-skeletal.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

r<RSR267t-72

Profile shallowness; slope; very severe soil moisfure deficits experienced
during the dry season; severe potential erosion risk; and nutrient
deficiencies of phosphorus, potassium and nitrogen.

Kotomaou



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Koromavu soils, steep phase.

PROFILE No.: N8

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Nawaicoba Agricultural Research Station (Leslie, 1984).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex shoulder site on hill side in strongly dissected hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weak to moderatelv weathered in sifu sandstone.

SLOPE: 28"

ASPECT: North-east

ELEVATION: 230 m

MICRORELIEF: Terracettes with 35 cm steps and 30 cm in width.

SITE VEGETATION: Nadiblue grass and wire grass.

LAND USE: Grazing for beef cattle.

DRAINAGE: Moderately well drained.

EROSION: Terracettes due to cattle grazing with small soil slips in some places.

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRSR2671-2572

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10 cm Dry; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) silt loarn; strongly developed fine
(10 cm) blocky structure breaking to strong fine nut structure; slightly sticky; slightly

plastic; very friable; uncemented; stiffpenetration; common fine and very fine
roots; few weakly weathered subangular gravels; distinct wavy boundary,

10-20 cm Dry;variegatedcoloursdominatedbylightyellowishbrownQ.sY 6/4),rubbed
(10 cm) olive brown (2.5y 4/ 4) coarse sandy loam; massive breaking to single grain;

non-sticky; non-plastic; loosel uncemented; stiff penetration; common very fine
roots; few moderately weathered subangular gravels; indistinct smooth
boundary,

20-40 cm Dry;lightyellowishbrown (2.5Y 5/4) and olivebrown(2.SY 4/4 stony coarse
(20 cm) sand; few very fine roots; profuse moderately weathered angular stones and

gravels (fractured in siturock); sharp boundary (lithic contact),

on Extremely hard, massive weakly weathered rock.

C

R1

R2

Koromaau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Koroniqala series

REFERENCE: Koroniqala sandy clay (40d) and Koroniqala hill soils (40dH) defined by Twyford and Wright
(1955) as formed from silicified materials on rolling and hilly land under talasiga vegetation.

Forms part of the Delainacau set.

The central concept for Koroniqala soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplustult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Orthic Acrisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with a moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Koroniqala soils, undulating phase (1528) Koroniqala soils, rolling phase (157D)
Koroniqala soils, easy rolling phase (157C) Koroniqala soils, strongly rolling phase (152E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Koroniqala soils are of restricted distribution, found mainly in the Kadavu
group and the basins of the Waisali, Qalinabulu, Nadrou and Sabeto Rivers
in North-west Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Silicified marls, tuftt andesite etc.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Gently convex slopes in rolling and hilly land

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'),easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-15') and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (L6-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Grassland of mission grass, reeds and fern but now widely under pine
forests.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 200-600 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1.,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: L,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATLIRE: Mean annual:26"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY: Moderate

FLOODING: New floods

EROSION: Have experienced severe past erosion (are considered to be derived from
Dogotuki soils by buming and erosion). Severe sheet and rill erosion
potential.

Koroniqala



Morphological and Chemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC They are somewhat sandy in texture and often severely eroded so the
PROFILE FEATURES: compact, plastic, weak red subsoil often occurs near the soil surface. Tracks

commonly show a thin layer of fine quartz sand.

Typically shows 10 cm of reddish brown friable clay (containing fine sand)
of weak medium and fine blocky strucfure breaking to crumb, overlying 10

cm of weak red firm clay and hard to dig, overlying 40 cm of light reddish
brown clay, very hard to dig of massive strucfure on varicoloured compact
and very plastic clay, mainly light reddish brown and pink. Horizons have
plastic and slightly sticky consistence when moist.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

TYPIFYING PROFILE: TW62

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows them to be moderately to strongly acid and strongly leached

of plant nutrients, low in phosphorus and very low in exchangeable
potassium.

LABORATORY NOS: Not sampled for analysis.

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Severe past erosion and very severe potential erosion; soil acidity; and
nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassiurn.

Koroniqala



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Koroniqala soils, easy rolling phase.

PROFILE NO: TW62

SITE LOCATION: Kadavu Island

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex mid-slope in easy rolling hilly country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shongly weathered in sifil silicified tuft.

SLOPE: 13 - 150

ASPECT: North

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

50m

Uneven

Grasssland, ferns, nokonoko

Gr azing, pine plantation.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Significant topsoil through sheet erosion.

DISTLIRBANCE: Buming

LABORATORY Nos.: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10cm Mois! reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) slightly sandy clay; weakly developed
(10 cm) mediumandfineblockystructurebreakingtoveryfineblockyandgranular;

friable; slightly sticky; moderately plastic; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt1 10-20cm Moist; weak red (10R 4/4) clay; weak coarse blocky structure (tending
(10 cm) massive) breaking easily to very fine blocky and crumb; firm; slightly sticky;

moderately plastic; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt2 20-60 cm Mois! light reddish brown (2.5YR 6/4) clay; massive; firm; slightly sticky;
(40 cm) shongly plastic; very hard to dig; diffuse smooth boundary,

BC on Varicoloured cornpact light reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4) and pink (sYR 7/3)
very plastic clay.

Koroniqala
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Refe rence/c I assificat i o n

SOIL NAME: Koronivia series

REFERENCE: The Koronivia sandy loam (38) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as a yellow brown soil from
rhyolitic outwash and fuffaceous material, mainly on dissected plateau remnants under a climate
with little or no dry season.

The central concept for Koronivia soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kandihumult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: HumicNitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with very weak or no dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING T]NITS AND SYMBOLS:
Koronivia soils, flat to gently undulating phase (rl4A)
Koronivia soils, undulating phase (1148)

Koronivia soils, easy rolling phase (r14C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRJBUTION: Plateau surfaces that have a distribution from 5 km south of Koronivia
Agricultural Research Station to 20 km north, in the coastal hill margins of
SE Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rhyolite and tuffaceous rocks of acidic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ tock.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Dissected plateau remnants, the surfaces of which are uniformly flat.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Level to near level (0-3'), undulaing(4-7"), and easy rolling (8-11').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly in improved pasture (Para grass) with Navua sedge, Tarweed and
Yellow primrose. Dairying and beef cattle grazing.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 15-50 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,2(X)-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-L,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24oC.

SOIL MOISTLIRE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Imperfectly drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: SIow

FLOODING: Not subject to flooding but water may pond at the surface for short periods
during the wet season.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Koronioia



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Moderately acid topsoils becoming slightly acid in subsurface horizons. %

base saturation is high in topsoils but becomes very low below this. Organic
carbon values are low to very low. The CEC values are low in all horizons.
Exchangeable calcium decreases downwards from medium topsoil values
while both magnesium and sodium go from low to very low with depth.
Potassium values are very low. Phosphorus values are medium for topsoils
and ]ow in subsoils.

Percentage clay increases from 30% in the topsoil to >55Y" in the Bt horizon,
while sand >40"/o in the surface horizon drops to low values below 40 cm
depth.

The mineralogy glass is kaolinitic.

The particle size family class is clayey.

SB 9504A-E

Imperfect intemal drainage; tendenry for water to Pond at times during the
wet season due to dayey texfures, flat surfaces and slow permeability; poor
hafficability during the wet season; soil acidity; nutrient deficiencies of
phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium; and difficulty of attaining a fine tilth
when cultivated.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically are deep strongly weathered profiles with thick (>25 cm) surface
horizons and clay rich subsoils (>50 cm). There is a textural gradient from
topsoil (silt loam) to argiJlic horizon (clay loam) to subsoil below 90 cm (silty
clay loam). The argillic B horizon is yellowish-brown firm with dark red
mottles (10YR 3/5) and well expressed clay coatings to peds. Mottling
generally extends to the basal layer of the surface horizon.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Koronivia series have a Ap, Ag, Bt, Bts, BC horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 1.2-22 cm; its colours include very dark
greyish brown (10YR 3/2), dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) and dark
brown (10YR 3/3); textures are silty clay loam, silt loam and fine sandy
loam; and strucfures weak or moderate, fine, very fine or medium nut.

The Ag horizon thickness ranges from 10-25 cm; its colours include olive
brown (2.5Y 4/4) and light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4); textures are silt loam and
silty clay loam; consistence friable or firm; and structures are either weak or
moderate, very fine, fine or medium nut.

The Bt horizon thickness ranges 2540 c:n; colours are yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4, 5/5); textures clay or clay loam; mottles range from few to
profuse; and strucfures are weak or moderate fine, medium or coarse blocky.

The Bts horizon thickness ranges 20-30 cm; texfures are clay or clay loam;
and structures are medium or coarse blocky.

The BC horizon exceeds 50 cm; its colours include pale brown (10YR 5/3)
and very pale brown (10YR 7/3) and textures are silty clay loam or clay
loam.

Koronivia series, sandy topsoil variant (typifying profile attached).

Naqavoka sedes: steep slopes (>25'); thinner argillic horizon; more friable
consistence and in general less compacf have more clay in topsoils, which
are mottled to the surface.

Koronioia



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-18 cm
(18 cm)

1841 cm
(23cm)

4L-73 crn
(32 cm)

73-100 cm
(27 clr.)

Ap

Ag

Bt

Typifying Profile

Koronivia soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

KN3O

Refer soil map of Koronivia Agricultural Research Station (scale 1:3000),
Leslie (1983).

Planar surface on moderately dissected terrace.

Strongly weathered in situ acid tluff .

00

Not applicable

18m

Uniformly planar

Para grass with some Navua sedge.

Improved pasture for dairying.

Imperfectly drained

None observed

Has been ploughed. Experiences surface pugging by cattle when the soil is
saturated.

S895O4A-E

Slightly mois! dark brown (10YR 3/3) both ped face and rubbed silt loam;
humic staining along root channels; weakly developed fine and very fine nut
with granular structure; friable to firm; non-sticky; non plastic; uncemented;
soft penetration; many fine roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moisf olive brown (2.5Y 4/ \ ped face yellowish brown (10YR S/8)
rubbed; silt loam; conunon medium distinctyellowish red (5YR4/6) mottles;
weakly developed very fine nut and granular strucfure; friable; non-sticky;
non-plastic; uncemented; soft penetration; conunon fine roots; sharp wavy
boundarp

Moisf yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) both ped face and rubbed; clay loam;
few medium prominent dark red (10R 3/6) mottles; weakly developed
coarse nut structure breaking to weak very fine blocky structure; firm; sticky;
slightly plastic; uncemented; firm penetration; few faint dark yellowish
brown (10YR 4.5/6) clay skins; few very fine roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Moist;75"/o yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) with 15% very pale brown (10YR
7 /3); clay loam; profuse coarse prominent dark red (10R 3/5) mottles;
weakly developed coarse nut strucfure breaking to weak medium blocky
structure; firm; sticky; slightly plastic; uncemented; firm penetration;
corunon faint strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) clay skins; no roots; indistinct
smooth boundary,

Bts
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BC 100-130 cm Moist; very pale brown (10YR 7/3) silty clay loam; massive; firm; slightly
(30 cm) sticky; non-plastic; uncemented; stiff penetration; few, faint yellowish brown

(10YR 5/8) clay skins; no roots; in situ sfiongly weathered rock.

Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Koronivia soils, sandy topsoil variant.

PROFILE No.: KN22

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Koronivia Agricultural Research Station (scale 1:3000).

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Surfaceonmoderatelydissectedterrace.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situt:.rftaceous rock.

SLOPE: Level site

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 20 m

LANDFORM: Terrace, probably marine planted.

TOPOGRAPHY: Flat

MICRORELIEF: Uniformly Planar

SITE VEGETATION: Navua sedge, mile a minute, para grass, yellow primrose, tar weed.

LAND USE: Improved pasture for dairying.

DRAINAGE: Moderatelv well drained.

EROSION: None observed

DISTLIRBANCE: Ploughed more than once. May experience topsoil puggrng by cattle when
soil safurated.

LABORATORY Nos: SB9501A-E

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-9 cm Slightly mois! dark greyish brown (2.5Y A/4 ped face, dark brown (10YR

(9 cm) 3/3) rubbed; fine sandy clay; few fine, faint reddish brown (sYR 4/4)
mottles; weakly developed fine and very fine nut with granular strucfure;
friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; uncemented; firm penetration; humic
staining (root channels); many, fine roots; indistinct, smooth boundary,

Ag 9-26 cm Slightlymoisf olivebrown (2.5Y a/$ped,face,darkyellowishbrown (10YR

(17cm) 4/4)rubbed;fine sandy clay loam; many, fine, distinct reddishbrown (5YR

4/4) mottles; weakly developed fine nut and granular structure; friable;
non-sticky; non-plastic; uncemented; firm penetration; humic staining (root
channels); many fine roots; indistinct, smooth boundary,

AB 25-42 ctn Slightly moisf olive brown (2.5Y a / a) ped, face, yellowish brown (10YR 5 /4)
(15cm) rubbed; silty clay loam; many, fine, distinct reddish brown (sYR 4/4)

mottles; weakly developed fine nut and gtanular strucfure; friable;
non-sticky; non-plastic; uncemented; soft penetration; moderate faunal
activity; few, very fine roots; distinct, smooth boundary,

Koronioia



Bt

Btg

42-58 cm
(25 cm)

58-113 cm
(45 cm+)

Moisf strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) ped face and rubbed; clay loam; few,
medium, faint reddish brown (sYR 4/4) mottles; weakly developed, coarse
blocky structure breaking to weak fineblocky structure; firm; slightly sticky;
slightly plastic; uncemented; stiff penehation; conunon yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4) claylorganic cutans; few, very fine roots; indistinct, wavy
boundary,

Mois! light yellowish grey Q.SY 6/2) ped face, strong brown (10YR 5/6)
rubbed; clay loam; many, medium, distinct yellowish red (SYR 4/5) mottles;
massive breaking to weak, fine blocky structure; friable; slightly sticky;
slightly plastic; uncemented; firm penetration; corunon yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4) organic cutans; corunon strong brown (7.5YRS /6) clay cutans;
no roots.

Koronioia
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Korotuku series

REFERENCE: Korotuku clay (10a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as formed from basic tuffwith
enrichment from crystalline limestone under a climate with a moderate dry season.

Forms part of the Korotuku set.

In this survey these soils are restricted to the ustic soil moisfure regime, otherwise the central
concept for Korofuku soils is retained.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Argiustoll, very fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Luvic Phaeozem
(c) Twyford and Wright: Humic latosol with a strong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Korotuku soils, flat to gently undulating phase (2054,)
Korotuku soils, undulating phase (2058)
Korotuku soils, easy rolling phase (205C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Of very restricted occurrence on Cikobia island.

PARENT ROCK: Basaltic rocks (with minor limestone in solution).

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep shongly weathered basic tuff.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Planar and convex undulating slopes.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3'), unduia[ng(4.7'), and easy rolling (8-11").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Almost all planted continuously in the wide range of subsistence food crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-100 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1.,800-2100 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATLIRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessively drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >3" if soil
conservation measures not adooted.

Korohtku



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 38 cm of reddish black friable clay loam, of strong very fine
nut structure and slightly sticky and slightly plastic moist, overlying 70 cm
of dusky red friable to firm clay of very strong coarse granular structure and
slightly sticky and plastic moist, on 30 cm or more of dark reddish brown
firm slightly gritty heavy clay of massive structure breaking to moderate
mediumblocky and granular and sticky and plastic when moist.

Mollic epipedory argillic horizon.

None recognised

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only one profile description made.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGI-IISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be near neutral; organic carbon and nitrogen have

medium values in the topsoil (0-38 cm) with respectively very low and low
values below this; % base saturation is very high in the topsoil, high 38-107

cm and medium below 107 cm; CEC is very high 0-107 cm and medium
below; exchangeable calcium and magnesium have very high values 0-107

cm and high values below that depth; potassium is low in the topsoil and
very low below; available phosphorus is likely to be high but phosphorus
retention also high.

The family particle size class is very fine.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

ORSTOM K27 -K23 (inclusive)

Moderately rapid permeability; soil moisture deficits experienced during the
dry season; moderate erosion hazard where intensively cultivated on slopes
>7'; nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen and potassium, and high phosphate
retention.

Korotuku



SOILNAME:

PROFILENo.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Broad planar toeslope.

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MCRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

Typifying Profile

Korotuku series, undulating phase.

K2

0.5km west of Delaioloi, Kabara Island.

Strongly weathered colluvium from basic tuff with some limestone
enridrment.

5-

West

50m

Smooth

Fallow following root crops.

Intensive cropping for subsistence food crops.

Well drained

None

Cultivated

ORSTOM K21 -K23 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Korotuku soils, undulating phase

Ap 0-38 cm Moisf reddishblack (10YR2/1) clay loam; strongly developed very fine nut
(38 cm) structure; friable to very friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many fine

fibrous roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Bt1 38-107cm Moist; dusky red (10R 2/2) clay; very strongly developed coarse granular
(59 cm) structure; friable to firm; slightly sticky; plastic; corunon clay coatings to

peds; common fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt2 707-737cm+ Darkreddishbrown (2.5YR3/4) slightly grittyheavyclaymassive, breaking
(30crn+) to moderate medium blocky with granular structure; firm; sticky; plastic;

corunon clay coatings to peds.

Korohrku
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Korovuli series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the detailed soil suwey of Seaqaqa Agricultural Research Station
(Laffan, Purdie & Shepherd 1985) to include well drained soils formed from alluvium derived from
andesitic rocks on stream terraces. Profiles have argillic horizons.

Korovuli series cannot be easily correlated with any of the established series defined by Twyford
& Wright (1955) but probably would have been included with Nasou clay (31a).

Named after Korovuli Village,2 km to the south of Seaqaqa Agricultural Research Station.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Paleustult, clayey, femrginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Humic latosol with a shong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING UMTS AND SYMBOLS:
Korovuli soils (37)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Korovuli soils are conunon in association with Tabia soils in the Macuata
and Bua provinces of Vanua Levu. They are common in the dry zone of Viti
Levu, particularly Ra and Ba provinces.

PARENTROCK: Andesite

PARENT MATERI.AL: Older fine textured stream alluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Intermediate terraces adjacent to stream margins

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3").

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Grasslandspecieswithgrazing,coconuts, exotic forestry, horticultural crops,
and sugar cane in some areas.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 15-125 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1.,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: Ll00-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate to moderatelv slow.

FLOODING: Nil - out of reach of flooding.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Koroouli



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Deep, heavy-textured (silty clay) soils with strongly developed blocky and
PROFILE FEATURES: nut structures in subsoils. Distinct dark reddish brown clay cutans

comrnonJ.y occur in lower subsoils. Subsoil colours are generally reddish
brown (sYR 4/4) or dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4). Few or many distinct
yellowish brown mottles occur at depths below 70-80 cm.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Mollic epipedon, argillic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Korovuli series have an Ap, Bw, Bt1, Bt2,Bt3, horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon thickness ranges from 15 to 25 cm; colours vary between
darkreddishbrown (5YR3/2) and very dark greyishbrown (10YR 3/2); and
textures are silty clays or clays.

The Bw horizon thickness averages 25 crn; colours are always dark reddish
brown (2.5YR3/Q; and textures are silty clays or clays.

The Bt1 horizon thickness ranges form 27-34 cm; colours vary between
reddishbrown (2.5YR3/4) and reddishbrown (SYR4/4); textures are either
silty clays or clays; and clay cutans may be few or corunon.

The Bt2 horizon thickness ranges from20-30 cm; and textures are either silty
clays or clays.

The Bt3 horizon exceeds 20 cm; textures are silty clays or silty clay loams;
and there may be distinct yellowish brown mottles.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: pH moderately acid throughout profile; organic C % low in A horizon and

very low in B hotizon; 7o base safuration high in A horizon, medium in B
horizon above 1 m depth, and low at depths below 1 m. Exchangeable
calcium high and magnesium very high in A horizon, calcium low to
medium and magnesium high in B horizons. Exchangeable potassium very
low throughout profile.

The mineralogy class is ferruginous.

The particle size family class is very fine.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS 51955-1950 (inclusive)

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Major soil physical limitations of severe seasonal soil moisture deficit and
clayey texfures. Severe nutrient deficiencies (nitrogen, potassium, and
phosphorus) and low pH.

Korcauli



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Korovuli soils

PROFILE No.: 51

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Seaqaqa Agricultural Research Station (Laffan, Purdie &
Smith 1984).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Terrace surface

PARENT MATERIAL: Older stream alluvium derived from strongly weathered andesite.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 115 m

MCRORELIEF: Slight alluvial ridge and swale.

SITE VEGETATION: Grassland species

LANDUSE: Extensive grazrng

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Probably previously cultivated.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS 51955-1950 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-28 cm Dark reddish brown (sYR 3/2) silty clay; friable; sticky; very plastic;
strongly developed coarse and medium nut structure; many very fine roots;
indistinct boundary,

Bwl 28-53cm Darkreddishbrown (2.5YR3/4) siltyclay;commonfinedistinctred (2.5YR
4/5) mottles; friable; sticky; very plastic; strongly developed medium and
coarse nut structure; corunon very fine roots; diffuse boundary,

Bt1 53-80 cm Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/\ silty clay; tum; slightly sticky; plastic;
shongly developed rnedium nut structure and moderately developed coarse
blocky structure; conunon faint dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) clay cutans;
few very fine roots; diffuse boundary,

Bt2 80-103 cm Reddish brown (sYR 4/4) silty clay; corunon fine distinct dark yellowish
brown (10YR 4/5) mottles; firm; slightly sticky; plastic; moderately
developed medium blocky and nut strucfure; common distinct dark reddish
brown (sYR 3/3) clay cutans; few very fine roots; diffuse boundary,

Bt3 103+ cm Reddish brown (sYR 4/4) silty clay; conunon medium distinct yellowish
brown (10YR 5/4) mottles; friable; slightly sticky; plastic; moderately
developed coarse blocky structure breaking to very fine nut structure;
conunon faint dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) clay cutans.

Koroouli
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Kubuna series

REFERENCE: Kubuna clay and gravelly clay (34a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as colluvial'talasiga'
soils, related to Tuva soils (34b), having parent materials of basic and intermediate composition
and formed under a climate with a moderate drv season.

Forms part of the Tuva set.

In this survey Kubuna soils are restricted to the ustic soil moisfure regime, otherwise the central
concept for Kubuna soils are retained.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustic Dystropept, fine, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Ferruginous latosol with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Kubuna soils, undulating phase (1908) Kubuna soiJ.s, rolling phase (190D)
Kubuna soils, easy rolling phase (190C) Kubuna soils, strongly rolling phase (190E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Kubuna soils are confined in Viti Levu to a few small valleys drawing
terrain carrying Tuva soils, particularly in the valley of the Kubuna river in
Nadroga.

PARENT ROCK: Basalts and andesites.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered deep colluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Long planar surface or short concave toeslopes in flattish to rolling land.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating(4-7'),easytolling(8-11'),rolling (12-15"), and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (16-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Sugar cane, exotic forestry and unused (extensive rough grazing).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: t0-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: L,800-2,400 mmi
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-L,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTLIRE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderately well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential on cultivated slopes >7'.

Kubuna



GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid; organic carbon and nitrogen

have low values in the topsoil (0-14 cm) and very low values below this
horizon; available phosphorus is very low and phosphorus retention is
medium; ohbase saturation is mediurn; CEC is low; exchangeable calcium
and sodium are low; magnesium medium; and potassium very low.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES;

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically show 15 cm of dark reddish brown friable clay loam, of strongly
developed fine nut and granular structure, commonly with some ironstone
nodules, overlying 15 cmof red firmclay of moderately developed medium
blocky with granular structure, with peds commonly humus coated dusky
red, overlying 50 cm of red firm clay, of massive or weak coarse blocky
structure.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised.

None recognised

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

USPNBO4A-E

Clayey textures; severe soil moisture deficits experienced in the dry season;

moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >7'; strong soil
acidity; and severe nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus, nitrogen and
potassium.

Kubuna



Typifyring Profile

SOIL NAME: Kubuna soils, undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: NB04

SITE LOCATION: P74/llI/L4 Nabou Forest

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar midslope on long angle'fan like'surface in rolling country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Colluvium derived frombasic rocks.

SLOPE: 4' length 200 m

ASPECT: East south-east

ELEVATION: 25 m

MICRORELIEF: Flat

SITE VEGETATION: Ground cover of Guava, Mimosa, Qatima and Mission grass under 8 year
oldPinus caibaea.

LAND USE: Exotic forestry

DRAINAGE: Moderatelv well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORYNos: USPNB04A-E

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-14 cm Slightly moisf moist dark reddish brown (sYR 3/2), rubbed dark reddish
(14 cm) brown (sYR 3/4) day loam; strongly developed fine nut structure with

strong fine granular; friable; non sticky; non plastic; many fine and medium
roots; distinct smooth boundary,

AB 14-29 cm Slightly mois! moist 50% red (2.5YR 4/6) and 50% dusky red (2.5yR 3/2)
(15 cm) rubbed reddish-brown (2.5YR 4/4) clay; moderately developed medium

blocky structure with strong fine granular structure; firm; slightly sticky;
non plastic; corunon distinct dusky red (2.5YR 3/2) organic coatings;
moderate faunal activity; common coarse roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Btl 2949 cm Slightly moisf moist red (2.5YR 5/8) rubbed red (2.5YR 4/5) clay; weakly
(20 cm) developed very coarse blocky structure; firm; slightly sticky; non plastic;

corunon distinct dusky red (2.5YR 3/2) orgar.lc coatings; few fine roots;
diffuse smooth boundary,

Bt2 49-79 cm Slightlymoisf moistred(2.5YR5/8)withparentmaterialflecksofwhite (5Y
(30cm) 8/2) rubbed red (2.5YR 5/6) clay; massive breaking to weak crumb

structure; firm; slightly sticky; non plastic; few fine roots; diffuse smooth
boundary,

BC 79-IO9+ cm Slightly mois! moist red (2.5YR 4/8) with flecks of white (5Y 8/2) clay;
(30 cm+) massive breaking to crumb structure; friable; slightly sticky; non plastic; few

fine roots.

Kubuna
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Kurukuru series

REFERENCE: Kurukuru sandy clay (41c) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a colluvial soil developed on
flattish land (mainly colluvial derivatives of Nukudamu soils (42c)) and formed under a climate
with a strong dry season. Parent materials are acid and quartz rich tuffs.

Forms part of the Kelikoso set.

The central concept for Kurukuru soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Rhodic Kandiustox, clayep ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Rhodic Ferralsol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Kurukuru soils, flat to gently undulating phase (74A) Kurukuru soils, easy rolling phase (144C)
Kurukuru soils, undulating phase (1tl4B) Kurukuru soils, rolling phase (1r14D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Kurukuru soils are confined to Vanua Levu where they develop as colluvial
accumulation from Nukudamu, Koroniqala and Dogofuki soils.

PARENT ROCK: Acid and quartzrich tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep stronglyweathered colluvium (and some alluvium).

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Coalescing fans, toeslopes and midslopes in flattish and gently rolling
POSITION/LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11') and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12-15').

VEGEIATION AND LAND USE: Sugar cane and rainfed rice. Lr traditional agricultural used for root crops
(kumala, cassava) with some years for fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-90 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERAruRE: Mean annual:25oC.

SOIL MOISTLIRE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthrmic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: 1 in 15 year retum period for major floods depositing'fresh' colluvia and
restricted to slopes of < 3". Elsewhere never floods.

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion risk under cultivation on slopes >2' .

Kutukura



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of dark red clay loarn, of weakly developed nut and
granular structure, friable to firm, and slightly sticky moisf overlying 40 cm
of red fine sandy clay loam, of fine crumb strucbure with single grain, and
very friable, overlying a paleosol of 10 cm of red and very dusky red silty
clay loam, of weak fine nut and crumb strucfure, and very friable, overlying
more than 40 cm of dark red silty clay loam, of weakly developed fine nut
and crumb structure, and very friable.

Ochric epipedon, oxic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show extremely acid pH; carbon (low to very low values)

decreases irregularly with increasing depth due to paleosols; available
phosphorus very low; % base saturation low; CEC on the low side of
medium; magnesium is medium; and exchangeable calcium and potassium
are very low throughout the profile.

USP SQ51A-D

Infrequent flooding risk on slopes <3'; moderate sheet and rill erosion
potential, when cultivated on slopes >2'; moderate to severe soil moisture
deficits during the dry season; extrerne acidity; low base stafus; and very
low available phosphorus and potassium reserves.

Kutakuru



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Kurukuru soils, undulatingphase.

PROFILE No.: SQ51

SITE LOCATION: Seaqaqa Forest - 1951 planting area.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar midslope position in rolling country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered colluvium derived from sedimentary rocks of acid
composition.

SLOPE: 4", length 300 m

ASPECT: East

ELEVATION: 30 m

MICRORELIEF: Flat

SITE VEGETATION: P. caibaea (planted in 1951) with ground cover of fems and Costa's curse.

LAND USE: Exotic forestry

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: USP SQ51A-D

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Kurukuru soils, undulating phase

Ah 0-10 cm Moist;moistandrubbeddarkred (2.5YR 3/G)clayloarn;weakly developed
(10 cm) medium nut, plus weak fine granular structure; slightly sticky; non-plastic;

friable to firm; corunon fine medium and coarse roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

Bw 10-50cm Moist; moist and rubbed red (2.5YR a/6) fne sandy clay loam;weakly
(tCI cm) developed fine crumb strucbure plus single grain; non-sticky; non-plastic;

very friable; corunon fine medium and coarse roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

bAh 50-50 cm Very mois! moist red (2.5YR 4/5) and very dusky red (10R 2/2) rubbed
(10 cm) dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) silty clay loam; weakly developed fine nut

plus weak fine crumb structure; non-sticky; non-plastic; very friable; few fine
and medium roots; distinct smooth boundary,

bBw 50-105+ cm Very mois! moist and rubbed dark red (2.5YR 3/5) silty clay loam; weakly
(45 cm+) developed fine nut breaking to weak fine cmmb structure; non-sticky;

non-plastic; very friable; few very fine roots.

Kutukuta
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Kuta series

REFERENCE: Kuta peat (63a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as an upland organic soil developed from
giant kuta rceds (Eleochrais articulata) around the crater in upland Taveuni.

The central concept for Kuta soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Hydric Tropofibrist, dysic, isothermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Histosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Upland organic soil

INCLL]DED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Kuta soils (209)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs extensively around the crater lake (Lake Tagimaucia) in upland
Taveuni Island

PARENT ROCK: Not Applicable

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly decomposed peat from the decomposition of the giant kuta
(EI eo ehari s articulat a) .

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Peat bog and floating islands of peat.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Unused (in natural state of kuta reed).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: At 800 m

RAINFALL: Annual averate range: 3,000-5,400 mm;
dry season range:2,000-3,200 mm;
wet season range: 800-3,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18oC.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Very poorly drained.

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Permanentlvflooded

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Kuta



GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid; organic carbon is extremely high

(>42%); CEC is very high; % base saturation very low; calcium is low,
sodium high, potassiun very low and magnesium high throughout; and
Tamms aluminium extract values are extremely high.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows L0 cm of very dark greyishbrown massive and soft weakly
decomposed fibrous peat overlying 250 cm or more of very dark greyish
brown to dark yellowish brown soft and massive weakly decomposed peat
with the fibrous character diminishing with depth overlying 10 cm of buried
tephra comprising dark brown peaty loamy fine sand over black organic
lake deposits. Algal jelly commonly associated with surface horizon.

Histic epipedon

Not applicable. Only one profile description made.

None recognised

None recognised

USP TAV115A-B

Permanent high water table; unable to be drained; and general low nutrient
status

Kuta



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Kuta soils

PROFILE No.: TAV116

SITE LOCATION: Edge of Tagimaucea Lake central upland Taveuni Island.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Flat upland peat bog.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly decomposed peat derived mainly ftomLepironia articulata sedges.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: Not Applicable

ELEVATION: 800 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven (hummocky)

SITE VEGETATION: Lcpiroma articulata with some Eleoclnis articulata near the lake edge.

LAND USE: Unused (in natural state).

DRAINAGE: Very poorly drained.

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: USP TAV115A-B

COMMENTS: Water table at or near the surface at most times.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Of1 0-10 cm Wet; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) weakly decomposed fibrous peat
(10cm) with dark brown (10YR 3/3) algal jelly; massive; soft; slightly sticky; few

fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Of2 10-270 crn We! very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) to dark yellowish brown (10YR
(260cm) 3/4) weaKy decomposed fibrous peaf massive; soft; no roots; fibrous

character diminishes gradually with depth; distinct smooth boundary,

2bC 270-28A crn Wet; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) to dark brown (10YR 3/3) peaty
(10 cm) loamy fine sand (with patches of fibrous peat); single grain though tending

to be massive due to compaction of overlying peaf buried volcanic ash;
distinct smooth boundary,

3bC 280 cm+ Wef black (10YR 3/0) organic lake deposit (not a sedge peat as in the upper
horizons).

Flat

Kuta
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Refe rence/c I assifi cati on

SOIL NAME: Labasa series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in this suwey to describe some of the 'oldest' drained saline soils of the
marine marsh (i.e. Soso series in the nafural state) occurring in any of the lowland climatic zones
of Fiji. The central concept for Labasa series is a very poorly drained soil with a permanent water
table (fluctuating) in the lower part of the profile that is influenced by saline waters, but
considerable oxidation has occurred in the upper profile combined with some leaching of sodium
salts.

Previously included with Soso clay, sandy clay etc. (55a) as defined by Twyford & Wright (1955).

Name derived from Labasa River, Vanua Levu.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Aeric Tropaquept, clayey over sandp mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright Saline soil of the marine marsh

INCLUDED MAPPING UNTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Labasa soils (1)

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENTROCK:

PARENTMATERIAL:

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM:

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RANGE OF ELEVATION:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME:

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS:

Environmental Factors

Labasa soils form in the marine marsh with Soso soils where the surface
level is above high water mark and these areas are mangrove-free. They
occur in all climate zones.

Variable rocks of mixed lithologies

Diverse alluvia deposited partly by a slowing of river currents but mainly
to the flocculation of silt and lay in the lagoons resulting in the gradual
raising of the sea bed to a certain height resulting in the gradual raising of
the sea bed to a certain height where mangrove species made initial
colonisation to be followed by salt tolerant grasses as the elevation inversed
and the mangrove swamps extended seaward.

Predominantly on deltas and river edges inland of the mangrove swamps
ProPer.

Flat to near level (0-1 ").

In natural state salt tolerant grasses and weeds. Used for rainfed and
irrigated rice.

0-2.5 m

Annual average range: 1.,800-5,000 mm;
dry season range:400-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-3,000 mm.

Mean annual range: 24-25" C.

Aquic

Isohyperthermic

Poorly drained

Labasa



PERMEABILITY CLASS:

FLOODING:

EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATLIRES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Slow

Watertable controlled by tidal fluctuations. Floods 4 to 5 times during the
period November to April with water ponding on the surface for up to 10 to
12 days at each event.

No erosion risk.

Morphological And Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 16 cm of dark yellowish brown weakly mottled yellowish
red silty clay, of weakly developed crumb structure, friable, sticky with
many dead mangrove roots, overlying 25 cm of very dark greyish brown
mottled strong brown and reddish yellow silty clay, of massive structure
and friable, overlying 90 cmof very darkgrey sandy loam, single grain, very
friable, slightly sticky, with many dead mangrove roots, overlying more
than 25 cm of black very fine sandy loam, single grain, very friable, slightly
sticky, many dead mangrove roots, and commonly a few unweathered
subrounded boulders. The water table normally flucfuates between 20 and
70 cm.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Labasa series have a Ah, Bg1, Bgp, CrI, Cr2 horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon rangesbetween 12 and 20 cm in thickness; colours are either
dark brown (10YR 3/3) or dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4); and textures
range from silt loams to silty clays to clay loams.

The Bt horizons range between 20 and 50 cm in thickness; colours are either
dark brown (10YR 3/3) or very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2, 25Y 3/2);
textures vary silt loams, silty days and clay loams; mottles may be many,
abundant, or profuse; stones and boulders may be Present or not.

The CrL horizon ranges between 70 and 100 cm in thickness; colours range
between black (2.5Y 3/0) and dark olive grey (5Y 3/2); textures are either
loamy sands, very fine sandy loams, medium sandy loams, or medium
sandy silts; and boulders and stones may be present or not.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Typically moderately acid to 40-50 cm becoming moderately alkaline below

this depth; nitrogen values are very low and carbon while low maintains
significant levels to depth - the C/N ratios are very high;Yobase saturation
is very high increasing to 100% below 40 cm depth; CEC follows similar
trends; exchangeable potassium and magnesium values are very high,
sodium extremely high and increasing with depth, while calcium goes from
highto veryhighbelow 40 cmdepth; and available phosphorus isvery low.

KRS T259&2698. USP DK23A-E

Frequency of flooding; permanent high tidal fluctuating water tables; salt
water (as indicated by very high sodium figures) influencing subsoil
chemistry; because of low gradients and water table being controlled by sea

levelvery difficultto drain; andnutrientdeficiencies (nihogen,phosphorus).

Labasa



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Labasa soils

PROFILENo.: DK23

SITE LOCATION: Dreketi rice irrigation scheme.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar surface on estuarine delta.

PARENT MATERIAL: Estuarine alluvia from rocks of diverse lithology.

SLOPE: FIat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 1.25 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Rice

LAND USE: Intensive irrigated rice production.

DRAINAGE: Poorly drained

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: KRST269+2698. USP DK23A-E

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-15 cm Mois! dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/a) sn$ chy; common yellowish red
(15 cm) (sYR 4/8) mottles along root channels, weakly developed fine to medium

crumb structure; friable; sticky; non-plastic; many very fine and fine roots;
former 'tiri/dogo' vegetation bumt (some black (2.5Y 2/0) patches);
indistinct smooth boundary,

Bg1 76-27 crn Mois! very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) silty clay; many distinct strong
(11 cm) brown (7.5YR 5/8) to reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/8) mottles; massive; friable;

slightly sticky; slightly plastic; corunon very fine and fine roots; distinct
wavyboundary,

Bg2 2740 cm Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) to yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) silty clay;
(13 cm) many strong brown to reddish yellow (7.5YR 5/8 to 6/8) mottles; massive;

friable; many very fine and fine roots; few unweathered subrounded stones
and boulders; distinct wavy boundary,

Cr1 40-128cm Moist; very dark grey (5y 3/7) sandy loam; single grain;veryfriable;
(88 cm) slightly sticky; common fine and medium dead roots ('tiri'); few

unweathered subrounded boulders; indistinct wavy boundary,

CrZ L28-1.40+cm Wet; black (2.5Y 3/0) very fine sandy loam; single grain; veryfriable;
(12 cm+) slightly sticky; few very fine and fine dead roots ('tiri'); few unweathered

subrounded boulders.

Labasa
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Lagilagi series

REFERENCE: Lagilagi loamy sand (9b) and Lagilagi sandy clay (9c) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as
formed from alluvium of high quartz content under a climate with a strong to moderate dry
season.

Forms part of the Lato set.

In this suwey the sandy clay or gritty clay type is the most extensive and is taken as the central
concept for the series, with the loamy sand profile as a variant for it develops in association and
can not be separated as a mappable unit.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustoxic Dystropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric CambisoL
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Recent soil from alluvium with a strong to moderate dry season

INCLUDING MAPPING UNITS AND PHASES:
Lagilagi soils (53)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: They occur mainly in north-east Vanua Levu in the valley bottoms of rivers
draining landscapes carved in rhyolites and in some narrow valleys in the
Nadi area of Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Silicified rocks and rhyolites.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep weakly weathered alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Low terraces and valley floors.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Extensively used for sugarcane and wet season rice.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 2-10 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:26"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERAruREREGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderatelvwell drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate to slow.

FLOODING: For soil formed in the narrow valleys a one in two year retum period for
floods; elsewhere (larger valleys) a one in ten year refurn period for major
floods.

No erosion risk.EROSION:

Lagilagi



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of dark brown very friable gritty clay, of weak fine
and medium nut with gtanular structure, and slightly sticky and plastic
when moisf overlying 40 cm of dark brown friable mottled brown gritty
clay, of moderate fine and medium nut structure, and slightly sticky and
plastic when moist overlying 30 cm of dark greyish brown friable mottled
dark yellowish brown, of weak medium blocky structure breaking to fine
nut and crumb and sticky and plastic when moist; over 30 cm or more of
greyish brown strongly mottled shong brown and yellowish red firm gritty
clay, of weak medium blocky strucfure.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: Loamy sand variant -better drained and less mottled in the upper horizons
but otherwise morphologically sirnilar.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MNERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Lagilagi soils are considered to be fertile soils with only a slight acidity and

a high base status including high levels of potash.

Not sampled for analysis.

Frequency of flooding and seasonal soil moisfure deficits.

Lagilagi



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lagilagi soils

PROFILE No.: DIA1

SITE LOCATION: Wainikoro River, Vanua Levu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Alluvial rerrace

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep alluvium from acidic rocks.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 3.5 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: In fallow, recently ploughed.

LAND USE: Intensive sugar cane cultivation.

DRAINAGE: Moderately well drained. Water table at 75 cm (during wet season).

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: Ploughed

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap1 0-17 cm Slightly mois! dark brown (10YR 3/3) grity clay; weakly developed fine
(17 cm) and medium nut structure with rnoderate fine granular structure; very

friable; slightlysticky;plastic; few fine dead roots; diffuse smoothboundarp

Ap2 17-57 cm Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) gritty clay; corunon medium faint brown
(40 cm) (10YR 4/3) mottles; moderately developed fine and medium nut structure;

friable slightly sticky; plastic; few fine dead roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Bw1 57-85 cm Mois! dark greyish brown (2.5Y 4 /2) gritty clay; common fine distinct dark
(29 cm) yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) mottles; weakly developed medium blocky

breaking to weak fine nut and crumb structure; friable; sticky; plastic;
distinct srnooth boundary,

Bw2 85-115cm+ Moisf greyishbrown (2.5yR5/2)grittyclay;profusecoarsedistinctshong
(30 cm+) brown (7.5YR 5/6) and few fine distinct yellowish red (5YR 4/5) mottles;

weakly developed medium blocky structure; firm; slightly sticky; plastic.

Lagilagi
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lakeba series

REFERENCE: Lakeba steepland stony and gravelly clay (87a) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as a
moderately degraded soil frombasic parent materials under poor grasses and scrub and formed
under a climate with a moderate dry season. In this survey the climatic definition has been
extended to include a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Lakeba set.

The central concept for Lakeba soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) SoiI Taxonomy: Typic Dyshopept, very-fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
O) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soils related to or associated with ferruginous latosols

with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lakeba soils, rolling phase (180D) Lakeba soils, steep phase (180G)
Lakeba soils, strongly rolling phase (180E) Lakeba soils, very steep phase (180H)
Lakeba soils, moderately steep phase (180F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lakeba soils develop in Viti Levu in the Ba hills behind Natunuku, in a
number of islands in the Lau and Lomaiviti Groups, and in a minor extent
in Vanua Levu where they are thought to derive from Vuya soils through
extensive buming.

PARENT ROCK: Andesites and less commonlybasalts.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shallow strongly weathered in situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Linear or convex backslopes and concave midslopes in very strongly
POSITION/LANDFORM: moderately dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling (12-15"), strongly rolling (15-20'), moderately steep (21-25'), steep
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (2G35') and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly unused. Short rough grasses, stunted gasau, vasa, blue rat-tail,
mimosa etc. i.e. not true talasiga vegetation but very poor plant associations.

Used for afforestation @. caibaea\ on Lakeba Island.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 7-250m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400mrn;
dry season range: tl00-500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABIUTYCLASS: Moderate

Lakeba



FLOODING:

EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOILLMITATIONS:

Never floods

Sheet erosion and wind erosion where surface has been bared. Dependent
on the nafure of surface cover can be severely eroded by rilling.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of dark red friable gritty clay of moderately
developed mediumblocky strucfure with peds thatbecome very hard when
dry, plastic and sticky moist, and with a few weathered stones, overlying 25

cm of dark red firm clay of medium prismatic structure breaking to blocky,
sticky and plastic moist and with a few weak clay cutans. The underlying
strongly weathered rock is of variable colour (red and yellow hues),
compact, firm, massive and sticky and plastic moist.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PF{YSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Profiles are moderately acid with very low phosphorus and organic carbon

values. "hbase saturation values are at the low end of medium while the
CEC values are high though dropping with depth. Exchangeable calcium is
very low and exchangeable magnesium extremely high. Sodium is medium
and potassium values very low.

The fine earth fraction is dominated by clay (>75%) with sand <5% in all
horizons.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

The particle size family class is very fine.

SB9355A.E

Slope, profile shallowness, clayey textures, severe soil moisture deficits
dwing the dry season; severe sheet and rill erosion potential, moderate soil
acidity, and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium.

Lakeba



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-27 c:rr
(27 ctr.)

27-52cm
(25 cm)

Cu1 52-55 cm
(14 cm)

56-74cm
(9 cm)

74-80 crrr
(5cm)

Cu2

Ah

Bw

Typifying Profile

Lakeba soils, moderately steep phase.

LK13

Map I III (Lakeba) 454600E11740O N. Lakeba Island, Lau Group.

Linear-concave midslope.

Thin colluvium derived from andesitic rocks over in silu andesite.

24'

South

30m

IJneven

Fem dominated (P. equisetum and D. linearis) savanna with scattered P.
caibaea..

Exotic forestry

Moderately well drained; moderate permeability; medium runoff.

Some sheet erosion.

None observed

S89365A-C

Dry; dusky red (2.5YR 3/2),moist; dark red (2.5YR 3/5) and rubbed dark
reddish brown to dark red (2.5YR 3/5) slightly gritty day; friable, firmin
situ; sttcky; plastic; weakly developed fine prismatic with moderately
developed secondary structure of medium blocky with cmmb; abundant fine
and medium roots; few casts; few strongly weathered stones (<2 cm);
indistinct regular boundary,

Dry; red (2.5YR 4/5), rnoist; dark red (2.5YR 3/6) and rubbed dark red
(2.5YR 3/6) clay; firm; sticky; plastic; primary structure of moderately
developed medium prismatic with a weakly developed secondary strucfure
of coarse blocky; few faint discontinuous thin cutans; few roots restricted to
vertical partings; few strongly weathered stones (<2 cm); charcoal flakes;
distinct wavy boundary,

Moist; dark red (10R 3/5) and reddish yellow (7.5YR 5/5) clay; firm; sticky;
plastic; massive breaking to single grain shucfure; shiny ped faces; rare fine
root; strongly weathered in siturock; distinct regular boundary,

Mois! red (iOR 4/8) and brownish yellow (10YR 5/5) gritty clay; firm;
sticky; plastic; massive breaking to single grain; shiny ped faces; strongly
weathered in situ rock; distinct regular boundary,

Moisf brownish yellow (10YR 5/5) clay; firm; sticky; plasticl massive
breaking to single grain; shiny structural faces; strongly weathered ir sifa
rock.

Cu3

Lakeba
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lami series

REFERENCE: Lami steepland rocky clay (82) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as formed from limestone
materials under a climate with no dry season.

The central concept for Lami soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Lithic Eutropept, clayey-skeletal, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric (Lithic) Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with latosolic soils with no dry

season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNTTS AND SY}IBOLS:
Lami soils, strongly rolling phase (75E)
Lami soils, moderately steep phase (75F)
Lami soils, steep phase (75G)
Lami soils, very steep phase (75H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs in a small area in the Lami district west of Suva citv.

PARENT ROCK: Raised indurated coral limestone.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly weathered in situ rock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Convex to planarbackslope and midslopes in strongly dissected hilly land.

SLOPE CLASS Stronglyrolling (L5-20'),moderatelysteep (27-25"), steep (25-35'), and very
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: steep (>35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mostly under forest but occasionally used for subsistence food gardens
followed by a long fallow period.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10 - 150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,000-5,000 mm;
dry season range:800-1800 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATLIRE: Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential if forest cleared. Shallow landslides
conunon.

Lami



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORY NOS:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 5 to 10 crn of very dark greyish brown firm clay loam of
weak medium nut structure, and slightly sticky and slightly plastic when
moist overlying 20 cm of dark yellowish brown firm clay of weak medium
nut strucfure, sticky and slightly plastic on very strongly cemented izt silu
limestone.

The upper horizons contain corunon to many angular boulders.

Umbric epipedory cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

Unnamed variant that occurs in isolated pockets. Deep profiles with redder
hues typically show 12 cm of dark reddish brown firm clay of strong
medium and fine blocky structure and sticky and plastic moist on 50 cm of
red clay, of moderate coarse blocky structure and very sticky and very
plastic when moist.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: This soil likely to be alkaline, of high base status with high exchangeable

calciumbut low exchangeable magnesium and potash.

The particle size farnily class is clayey-skeletal.

The mineralogy class is smectitic.

Not sampled for analysis.

Shallow profile, surface and profile boulders, low potassium and organic
matterreserves, and dueto slightalkalinity likelytrace elements deficiencies
and imbalances.

Lami



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lami soils, steep phase.

PROFILE NO: VS 31

SITE LOCATION:. Kalekana Road, Draunibota, Suva; 70m from the coastline.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex hillslope in weakly dissected hill country.

SLOPE: 30'

ASPECT: South-west

ELEVATION: 30 m

MICRORELIEF: Disturbed seriously by micro landslips.

SITE VEGETATION: Light forest (natural state).

LAND USE: Housing and home gardening.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Shallow landslips

DISTURBANCE: Subsistence gardens

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-5 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) clay loam; weakly developed
(5 cm) medium nut structure; firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; abundant fine

and medium fibrous rootsl common weakly weathered angular boulders;
indistinct wavy boundary,

Bw 5-25 cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) clay; weakly developed medium
(19 cm) nut structure; firm; sticky; slightly plastic; abundant fine and medium roots;

conunon weakly weathered angular boulders; distinct irregular boundary
(lithic contact),

25-125 crn Moisf very pale brown (10YR 8/4) very strongly cemented in siturocl<s.
(100 cm)

Lami
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SOII TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lato series

REFERENCE: Lato stony sand (9a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as formed from alluvium of high quartz
content (from acidic rocks) under a climate with a strong to moderate dry season.

Forms part of the Lato set.

fn"."nt 
"t 

concept for Lato soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Fluventic Dystropept, sandy, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Fluvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Recent soil from alluvium with a strong to moderate dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING I.INITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lato soils (52)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Very restricted occurrence in the valley of Lato Creek and in one or two
adjicent creeks which drain into the upper Sigatoka River.

PARENT ROCK: Highly silicified basaltic rocks.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly weathered sandy (quartz) alluvium.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Planar contemporary floodplains.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Due to flood frequency remains in rough pasture with odd coconuts and
scattered wild guava .

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 25-100 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,000-3200 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Excessivelv drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: 1 in 2 year retum period for floods depositing alluvium. 3 in 1 year return
period for other floods.

EROSION: No erosion hazard.

Lato



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically the profile has large pieces of quartz and comprises 90 cm or more
PROFILE FEATURES: of darkbrown stonysand, of weakblocky structure easilybreakingto single

grain. The soil is neither plastic nor sticky when moist.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only one description available.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Likely to be a fertile soil with only slight acidity and of high base status.

The mineralogy class is mixed.

The particle size family class is sandy.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

SOIL LMITATIONS: Coarse textures; high frequency of flooding; seasonal soil moisture deficits;
strong soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and nitrogen.

Lato



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lato soils

PROFILE No.: TW 21

SITE LOCATION: Lato Creek, Sigatoka Valley, South West Viti Levu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar floodplain surface.

PARENT MATERLAL: Alluvium from acidic parent material.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 35 m

MICRORELIEF: Level surface

SITE VEGETATION: Miscellaneous weeds and grasses.

LAND USE: Rough grazing

DRAINAGE: Very well drained.

EROSION: None. A depositional site.

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-7 cm Mois! dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2) sandy clay loam; fragile; weakly
(7 cm) developed medium nut structure; many fine and medium roots; few

unweathered medium gravels; indistinct boundary.

Bw 7-137 cm Mois! dark brown (10YR 3/3) stony sand; very friable; wealJy developed
(130 crn) blocky structure breaking to single grain; non-plastic; non-sticky; many

rounded fine and medium gravels; few fine fibrous roots.

Flat

Lato



Lato



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lau series

REFERENCE: The Lau gravelly clay (34c) and Lau hill soils (3 cH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a
talasiga soils on rolling and hilly land under fem and scrub (some nokonoko) from basic rocks
under a climate with a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Tuva set.

This cenhal concept for Lau soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kandiustox, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Rhodic Ferralsol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Ferruginous latosol with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING UMTS AND SYMBOLS:
Lau soils, undulating phase (1828)
Lau soils, easy rolling phase (182C)
Lau soils, rolling phase (182D)
Lau soils, strongly rolling phase (182E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lau soils are developed oniy in a few small areas of Viti Levu. They occur
extensively on talasiga landscapes throughout the Lau group.

PARENT ROCK: Andesites and basalts.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Can develop on all slope positions but more commonly occurs in convex
POSITION/LANDFORM: interfluve and backslope positions.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (L7"), easy rclling (8-11'), rolling (12-15") and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (1.5-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Normally the vegetative cover comprises fern, molau, vasa and nokonoko.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,800 mm;
dry season range: 400-700 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet erosion and in some areas rilling (can be severe)
particularly sites that have experienced repeated buming and have a

depleted vegetative cover.

Laa



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions rnade.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHNG FEATURES: None recognised.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately acid surface horizon but becoming strongly acid below 30 cm

depth. Both % base saturation and the CEC are high for the topsoil but drop
off sharply to low values in horizons below 30 cm. Organic carbon values
are mediumforthe topsoil and very low in the otherhorizons. Exchangeable
calcium values are high in the topsoil and very low below; magnesium is
very high in topsoil, high in B horizons and medium in the BC; and
potassium while medium in topsoils drops to very low values below.
Tamm's oxalate extractable aluminium is high and iron very high in the
surface horizons dropping progressively to be medium in the C1.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

The profile typically shows 25 cm of black or dusky red very friable silty clay
loam of strongly developed fine nut or granular structure and often
powdery when dry. This overlies 50 to 70 cm of dusky red or dark brown
friable silt loam of moderately developed blocky structure and commonly
with manganese concretions overlying massive varicoloured friable strongly
weathered in situ rock with manganese veining. This horizon is normally
encountered between a depth of 90 and 120 cm.

Ochric epipedon, oxic horizon.

None recognised

The particle size family class is clayey.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

SB9414A-E

Moderate permeability; severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >2";
severe soil moisfure deficits experienced during the dry season; moderate
soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium.

Laa



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah1 0-8 cm
(8 cm)

Atr2 8-27 crn
(19 cm)

Bw1 27-74cm
(47 crr.)

Bw2 74-95 crn
(21cm)

95-110 cm
(15 cm+)

Typifying Profile

Lau soils, strong rolling phase.

VB15

Map 143 (Vanua Balavu) 178' 56' 37'F,77' 77' 90" N. Vanua Balavu Island,
Lau Group.

Convex interfluve

Colluvium derived from andesitic rocks overlying lz sifu andesite.

16"

South-east

150 m

Minor flattish (terrace-like but not continuous) elongate narrow surfaces.

Reed dominated savanna with short Cyperacous shrubs.

Unused

Well drained; moderate permeability; medium to rapid runoff.

Moderate sheet erosion.

Burning

SB9414A-E

Moist and dry black (sYR 2/1) rubbed dark reddish brown (5YR 2/2) silty
clay loam; very friable; non sticky; non plastic; very strongly developed fine
and medium nut with cast granular structure; abundant roots; many casts;
indistinct regular boundary,

Moist and dry black (sYR 2/1) rubbed dark reddish brown (sYR 3/2)
powdery silty clay loam; very friable; non sticky; non plastic; moderately
developed fine nut with considerable crumb and some cast granular
structure; abundant roots; many casts; indistinct regular boundary,

Moist dry and rubbed dark brown (7.5YR3 /2) silt loarn; friable; non sticky;
non plastic; primary strucfure of moderately developed coarse blocky with
secondary strucfure of moderately developed medium nut and crumb
structure; many roots; few to many casts; odd manganese concretions;
indistinct regular boundary,

Moist dry and rubbed dark brown (7.5YR 4 / 4 and3 / 2) silt loam; very friable
non-sticky; non-plastic; massive breaking to weak to moderately developed
fine nut with crumb structure; few roots; distinct regular boundary,

Moist dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) and dark red (10R 3/6) yellowish brown
(10YR 5/8) fine sandy loam; friable; hrm in slfu; non-sticky; non-plastic;
massive; few fine roots; manganese-rich bands; strongly weathered in slfz
rock.

BC

Lau



Lau



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Refe re nce/c I assifi cat i on

SOIL NAME: Laucala series

REFERENCE: Laucala gravelly loam (23c) and Laucala hill soils (23cH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as
latosolic soils from young basic scoria and formed under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Waiqere set.

The central concept for Laucala soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Vitric Hapludand, medial, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Ochric Andosol
(c) Twytord and Wright Latosolic soil with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Laucala soils, undulating phase (928)
Laucala soils, easy rolling phase (92C)
Laucala soils, rolling phase (92D)
Laucala soils, strongly rolling phase (92E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Eastern Laucala Island and in small patches on the plateau of Koro Island.

PARENTROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly weathered mixed ash and scoria.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Rolling land on the volcanic ring plains.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (L7"), easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15') and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (1G20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Coconuts, bananas and other subsistence food crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-100 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,0(X)-4,500 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,500-2,500 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Have experienced sheet erosion on the steeper slopes. Severe sheet and rill
erosion potential on slopes >7'.

Laucala



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS: Unnamed variant (Twyford & Wright 1955) with clayey textures and higher
plasticity. Typically shows 25 cm of dark reddish brown friable stony clay,
of strong fine and very fineblocky and nut strucfure, and moderately plastic
moist, overlying 22 cm of dark reddish brown very friable stony grifty clay,
of massive structure, and slightly sticky and strongly plastic moist, on dark
reddish brown, reddish yellow and black weathering scoria.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Not analysed in this survey but chemical analysis in Twyfotd & Wright

(1955) show Laucala soils to be slightly acid and of high base status with
moderate acid soluble phosphate and high contents of exchangeable
calcium, magnesium and potash. Undoubtedly have high phosphate
retention properties.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORYNos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of dusky red to dark reddish brown friable stony and
gravelly loam (sometimes heavier, to clay), of strong fine and very fine
blocky, and slightly sticky moist, overlying 50 cm of reddish brown to
yellowish red faintly mottled very dark grey brown friable gravelly loam,
of massive structure and slightly plastic moist on reddish grey and black
weathering scoria.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not analysed

Moderately rapid permeability; high friability that gives an erosion hazard
if intensively cultivated in the absence of soil conservation measures; and
nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, and high phosphate retention properties.

Laucala



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Laucala soils

PROFILE No.: TW rtO

SITE LOCATION: North coast 100 m inland of coastal sand strip (Nuku soils).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar mid-slope position.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly weathered in situbasaltrc ash and scoria.

SLOPE: 5"

ASPECT: North

ELEVATION: 25 m

MICRORELIEF: lJneven

SITE VEGETATION: Coconuts with ground cover of miscellaneous weeds.

LAND USE: Coconut plantation and food crops (bananas, dalo, yaqona).

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Sheet erosion

DISTURBANCE: Non-rnechanical cultivation.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-15 cm Moist; dusky red (2.5YR 3/2) to dark reddish brown (2.5yRg / 4) stony and
(15 cm) gravelly loam; strongly developed fine and very fine blocky structure;

friable; slightly sticky; many fine and medium fibrous roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

15-75 crn Moisf reddish brown (sYR 5/4) to yellowish red (5YR 5/5) gravelly loam;
(50 cm) few faint very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) mottles; massive structure

breaking to fine granules; friable; plastic; distinct smooth boundary,

75-725 cm Reddish grey (SYR 5/2) and black (5YR 2/1) weathering scoria.
(50 cm+)

BC

Laucala
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Lautoka series

REFERENCE: The Lautoka clay (48a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a weak to moderately mottled gley
soil associated with latosols and formed under a climate with a moderate to strong dry season.

The central concept for Lautoka soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Udic Argiustoll, very fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Luvic Phaeozem
(c) Twyford and Wrighh Humic latosol with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lautoka soils (73)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lautoka soils occur along the west coast of Viti Levu between Nadi and
Drasa.

PARENTROCK: Andesite

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered mixed outwash colluvial (some alluvia).

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Broad outwash coalescing fans and low terraces.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3').

VEGEIATION AND LAND USE: Intensive sugar cane production with smaller areas in pulse crops and
rainfed rice.

RANGEOFELEVATION; 3-20m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1100-1.,800 mm.

TEMPERATLIRE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOILTEMPERATUREREGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderately well drained to imperfectly drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately slow

FLOODING: Return period of 1 in 5 years.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Lautoka



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of very dark greyish brown faintly mottled yellowish
red clay loam, of weakly developed fine nut and granular structure, and
firm, overlying 50 cm of very dark grey mottled reddish brown clay loam,
of weakly developed medium blocky structure, and firm, overlying more
than 50 cm of reddish brown clay, of massive structure breaking to weakly
developed very fine blocky, very firm and with dark greyish brown clay
coatings to ped faces.

Mollic epipedon, argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 3 profile observations made.

Lautoka gleyed subsoil variant: Imperfectly drained soils with grey mottles
(chroma 2) in subsoils (Soil Taxonomy classification is Aquic Argiustoll, very
fine, kaolinitic).

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MNERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Organic C % is low in A horizons and very low in B horizons. %BS high in

A horizon and medium to high in B. Exchangeable Ca very high in A, high
in B horizons; Mg high in A and high to very high in B horizons; K low in
A and very low in B horizons. CEC high throughout profile. %BS >35 below
L m deoth and assumed to be 35-50% at 1.8 m below surface.

The particle size family class is very fine.

The mineralogy class is kaolinitic.

SB9558A-C
KRS R2701 -2703 (Inclusive)

Heavy soil texfures; seasonal (wet season) webress; dry season soil moisfure
deficits; and potassium deficiencies.

Lautoka



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lautoka soils

PROFILE No.: L74

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Legalega Agricultural Research Station (Laffan, 1988).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Low terrace adjacent to streams.

PARENT MATERIAL: Stronglyweathered colluvium.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 5 m

MCRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Grass species and weeds.

LAND USE: Extensive grazing(cattle and goats).

DRAINAGE: Moderately well drained to imperfectly drained.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: K2701-2703 (inclusive)
SB9558A-C

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Lautoka soils

Ap 0-25 cm Slightly mois! very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) (moist, ped face and
(25 cm) rubbed colours) clay loam; few fine distinct yellowish red (5YR 4/5) mottles;

firm; non-sticky; non-plastic; weakly developed very fine nut structure and
weakly developed fine granular structure; conunon very fine roots;
indistinct smooth boundary,

B*g 25-75 c'rn Slightly moist; very dark grey (10YR 3/1) (moist, ped face and rubbed
(50 cm) colours) clay loam; corrunon fine faint reddish brown (sYR 4/4) mottles;

firm; weakly developed medium blocky strucfure; non-sticky; non-plastic;
distinct smooth boundary,

Bt 75-720+ cm Slightly moisf reddish brown (moist, ped face and rubbed colours) clay;
(45 cm+) very firm; non-sticky; non-plastic; massive breaking to weakly developed

very fine blocky structure; corrunon distinct dark greyish brcwn (2.5Y 4/2)
clav cutans.

Lautoka
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lawai series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the detailed soil suwey of Sigatoka Agricultural Research Station
(Rijkse, 1990) to include soils formed on the crested levee surface which are subjected to 'fresh'
accretions of sediment and therefore have paleosols prominent in most profiles. Texfures are
coarser than for Sigatoka series in which Lawai series was previously included in the soil survey
of Fiji (Twyford & Wright, 1955).

Name derived from Lawai village 4 km south of Sigatoka Agricultural Research Station.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Fluventic Ustropept, loamy, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Fluvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Recent soil from alluvium with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lawai soils, flat to gently undulating phase (23A)
Lawai soils, undulating phase (23B)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Restricted to the intermediate terraces of the Sigatoka River system.

PARENT ROCK: Includes argillite, sandstone, andesite, probably basalts and hydrothermally
altered rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deeply weakly weathered riverine alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Narrow intermediate terrace surface.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: FIat to gently undulating (0-3'), and undulating (4-7').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Palms and tree crops with grass ground cover, and in places root crops (taro,
cassava).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 3-18 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,000-3,200 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-1.,800 mm.

TEMPERAruRE: Mean annual 25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthrmic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Infrequent (1 in 5 year return period) for floods depositing sediment. Water
may pond for 2-5 days following each event.

EROSION: Moderate bank corrosion in places adjacent to the Sigatoka River.

Lautai



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGL]ISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Propelties

Typically show 30 cm of friable dark brown silt loam, of weakly developed
nut structure, overlying 15 cm of dark brown to very dark greyish brown
friable silt loam to fine sandy loam, of weakly developed fine nut structure,
overlying olive brown sandy loam subsoils of weakly developed structures
and containing paleosols. The deep topsoils are indicative of infrequent
flooding.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 descriptions made.

None recognised

Nasau series: Flood frequently, have coarser textures (sandy loam to sand)
and occur on the lower terrace surface of rivers and major streams.

Sigatoka series: Rarely flood; have heavier textures (clay loam to clay); the
paleosols, if presen! are not well expressed; and occur on the higher terrace
surface of rivers and major streams.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: High base saturation and the soil is near neutral to slightly acid. Profiles

have high exchangeable calcium and magnesium, exchangeable potassium
is high in the upper 30 cmbut drops to very low from 35 to 55 cm depth and
low to mediumbelow that depth. Exchangeable sodium is low in the upper
10 cm and medium to low beneath that depth.

USP SIG2A-G

Due to coarse subsoil textures the water holding capacity may be too low to
sustain shallow rooting plants during the dry season; organic matter stafus
is low and deficient in nitrogen and potassium ftelow 20 cm depth).

Lawai



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lawai soils

PROFILE No.: SIG2

SITE LOCATION: Refer to soil map of Sigatoka Agricultural Research Station (Rijkse, 1990).
Grid reference - Sheet: Viti Levu 15 (1:50 000) 987E 575N.

SITEINFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: River terrace

PARENT MATERIAL: Alluvium derived from basic and intermediate rocks.

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:.

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Flat

Not applicable

5m

Uniformly even

Palms with grass cover.

Rough grazing, some vegetables (dalo, cassava).

Well drained

None observed

None observed

USP SIG2 A.G

Api 0-19 cm Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy loam; friable; non-sticky non-plastic;
(19 cm) moderately developed fine and medium nut strucfure; nvlny fine and

medium roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Ap2 19-33 cm Darkbrown (10YR 3/3) sandy loam; friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; weakly
(14cm) developed fine and medium nut strucfure; nvrny fine and medium roots;

indistinct smooth boundary,

Ap3 33-49 cm Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) and2}Y" yellowish brown (10YR 5/ )
(15 cm) loam; few; faint dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) mottles; friable; non-sticky;

non-plastic; weakly developed fine nut structure; common fine and medium
roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

C 49-70 cm Olivebrown (2.5Y 4/Qwlrh10%verydarkgreyishbrown (10YR3/2) worm
(21 cm) casts; fine sandy loam; friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; single grain to very

weakly developed cast granular strucfure; common fine and medium roots;
distinct smooth boundary,

bAhl 70-91 cm Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) loam; friable; non-sticky; non-plastic;
(21 cm) weakly developed fine and medium nut structure; corunon medium roots;

indistinct smooth boundary,

bAh2 91-111 cm Very dark greyish brown (2.5y 3/2) loam; friable; non-sticky; non-plastic;
(20 cm) weakly developed fine crumb strucfure; conunon medium roots; indistinct

smooth boundary,

Lautai



bC 111-141 cm Dark brown (10YR 3/3) fine sandy loam; loose; non-plastic;non-sticky;
(30 cm+) single grain; few medium roots.

Laanai



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Ledrutua series

REFERENCE: Ledrutua steepland stony silty clay (70) defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as steepland soils
related to and associated with nigrescent soils developed from silicified marls, andesites and
basalts under a climate with a moderate dry season.

The physical a chemical properties as described by Twyford & Wright (1955) for the central
conceptfor Ledrufua series areretained inthis surveybutthe climate underwhich the seriesforms
is now confined to the ustic moisture regime.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplustolf fine over loamy-skeletal, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Haplic Kastanozem
(c) Twyford and Wrighh Nigrescent soils with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Ledruta soils, easy rolling phase (208C)
Ledruta soils, rolling phase (208D)
Ledrutua soils, strongly rolling phase (208E)

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENTROCK:

PARENTMATERIAL:

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSMON / LANDFORM:

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RANGE OF ELEVATION:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOIL MOISTL]RE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME:

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS:

PERMEABILITY CLASS:

FLOODING:

Ledrutua soils, moderately steep phase (208F)
Ledrutua soils, steep phase (208G)
Ledrutua soils, very steep phase (208H)

Environmental Factors

Ledrufua soils are a widespread soil in south-western Viti Levu. They occur
extensively, stretching inland from Korolevu to the mouth of the Sigatoka
river. Ledrufua soils also occur on the west side fo the Sigatoka river inland
from the coast where the climate is not too dry. They are also mapped in the
upper Sigatoka near Vunatoto.

Solicified basalts, andesites, tufts and marls.

Weakly weathered in situboulders and gravel deposits.

Rolling ridges and shoulders, convex backslopes and planar midslopes in
moderately dissected hill country.

Easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (72-75'), strongly rolling (76-20"), moderately
steep (21-25'), steep (25-35') and very steep (>35").

In their nafural state they are mainly covered in guava, gasau and in places
nokonoko. Elsewhere (e.g. Yalavou cattle station), they have been put into
improved grasses for grazing.

30-600m

Annual average range: 1,800-2100 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

Mean annual:25"C.

Ustic

Isohyperthermic

Well drained

Moderately rapid

Never floods

Ledrutua



EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion potential.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Apart from some differences in horizon thickness most
proflles show little variation for that described above.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MNERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show moderately acid pH to 38 cm depth becoming near neutral

below this; carbon and nitrogen have medium values to a depth of 38 cm;
available phosphorus is very low; 7" base safuration is very high throughout
the profile; CEC values are high to very high; and exchangeable calcium is
high becoming very high below 38 cm; magnesium is very high, sodium
high and potassium very low.

Typically shows 20 cm of black slightly stony silt loam, of moderate to
strongly developed nut with granular strucfure, and friable, overlying 15-20

cm of black stony silty clay loam, of moderately developed medium blocky
structure, friable, and containing may weakly weathered stones, overlying
30 cm of varicoloured (yellow, yellow brown, and very pale brown)
bouldery and sandy siltloam, of massivebreaking to weakblocky structure,
firm, and containing abundant stones and boulders, on very bouldery fine
sand (in situ gravel formation).

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

None recognised

The particle size family class is fine over loamy-skeletal.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

KRS V 189-191 (inclusive)

Shallowness and stoniness of profiles; very severe soil moisture deficits
experienced during the dry season; soil erosion risk on slopes and low
available phosphorus and potassium.

Ledtatua



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Ledrutua soils, moderately steep phase.

PROFILE No.: AP05

SITE LOCATION: Yalavou

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Covex backslope in shongly rolling hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Bouldery and gravelly comprising rocks of mixed (granite, diorite, some
basalt etc) lithologies.

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

20'

South

ELEVATION: 75 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Mission grass and desmodium.

LAND USE: Grazing for cattle.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS V 189-191 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap1 0-20 cm Slightly mois! black (10YR 2/1) silt loam; moderate to shongly developed
(20 cm) nut and granular strucfure; friable; many very fine and fine roots; few

weakly weathered subangular stones; indistinct smooth boundary,

AP2 20-38 cm Slightly moist; black (10YR 2/1) stony silty clay loam; weak to moderately
(18 cm) developed medium blocky strucfure with moderate medium granular;

friable; many fine and very fine roots; many weakly weathered subangular
stones; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 38-58 cm Slightly moisf variable colours of yellowish brown (10YR 5/5), very pale
(30 cm) brown (10yR7 /3), yellow (I}YR7 /6) bouldery sandy silt loam; massive

breaking toweakly developed mediumblocky structure; firm; few veryfine
roots; abundant weak to moderately weathered rounded and subrounded
stones and boulders; diffuse smooth boundary,

C 58-200 cm Slightly moisf variable colours; very bouldery fine sand; massive breaking
( cm) to single grain; firm; profuse moderately weathered rounded and

subrounded boulders and stones.

Leilrufiia
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Referencelclassification

SOIL NAME: Lekutu series

REFERENCE: Lekutu gravelly silt loam (35b) and Lekutu hill soils (35bH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955)
as strongly degraded soils under reeds and fern, etc. from basic rocks on rolling and hilly land and
formed under a climate with a shong dry season.

Forms part of the Raviravi set.

ffr" ""*"f concept for Lekufu soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustorthent, fine-loamy, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Regosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Ferruginous latosol with a strong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING TINTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Lekutu soils, easy rolling phase (194C) Lekutu soils, strongly rolling phase (194E)
Lekutu soils, rolling phase (194D) Lekutu soils, moderately steep phase (194F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lekutu soils occur mainly in Vanua I-evu and in a few locations in Viti Levu
where they are associated with shallow unweathered basalt flows.

PARENTROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Very strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Broad planar gently undulating slopes on plateau'like' surface becoming
POSITION / LANDFORM: convex and steeper toward the edges of the surface.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (15-20") and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: moderately steep (21-25").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: More commonly support 'talasiga' vegetation. Some areas have been
planted out in Pinus caibaea. Where profiles are deeper cassava may be
grown but always followed by long bush fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 25-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: <100-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1.,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Have experienced severe topsoil losses in the past as a result of repeated
burning. Very severe sheet and rill erosion potential.

Lekuht



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Propelties

Typically show 1.0 cm of brown very friable silt loam, of strongly developed
fine nut structure overlying more than 70 cm of firm varicoloured (pinkish
grey, light reddish brown and reddish yellow) massive and strongly
weathered in situtock, of firm consistence breaking easily to single grains
of fine sandy loam texfure. Strongly weathered basalt boulders are corunon
throughout the profile as are ironstone nodular surface erosion pavements
on the more gentle slopes.

Profiles are of high friability but neither sticky or plastic.

Ochric epipedon.

Not applicable. Only 3 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid; nitrogen and organic carbon

values are low in the topsoil (G8 cm) and extremely low below this horizon;
very low available phosphorus; % base saturation is very low; CEC is
medium; exchangeable calcium is very low, sodium medium, potassium
very low, and magnesium rnedium in the topsoil and very low below it; they
have high exchange acidity and aluminium is sigrificant in the exchange
complex.

The particle size family class is fine loamy.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic..

USP LOL3A-B

Profile shallowness; severe soil moisture deficits experienced in the dry
season; severe past erosion and very severe potential for sheet and rill
erosion; strong soil acidity; nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium and aluminium toxicity.

Lekuhr



Typiflring Profile

SOIL NAME: Lekutu soils, easy rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: LOL3

SITE LOCATION: P70/n/7 Lololo Forest, Ba Province.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar toeslope position on edge of plateau like surface in easy rolling land.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situbasic agglomerate.

SLOPE: 11'

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 150 m

MICRORELIEF: Very uneven. Surface nodular ironstones and boulders.

SITE VEGETATION: Sparse mission grass and kawaka under 13 year old Pinus caibaea.

LAND USE: Exotic forestry

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Severe past erosion. 'Badland'landscape.

DISTLIRBANCE: Past erosion

LABORATORY Nos: USP LOUIA-B

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-8 cm Dry; moist brown (7.5YR 5/4) and, dry light brown (7.5YR 5/4) silt loam;
(8 cm) strongly developed fine nut structure; very friable; slightly sticky;

non-plastic; common ironstone nodules; abundant fine medium and coarse
roots; sharp; smooth boundary,

C 8-100 cm+ Dry;moistcolourvariegated80o/opinkishgrey(7.5YR7 /2)10%lidhtreddish
(92cm+) brown (sYR 5/4) and 10% reddish yellow (7.5YR 5/8) very fine plastic;

many strongly weathered varicoloured boulders and stones; few fine roots;
strongly weathered in situ rock.

Lekutu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Lewa series

REFERENCE: Lewa red and brown clays (61) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as upland soils from basic
parent materials on rolling land supporting talasiga vegetation and formed under a climate with
a moderate to weak dry season. In this suwey Lewa series are restricted to the udic soil moisture
regime otherwise the central concept for Lewa soils is retained.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Oxic Dystropept, fine, kaolinitic, isothermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
@ Twyford and Wright Upland femrginous latosol with a weak dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lewa soils, flat to gently undulating phase (221A) Lewa soils, strongly rolling phase (221E)
Lewa soils, undulating phase (2278) Lewa soils, moderately steep phase (221F)
Lewa soils, easy rolling phase (221C) Lewa soils, steep phase (n1G)
Lewa soils, rolling phase (221D) Lewa soils, very steep phase (221H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lewa soils are mainly found along terraces along the Nukunuku stream and
around Lewa village and also on the Nausori highlands in Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Basic rocks

PARENTMATERLAL: Shonglyweathered insitutock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Rolling and undulating country in the uplands.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: All slope classes from flat to gently undulating (0-3') to very steep (>35')

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Talasiga vegetation. Some places planted in exotic forest species (Lewa soils
lie close to the boundary between forest and gasau country). Are used for
subsistence root crops (mainly cassava) followed by 1.5to20years of fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 900-1050 rn

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range:2,000-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Very severe erosion potential if cultivated (without soil conservation
measures) on slopes >7'.

Lmta



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 30 cm of dark brown friable clay loam of strong fine
granular structure with common ironstone nodules overlying 35 cm of dark
reddish brown firm clay of weak coarse nut strucfure and commonly with
weathered rocks on 5 cm of varicoloured firm and massive clay.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon'

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: Unnamed variant of redder hues. Typically shows 15 cm of reddish brown
very friable clay with a strong fine nut and very fine granular structure, on
25 cm of red friable clay, of strong medium and fine blocky strucfure
breaking easily to very fine fragments, very hard to dig, on red friable clay
with moderate coarse blocky structure breaking easily to fine angular
fragments and very hard to dig.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid; organic carbon and nitrogen

values are low in the topsoil (0-30 cm) and of veryr low values below i! very
low available phosphorus; % base saturation values are very low; CEC
values are low throughou! exchange calcium, magnesium and potassium
values are verv low in all horizons

LABORATORY Nos: KRS V590-692 (inclusive)

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Severe erosion potential; soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassiurn .

Leana



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lewa soils, undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: VS112

SITE LOCATION: Lewa valley, Nadarivatu, 2500 m west of Nadrenituka trig station.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex toeslope in gently rolling land.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered ln slfu basic rock.

SLOPE: 5o

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 620 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: ]ust harveste dfot Pinus eaibaea crop. Remaining vegetation includes guava,
prickly solanum, reeds, mission grass, and blue rats tail.

LAND USE: Exotic forest

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Some past sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: KRS V590-592 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Lewa soils, undulating phase

Ap 0-30 cm Moist, darkbrown (7.5YR 3/4) clay loam; strongly developed fine granular
(30 cm) structure; friable; non-sticky; common fine ironstone nodules; common large

pores; conunon fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 30-65 cm Moist; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4) clay; weakly developed coarse nut
(35 cm) structure; fum; slightly sticky; corunon weathered large rocks; few fine

pores; few fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

BC 55-L20cm Moist; varicoloured dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/5) yellowish red (SYR
(55 cm) 5 / 8) dark gre y (5Y 4 / I) clay; massive; fum; sticky; common weathered large

rocks; few fine pores; few fine roots.

Leana
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Lobau series

REFERENCE: Lobau steepland clay (83f) as described by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a steepland soil from
andesitic fuffs and marls formed under a climate with no dry season.

Forms part of the Visa set. The central concept for Lobau soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Dystropept, fine, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with humic latosols with no

dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lobau soils, easy rolling phase (124C) Lobau soils, moderately steep phase (124F)
Lobau soils, rolling phase (124D) Lobau soils, steep phase (724G)
Lobau soils, strongly rolling phase (124E) Lobau soils, very steep phase (124H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lobau soils are widespread in Viti Levu. They occur in areas west of the
Suva peninsula in the hills of the upper Waimanu and up Wainibuka
valleys. Lobau soils are conunon in Berata and near Korovou, Tailevu
province.

PARENT ROCK: Andesitic tuffs and marls.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered colluvium over in slfa rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Concave and planar hillsides of moderate and strongly dissected hill
POSITION / LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (72-75'), strongly rolling (16-20'), moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21-25'),steep (27-35"), and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Majority under forest. Where cleared used for subsistence root crops
followed by bush fallow, or dairying particularly in Tailevu/Nataisiri
Provinces.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-350 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,000-5,000 mrn;
dry season range: 800-1,800 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILIWCLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet, rill and debris slide erosion potential where forest removed.

Lobau



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORJZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological And Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm of yellowish red friable silty clay, of weakly
developed fine and medium nut structure, overlying 30 cm of red friable
clay of weak coarse blocky strucfure, and sticky and plastic moist, overlyrng
90 cm of red very friable stony silty clay with rock structures preserved,
massive and with prominent rnanganese cutans to the stones. Strongly
weathered stones are present in most horizons.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Lobau series have a Ah, Bt, Bw, BC horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges ftorn75-22 cm; colours include yellowish
red (5YR 4/5,4/8) and reddish brown (5YR4/3,4/ 4); textures are clay, clay
loam or silty clay loarn; structures maybe moderate or strong, very fine, fine
or medium nut or blocky; and consistence may be friable or friable to firm'

The Bt horizon thickness ranges from 30 to 45 cm; its colours are red (2.5YR

4/6, 4/8,5/5); strucfures nury be weak or moderate, medium or coarse

blocky commonly breaking to finer structures; and faint clay cutans may or
may not be present.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 50 to 75 cm; its colours are red (2.5YR

4 / 6, 4 / 8, 5 / 5); textures include silty clay, clay loam and clay; structures nuy
be massive or weak coarse or medium blocky; consistence is either friable or
very friable; shongly weathered stones range in abundance from many to
profuse and rock structures are commonly preserved.

The BC horizon thickness ranges from 30 to 200 cm; colours are red (2'5YR
4/5,4/8,5/6 and10F.4/6,4/8,5/5); textures are silty clay, clay loarn and
clay and always stony (strongly weathered manganese coated); and
consistence is either verv friable or friable.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PTrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis show the soil to be strongly acid; organic carbon and nitrogen

values are low in the topsoil (0-18 cm) and of very low values in the other
horizons; the C/N ratios are very low; available phosphorus is extremely
low throughout the profile; CEC is medium; % base saturation is low in the
topsoil and very low in the other horizons; sodium is medium, potassium
very low, calcium low in the topsoil and very low below this horizon; and
magnesium is medium in the topsoil and of low values below this horizon.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

KRS V155-158

Slope; very severe soil erosion potential on all slopes when forestcover
removed; strong soil acidity; and severe nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen,
potassium and phosphorus.

Lobau



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lobau soils, moderately steep phase.

PROFILE No.: VS13

SITE LOCATION: 1.5 km inland from Mau Village on the Namosi Road.

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar lower midslope in strongly rolling and steep hill counhy.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shongly weathered colluvium from andesitic tuffs and marls over in sifn
rock.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: North-east

ELEVATION: 45 m

MICRORELIEF: Terracettes

SITE VEGETATION: Batikiblue grass and ferns.

LANDUSE: Dairying

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTLIRBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: KRS V155-158

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-18 cm Moist; yellowish red (sYR 4/5) silty clay; moderately developed fine and
(18 cm) mediumnutstructureplusweakfinecmmbstructure;friable;slightlysti&y;

slightly plastic; corunon very fine and fine roots; few strongly weathered
subangular stones; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt 18-50 cm Moisf red (2.5YR 4/5) clay; weakly developed coarse blocky structure
(32 cm) breaking to weak fine blocky structure; friable; sticky; plastic; few very fine

roots; few strongly weathered subangular stones; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 50-110 cm Moisf red (2.5YR 4/8) stony silty clay; massive with rock structure
(50 cm) preserved; very friable; sticky; slightly plastic; many prominent black (2.5YR

N2/0) manganese coatings to stones; no roots; profuse strongly weathered
angular stones and gravels; indistinct smooth boundary,

BC 110-140 cm Moist, red (10R 4/8) stony silty clay; massive with rock structure preserved;
(30 cm+) very friable; sticky; slightly plastic; many prominent black (2.5YR N2/0)

manganese coatings to stones;no roots; profuse strongly weathered angular
stones and gravels.

Lobau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lodoni series

REFERENCE: Lodoni clay (29d) and Lodoni hill soils (29dH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as formed
from basalt, basic andesite and basic tuffs under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Lomaiviti set.

The central concept for Lodoni series is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Humic Hapludult, clayey, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: fthic Acrisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Humic latosol, with weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lodoni soils, undulating phase (1588) Lodoni soils, moderately steep phase (158F)
Lodoni soils, easy rolling phase (158C) Lodoni soils, steep phase (158G)
Lodoni soils, rolling phase (158D) Lodoni soils, very steep phase (158H)
Lodoni soils, strongly rolling phase (158E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lodoni soils occur in the Lodoni, upper Sigatoka and upper Ba areas of Viti
Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt and basic andesite.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered colluvium over weathered ln situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: All slope position on rolling country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: All slope dasses from undulating phase (4-7") through to very steep (>35')

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Scrub and gasau. Some still under virgin forest. Used for subsistence root
croPs.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 30-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,2004,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate sheet and rill erosion potential when forest cleared and cultivated.
Potential for soil slips and small debris slides on slopes > 15o.

Lodoni



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATLIRES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGTIISHING FEATLIRES:

GENERAL CFIEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Analysis shows the soil to be extremely acid; organic carbon and nitrogen
have medium values in the topsoil (0-15 cm) and very low below this;
available phosphorus is very low; CEC is medium; % base safuration is very
low; exchangeable calcium is low in the topsoil and of very low values in the
other horizons; magnesium is medium in the topsoil and low below; sodium
is low; and potassium very low.

The particle size family class is clayey.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

KRS V144-147 (inclusive)

Clayey texfures; moderate sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes > 3"
when forest cleared and cultivated; extremely acid ptt and nutrient
deficiencies of potassium, nitrogen and phosphorus.

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of dark reddishbrown friable clay loam, of strongly
developed medium nut structure, overlying 35 cm of dark red friable
(tending firm) clay of weakly developed coarse prismatic structurebreaking
to blocky, sticky and plastic moist, and with clay cutans to ped faces,

overlying 50 cm of red firm clay of prismatic strucfure breaking to medium
blocky, sticky and plastic moist, and with clay cutans to ped faces on more
than 50 cm of yellowish red firm silty clay, of massive structure breaking to
single grain, with clay cutans and common weathered boulders.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Lodoni series have an A, Bt1, Bt2, C horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 15-20 cm; its colours include dark
reddish brown (sYR 3/3, 3/4), dark brown (7.5YR 4/4,70YR 4/3) and
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4); textures are clay or clay loam; and structures
are moderate or strong, fine or medium, nut or granular.

The Bt1 horizon thickness ranges from 30-40 cm; its colours include
yellowish red (5yR4/6,5 /6) reddish yellow (5YR 5/5,5/8), darkred (2.5YR

3/5) and red (2.5YR 4/6, 4/8,5/8); structures include coarse prismatic
breaking to moderate fine, medium and coarse nut or blocky.

The Bt2 horizon thickness ranges from 30-50 cm; its colours are as described
for the Bt1; and strucfures are weak or moderate fine or medium nut or
blocky.

The C horizon colours include yellowish red (SYR 4/6,5/5) and reddish
yellow (sYR 5 / 6, 5 / 8); textures are silt loam, silty day or silty clay loam with
few, common or many strongly weathered boulders, and with or without
alumina nodules.

None recognised

None recognised

Lodoni



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-15 cm
(15 crn)

75-52crn
(36 cm)

52-100 cm
(tt8 cm)

100-150cm
(50 cm+)

Ah

Bt1

Typifying Profile

Lodoni soils, undulating phase

VSlO

Adjacent Navua River 2 km downstream from Saliadrau Village, Namosi
District.

Convex backslope on domed ridge in strongly rolling hill country.

Very strongly weathered colluvium from Navua mudstone formation of
intermediate and basic composition.

5'

East

120 m

Smooth, even

Indigenous forest species.

Unused

Well drained

None

None

KRS V141147 (inclusive)

Mois! dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) clay loam; moderate to strongly
developed medium nut structure; friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic;
abundant fine, medium and coarse roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Moist; dark red (2.5YR 3/6) clay; weakly developed coarseprisrnatic
structure (dry) breaking to moderate medium and coarse blocky strucfure;
friable to firm; sticky; plastic; corunon distinct reddish brown (sYR 4/3)
organic coatings in the upper 10 cm with conunon distinct yellowish red
(2.5YR 4/5) clay coatings throughouf few medium roots; diffuse smooth
boundary,

Moist; red (2.5YR 4/5) elay; weakly developed coarse prismatic structure,
breaking to moderate medium blocky strucfure; friable to firm; sticky;
plastic; many distinct red (2.5YR 4/6) clay coatings; few very fine roots;
distinct smooth boundary,

Moisf yellowish red (5YR 4/5) silty clay with 20% yellow (2.5Y7/6)
shongly weathered parent material boulders; rnassive breaking to single
grain plus weakly developed fine blocky structure; firm; slightly sticky;
slightly plastic; few distinct yellowish red (SYR 4/5) clay coatings to pores
and root channels; no roots.

BE

C1

Lodoni
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lomaiviti series

REFERENCE: Lomaiviticlay (29c) andLomaivitihillsoils (29cH) definedbyTwyford &Wright (1955) as forming
on rolling and hilly land from basalt, basic andesite and basic tuffs under a climate with a weak
dry season.

Forms part of the Lomaiviti set.

The central concept for Lomaiviti soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, fine, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
O) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Humic latosol with a very weak or no dry season

INCLL]DED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lomaiviti soils, easy rolling phase (175C) Lomaiviti soils, strongly rolling phase (175E)
Iomaiviti soils, rolling phase (175D) Lomaiviti soils, moderately steep phase (175F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lomaiviti soils are not common in Viti Levu and are confined to a few small
areas near Lodoni. They occur along the southern coast of Vanua Levu,
particularly at the eastern end of the island on the Natewa peninsula, and
throughout the Lomaiviti Group.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt, basic andesite, and basic tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly red weatheredin siturock.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC On crests and sides of narrow ridges (crest shoulder and side slopes all have
POSilON / LANDFORM: similar depths of soil over in situ rock.)

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (16-20'), and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: moderately steep (21-25').

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Someareasstillunderforest. Usedfor subsistence gardens, yagona, bananas
and coconuts and in a few places cocoa.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 24.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOILDRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate sheet and rill erosion potential when cultivated.

Lomaioiti



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

The soil has hues redder than 10YR throughout the profile with high
chromas in the subsoil (e.g. 2.5YR 4/8) and no mottles. There are clay cutans
in the B horizon but the clay accumulation is insufficient to define an argillic
horizon. Strongly weathered basalt with residual rock structure (saprolite)
is present in the lower part of the profile.

Typically shows 10 cm of dark reddish brown firm clay, of moderately
developed coarseblocky structure, sticky and plastic moist, overlyingT5 crn
of red firm clay, of moderately developed fine and medium blocky structure,
sticky and plastic moist, and with clay cutans to ped faces, over more than
30 cm of yellowish red firm coarse sandy clay loam, of massive structure
breaking to blocky, with clay cutans.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: The soil is moderately acid, the strongly weathered basalt (saprolite) is

slightly acid; organic C% is medium to low in the A horizon; %BS is high in
the upper part of the profile gading up to very high in the lower par!
exchangeable Ca is medium decreasing to low down the profile;
exchangeable Mg is very high increasing from 10 me.% in the topsoil to 42

me.% in the saprolite; exchangeable Na is high to very high; exchangeable
K is medium.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogy given for taxonomy is fermginous (marginal to kaolinitic).

KRS 52024-2028 (inclusive)

Slope; erosion potential on slopes when cultivated; moderate soil acidity;
and nutrient deficiency of phosphorus.

Lomaiaiti



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lomaiviti soils, moderately steep phase.

PROFILE No.: W15

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Wainigata Agricultural Research Station (Purdie, 1985).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Backslope on hillside in hill counhy.

PARENT MATERIAL: Very strongly weathered in situ augste andesite.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: South

ELEVATION: 25 m

MICRORELIEF: Planar

SITE VEGETATION: Pinus cnibaea

LAND USE: Exotic forestrv

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS 52024-2028 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-12 cm Moist; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) clay; friable to firm; sticky; plastic;
(12 cm) moderately developed coarse blocky structure breaking to moderately

developed very fine nu! no mottles; many fine and medium roots; indistinct
wavy boundary,

Bw1 12-39 cm Moist; red (2.5YR 4/8) clay; firm; sticky; plastic; moderately to strongly
(26 cm) developed fine and medium blocky structure breaking to moderately

developed very fine nuf no mottles; conunon distinct red (2.5YR 4/5) clay
cutans; many fine and medium roots; indistinct wavy boundary,

Bw2 38-85 cm Mois! red (2.5YR 4/8) clay; firm; sticky; plastic; moderately developed fine
(47 cm) and medium blocky structure breaking to weakly developed very fine nut;

no mottles; common distinct red (2.5YR 4/6) clay cutans; common fine roots;
few soft strongly weathered subangular stone (andesite); indistinct wavy
boundary,

BC 85-120 cm Moist; weathercd in situ rock; yellowish red (5YR 5/8) coarse sandy clay
(35 cm) loam; firm to very firm; slightly sticky, slightly plastic, massive breaking to

moderately developed medium blocky strucfure; no mottles; conunon
prominent red (2.5YR 4/5) clay cutans; few very fine roots.

24'

Lomaioiti
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lomaje series

REFERENCE: Lomaje loam (23d) and Lomaje hill soils (23dH) as defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as latosolic
soils from young andesitic ash under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Waiqere set.

The central concept for Lomaje soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Pachic Vitric Melanud and, medial, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Latosolic soil with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Lornaje soils, undulating phase (848)
Lomaje soils, easy rolling phase (84C)
Lomaje soils, rolling phase (84D)
Lomaje soils, strongly rolling phase (84E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Of limited occurrence at the westem extremity of Kadavu Island centred
about the mountain of Nabukelevu.

PARENT ROCK: Andesite

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately deep weakly weathered volcanic ash.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Planarandgentlyconvexslopesinundulatingand shongly rolling country.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating phase (4-7"), easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-15") and strongly
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (15-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Heavily cropped for a wide range of vegetables.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3100-4,500 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,8(X)-2,800 mm.:

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >7' if soil conservation
measures not implemented.

Lomaje



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only one profile description available.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Lomaje soils, by chemical analysis (Twyford & Wright 1955) are very slightly

acid, with a high base saturation in the topsoils but fairly low in the subsoil.
Acid soluble phosphate and exchangeable potash are both high in the topsoil
and the exchange capacity of the clay is likewise high.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically show 55 cm of black very friable slightly sandy loam, of strong fine
nut structure and very slightly sticky and slightlyplastic moist, overlying 25

cm of very dark reddish brown friable loam, on 30 cm of yellow brown very
friable loam, on strong brown firm sandy clay, sticky and very plastic when
moist.

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

None recognised

KRS577-678

Erosion hazard on slopes >7'; and. rapid soil permeability.

Lomaje



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lomaje soils, undulating phase

PROFILE No.: TW 31

SITE LOCATION: Not available

SITE INFORMATION

POSMONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar toeslope in hilly land.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathered in situ andesitic ash.

SLOPE: 6o

ASPECT: North

ELEVATION: 200 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth surface

SITE VEGETATION: Secondary forest (in fallow).

LAND USE: Food gardens (dalo, yams, bananas).

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTLIRBANCE: Non-mechanical cultivation.

LABORATORYNos: KRS6T-678

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-55 cm Moist; black (sYR 2/1) slightly sandy loam; strongly developed fine nut
(55 cm) structure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; abundant fine and

medium fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bwl 55-80 cm Mois! dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4) loam; moderately developed fine and
(25 cm) medium nut structure; ftiable; sticky; slightly plastic; many fine and very

fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw2 80-110 cm Mois! yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) loam; weakly developed fine granular
(30 cm) structure; very friable; sticky; plastic; few fine and very fine fibrous roots;

distinct smooth boundary,

Bc 110-130 cm Moisf strongbrown (7.5yR5/5)sandyclay;massivestructure;firm; sticky;
(10 cm+) very plastic.

Lomaje
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Losa series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the soil survey of Rotuma Island (Laffan & Smith 1983) and defined
as somewhat excessively drained soils formed from basaltic pahoehoe lavas and minor basaltic
ash on the volcanic ringplains.

Profiles are shallow stony/bouldery loams with abundant stones,/boulders overlying massive
basalt at depths <50 cm.

Named after Losa village, at the westem end of Rotuma Island.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) SoilTaxonomy: LithicHapludand,ashy-skeletal,isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: HumicAndosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Latosolic soil with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Losa soils, undulating phase (858)
Losa soils, easy rolling phase (85C)
Losa soils, rolling phase (85D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs mainly at western end of Rotuma Island near Losa village, but
probably also occurs elsewhere associated with Haftrafu and Ufufu soils.

PARENTROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly weathered in situpahoehoe lava and minor ash.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Volcanic ring plains surrounding the volcanic cones.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Undulating (4-7"); easy rolling (8-11") and rolling 12-15').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly indigenous forest with minor area under coconutplantations with
enclosed pig run off areas.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-50 m

RAINFALL: Annual average nnge:2,765-4,355 mm;
average 3,550 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:27'C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessively drained.

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Some very slight sheet erosion.

Losa



Morphological And Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Darkbrown bouldery loams with abundant (35-75%) boulders and stones
PROFILE FEATURES: overlying massive pahoehoe basalt at depths <50 cm.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Ochric epipedory cambichorizon, lithic contact.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable, only one description made.

VARIANTS: Unnamed very shallow variant: Profiles have abundant stones and boulders
overlying massive pahoehoe basalt at depths <30 cm.

Rock outcrops are a verv corunon association with Losa series.

SIMILAR SOILS AND Hafhafu ,".iu* So^"nut at excessively drained, deep soils (>1 m) formed
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: from basaltic aa lavas and minor basaltic ash. Profiles have abundant to

profuse stones/boulders with sandy loam and loamy sand texfures.

Kirikiri series: Somewhat excessively drained, deep soils (>1 m) formed from
basaltic aa lavas and basaltic ash. Profiles have stony/bouldery loam
textures with abundant stones/boulders in subsoils.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFTYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Not sampled for analysis. Likely to be slightly acid soils with high

phosphorus values and very high P retention, i.e. similar to Kirikiri series.

Particle size class is ashy-skeletal and the fine earth fraction would be
dominated by amorphous materials.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Severe to very severe physical limitations of very shallow rooting depth,
stoniness, and low available water holding capacity.

Likely to have severe nutrient deficiencies.

Losa



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Losa soils, undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: R15

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Rotuma (Laffan & Smith 1983). About 500 m north of Losa
Village, at western end of Rofuma.

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Volcanic ringplain surrounding volcanic cones. Planar surface.

PARENT MATERIAL: Basaltic pahoehoe lava and minorbasalt ash.

SLOPE: 5o

ASPECT: North west

ELEVATION: 20 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven with protruding boulders and rock outcrops.

SITE VEGETATION: Mainly undisturbed indigenous forest.

LANDUSE: Pigfarming

DRAINAGE: Somewhat excessively drained.

EROSION: Slight sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Pig rooting

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

COMMENTS: Reaction to NaF. Very strong and rapid in A horizon.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Losa soils, undulating phase

Ah 0-22crn Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) bouldery loam; shongly developed finenut
(22 cm) structure; slightly sticky, slightly plastic, very friable, moderately weak,

uncemented, soft consistence; abundant fine and medium roots; abundant
weakly weathered subangular boulders; sharp wavy boundary (lithic
contact)

Massive basaltic pahoehoe lava.

Losa Losa
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lovonivia series

REFERENCE: Lovonivia loamy sand (t12e) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as a grey soil on flattish
quartzose outwash fans and terraces supporting talasiga vegetation in the natural state, and
formed under a climate with a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Wainikoro set.

The central concept for Lovonivia soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ultic Haplorthod, sandy over clayey, siliceous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Orthic Podzol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDING MAPPING UNITS AND PHASES:
Lovonivia soils, flat to gently undulating phase (45A)
Lovonivia soils, undulating phase (45B)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lovonivia soils are of limited distribution - less than 1 sq km - occurring
only in Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of acidic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered and leached riverine alluvia (and to a lesser extent
colluvia on fans).

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Mainly relict high terraces and a small area of colluvial fans.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), and undulating (4-7').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Rough grazing and scrub. Some areas used for vegetable but requires
continual watering in dry season plus high fertiliser inputs.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 5-20 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1.,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: t00-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:26'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOILTEMPERATUREREGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: SIow

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight sheet erosion potential for topsoil on slopes > 3o.

Looonioia



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm of dark greyish brown very friable fine sandy loam,
of weak fine nut structure with crumb, overlying 10 cm of light brownish
grey mottled dark yellowish brown firm loamy very fine sand, of massive
structure, overlying 35 cm of light brownish grey extremely firm and
massive loamy sand, overlying 12 cm of dark greyishbrown friable loamy
very fine sand, of weak coarse blocky structure breaking to single grain and
with common organic cutans, overlying 15 cm of brownish yellow mottled
dark yellowish brown firm grithy clay, of weak rnediumplaty structure, and
with a discontinuous iron-humus pan and organic cutans, overlying 20 cm
brownish yellow mottled stong brown friable gritty clay, of massive
structure breaking to weak coarse blocky and with both clay and organic
cutans, overlying 30 cm or more of pale yellow strong mottled yellow very
friable clay, of massive strucfure breaking to weak medium blocky with a

few organic and clay cutans.

Ochric epipedon, an albic horizon, spodic horizon and a argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows this soil to be very strongly acid and very poor in plant

nutrients, very low CEC values with base saturation low to moderate.

Mineralogy class is

Particle size family class is

SB/T M A-G

Seasonal moisture deficits, slow
nutrient deficiencies.

subsoil permeability. Soil acidity and

Seasonal soil moisture deficits, sandy textures, trace element and nutrient
deficiencies and susceptibility to erosion.

Looonioia



SOILNAME:

PROFILENo.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTLiRBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap1 0-22cm
(22clr.)

Ap2 22-31. crn
(9cm)

Ea1 31-54 cm
(33 cm)

Ea2/Bs7 6L75 crn
(12 cm)

Bs2 76-92cm
(15 cm)

Typifying Profile

Lovonivia soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

LOVl

Relict higher surface adjacent to the Wainikoro River, Vanua Levu.

High terrace remnant.

Strongly weathered riverine alluvia of acidic composition.

2"

South-west

10m

Srnooth

Ground cover of carpet grass with scattered shrubs of Hibiscus burr.

Rough graztng

Poorly drained

None

Previously cultivated

SB/T 446 A-G

Quartz grains on ground surface.

Dry; dark greyish brown QSYR 4 / 2) sandy loam; few fine faint dark brown
(10YR 3/3) mottles; weakly developed fine nut structure with weak fine
crumbs; very friable; few fine and very fine roots; sharp smooth boundary,

Dry;9l%lightbrownish grey (2.5YR5/2) and 5% dark greyishbrown (2.5Y
7 /2) loarny sand; common fine distinct dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4)
fine reticulate mottling; massive; very weakly cemented; firm; indistinct
wavy boundary,

Dry; light brownish grey (2.5Y 6 /2) loamy sand; massive; extremely firm;
very weakly cemented; indistinct wavy boundary,

Moisf 80% dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2) and20Y" light brownish grey
(2.5YR 6/2) sandy clay loam; weakly developed coarse blocky structure
breaking to single grain; friable; slightly sticky; common distinct dark
greyish brown (10YR 4/2) organic cutans; sharp smooth boundary,

Moist; brownish yellow (10YR 5/8) loamy clay; many medium and coarse
dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) mottles (layered horizontally); weakly
developed medium platy structure breaking to single grain; firm; very
weakly cemented; discontinuous reddish brown (5YR 4/4) embryonic
iron/ manganese humus pan; few distinct dark yellowish brown (1 OyR 4 / 4)
organic coatings; distinct smooth boundary,

Loaonioia



Bt 92-11L cm
(19 cm)

111-141 cm
(30cm+)

Moist; brownish yellow (10YR 5/5) loamy clay; few fine and medium faint
strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) mottles; massive breaking to weakly developed
coarse blocky structure; friable; slightly plastic; corunon faint brownish
yellow (10YR 6/8) and common distinct strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) clay
cutans; few distinct smooth boundary,

Moisf 50% pale yellow (5Y 8/3) sandy clay loam;50% profuse medium and
coarse prominent yellow (10YR 7/8) mottles; massive breaking to weakly
developed medium blocky structure; very friable; slightly plastic; few faint
brownish yellow (10YR 5/8) clay cutans; few distinct yellowish brown
(1OYR 5/4) organic cutans.

Bw

Loooniaia



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Lutu series

REFERENCE: Lutu sandy clay (37a) and Lutu hill soils (37aH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as reddish
brown soils from silicified fufits, granite, quartzite or quartz porphyry on rested rolling and
especially hilly land, under a climate with little or no dry season.

The central concept for Lufu soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kandihumult, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with little or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS;
Lutu soils, easy rolling phase (1tEC)
Lutu soils, rolling phase (i48D)
Lutu soils, strongly rolling phase (148E)
Lutu soils, moderately steep phase (148F)

Lutu soils, steep phase (148G)
Lutu soils, very steep phase (1l18H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Lutu soils are of restricted exten! they occur in the very wet centre and east
centre of Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Predorninantly intrusive rocks but all of acidic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Rolling ridges (domed) and convex backslopes and midslopes.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Undulating (*7'), easy rolling (8-11') and rolling (12-15').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Generally under forest and where cleared have regenerated to guava and
gasau.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 30-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderatelv well drained.

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet, rill and debris slide erosion potential if forest
removed, particularly frorn slopes >7'.

Luttr



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of brown friable gritty clay loam, of moderately
developed fine and medium nut skucture, overlying 15 cm of strong brown
and brown friable loarn, of weak fine nut and granular structute, plastic
moist, with humus cutans to ped faces and commonly many quartz grits,
overlying 40 cm of yellowish red firm clay of weak blocky structure, very
sticky, with faint clay cutans to ped faces, over more than 100 cm of dark red
or red massive silty clay loam commonly with clay cutans to peds.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile observations made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis show the soil to be strongly acid; carbon and nitrogen values are

very low throughouf available phosphorus is extremely low; CEC is low
0-20 cm and medium in the other horizons; total bases are very low; % base

safuration is low 0-20 cm and of very low values below this depth;
exchangeable calcium is very low, potassium extremely low, magnesium
and sodium low.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS V124-128

Moderate to severe sheet, rill and massive movement erosion potential;
strong soil acidity; and severe nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus
and potassium

Lutu



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Lutu soils, undulating phase

PROFILE No.: VS06

SITE LOCATION: Adjacent Biausevu village, inland from Korolevu Bay, south west Viti Levu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar summit interfluve in strongly rolling hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ agglornerate of acidic composition.

SLOPE: 5o

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 140 m

MICRORELIEF: Even

SITE VEGETATION: Open talasiga vegetation comprising pandanus, ground fem and scattered
tall palms with miscellaneous short shrubs.

LANDUSE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Moderately well drained.

EROSION: Soil slips in vicinity and past topsoil losses.

DISTURBANCE: Past erosion

LABORATORY Nos: KRS V124128

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-7 cm Mois! brown (10YR 5/3) gritfy clay loam; moderately developed fine and
(7 cm) medium nut structure; friable; sticky; slighfly plastic; many fine and very

fine roots; few unweathered rounded quartz gravels and grits; distinct
smooth boundary,

Bw 7-20 crn Moist; 80% shong brown (7.5YR 5/5) and 2}ohbrown (10YR 5/3) loam;
(13 cm) weakly developed fine nut and granular structure; friable; plastic; conunon

distinct dark brown (10YR 4/3) organic coatings; few very fine roots; many
quartz grits; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt 20-55 cm Moisf 80% yellowish red (5YR 4/5) and, strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) clay;
(35 cm) weakly developed mediumblockybreaking to single grain; friable to firm;

very sticky; few faint yellowish red (5YR 5 / 5) clay coatings; no roots; distinct
smooth boundary,

BC 55-150 cm Moist; dark red (10R 3/5) and red (10R 4/5) silty clay loam; massive
(145 cm) breaking to single grain with some weakly developed coarse blocky

structure; friable to firm; plastic; few faint red (2.5YR4/6) clay coatings; no
roots.

Luht
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Macuata series

REFERENCE: The Macuata steepland stony, and gritty clay (88) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as 'talasiga'
soils derived from basic parent materials (basalts, andesites and fuffs) . They are nornurlly severely
eroded with iron coated fragments from rock outcrops over the ground surface and have very
shallow profiles with the strongly weathered parent material normally encountered at 20 cm from
the surface.
The central concept for Macuata soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustorthert, fine-loamy, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Ferruginous latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Macuata soils, easy rolling phase (200C) Macuata soils, moderately steep phase (200F)
Macuata soils, rolling phase (200D) Macuata soils, steep phase (200G)
Macuata soils, strongly rolling phase (200E) Macuata soils, very steep phase (200H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Macuata soils are found to some extent in the so called'Ba Closed Area' on
Viti Levu. They are extensively developed in Macuata and in northem Bua
province in Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Basalts and andesites.

PARENT MATERIAL: Very shongly weathered in situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex and planar midslopes and backslopes in dissected (commonly
POSITION/LANDFORM: 'badland') strong rolling to hilly country.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-15"), strong rolling (76-20'),moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21-25"), steep (25-35') and very steep (>35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Talasiga vegetation, mostly fern such as qatomose (Dictanopteris lineais) and
nokonoko (Casuarina equisetifolia) though it was originally a poor forest of
sea, buabua and yasiyasi.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Has suffered significant past erosion (sheet, rill) and retains a moderate to
severe erosion potential.

Macuata



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of dark yellowish brown gritty clay loam, of
moderately developed fine and medium nut strucfure breaking to single
grain, very friable, slightly sticky moisf and with corunon weakly
weathered stones overlying more than 80 cm of grey strongly weathered in
sifz rock (gritty fine sandy loam) of massive structure breaking easily to
single grain, very firm and with organic and manganese coatings to rock
fissures.

Ochric epipedon.

Macuata series have an A, C horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges 8-18 cm; colours include dark yellowish
brown (10YR 4/4), dark brown (7.5YR 3/2,4/4) and dark reddish brown
(5YR3/3,3/4); textures vary gritty clay loam, gritty clay and clay; and there
may or may not be grey fine mottling.

The C horizon exceeds 80 cm; varicoloured pinkish white (5YR 8/2),light
grey (5YR 7 /1), grey (sYR 5/1), and weak red (2.5YR 4/2,5/2); textures
vary from clay, clay loam, silty clay loam to very fine sandy loam -all
commonly grifty; and few to many humus and/or rnanganese coatings to
fissures on the weatheingin situ rock.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show strongly acid pH; very low values for carbon and nitrogen;

very low available phosphorus with high phosphorus retention; CEC is
medium; o/obase saturation is low in the A horizon dropping to very low
with depth; exchangeable calcium and potassium ate very low; magnesium
is high in the topsoil but drops with depth to low values; and aluminium is
most significant in the exchange complex.

The particle size family class is fine loamy.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

USPLOLgA-B

Slope; uneven ground surface because of past erosion; severe potential for
sheet and rill erosion; very severe soil moisfure deficits during the dry
season; aluminiumtoxicity; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, potassium
and phosphorus.

Macuata



POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Lowerconvexrnidslopein'badland'erodedlandscape.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered and chemically degraded in sifz basic rock.

SLOPE: 74'

ASPECT: West

SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

Typifying Profile

Macuata soils, rolling phase.

LOL9

Lololo Forest PSP 71/III/23.

150 m

Abundant laterite stones and boulders on the ground surface.

Moderately dense Mission grass under 12 year old Pinus Caibaea.

Exotic forestry

Well drained

Severe past sheet and rill erosion.

Eroded

USP LOLgA-B

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Macuata soils, rolling phase

Ap 0-15 cm Dry; moist, dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) and dry, brown (10YR 4/3)
(15 cm) gritty clay loam; moderately developed fine and medium nut structure

breaking to single grain; very friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; abundant
fine and medium roots; common weakly weathered subangular stones;
distinct wavy boundary,

C 15-100+ Dry; moist, grey (2.5YR N5 /0) and dry,light grey (5YR 7 /7) grltty very fine
(85 cm+) sandy loam; massive breaking to single grain; very firm (lz sifu); non-sticky;

non-plastic; no roots; shongly weathered in situ rock; humus and
iron/manganese coatings to rock fissures.

Macuata
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Mafua series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the soil survey of Rotuma Island (Laffan & Smith 1983) and defined
as well drained soils formed frombasaltic ash overweakly weathered basaltic scoria. Profiles have
loam to clay loam A horizons overlying slightly stony loamy AB or B horizons. At depths below
35-70 cm horizons are stony loamy sand, with abundant stones.

The name is derived from Solmafua hill in the central part of Rotuma Island.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Eutric Fulvudand, ashy-skeletaf isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Mollic Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Latosolic soil with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Mafua soils, rolling phase (108D)
Mafua soils, strongly rolling phase (108E)
Mafua soils, moderately steep phase (108F)
Mafua soils, steep phase (108G)
Mafua soils, very steep phase (108H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs on most of the volcanic cones throughout Rotuma.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Volcanic ash over weaklv weathered in situ scoria.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Sides and crests of the volcanic cones.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling (12-1.5'), strongly rolling (1.5-20"), moderately steep (2L-25'), steep
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (26-35") and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Originally indigenous forest, part of which has been cleared for coconut
plantations and food crops. Small areas of bush fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 15-250 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,766-4,355 mm;
average: 3,550 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:27oC.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILIW CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheet erosion in places.

Mofuo
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CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATLIRES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Darkbrown, friable, loamy to clay loam A horizons with few or many stones
overlying dark brown stony loam or stony sandy loam B horizons with
many stones. Abundant gravels, stones or boulders are encountered below
about 35-50 cm. Textures of the fine earth (<2 mm) in the upper 35-50 cm are
heavier than for soils of the volcanic ringplain formed from volcanic ash.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Mafua series have a A, AB, Bw, C horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges 1 5-24 cm; colours are dark brown (1 OYR 3 /3,
7.SYR3/2); textures may be stony heavy loam, stony fine sandy loam, or
heavy loam; stones are few or many; and strucfures are granular or nutty.

The AB horizon thickness ranges 10-12 cm; colours are dark brown (7.5YR

3 / 3, 4 / 5); lextures are either heavy loam or fine sandy loam; and stones may
be few or many.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges 13-80 cm; colours are darkbrown (7.5YR

4/2, 3/2, 4/4, 4/5) or dark reddish brown (sYR 3/ ); stony textures are
either sandy loam, heavy loam, or loamy sand; structures are weak and may
be blocky, nutf or crumb.

The C horizon are yellowish brown or reddish brown, of loose consistence
and stones maybe abundant or profuse.

Unnamed variant Profiles with >50% coarse fragments (>2 mm) in the lower
control section. The particle size class is medial over pumiceous.

Unnamed variant: Profiles with <35% coarse fragments in the control
section. The particle size class is medial.

Vaka series: Somewhat excessively drained soils with coarser textures
throughout the profile (medial-pumiceous particle size class).

Hefu series: Well drained soilsformed fromvolcanic ashoverbasaltic scoria.
Have reddish hues throughout the profile due to red colour of the scoria
parent material.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Near neutral becoming slightly alkaline below 50 cm. Phosphorus values are

high, doubling in value with depth but P retention is high. The CEC is very
high with exdrangeable calcium, magnesium and potassium also very high
except for the latterwhichhas very low valuesbelow 50 cm. Tamm's oxalate
extractable aluminium, iron and silica values are high for all horizons.
Organic carbon values are medium in the upper 25 cm.

The particle size class is ashy-skeletal with the fine earth fraction dominated
by amorphous materials.

SB9727A-F

Severe physical limitations of slope, shallow rooting depth, stoniness, low
available water holding capacity and erosion risk under cultivation.
Moderate to severe nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen and phosphorus, and
moderate deficiency of sulphur.

Mafua



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITEINFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MCRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTLIRBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-24 cm
(24 cm)

AB 24-35cm
(11cm)

35-70cm
(35 cm)

70-97cm
(27 crn)

Bw

Typifying Profile

Mafua soils, steep phase.

R113

Refer soil map of Rotuma Island (Laffan & Smith, 1983). Side of Solmafua
Hill in the centre of the island.

Midslope of volcanic scoria cone.

Basaltic ash over weakly weathered basaltic scoria.

33"

South west

170 m

Few small surface stones. Smooth overall.

Coconuts and ground creepers.

Coconut plantation and bush fallow.

Well drained

Negligible sheet erosion

Periodically cultivated

SB9721A-F

Reaction to NaF. Very weak in A; weak in AB; very strong in Bw and strong
in C horizons.

Dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay loam; moderately developed medium nut
structure and rnoderately developed fine granular strucfure; sticky, plastic,
friable, uncemented, firm; common fine roots; few moderately and strongly
weathered subrounded gravels; distinct wavy boundary,

Strong brown (7.5YR 4/5) clay loam; moderately developed medium nut
structure and moderately developed fine granular structure; sticky, plastic,
friable, uncemented, firm; common fine roots; few moderately to strongly
weathered subrounded gravels; indistinct wavy boundary,

Dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4) stony sandy loam; weakly developed fine
blocky strucfure breaking to weakly developed fine cmmb strucfure;
non-sticky, non-plastic, very friable, uncemented, stiffl common fine roots;
abundant moderately weathered subangular gravels and stones; diffuse
boundary,

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) stony very
coarse sand; single grain; non-sticky, non-plastic, loose, moderately firm,
uncemented, very stiff consistencel common fine roots; abundant moderately
weathered subangular gravels, stones and boulders; distinct wavy
boundary,

C1

Mofoo



C2 97-720+crn
(23 cm+)

Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) and yellowish brown (1OYR 5/5) and
reddish brown (5YR  /5) stony very coarse sand; single grain; non-sticky,
non-plastic, loose, moderately firm, very weakly cemented, hard; few fine
roots; profuse moderately weathered subangular gravels and stones.

Mofro



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SERTES NAME: Makomako series

REFERENCE: Makomako Clay (32a) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as formed from basic parent
materials under forest on rolling and hilly land under a climate with a strong dry season

Forms part of the Makomako set.

The central concept for Makomako soils is retained in this survev

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplustult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic.
(b) FAO: Orthic Acrisol
@ Twyford & Wright: Humic latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Makomako soils, undulating phase (1888) Makomako soils, rolling phase (188D)
Makomako soils, easy rolling phase (188C) Makomako soils, strongly rolling phase (188E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Makornako soils are well developed near Namakomako village and
elsewhere in the region extending southward to the Seaqaqa River in Vanua
Levu but of limited occurrence in Viti Levu.

PARENT MATERIAL: Basic and basic andesites (tufts, agglomerates and flowrocks).

PARENT ROCK: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSflON/LAND FORM: Convex, concave and planar surfaces in all slope positions in rolling land.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4 - 7o), easy rolling (8 - 11'), rolling 12-15") and strongly
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (15 - 20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Original cover was forest and much is still in forest. Soils burnt or cleared
for shifting cultivation have reverted to scrub and fem. Used for sugar cane
in the Seaqaqa basin.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 40 - 400 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800 - 2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400 - 500 mm;
wet season range: Ll(X) - 1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:Z5"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOILTEMPERATUREREGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill potential.

Makomako



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNOS:

SOILLMITATIONS:

Mineralogy class in kaolinitic.

Particle size family class is clayey.

FACL Koronivia792047.

Low fertility, acidity, and seasonal moisture deficits.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of yellowish red friable clay, of moderate to strong
fine and medium nut and granular structure, and slightly sticky and slightly
plastic when moist overlying 30 cm of red very friable clay, of weak to
moderateblocky structurebreaking to crumb and slightly sticky and slightly
plastic when moist, overlying 40 cm of red friable clay, of weak coarse
blocky structure breaking to fine blocky, slightly sticky and slightly plastic
when moist and with faint clay cutans, overlying 30 cm of dark red friable
to form clay, of massive strucfure breaking to weak fine blocky on 40 cm or
more of yellowish red friable clay loam of massive structure breaking to
weak fine blocky, and with strongly weathered stones.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Makomako series have a A, Bw, Bf BC horizon sequence.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Makornako soils by chemical analysis, are low to moderate base status and

are moderately acid. They are low in exchangeable bases including potash
and are also low in available phosphate.

Makomako



SOILNAME:

PROFILE NO:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

LANDFORM:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNOS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Makomako soils

Ap 0 -15cm
(15 cm)

B 16 -58cm
(42 cm)

58 - 190cm
( 132 cm)

BC

Typifyring Profile

Makomako series, rolling phase

LAB 1

Bucalevu access road about 9km from the main Labasa Seaqaqa highway.

Mid slope position.

72"

North

100m

Even

Basic and intermediate composition(igneous rocks) material and colluvia.

Mission grassland with mint weed, bracken, male, sa and yaro.

Loggg and shifting cultivation

Good

Slight sheet erosion

None

FACL, Koronivia 192047

Moist; dark brown (10YR 4/3) clay; strongly developed blocky structure;
slightly sticky; slightly plastic; corunon fine pores; corunon fine, medium
and coarse woody roots; distinct wavy boundary.

Moist; red yellowish(5YR4/6) clay; weak to moderately developed blocky
structure; slightly plastic; some weathered parent materia| many fine pores;
corunon medium roots; distinct smooth boundary.

Mixed red (5YR 4/5), lighl yellowish brown (2.5y 6/4),lightolive
brown(2.5Y5/4) clay;weakly developed subangularblocky structure; much
weathered parent material.

Makomako
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Malolo series

REFERENCE: Malolo steepland stony clay loam (93d) and moderately steep phase (93dH) defined by Twyford
& Wright (1955) from quartz porphyry and quartzite rocks under a climate with a strong dry
season.

Forms part of the Vitawa set.

The central concept for Malolo soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustipsamment, mixed, non-acid, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Regosol
O Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Malolo soils, rolling phase (149D)
Malolo soils, strongly rolling phase (149E)
Malolo soils, moderately steep phase (149F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Malolo soils are of limited area and are restricted to Malolo Island west of
Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Quartz porphyry and quartzite.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered in siturock.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Planar and convex midslopes and backslopes in strongly dissected hill
POSITION/LANDFORM: countrv.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Rolling (12-15"), strongly rolling (16-20') and moderately steep (21.-25").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Unused, primarily due to severe erosion and slope factors.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 10-100m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-1,800 mrn.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILIfi CLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Due to repeated burning soils have experienced serious topsoil losses by
severe sheet erosion.

MaloIo



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show the topsoil (0-11 cm) tobe shongly acid with slightly acid pH

below; carbon and nitrogen values are very low as is the C/N ratio; available
phosphorus is very low;lo base saturation is high in the topsoil and very
high in the underlying horizons; CEC is low in all horizons; and
exchangeable sodium is medium, potassium is very low, magnesium is
medium in the topsoil and very high below, and calcium is low in the topsoil
and very low and all other horizons.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows L1 cm of dark yellowish brown stony fine sand, of weakly
developed fine nut and crumb strucfure with single grain, very friable, with
rnany weakly weathered stones overlying 50 cm of yellow and reddish
yellow stony loamy fine sand, of massive structure and single grain, friable,
with weathered stones, overlying at a lithic contact yellow and reddish
yellow massive extremely frrrnin situ rock, of gritty coarse sand.

Ochric epipedon

None recognised

Particle size family class: Psamment soil order.

Mineralogical class is mixed.

USP NB21A-C

Slope, sandy textures, profile shallowness, rapid permeability, and low
water holding capacities all in combination result in very severe soil
moisture deficits experienced during the dry season; severepast soil erosion;
severe sheet and rill erosion potential; soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies
of nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus.

MaloIo



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Malolo soils, rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: NB21

SITE LOCATION: PSP P74/l/76 Nabou Forest, Nadroga Province.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex shoulder slope in strongly dissected hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Colluvium over in slfu rock of acid composition.

SLOPE: 15", length 150 m

ASPECT:

ELEVATION: 75rn

MICRORELIEF: FIat

SITE VEGETATION: Bracken, karuka fern, nokonoko, pandanus under 8 year old Pinus uibaea.

LAND USE: Exotic forestrv

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Past severe topsoil loss bv sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Past erosion

LABORATORY Nos: USP NB21A-C

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Malolo soils, rolling phase

Ah 11 cm Dry; moist and rubbed dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) stony fine sand;
weakly developed fine nut and crumb structure with single grain very
friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; abundant fine and medium roots; corrunon
weakly weathered subangular stones; indistinct smooth boundary,

59 cm Dry; moist,SO% reddish yellow (7.5YR6/8) and 50% yellow (2.5Y 8/6) stony
loamy fine sand; massive breaking to single grain; friable; non-sticky;
non-plastic; common fine and medium roots in upper 10 cm; many strongly
weathered subangular stones; distinct smooth boundary Qithic contact),

30cm+ Dry;moist50Yoyellow (2.5Y 8/6) and50%reddishyellow (7.5YR 5/8) gtitty
coarse sand; massive; extremely firn; in silz rock.

Malolo
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Manuka series

REFERENCE: Manuka stony clay (58d) and Manuka stony hill soils (58dH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955)

as upland latosolic soils from olivine basalt flows 'older than those of the Naitata soils' formed
under a climate with no drv season.

Forms part of the Naitata set.

In this survey the central concept for Manuka soils is that described for 58dH by Twyford &
Wright rather than the more reddish hues described for 58d.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Acrudoxic Hydric Fluvudand, medial, isothermic
(b) FAO: Humic Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Upland latosolic soil with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Manuka soils, rolling phase (215D)
Manuka soils, strongly rolling phase (215E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Manuka soils occur on the uplands east of the axial divide of Taveuni island.

PARENT ROCK: Olivinebasalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Broken and uneven rolling terrain.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Rolling (12-15") and strongly rolling (15-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Unused (tall rain forest).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 500-1000 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:4,000-5,400 mm;
dry season range: L,000-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 2,000-3,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: L8'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate sheet and rill erosion potential if the forest were cleared and these
soils were intensively cultivated.

Manuka



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm of very dark brown and very dark greyish brown
friable stony silt loam of moderate fine and medium granular structure
overlying 50 cm of dark brown firm silt loam grading to sandy loam with
depth, of massive strucfure breaking to weak coarse blocky or columnar,
commonly with volcanic grits and stones toward the base of the horizon
over varicoloured weathered,in situbasalt that is normally encountered by
90 cm depth.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL. PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid 0-20 cm and moderately acid in

the other horizons; organic carbon is very high 0-20 cm, medium 20-70 cm
and very low below 70 cm depth; phosphorus retention is very high for all
horizons; 7o base saturation is very low; CEC is high or very high except for
70-85 cm where it is low; TEB values are very low; calcium is very low;
magnesium medium 0-20 cm and very low below 20 cm; potassium is low
0-20 cm and very low in the other horizons; and Tamms aluminiurn extract
is high to very high.

USP TAV1O4A-E

Rock outcrops and surface boulders; uneven surface; moderately rapid
permeability; nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen and potassium; soil acidity;
and very high phosphate fixation properties.

Manuka



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Manuka soils, rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: TAV104

SITE LOCATION: West Taveuni Island, 4 km up Des Veoux Peak Road from Wairaki Mission
and 10 m on the south side of the road.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Slightly convex midslope position.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered in situbasaltic flow rock.

SLOPE: 15'

ASPECT: North

ELEVATION: 700 m

MICRORELIEF: Gently undulating. Basalt outcrops on the surface.

SITE VEGETATION: Rainforest with low canopy of ferns, Clidemia sp., Alphitonia sp., Parasponia
anilesonii.

LAND USE: Unused (natural state).

DRAINAGE: Well drained @ horizon impediment to drainage and root movement).

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: USP TAV104A-E

COMMENTS: NaF reaction. Strong positive for all horizons described below.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

L 1-0 cm Partly decomposed litter.

Ah1 0-2cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) stony silt loam; weakto
(2 crn) moderately developed fine and medium granular strucfure; friable to firm;

slightly plastic; profuse fine and medium roots; diffuse wavy boundary,

Alo 2-20 cm Moisf very dark brown (10YR 2/2) stony silt loam; moderately developed
(18 cm) medium granular structure; friable; slightly sticky; plastic; many fine and

medium roots; distinct wavy boundary,

Bw1 20-70 cm Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) silt loam; massive breaking to very coarse
(50 cm) blocky structure; very firm; plastic; slightly sticky; few fine and medium

roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw2 70-85 cm Moisf dark brown (10YR 3/3) medium sandy loam; weakly developed
(15 cm) coarse columnar breaking to medium prismatic structure; firm; slightly

sticky; plastic; many grits and fragments of weathered basalf few fine roots;
diffuse smooth boundary,

C 85+ cm Moist; varicoloured yellowish (5YR 5/5), dark brown (10YR 3/3) and
yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) in situ weathered basalt (laminated
appearance).

Manuka
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Matawailevu series

REFERENCE: Matawailevu clay and stony clay (13b) and Matawailevu hill soils (13bH) defined by Twyford &
Wright (1955) as degraded soils formed from basic tuffs under a climate with a moderate dry
season.
The morphological and chemical concepts for Matawailevu series are retained but in this survey
Matawailevu series are restricted to the udic soil moisture regime.

Forms part of the Dobuilevu set.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Argiudoll, very fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Orthic Luvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Nigrescent soil with a weak to moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Matawailevu soils, flat to gently undulating phase (1234,)
Matawailevu soils, undulating phase (1238)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Matawailevu soils are developed widely in association with Dobuilevu soils
in Ra province of Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Tuffaceous rocks of intermediate and basic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ rock with a thin irregular cover of alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Low, gently undulating hills surrounded by alluvial soils of the high terrace
POSflON / LANDFORM: on which Wainibuka series occur.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to undulating (0-5').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Pasture, cocoa, bananas, subsistence root crops and rainfed rice.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 30-80 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 2,800-3,500 mrn;
dry season range:700-1,200 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,500 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24.5'C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: SIow

FLOODING: 1 in 15 vear retum oeriod for floods.

EROSION: Very slight sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >2'.

Mataiutaileou



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Propenies

Typically shows 20 cm of very dark grey friable clay loam, sticky and plastic
moist, of strongly developed fine and mediumnutstrucfure with clay cutans
to peds and with occasional gravels, overlying 15 cm of very dark grey
friable clay, sticky and plastic moist, of strongly developed fine and medium
nut structure overlying 50 cm of strong brown friable clay, sticky and plastic
moist, of moderately developed medium blocky structure breaking to
crumb, and with thin clay cutans to peds on more than 40 cm of dark
yellowish brown friable clay with yellow mottles and iron and humus stains.

Mollic epipedon, argillic horizon.

Matawailevu series have a Ap1, Ap2,Bt, Bw horizon sequence.

The Ap horizons combined thickness ranges 3040 cm; their colours include
very dark grey (10YR 3/1) and very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2); and
textures are clay loam or clay.

The Bt horizon thickness ranges from 25 to 50 cm; its colours range from
dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) to yellowish red (5YR 4/6); and structures
rnay be massive breaking to moderate or strong medium or coarse blocky.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 30-50 cm; its colours include dark
yellowish brown (10YR 4/5) and strong brown (7.5YR 4 /4); and structures
are either weak mediumor coarseblocky or massivebreaking to fineblocky.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows organic carbon values are low in the topsoil decreasing to

very low in the subsoil; % base saturation is high; CEC is medium;
exchangeable calcium and sodium have medium values throughout the
profile, magnesium is high, and potassium is very high in the topsoil
dropping to medium in the subsoil.

The particle size family class is very fine clayey.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS T1441-1445.

Limitations include: heavy texfure and slow subsoil permeability; soil
moisfure deficits during the dry season; and nutrient deficiencies of
phosphorus and nitrogen.

Matawaileou



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSTTIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Typifying Profile

Matawailevu soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

DP4

See soil map of Dobuilevu Agricultural Research Station (Mcleod, 1992).

Near crest of low broad ridge surrounded by alluvial deposits.

Strongly weathered intermediate and basic tuff with thin mantle of alluvium
derived from rocks of mixed mineralogy.

0'

Not applicable

58m

Smooth

Para grass

Grazing

Well drained

None

Cultivated

KRS T1441-1445

Very dark grey (10YR 3/l) clay loam; friable; sticky; plastic;strongly
developed medium and fine nut strucfure; many thin discontinuous
clayskins on ped faces; occasional gravels; many fine roots; indistinct
irregular boundary,

Very dark grey (10YR 3/7) clay; friable; sticky; plastic; few fine and coarse
pores; strongly developed medium and fine nut structure; thin
discontinuous clayskins on ped faces; occasional gravels; many fine and few
coarse roots; indistinct wavy boundary,

Strong brown (7.5YR 4/5) clay with very dark grey (10YR 3/1) humus
concentrationsmainly along old root channels; friable to firm; sticky; plastic;
moderately developed medium blocky breaking to crumb structure; thin
discontinuous clayskins on ped faces; occasional gravels; few medium and
fine roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/5) clay with few fine indistinct yellow (10YR
7 /5) concenfiations, also few indistinct strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) iron
coatings on peds; corunon dark grey (10YR 4/1) humus stains frequently
along old root channels; friable; sticky; plastic; weakly developed medium
blocky structure; few medium cocoa roots.

AP1 0-22cm
(22 cni

Ap2 22-37 crn
(15 cm)

Bt 37-85 cm
(48 cm)

Bw 85-127cm
(42cm)

Matawaileau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Matana series

REFERENCE: Matana peaty silty clay loam (58c) and Matana hill soils (58cH) defined by Twyford & Wright
(1955) as upland latosolic soils from young olivine basalt ash, on rolling and hilly land formed
under a climate with no drv season.

Forms part of the Naitata set.

The central concept for Matana soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Acrudoxic Hydric Fluvudand, thixotropic, isothermic
(b) FAO: Humic Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Upland latosolic soil with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Matana soils, rolling phase (218D)
Matana soils, strongly rolling phase (218E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Matana soils occur throughout the central uplands of Taveuni where they
form on surfaces fringrng the volcanic cones.

PARENT ROCK: Olivinebasalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered ash overlying in situ flow rocks at depth.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Broad planar surfaces on rolling land.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Rolling (12-15") and strong rolling (15-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Unused (natural state of tall rain forest).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 500-1000 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 4,000-6,000 mm;
dry season range: 1,000-3,000 mrn;
wet season range:2,000-3,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:18"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOILTEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: N"lru, nooa"

EROSION: Moderate sheet and rill erosion potential if the forest were cleared and these
soils were intensivelv cultivated.

Matana



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid in the topsoil (0-28 cm) and
moderately acid in the other horizons; organic carbon is high in the topsoil,
medium in the Bw and bAh horizons and very low in the other horizons;
nitrogen is high in the topsoil, low in the Bw and bAh horizons and very low
in the other horizons; phosphorus retention is very high throughout;"hbase
saturation and TEB is very low throughout the profile; CEC is high in the
topsoil and low in all other horizons; calcium, magnesium and potassium
are very low throughout the profile.

KRS 52958-2973; SBT286A-C; and M4A-D

Moderately rapid permeability; susceptibility for erosion after forest
clearance; strong soil acidity; very high phosphate fixation properties; and
nutrient deficiencies of potassium and nitrogen.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

A very deep volcanic ash soil typically showing a thin very dark greyish
brown to dark brown very friable loamy topsoil of moderate to strong nut
structure overlying a dark brown friable fine loamy to fine clayey subsoil of
weak coarse blocky or nut structure.

A paleosol and an underlying Bt horizon may or may not be present.

Umbric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Matana series have an Ah, Bw, (bAh), bBw, (bBt), C horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 8 to 44 cm; its colours include dark
reddish brown (5YR 3/3, 3/4), darkbrown (7.5YR 3 /2,4/2) and very dark
greyish brown (10YR 3/2); textures are clay loams or silty clay loams; and
strucfures are moderate or strong fine or medium nut.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 13 to 25 crn; its colours include
reddish brown (sYR 4/3, 4/4,5/4) or dark brown (10YR 3/3, 7.5YR3/2);
textures are clay loams or silty clay loam; and structures are weak medium
or fine nut.

The bAh horizon thickness (if present) ranges from12 to 33 cm; its colours
includevery dark greyishbrown (10YR3/2) or very darkbrown (10YF.2 /2);
textures are silty clay loams or silty clays; and structures are weak or
moderate coarse or fine nut.

The bBw horizon thickness ranges from 27 to 83 cm; its colours include dark
yellowishbrown (10YR4/4), darkbrown (10YR3/8) or reddishbrown (SYR

4/3,4/4,5/4); textures range between sandy clay loams and clay loams;
structures are weak or rnoderate coarse blocky; and there may be few or
co[unon gravels and stones.

None recognised

None recognised

Matana



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

Typifiring Profile

Matana soils, rolling phase.

T47

West Taveuni Island, south and adlacent to Des Veoux Peaks Road 2.45 km
ESE of Tutu Chapel.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convexsideslopeinrollingcountry.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered basaltic ash overlying in situbasalttc flow rocks at
depth.

SLOPE: 12"

ASPECT: West south-west

ELEVATION: 510 m

MICRORELIEF: Gently undulating

SITE VEGETATION: Rainforest with low canopy of ferns, Clidemia sp., Alphitonia sp., Parasponia
anilerconii.

LAND USE: Forest

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: KI<55296&l973
SBT285A-C
M4A-D

COMMENTS: NaF reaction. Moderate; strong; strong; strong for the 4 horizons described
below.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-28 cm Very moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) clay loam; very friable;
(28 cm) slightly sticky; plastic; moderately developed medium nut breaking to

moderately developed fine nut structure; many very fine roots; distinct
inegular boundary,

Bw 28-54 cm Moisf darkbrown (10YR 3/3) silty clay loam; friable; slightly sticky; plastic;
(26 cm) weakly developed medium nut breaking to weakly developed fine nut

structure; co[unon very fine roots; few moderately weathered subrounded
basalt stones; distinct wavy boundary,

bAh 54-76 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay loam; friable; very
(22cm) stickyi very plastic; weakly developed coarse blocky breaking to weakly

developed fine nut structure; few faint dark brown (10YR 3/3) organic
cutans; corrunon very fine roots; distinct irregular boundary,

bBw 76-702cm Mois! dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay loam; friable; slightly sticky; plastic;
weakly developed coarse blocky breaking to weakly developed fine blocky
structure; few distinct dark brown (10YR 3/3) organic cutans; few very fine
roots; few moderately weathered subrounded basalt stones.

Matana
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Matavelo series

REFERENCE: Matavelo clay (50a) as described by Twyford & Wright (L965) as a strongly mottled, moderately
to strongly gleyed soil developed in valley bottoms and low{ying depressions under a climate
with a moderate to strong dry season; and related to humic latosols.

Forms part of the Matavelo set.

This concept for Matavelo soils has been retained for this survey,

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Aeric Tropaquept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Gley soil related to latosols with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Matavelo soils (52)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Matavelo soils are widely distributed in valley bottoms and lowJying
depressions in the south-west, west and north of Viti Levu. On Vanua Levu
they are widespread in gentle depressions on a rolling or undulating
landscapes and low terraces in the dry zone.

PARENT ROCK: Variable rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep weathered alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Valley floors and depressions.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-2').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Intensively used for sugar cane and rainfed rice.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 3-30 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: L,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: L,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Slow in sununer months. Medium to moderatelv rapid in winter months.

FLOODING: Flooding occurs on 2-3 occasions in the period November to April with
water ponding for up to 5 days at each event. Water table can be as high as

50 cm in the profile for up to 50 days in the wet season.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Mataoelo



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm of yellowish brown mottled reddish yellow clay, of
coarse blocky structure, very hard when dry and sticky when mois! with
corunon black manganese concretions; overlying 15 cm of dark brown
mottled reddish yellow clay, of coarse nutty structure and firm; overlying
25 cm of very dark greyish brown mottled reddish yellow clay of strongly
developed very coarse blocky strucfure (tending prismatic when dry), very
firm and sticky and plastic when moist; overlying more than 50 cm of yellow
mottled grey silty clay, very firm, of massive structure.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Matavelo series have an Ap1, Ap2, AB, Bw horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon thickness varies from 15-20 cm; colours range from
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) to greyish brown (10YR 5/2); and structures
may be medium or coarse blocky.

The AB horizons range from 30 to 45 cm in thickness; colours vary between
dark brown (10YR 3/3) very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2), dark grey
(10YR 3/1 and 4/1) and grey (10YR 5/1): and structures may be strong
medium prisrnatic or strong coarse and very coarse blocky.

The Bw horizon exceeds 50 cm in thickness; colours range from yellow
(10YR 8/8, 7 /5) towhite (10YR 8/2); mottle colours are highly variable but
commonly grey (2.5YR hue) or reddish (2.5YR and 5YR hues) and can show
reticulate pattems; humus may or may not be presenf and textures range
between silty clays and sandy clays.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately acid. High cation exchange capacity with the exchange complex

dominated by calcium and magnesium that also have high values.
Exchangeable potassium, however, is very low. Available phosphorus is
very low and nitrogen is low below 20 cm depth.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogy class is kaolinitic.

KRS U103-105 (inclusive)

Soil moisfure deficits sometime during the period May to October, poor
internal drainage (when moist), high seasonal water table in part of the
suruner, due to montmorillonitic clay mineralogy and winter drying soil
aggregates become extremely hard as does the compact subsoil, and nutrient
deficiencies (potassium and phosphorus).

Mataoelo



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Matavelo soils

Ap1 0-20 cm
(20cm)

Ap2 20-35 cm
(15 cm)

35-50 cm
(25 cm)

50-120cm+
(60 cm+)

AB

Bw

Typifying Profile

Matavelo soils

33/r/b

Located between the main road and Drasa timber mill, and about 50 m east
of connecting road.

A concave basin; possibly an old abandoned river bed progressively in-filled
with outwash materials.

Deep alluvium derived from rocks of basic composition.

Level

Not applicable

10m

Smooth

Sugar cane

Intensive sugar cane cropping.

Poorly drained. Water table at 150 cm.

None observed

Cultivated

KRS U103-105 (inclusive)

Moist; yellowish brown (10YR 5 /4) and mottled reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8)
clay; common black (10YR 2/1) manganese nodules; weakly developed
coarse blocky structure; friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; many fine fibrous
roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay; common fine faint reddish yellow
(7.5YR 5/5) mottles; weakly developed coarse nut structure; firm; slightly
sticky; few fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) clay; common small distinct
reddish yellow (7.5YR6/8) mottles; strongly developed very coarse blocky
(tending prismatic when dry) structure; very firm; slightly sticky; slightly
plastic; few fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Mois! yellow (10YR 5/8) silty clay; corunon medium distinct grey (2.5YR
7/0) mottles; massive; very firm; very plastic.

Mataoelo
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Melimeli series

REFERENCE: Melimeli peat (54b) as defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) for soils formed in the organic deposits
on the floodplains of the Rewa and Navua river systems. From Twyford and Wright descriptions
the central concept of Melimeli is a Tropofibrist i.e. a weakly decomposed peat, and the type name
is applied to those organic soils in the perudic soil moisfure regime that correlate to this
classification. Twyford and Wright describe Melimeli peat as comprising 25 cm of brown humified
peat on 30 cm of dark gelatinous brown peat (with many fibrous roots) over 30 cm of strongly
decomposed peat on greyish sand with the depth of peat varying from 1.5 m to 3 m.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Hydric Tropofibrist, dysic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dyshic Histosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Organic soil

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Melirneli soils (32)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs as the dominant soil in the peat bogs of the Rewa, Deuba, Navua,
Melimeli districts in SSE and ESE Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Not applicable

PARENTMATERIAL: Weakly decomposed sedges and grasses (Eleocharislaxiflora,Nrphrolepsis
emltata, Cyclosorus gongylode) with commonly thin, sometimes thick, buried
alluvial horizons derived from basic and intermediate rocks.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC Comprises the largest area of the often domed peat bogs where it develops
POSITION/LANDFORM: in a concentric part in association with other Histosols not mappable at 1:50

000 scale.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Level or near level,0-1".

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Unused. Paragrass,Mimosa,YellowPrimrose,]ungle rice, sedges, Kuta and
Desmodium with scattered Pandanus trees.

RANGE OFELEVATION: L-5 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1.,500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Ponded. Water table at or near surface in most seasons.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Continual flooding, due to high water table.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Melimeli



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Predominantly an organic soil with no mineral horizon per se olher than the
mineral content of the thick (25-35 cm) peaty clay surface horizon. The
profile below this comprises alternating horizons of dark yellowish brown
and dark brown weakly decomposed peat. The peats are massive, soft and
friable.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Histic epipedon

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Profiles show little differences in physical features to that
described above other than some variation in horizon thicknesses.

VARIANTS: Within the Melimeli mapping unit the following soil series are recognised
as inclusions: Barebasaga, Waidamu, and Waitovu (Leslie, 1984).

SIMILAR SOILS AND (Refer soil map of Koronivia Agricultural Research Station (Leslie, 1984):
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: Waitovu series: Has a black, peaty Ioam topsoil with two or more mottled

and massive clayey mineral horizons, with a weakly decomposed buried
peat horizon of 30-50 cm thickness.

Laumoli series: Has a surface layer of structureless mucky silt otherwise
similar in all other features to Waitovu series.

Waidamu series: FIas one or more thin mineral horizons, and the peaty
layers are strongly decornposed.

GENERAL CHEMICAL. PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Strongly acid profiles with very high organic carbon values.

LABORATORY Nos: KRSD277-223 (inclusive)

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Permanent high water table; inability to drain; strong soil acidity; and
defi ciencies of potassium.

Melimeli



SOIL NAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Melimeli soils

0-30 cm
(30 cm)

Typifying Profile

Melimeli soils

TR17

Refer soil map of Koronivia Agricultural Research Station. South-east corner
of the Station 45 m south of the southern end of the main Station road.

Outer margin of Rewa peat bog.

Weakly decomposed peat derived from ferns and sedges.

Level

Not applicable

4m

Uniformly planar.

Ferns, Mimosa, Desmodium, Viovoi, reeds and sedges.

Unused, in near natural state.

Very poorly drained. Water table at 30 cm.

Nil. Subject to flooding

Has experienced fires in the past.

KI?S D217 -223 (inclusive)

Wef black (10YR 2/1) fibrous peaf no colour change when squeezed; fibres
(7.5YR 5/4) comprise 50o/o of mass; many woody roots; material does not
squeeze through fingers or disintegrate when rubbed; non-sticky; indistinct
smooth boundary,

Wef brown (7.sYR 5 / 4) fibrous pea! fibres comprise 80% of mass; pieces of
pandanus fruif material does not squeeze through fingers or disintegrate
when rubbed; non-sticky; distinct smooth boundary,

Wet; brown (7.5YRS / 4) fibrous peaf tums very dark greyish brown (10YR
3 /2) after squeezing; liquid squeezed dark, but not colloidal; material does
not squeeze through fingers or disintegrate when rubbed; non-sticky;
distinct smooth boundary,

Wet; very dark brown (10YR 2/2) mucky fibrous peaf material turns dark
yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) after squeezing; fibres comprise 80o/o of mass
and are homogeneous in size; 25% of fibres disintegrate on rubbing and
squeeze between fingers; indistinct boundary,

Wet; very dark brown (10YR 2/2) muck; no colour change on squeezing;
fibres comprise less than 30% of mass and disintegrate on rubbing; almost
all material squeezed through fingers; liquid very turbid; indistinct
boundary,

Ah

bofl

boa

30-53 cm
(23 cm)

53-75 cm
(23 cm)

76-99 cm
(23 cm)

99-122cm
(23 cm)

bOml

Melimeli



bom2 t22-154 cm Wet; black (10YR 2/1) muck; no colour change when squeezed; fibres less
(32 cm) than 10%; some peaty lumps disintegrate on rubbing all material squeezes

through fingers,

bAh 154-158 cm Wet;black(10YR2/1)clayeymuck;nocolourchangeonsqueezing, material
(34 cm) more clayey with depth; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; all material squeezes

through fingers.

Melimeli



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassification

SOIL NAME: Molamolau series

REFERENCE: Molamolau clay ( 8b) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as a weakly to moderately mottled
gley soil related to latosols.

Forms oart of the Lautoka set.

The central concept for Molamolau soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustic Dystropept, fine, rnixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: GIey soil related to latosols with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDING MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Molamolau soils (72)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Confined to some level flood plain systems between the Qawa and
Nasarowaqa rivers in north Vanua Levu dry zone.

PARENT ROCK: Basic rocks

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered alluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Stable floodplains and low terraces.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Originally supported tall forest but only remnants remain. Used for sugar
cane, rice and dalo.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 2-15 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhatpoorly drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv slow

FLOODING: One in 25 year return period for flood events depositing sediment. For other
floods, one in 5 year refum period.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Molamolau



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 8 cm of very dusky red firm clay, of strong fine nut
structure overlying 15 cm of dark reddish brown friable clay of moderate
medium blocky structure, overlying 30 cm of reddish brown firm to friable
clay of weak to medium blocky structure commonly slightly mottled strong
brown or dark brown on compact, firm varicoloured dark red and weak red
and brown clay of fine granular strucfure.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

TYPIFYING PROFILE: DK42

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile description available.

VARIANTS: Unnamed variant (previously Wailevu clay of Twyford and Wright, 1955)
with more impeded drainage and more strongly mottled subsoil.

Typically shows 23 cm of brown clay on 12 cm of reddish brown clay
slightly mottled yellowish red, on 5 cm of yellowish red strongly mottled
clay resting on yellowish red very compact clay, weakly to moderately
mottled.

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATLIRES: None recognised.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Thought to be strongly acid and of low base status, low in available

phosphate and in all exchangeable bases except potassium.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Occasional flooding hazard; water table within L rn of the surface sometime
during the wet season; moderate to severe soil moisfure deficits during the
dry season; nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and nitrogen; and strong soil
acidity.

MoIamoIau



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Molamolau soils

PROFILE No.: DK42

SITE LOCATION: Dreketi irrigation scheme.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Floodplain

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered outwash alluvium from basic rocks.

SLOPE: 1o

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

North

5m

Smooth

Rice

LAND USE: Rice cultivation

DRAINAGE: Poorlv drained

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-8 cm Moist; very dusky red (2.5YR 2/2) clay; strongly developed fine nut
(8 cm) structure breaking to fine crumb; friable to firm; slightly sticky; slightly

plastic; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw1 8-23 cm Moist; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) clay; moderately developed medium
(15 cm) blockystrucfurebreakingto fineblockywith crumb structure; friable; sticky;

plastic; diffuse smooth boundary,

Bw2 23-53 cm Moist; reddish brown (sYR 4/4) clay; faint strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) and
dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) mottling; weakly developed medium blocky
structure breaking to strongly developed fine granular strucfure; firm;
compact in place; sticky; plastic; diffuse smooth boundary,

C on Moist; varicoloured dark red (2.5YR 3/5), weak red (10R 5/4) and brown
(7.5YR 5/4) clay; weakly developed fine granular structure; firm; compact
in place; slightly sticky; slightly plasfic.

Molamolau
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Momi series

REFERENCE: Momi clay (15c) and Momi hilt soils (15cH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as developed on
undulating and rolling topogtaphy from marls and calcareous tuffs under a climate with a strong
dry season.

Forms part of Moto set.

The central concept as defined for Morni series is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustropept, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Nigrescent soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Momi soils, undulating phase (1158) Momi soils, moderately steep phase (115F)
Momi soils, easy rolling phase (115C) Momi soils, steep phase (115G)
Momi soils, rolling phase (115D) Momi soils, very steep phase (115H)
Momi soils, strongly rolling phase (115E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Momi soils are widespread in westem and south-western Viti Levu where
they are in association with Yako soils.

PARENT ROCK: Marls and calcareous tuffs and andesitic tuffs.

PARENTMATERIAL: Weathered insiturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Ridge crests and shoulders and convex backslopes and midslopes in
POSITION/LANDFORM: strongly rolling hill country.

sLoPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-L1"), rolling (72-1.5'), strongly rolling
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: ('J.G20'), moderately steep (21-25"), steep (26-35'), and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Used only for rough grazing in the natural state and on steeper slopes.
Increasingly developed for sugar cane, cassava , maize and pulse crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-L,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITYCLASS: Medium

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate and severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >11 ".

Momi



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

VARIANTS:

SMILARSOILSAND

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 crn of very dark grayish brown very firm clay of strongly
developed medium nut structure, sticky and plastic when moist, overlying
80 cm of reddish yellow firm clay, of strongly developed coarse blocky
structure on reddish brown weathered tuff.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

None recognised

DISTINGLISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be slightly acid; organic carbon and nitrogen

values are low in the topsoil (0-20 cm), very low below it and C/N ratios are
medium; available phosphorus very low; "/"base saturation, TEB and CEC
values are very high throughou! exchangeable magnesium, calcium and
sodium are very high in all horizons; and potassium is high in the topsoil
and very low below it.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

KRS U238-239

Clayey textures; severe soil moisture deficits experienced during the dry
seasonsi moderate and severe sheet and rill erosion potential; and nutrient
deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Momi



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Momi soils, rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: 37 /8/b

SITE LOCATION: At Nawai, near Nadi. /ust east of the junction of Old Momi Road and new
highway (100 m along Nawai back road).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Concave midslope

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathered in situ andesltic tuff.

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

t5-

North-east

z5 tn

Smooth

Wire grass, guava, japanese tea, desmodium.

Rough grazing

WelI drained

None observed

None

KRS U238-239

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-20 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) clay; strongly developed
(20 cm) medium nut structure; very fum; sticky; plastic; common fine fibrous roots;

diffuse irregular boundary,

Bw 20-100 cm Moist; reddish yellow (7.5YR 5/6) clay; strongly developed coarse blocky
(80 cm) skucture; firm; sticky; plastic; few fine woody roots, irregular wavy

boundary,

C on Reddish brown weathered tuff.

Momi
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Monasavu series

REFERENCE: The Monasavu set defined by Twyford &Wright (1955) includes Monasavu steepland clay (95a)
from andesitic tuffsi Monasavu steepland bouldery red brown clay (95b) from olivine basalt;
Monasavu steepland boulderybrown clay (95c) from andesite; and Monasavu steeplandbouldery
peaty and sandy day (95d) from granodiorite and silicified basalts etc., all upland soils developed
under a climate with no dry season. 95b is taken as the central concept for Monasavu series in this
survey. 95a and 95c now constitute the Nabouwaqa series and 95d the Kabasese series.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Oxic Humitropept, fine, kaolinitic, isothermic
(b) FAO: Humic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Upland steepland soil related to or associated with humic latosols

with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Monasavu soils, rolling phase (223D) Monasavu soils, steep phase (223G)
Monasavu soils, strongly rolling phase (223E) Monasavu soils, very steep phase (223Il)
Monasavu soils, moderately steep phase (223F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Monasavu soils develop in the uplands of Viti Levu on steep slopes above
500 m under a climate with continuous rainfall and no drv season.

PARENT ROCK: Olivine basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC Mainly planar and convex surfaces occupying most slope positions in steep
POSITION / LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling phase (12-15"), strongly rolling phase (15-20"), moderately steep
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (2L-25'), steep (25-35'), and very steep (>35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Almost entirely under dense forest, only very occasionally used for
subsistence cropping.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 500-1500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range:2,000-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Very severe sheet, rill and mass movement erosion potential if forest cleared.

Monusuvu



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphologacal and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of dark brown very friable clay loam of very strongly
developed granular structure, commonly with a few boulders and smeary
consistence, overlying 40 cm of dark reddish brown firm clay of weak coarse
nut structure, commonly with a few boulders and smeary consistence on 50
cm or more of yellowish red very firm clay, of massive structure and lightly
sticky consistence, moist.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Monasavu series have an Al1 Bw, BC horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 12 to 30 cm; its colours include
reddish brown (5YR 4/3, 4/4) and dark brown (7.5YR 3/2, 4/4, 4/2);
textures are clay or clay loam; consistence friable or very friable; and
strucfures may be moderate, strong or very strong fine blocky or fine or
medium granular.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 35 to 45 cm; its colours include dark
reddish brown (5YR 3/4), reddish brown (syR 4 / 4, 5 / 4) and yellowish red
(sYR 4/6,5/5); structures may be moderate or strong nut or blocky;
consistence friable or firm; and with or without boulders.

The BC horizon thickness ranges from 25 to 60 cm; its colours include
yellowish red (5YR 4/5, 4/8, 5/5 and 5/8); consistence may be firm or
friable; and strucfures massive or weak fine blocky or nutty.

Unnamed colluvial variant (Pedon VS121) profile description attached.
Develops in toeslope positions and is of limited areal extent. KRSV772-713
(inclusive).

Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid throughout; organic carbon and
nitrogen have medium values in the topsoil (0-25 cm) and very low values
below it; very low available phosphorus; % base saturation values are low
throughou! CEC is medium in the topsoil and low below it; exchangeable
calcium is low in the topsoil and very low in the other horizons; magnesium
is medium in the topsoil and very low below iU and potassium values are
very low in all horizons.

KRS V580-582 (inclusive)

Slope; very severe erosion potential; soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of
potassium, phosphorus and nitrogen.

Monasaau



SOILNAME:

PROFILENo.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Monasavu soils, steep phase

Ah 0-25 cm
(25 cm)

Bw 25-55cm
(40cm)

BC 55-120cm
(55cm)

Variant of Monasavu soils

Ah 0-25 cm
(95 cm)

Bw 25-120cm
(95 cm)

Typifying Profile

Monasavu soils, steep phase.

VS108

On road to Lewa village 5 km from junction at Nadarivatu Forestry Station.

Concave lower midslope in steepland.

Strongly weathered in situ olivine basalt.

30"

West

830 m

IJneven

Pinus caribaea with ground cover of lantana, mission grass, reeds and
goatweed.

Exotic forestry

Well drained

None observed

None

KRS V680-582 (inclusive)

Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) clay Toam; very strongly developed fine
granular structure; very friable; somewhat smeary; firm medium boulders;
corunon large pores; many fine fibrous and common large woody roots;
distinct smooth boundary,

Moist; dark reddish brown (SYR 3/4) day; moderately developed coarse nut
structure; firm; somewhat smeary; few medium subrounded boulders; few
large pores; corrunon fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Moist; yellowish red (SYR 4/5) clay; massive; firm; slightly sticky; many fine
roots; no boulders.

Moist; brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) clay; weakly developed coarse
blocky structure tending tobe massive; firm; very sticky; slightly plastic; few
strongly weathered olive brown (2.5y 5/5) stones and boulders; conunon
fine fibrous roots.

Mois| dark red (2.5YR 3/6) clay; weakly developed coarse blocky structure
tending to be massive; firm; very sticky; slightly plastic; few strongly
weathered olive brown (2.5Y 5/5) stones and boulders; common fine fibrous
roots.

Monasaou
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Muainase series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the soil survey of Naduruloulou Agricultural Research Station
(Palmer &Smith 1985) toinclude coarsertexfuredwell drained alluvialsoilswith a cambichorizon
that do not receive 'fresh' accretions of alluvium. The series were previously included with Rewa
sandy clay loam (4b) as defined by Twyford and Wright (1955). Adoption of Soil Taxonomy
requires separation of the original Rewa set (4) into new series. The coarser texfured members of
the set are included with Muana, Toga and Muainase series, Muana and Toga have no cambic
horizon and the former has in addition a high water table.

The name is derived from the site of Navuso Agriculfural College on the south bank of the Rewa
River, opposite Naduruloulou Agricultural Research Station.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, coarse loamy, mixed, isohyperthermic
tU) FAO: Eukic Cambisol
(") Twyford and Wright: Recent soil from alluvium with a very weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Muainase soils (21)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Muainase soils develop on well drained sites adjacent to the Rewa River and
its tributaries in ESE Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Recent, moderatelv weathered riverine alluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC Crests of levees adjacent to rivers and streams that are subject to periodic
POSITION / LANDFORM: flooding but not additions of 'fresh' alluvium.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Level

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Grazing horticultural and root crops.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 3-12m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200 - 4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800 - 1,500 mm;
wet season range: L,800 - 2,800.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: One in five year return period for floods depositing minor amounts of fresh
sediment.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Muainase



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows a dark topsoil overlying a dark brown weakly structured
PROFILE FEATURES: cambic B horizon that overlies a dark brown C horizon. Textures vary in the

profile from clay loam through sandy clay to loam to sandy loam, but are
predorninantly of coarse loamy particle size class.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILS AND Togaseries:havenoBhorizon. AandChorizonsarehoweversimilar. May
DISTINGTIISHING FEATURES: be found in a similar position to Muainase series but occurs where flooding

has deposited alluvium more recently.

Rewa series: Occur off crestal levee areas further from the river.

Textures are finer and soils less well drained, having ochrous mottles in
subsoil horizons.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Slightly acid soils of very high base status. Exchangeable calcium and

magnesium values are mostly high in all horizons. Exchangeable sodium is
medium. A noticeable feafure is the very low exchangeable potassium.
Organic carbon percentages decrease regularly with depth. Particle size
analyses show marked variations in texture down the profile.

The particle size family class is coarse-loamy.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS T1420-1424

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Liable to flooding; moderate permeability and coarse textures give low
water holding capacity and soil moisture deficits may be experienced for
short periods during the period May to October and nutrient deficiencies of
nitrogen and potassium.

Muainase



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITION IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Crest of levee.

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

Typifying Profile

Muainase soils

N101

See soil map of Naduruloulou Agricultural Research Station (Palmer , 1992).
Sheet Viti Levu 14 (1:50 000) 503 E, 121 N.

Moderately weathered alluvium derived from basic and intermediate rocks.

00

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 10m

MICRORELIEF: Uniformly planar

SITE VEGETATION: Inferior sward grasses and miscellaneous weeds.

LAND USE: Cattle grazing

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS T1420-1424

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-22 crn Dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2) sandy clay loam; friable; slightly sticky;
(22 crn) plastic; weakly developed fine blocky structure; many fine roots; diffuse

boundary,

Bw 22-52 crn Brown to dark brown (10YR 4 /3) clay loam; friable; slightly sticky; plastic;
(30 cm) weakly developed coarse blocky structure; many fine roots; indistinct

boundary,

C 52-100 cm Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3) sandy loam; friable; non-sticky;
(48 cm+) non-plastic; massive; few fine roots.

Muainase
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/el assificati on

SOIL NAME: Nabeka series

REFERENCE: Nabeka clay (23f) and Nabeka hill soils (23fFI) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as latosolic
soils from olivine basalt flows 'somewhat other than the Taveuni clay loam basalts' and forrned
under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Waiqere set.

The central concept for Nabeka soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Hapludult, clayey, halloysitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Latosolic soil with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nabeka soils, easy rolling phase (101C)
Nabeka soils, rolling phase (101D)
Nabeka soils, strongly rolling phase (101E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Patchy distribution in the Qeleni area in north-east Taveuni and in places
along the east coast from Somosomo Village in the south to Mua Estate in
the north .

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIALI Moderately weathered in siturock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Planar and convex slopes on undulating to easy rolling country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15") and strongly rolling (15-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Much under coconut (estates) with undergrazing by beef cattle. Some areas
in cocoa, elsewhere widely used for subsistence food crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-2,000 mm;
wet season range: i.,800-3,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion potential where forest or tree crops
cleared and intensively cultivated .

Nabeka



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Nabeka series have an Ah, AB, Bt1, Bt2 horizon sequence.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows L0 cm of dark brown very friable silty clay of strong fine
nut structure overlying 10 cm of dark greyish brown friable silty clay
overlying 50 cm of dark brown to brown friable to firm clay loam of
moderate coarse blocky strucfure and sticky with plastic when moist, on 100

cm or more of brown firm clay loam of massive structure breaking to weak
peds and commonly with a few weathered stones. Commonly overlies
strongly weathered basalt boulders

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 8 to 15 cm; its colours include dark
brown (10YR 3/3, 7SYR 3/2) and dark reddish brown (SYR 3/3, 3/4);
texfures are silty day, clay loam or clay; and strucfures are weak, moderate
or strong, fine or medium nut or blocky.

The AB horizon thickness ranges from 5 to 12 cm; its colours include dark
greyish brown (10YR 4/2), dark brown (7 .sYF_ 4 /2) and dark reddish grey
(SYR 4/2); textures are silty clay, clay loam, or clay; and structures are weak
or moderate fine or medium nut or granular.

The Bt horizons thickness exceeds 100 cm; their colours include darkbrown
(10YR 4/3, 7SYR 4/2,4/4) dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) and reddish
brown (2.5YR4/4,iyR4/4,5/4); textures are clay or clay loam; structures
are massive breaking to weak or moderate coarse blocky; and clay/humus
cutans may be few, common or rumy.

None recognised

None recognised

The particle size farnily class is clayey.

The mineralogical class is halloysitic.

ORSTOMTAV19A-D

Susceptibility to erosion when forest cleared on slopes >11';strongsoil
acidity; potassium deficiency and possible low available phosphorus.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid in the topsoil (0-9 cm) and

moderately acid in the other horizons; organic carbon is medium in the
topsoil, low 9-20 cm, and very low below; nitrogen is high in the topsoil and
low 9-80 cm; CEC and TEB are high in the topsoil and medium in the other
horizons; % base saturation is medium 0-9 cm, low 9-20 cm and medium
20-200 crn; magnesiurn is high in the topsoil and very low values for the
other horizons.

Nabeka



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

Typifying Profile

Nabeka soils, easy rolling phase.

TAV19

Nasau district, northeast Taveuni Island.

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar lower midslope in weakly dissected volcanic terrain.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered in situbasalt.

SLOPE: 9o

ASPECT: North-east

ELEVATION: 200 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Coconuts with ground cover of miscellaneous weeds and grasses.

LAND USE: Coconut (copra) production.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: ORSTOM TAV19A-D

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-9 cm Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) silty clay; strongly developed fine nut
(9 cm) structure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many fine fibrous

roots; considerable biological activity; distinct smooflr boundary,

AB 9-20 cm Moist; dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2) silty clay; rnoderately developed
(11 cm) medium nut structure; friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; aggregates

very porous; nuny fine and medium fibrous roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

Bt1 20-80 cm Moist; dark brown to brown (10YR 4/3) clay loam; moderately developed
(50 cm) coarse blocky structure; friable to firm; sticky; slighily plastic; moderate

clay/humus cutans to ped faces; many fine fibrous roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Btz 80-200 cm Mois|brown (7.5yR5/4) clayloam;massivebreakingtoweaklydeveloped
coarse blocky strucfure; firm; sticky; slightly plastic; few weathered basalt
stones; weak thin clay/humus cutans to ped faces; no roots.

Nabeka
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nabiti series

REFERENCE: Nabiti clay and gravelly clay (35e) and Nabiti hill soils (35eH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955)

as soils formed under a clirnate with a strong dry season from highly weathered basic rocks on
undulating land under secondary forest.

Forms part of the Raviravi set.

The central concept for Nabiti soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustic Dystropept, very-fine, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Ferruginous latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nabiti soils, undulating phase (1938)
Nabiti soils, easy rolling phase (193C)

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENT ROCK:

PARENT MATERIAL:

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM:

SLOPE CLASS
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RANGE OFELEVATION:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOILMOISTURE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME:

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS:

PERMEABILITY CLASS:

FLOODING:

EROSION:

Nabiti soils, rolling phase (193D)
Nabiti soils, strongly rolling phase (193E)

Environmental Factors

Nabiti soils are of limited extent in Viti Levu. They are typically developed
on flattish to gently undulating plateau surfaces in the region between
Naravuka and Lekutu in the drv zone of Vanua Levu.

Predominantly basalts

Strongly weathered in situ rock.

Flattish to gently undulating plateau surfaces.

Undulating(4-7'),easyrolling(8-11"), rolling (12-15") and strongly rolling
(15-20").

Partly under forest (qumu, yasiyasi, buabua, belebele, baukiwaqa, sea, vesi)
or talasiga forest.

30-200 m

Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

Mean Annual:25.5'C.

Ustic

Isohyperthermic

Well drained

Moderately rapid

Never floods

Areas under 'talasiga' forest have experienced severe past topsoi-l losses.
Have a moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >11".

Nabiti



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 30 cm of red very friable silty clay loam, of weakly
developed nut and crumb strucfure and single grain, overlying 25 cm of red
friable clay loam, of moderate mediumblocky structure, with clay cutans to
ped faces, overlying 25 cm of red friable silty clay, of weakblocky structure
breaking to single grain on strongly weathered in situ rockwith prominent
manganese coatings to rock fissures.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil tobe extremely to strong acid; organic carbon is low

in the topsoil (0-18 cm) and very low below; nitrogen is high in the topsoil;
available phosphorus is very low; 7o base safuration is low; CEC is medium;
exchangeable calcium is low in the topsoil and very low in the other
horizons; magnesium is high; potassium very low; and alurninium is
significant in the exchange cornplex.

The particle size family class is very-fine.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

USP SQ57A.E

Moderately rapid permeability; severe soil moisture deficits experienced
during part of the dry season; past erosion and moderate to severe rill and
sheet erosion potential on slopes >7'; strong soil acidity; probable
aluminium toxicity; and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Nabiti



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Bw1

0-18 cm
(18 cm)

18-31 cm
(13 cm)

31-56 cm
(25 cm)

55-81 cm
(25 cm)

81-1.11 cm
(30 cm)

Bw2

Typifiring Profile

Nabiti soils, undulating phase.

sQ57

Seaqaqa Forest, Bua Province.

Planar backslope in weakly dissected hill country.

Shongly weathered in situ rock of basic composition.

4" (length 300 m)

South

80m

Flat

Pinus caribaea (planted 1957) with ground cover of fern and koster's curse.

Exotic forestry

Well drained

None observed

None

USP SQ57A-E

Moist; moist and rubbed red (2.5YR4/6) silty clay loam; weakly developed
very fine crumb strucfure plus single grain; very friable; non-sticky;
non-plastic; many fine and medium roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moisl moist and rubbed red (2.5YR a/Q silty clay loam; weakly
developed fine nut strucfure breaking to single grain; very friable;
non-sticky; non-plastic; many fine and very fine roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Slightly moist; moist and rubbed red (10R 4/6) clay loam; moderately
developed medium blocky structure; friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; few
faint red (10R 4/5) clay coatings; few very fine roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Slightly moist; moist and rubbed red (2.5YR 4/6) silty clay loam; weakly
developed medium blocky structure breaking to single grain; friable;
non-sticky; non-plastic; few very fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Slightty moist; moist and rubbed red (10R a/Q sllty clay loam; massive;
non-sticky; non-plastic; friable to firm; common prominent reddish black
(i0R2/1) manganese coatings to fissures; noroots;very strongly weathered
in situ rock.

BC

C

Nabiti
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assifi cati on

SOIL NAME: Nabuesa series

REFERENCE: Nabuesa clay (59b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as an upland soil from olivine basalts on
rolling and hilly land formed under a climate with no dry season.

Forms part of Waibici set. The central concept for Nabuesa soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Oxic Humitropept, fine, kaolinitic, isothermic
(b) FAO: Humic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and WrighL Upland humic latosol with no dry season.

INCLLIDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nabuesa soils, undulating phase (2268) Nabuesa soils, moderately steep phase (225F)
Nabuesa soils, easy rolling phase (226C) Nabuesa soils, steep phase (225G)
Nabuesa soils, rolling phase (226D) Nabuesa soils, very steep phase (?'25H)
Nabuesa soils, strongly rolling phase (225E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nabuesa soils develop on hilly land about Nadarivatu and Navai on the
uplands of Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Olivinebasalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Rolling and undulating terrain of the weakly dissected uplands.

SLOPECLASS Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11"),rolling (12-15'),stronglyrolling
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (1G20'), moderately steep (21-25"), steep (25-35"), and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Support a heavy forest of dakua (Agathis uitiensis) and mixed broadleaf
species. Some areas have been bumt in the past and have reverted to
Dictanopteris fern and scrub. Planted in exotic forest species in a few places.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 800-1150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-2,400 mrn;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range:2,000-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATLIRE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and erosion potential if forest cleared and
cultivated (without conservation 

^err.r."r; 
on slopes >7 .

Nabuesa



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 22 cm of dark yellowish brown very friable clay loam of
strong fine granular structure overlying 100 cm or more of yellowish red
very friable clay loam of weak fine granular or nut strucfure tending to be
massive and cornpact and having conunon weakly weathered basalt
boulders.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nabuesa series have an Ah, Bw BC horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 12 to 25 cm; its colours include dark
yellowish brown (10YR 3/4), darkbrown (10YR 3/3,7SYR,3/2,4/4) and
brown (10YR 4/3, 7.5YR5/2);Iextures are clay or clay loam; and structures
are moderate or strong fine blocky and fine and very fine granular. The Bw
horizon thickness ranges from 25 to 100 cm; its colours include yellowish red
(sYR 4/5,4/8,5/5); textures are clay or clay loam; strucfures are weak to
strong fine and very fine nut or granular; and with or without boulders.

The BC horizon thickness exceeds 25 crn; its colours include yellowish red
(sYR 4/5, 4 / 8, 5 / 6); textures are clay, clay loam or silty clay; and structures
are massive breaking to fine blocky.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid; organic carbon and nitrogen

values are medium in the topsoil (0-22 cm) and of very low values below it;
very low available phosphorus; % base safuration is low in the topsoil and
of very low values below i! CEC is medium for the topsoil and low in the
other horizons; exchangeable calcium is low in the topsoil and very low
below it; magnesium is medium 0-22 crn and of low values in the other
horizons; and potassium is very low throughout.

KRS V593-594 (inclusive)

Moderate to severe erosion potential on slopes >7"; soil acidity; and nutrient
deficiencies of nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus.

Nabuesa



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nabuesa soils, rolling phase

Bw

0-22cm
(22crn)

22-720crn+
(98 cm+)

Ah

Typifying Profile

Nabuesa soils, rolling phase.

VS113

MainEucalyptus deglupta forestry plot, east of main road following Nadala
Creek 2.8 km from Nadarivatu Forestrv Station.

Midslope in dissected hill land.

Shongly weathered in situbasalt.

1.4"

North

L000 m

IJneven. Few basalt boulders on surface in vicinity of site.

Vava, lantana, koster's curse, wild lemon, mission grass and goatweed.

Exotic forestry (Eucalyptus species).

Well drained

None observed

None

KRS V593-594 (inclusive)

Moist; dark yellowishbrown (10YR3/4) clay loam; strongly developed very
fine granular strucfure; very friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; common large
pores; corunon medium fibrous roots; duffuse smooth boundary,

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) clay loam; weakly developed finegranular
structure tending to massive; very friable; non-sticky; common large weakly
weathered boulders; few fine pores; conunon fine fibrous and medium
woody roots.

Nabuesa
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cati on

SOIL NAME: Nabuono series

REFERENCE: Nabuono steepland gravelly sandy clay (93c) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as red soils
from acid and quartz rich tufts formed under a climate with a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Vitawa set.

The central concept for Nabuono soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustic Dystropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(A) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with red yellow podzolic soils

with a strong dry season.

INCLUDING MAPPING L]NITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nabuono soils, moderately steep phase (155F)

Nabuono soils, steep phase (155G)
Nabuono soils, very steep phase (155H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Restricted to the drv savanna lands of Vanua Levu, seems tobe absent in Viti
Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Acid and quartz rich tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Long mainly planar slopes in strongly dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Moderately steep (21-25'), steep (25-35'), and very steep (35-40").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Commonly in a depleted state in which nokonoko, usi and pandanus
predominate with a ground cover of bracken. Rarely used for agriculture.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 30-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1.,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Very severe sheet and rill erosion potential. Have experienced past erosion.

Nabuono



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 18 cm dark brown very firm gravelly clay loam of strong
PROFILE FEATURES: nut structure on 42 crn red firm gritty clay of moderate blocky structure, on

40 cm of yellowish red firm clay.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Orchic epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only have three profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately to strongly acid and of low to very low base status.

LABORATORY Nos: FACL: 9211]/6-48

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Slope; profile shallowness; severed erosion potential; severe soil moisture
deficits in the dry season; soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen,
potassium and phosphorus.

Nabuono



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nabuono soils

PROFILE No.: MAC 14

SITE LOCATION: Road cut 40 m North-east of Nalagi and 200 m west of Nasasa Fijian School,
Macuata.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Undulating toe slope.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathered siliceous tuffs.

SLOPE: L0'

ASPECT: North

ELEVATION: 50 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Open savanna woodland with nokonoko, usi and pandanus predominant
species.

LAND USE: Grazing

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Evidence of severe past sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: FACL: 9211146-48

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nabuono soils

Ap 0-18 cm Dry; darkbrown (10YR 3/3) gritty clay loam; very firm; strongly developed
(18 cm) nutty structure; very good drainage; rrumy pores; rruny to few fine woody

roots; many pores; gravel; distinct boundary,

Bwl 18-50 cm Dry; red (2.5YR4/5) red gritty clay; moderately developedblocky structure;
(42 cm) firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many pores; many fibrous roots; wavy

boundary,

BwZ 50-100 cm Dry; yellowish red (5YR 5/8) clay; weakly developed blocky structure; firm;
(40cm) slightly sticky; slightly plastic; few fine roots.

Nabuono
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Nacamaki series

REFERENCE: Nacamaki clay loam (24) and Nacamaki hill soils (24H) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as
latosolic soils from young olivine basalt flows and formed under a climate with a moderate dry
season.

They form the Nacamaki set.

The central concept for Nacamaki soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATiON:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Eutric Thaptic Hapludand, medial-skeletal over ashy-skeletal,

isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Latosolic soil with a moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nacarnaki soils, undulating phase (958) Nacamaki soils, rolling phase (95D)
Nacamaki soils, easy rolling phase (95C) Nacamaki soils, strongly rolling phase (95E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: North and west districts of Koro Island. The lower slopes of Delaioloi,
Kabara Island, and of very limited occurrence on Taveuni Island.

PARENT ROCK: Olivinebasalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathercdin situlava flows commonlv with a verv thin volcanic ash
cover.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex hillsides in moderately dissected hill country and on ridges in
POSITION/LANDFORM: rolling country.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15 ") and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (1G20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Much used for subsistence food gardens and coconuts.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-250 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,500-3,500 mm;
dry season range: 500-900 mm;
wet season range: L,400-2,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessively drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Have experienced sheet erosion in some places. Severe sheet and rill erosion
potential on slopes >7".

Nacamaki



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SOILLMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of very dark grey friable slightly sandy clay loam of
strongly developed fine nut or blocky strucfure and commonly with stones,
overlying 25 cm or more very dark greyish brown friable fine sandy loam
with stones and of fine and very fine nut or blocky structure on massive
friable very dark greyish brown gravelly fine sand

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nacamaki series have an Ah, Bw, C horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon ranges in thickness ftom29-37 cm; colours may be either
black ( YR2/7) or very dark grey (sYR 3/1); textures may be clay loams or
gravelly fine sandy clay loams; structures are either strong fine and very fine
nut or blocky; and there may be few, many or abundant stones and
boulders.

The Bw horizon ranges in thickness from 15 to 48 cm; its colours are either
dark brown (7.5YR 3/2, 10YR 3/3) or very dark grey (10YR 3/1.,7.5YR
N3/0); texfures may be fine sandy loam, fine sandy clay loam, or clay loam;
and strucfures are either crumb or weak very fine and fine nut or blocky.

The C horizon varies in colour from very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) to
very dark grey (10YR 3/1) to dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4, 4/4), and
texfures are either fine or coarse sands or sandv loams and commonly
gravelly.

Unnamed variant of finer textures and greater stickiness and plasticity.
Typically shows L5 cm of very dark grey brown friable clay loam, slightly
sticky andplastic when moist, of strong very fineblocky structure, overlying
25 cm of dark brown firm to friable clay, sticky and very plastic when moist,
compact in place, with a very strong very fine blocky and granular strucfure
on massive dark yellowish brown friable clay, that is sticky and very plastic
when moist.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be near neutral in the topsoil and slightly acid in

the subsoil; organic carbon is mediurn in the topsoil and Bw horizon and
very low below these; nitrogen is high in the topsoiJ. and very low in the C
horizon; high available phosphorus and very high phosphate retention;
exchangeable calcium and magnesium are high in the topsoils, medium in
the Bw and low in the C horizon; potassium is low in the topsoil and very
low in the underlying horizons; 7o base safuration and CEC decrease down
the profile from high values in the topsoil to low in the C horizon.

LABORATORY Nos: KFS32952-2956:
SB T29OA-D;
M9A-E

Slope; commonly surface boulders; severe erosion hazard; profile stoniness;
rapid soil permeability; seasonal soil moisture deficits; nutrient deficiency
of potassium; and very high phosphate retention properties.

Nacamaki



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah1 0-15 cm
(15 cm)

15-29 cm
(14 cm)

BwL 29-49 cm
(20 cm)

Bw2 49-77 cm
(28 cm)

77-106 cm
(29 cm)

Ah2

Typifying Profile

Nacamaki soils, strongly rolling phase.

T69

Tutu Estate, Taveuni Island.

Convex hill slope in moderately dissected hill country.

Weakly weathercdin situbasalt lava flow with a very thin cover of volcanic
ash.

19"

North-west

40m

Hummocky

Scrub and grasses with ground vines.

Previously in food gardens, presently unused.

Somewhat excessively drained.

Slight soil creep.

Cultivated in the past.

KRS 52952-2955;
SB T29OA-D;
M9A-E

Moist; very dark grey (SYR 3/1) gravelly fine sandy clay loam; strongly
developed fine and very fine nut structure; very friable; slightly sticky;
plastic; many fine fibrous roots; many weakly weathered basalt stones;
distinct wavy boundary,

Moist; very dark grey (5YR 3/1) gravelly fine sandy clay loam; strongly
developed very fine nut and very fine granular structure; very friable;
slightly sticky; plastic; many fine fibrous roots; many weakly weathered
subangular basalt stones; distinct wavy boundary,

Moisf very dark grey (10YR 3/1) fine sandy loam; weakly developed fine
nut with crumb structure; very friable; slightly plastic; many very fine
fibrous roots; many weakly weathered subangular basalt stones; distinct
irregular boundary,

Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) gravelly fine sandy loam;
weakly developed very fine nut with crumb structure; very friable; slightly
plastic; many fine fibrous roots; many weakly weathered subangular basalt
stone; distinct irregular boundary,

Moist; very dark greyish brown (2.5Y 3 /2) gravelly fine sand; single grain;
loose; common very fine fibrous roots; abundant weakly weathered
subangular basalt stones; indistinct wavy boundary,

C1

Nacamaki



C2 105-115cm Mois! very dark grey (10YR 3/1) gravelly coarse sand; single grain; loose;
(10 cm) few very fine fibrous roots; profuse weakly weathered subangular basalt

boulders.

Note: NaF reaction: moderately strong; moderately strong; strong; strong; moderately strong; and strong for the
above six horizons.

Nacamaki



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Nacaugai series

REFERENCE: Nacaugai steepland stony and gravelly clay (80b) defined by Twyford & WrighI (1955) as latosolic
soils from young basic scoriae formed under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Ravilevu set.

The central concept for Nacaugai soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) SoilTaxonomy: MollicHapludand,medial-skeletal,isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with latosolic soils with a

weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nacaugai soils, steep phase (105G)
Nacaugai soils, very steep phase (105H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Restricted to the scoriae cones (that form the axis of Taveuni Island) of the
lowlands at the north end of the island and in a few small areas on the west
coast of Taveuni and on Laucala Island.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered in situ ash and scoria.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Steep planar slopes of scoriae cones.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Steep (25-35") and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly under coconuts and also used for subsistence root crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,000-5,000 mm;
dry season range: 800-3,000 mm;
wet season range:2,000-3,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv rapid

FLOODING: N".r", Aooa,

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet, rill and debris slide erosion potential.

Nacaugai



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 30 cm of darkbrown very friable gritty and stony silty clay
loam of weak coarse blocky breaking to moderate granular structure,
overlying 100 cm of dark brown very friable stony and bouldery silty clay
of weak coarse blocky breaking to fine granular structure, over more than
30 cm of dark brown very friable gritty silty clay loam of moderate coarse
and medium nut and blocky strucfure. Moist consistence slightly sticky and
smeary.

Commonly overlies black or dark reddish brown scoria at depth.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nacaugai series have an Ah, Bw1, Bw2 horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 25 to 35 cm; its colours include dark
brown (10YR 3/3, 7.sYR3/2) and dark reddish brown (SYR3/3,3/4);
textures are gritty and/or stony silty clay loams, clay loams or clays; and
strucfures are granular or fine blocky or fine nut.

The Bw1 horizon thickness ranges from 15 to 100 cm; its colours include
reddish brown (SYR4/3,4/4,5/4) and dark brown(7.5\R3/2,10YR 3/3);
textures are stony and or bouldery silty clay loams, clay loams or clays; and
structures include strong or moderate fine or very fine blocky and granular.

The Bw2 horizon thickness ranges from 20 to 100 cm; its colours include
dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) and yellowish red (SYR
4 / 5, 4 / 8, 5 / 6, 5 /8); textures may be bouldery, stony, gxavelly or gritty sandy
clays, silty clays and silty clay loams and strucfures are massive, coarse
blocky or medium nut.

Unnamed variant: has redder hues throughout due to the red colour of the
scoria rather than due to more advanced weathering.

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid in the topsoil (0-30 cm) and

slightly acid in the other horizons; organic carbon is low in the topsoil and
very low below it; very high phosphorus retention; % base saturation
medium in the topsoil and low in the other horizons; CEC high throughout;
TEB high 0-30 cm and medium in the subsoils; calcium medium; magnesium
very high in the topsoil and high in the other horizons; and potassium very
high in the topsoil dropping to very low below it.

USP TAV1O1A-C

Slope; susceptibility to erosion; moderately rapid permeability; surface
boulders; profile stones (and commonly boulders); soil acidity; very high
phosphorus retention properties; nutrient deficiencies of potassium, nitrogen
and probably phosphorus.

Nacaugai



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-30 cm
(30 cm)

Bw1 30-130 cm
(100 cm)

Bw2 130-150+ cm
(30+ cm)

Typifying Profile

Nacaugai soils, steep phase.

TAV101

Nagasau Estate. East flank of scoria cone 1400 m from the coastal road,
North Taveuni Island.

Planar midslope of scoria cone.

Weakly weathered in situbasalt-rc scoria and ash.

29"

East

150 m

Uneven. Area has series of narrow (<3 m) steps.

Coconuts, ferns, shrub species, and grasses.

Coconut (copra) production.

Well drained

Some evidence of slumping in near vicinity to the site.

None

USP TAV1O1A-C

NaF reaction: strong positive for all horizons.

Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) gritty and stony silty clay loam; weakly
developed coarse blocky structure breaking to moderate fine granular; very
friable, slightly sticky; non plastic; many fine fibrous and fine woody roots;
few earthworrns; many ants; very diffuse smooth boundary,

Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) very stony and bouldery (rounded to
sub-rounded) silty clay; weakly developed very coarse blocky structure
breaking to moderate very fine granular; very friable; slightly sticky; fine
earth material very light; stones and boulders vesicular; few roots; distinct
smooth boundary,

Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) gritty silty clay loarn; moderately developed
coarse blocky structure breaking to moderate medium nut strucfure; very
friable; slightly sticky and smeary; few unweathered stones; very light
material; no trace of unweathered ash.

Nacaugai
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassification

SOIL NAME: Nacokula series

REFERENCE: Nacokula sandy clay (52a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a strongly mottled and gleyed
alluvial soil derived from acidic rocks and formed under a climate with no dry season.

Forms the Nacokula set.

The central concept for Nacokula soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Tropaquept, fine, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Gley soil related to red yellow podzolic soils with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nacokula soils (54)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Limited to very few small areas in the upper Sigatoka Valley.

PARENT ROCK: Silicified marls and basalts.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered alluvial outwash.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Small floodplains

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-2").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Used for dalo and rice.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 30-120 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,8004,000 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,400 mm;
wet season range: 1,700-2,500 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:23.5"C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv slow

FLOODING: Floods depositing alluviumhave a return period of one in 25 years. Other
floods have a return period of 2 in one year. The high water table is high in
the profile during the wet season.

EROSION: No erosion hazatd.

Nacokula



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 12 cm of dark greyish brown slightly mottled reddish
PROFILE FEATURES: brown gritty clay of moderate medium blocky structure, and sticky and

plastic moist, overlying olive grey gritty clay mottled yellow brown, reddish
brown and dark grey, very plastic and very sticky, and of massive strucfure
breaking to weak coarse blocky structure.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only one profile description available.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Not analysed but considered to be strongly acid, of low base status with low

values for phosphorus and potassium.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analvsis.

SOIL LIMITATIONS: ,r"n,r"r,"1l of nooaitrg; high seasonal (wet season) water table; strong soil
acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium

Nacokula



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

Typifying Profile

Nacokula soil

TW 25

West bank of Sigatoka River 1 km south of Keiyasi village.

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Low angle fan.

PARENT MATERIAL: Outwash colluvium from silicified marls and basalts.

SLOPE: Level

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 80 m

MICRORELIEF: ljneven as a result of cultivation.

SITE VEGETATION: Dalo garden with miscellaneous weeds.

LAND USE: Food garden

DRAINAGE: Poorly drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Apg 0-12 cm Moist; dark greyish brown (IOYR 4/2) gritty clay; corunon faint reddish
(12 cm) brown (sYR 5/4) mottles; moderately developed medium blocky structure;

friable to firm; sticky; plastic; few fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bwr 12-80 cm+ Wef olive grey (5Y 5/4 gntty clay; shongly mottled yellow (70yR7 /6),
(52 cm+) dark grey (10YR 4/1) and reddish brown (5YR 5/ ); massive breaking to

weakly developed coarse blocky structure; firm; very sticky; very plastic.

Nacokula
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Nacula series

REFERENCE: Nacula steepland clay (84c) and Nacula steepland boundary clay (84d) definedby Twyford and
Wright (1955) as formed frornbasic tuffs and andesite agglomerate under a climate with a weak
dry season.

Forms part of the Visa set. The central concept for Nacula soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Orthoxic Palehumult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Acrisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with humic latosols with a

weak dry season.

INCLUDED MAPPING LINTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Nacula soils, easy rolling phase (130C) Nacula soils, moderately steep phase (130F)
Nacula soils, rolling phase (130D) Nacula soils, steep phase (130G)
Nacula soils, strongly rolling phase (130E) Nacula soils, very steep phase (130H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Widespread in areas innorth-eastof Vanua Levu and parts of north-eastern
of Viti Levu around Tailevu ooint.

PARENT ROCK: Basic tuft and andesite agglomerate.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Planar and convex surfaces in all slope positions in strongly dissected hilly
POSITION/LANDFORM: land.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-1,5"), strongly rolling (16-20'), moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21-27"), steep (28-35'), and very steep (35-40').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mostly under tall forest (vesi, cibicibi, yasi yasi, balabala) or regenerating
forest. Commonly used for subsistence agriculture but gardens cannot be
used for more than three to four vears before allowed to fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-600 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-2,000 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-3,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24.5"C.

SOILMOISruREREGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential when permanently cleared of forest
or scrub.

Nacula



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 30 cm of dark brown very friable clay loam, of moderate
PROFILE FEATURES: fine and very fine nut structure, and slightly sticky and slightly plastic when

moist, overlying 40 cm of dark and yellowish friable clay loam, of weak fine
and medium blocky structure with some crumb, and slightly sticky and
plastic when moist, over 50 cm or more of yellowish red firm clay with
corrunon reddish yellow parent material mottles, of massive strucfure.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions avai.lable.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows a strong acid reaction with a moderate to low base status

and moderate-to-low contents of calcium and magnesium but quite a high
content of potassium. Available phosphorous levels are very low.

LABORATORY NOS: FACL: 9271120 -22

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Slope, soil acidity, low fertility and susceptibility to erosion.

Nacula



Typifying Profile

NAME: Nacula soils, steep phase.

PROFILE NO: VS 37

LABORATORYNO: LAB5

SITE LOCATION: Lodoni, Tailevu Province.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex shoulder in weakly dissected hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ rock of intermediate composition.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: North-east

ELEVATION: 120 m

MICRORELIEF: Hummockv

SITE VEGETATION: Tall forest in which vesi, cibicibi, yasi yasi and bala bala trees are
predorninant.

LAND USE: Mostly cassava, dalo, yaqona and banana.

DRAINAGE : Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Previously cultivated (shifting cultivation).

LABORATORY Nos.: FAC:9217120 -22

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nacula soils

Ap 0-30 cm Mois! dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay loam; moderately developed fine and
(30 cm) very fine nut structure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic;

abundant very fine and fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt1 30-70 cm Moisf dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) clay loam; weakly developed
(40 cm) fine and medium blocky with crumb; friable; slightly sticky; plastic; many

clay cutans; many fine and medium roots; diffuse wavy boundarp

BA 70-120 crn Moist; yellowish red (sYR 4/8) clay; common medium distinct reddish
(50 cm) yellow (sYR 5/5) parent material mottles; massive; firm; sticky; plastic;

clay cutans; few medium roots.

300

Nacula
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassification

SOIL NAME: Nadala series

REFERENCE: Nadala clay loam (59c) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as an upland soil from basic outwash
on old terraces formed under a climate with no drv season.

Forms part of the Waibici set.

fn" 
"".rt"ut 

concept for Nadala soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Fluventic Eutropept, fine-loamy, mixed, isothermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Upland humic latosol with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nadala soils (211)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs along the Nadala and Navai rivers near Nadarivatu.

PARENT ROCK: Basic rocks

PARENT MATERIAL: Stronglyweathered outwash alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Small terraces with very gently undulating surfaces.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: In natural state supports mixed dakua (Agathk oitiensis) broadleaf forest.
Many areas have been cleared for subsistence root crops (particularly yams)
and commercial temperate vegetable crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 750-850 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range:2,000-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOILTEMPERAruREREGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Nacula Nadala



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 45 cm of dark yellowish brown friable clay loam of
moderate medium granular strucfure and commonly with a few basalt
boulders overlying 50 cm or more dark btown firm clay of strong coarse
blocky structure and again with a few basalt boulders.

None recognised

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid; organic carbon and nitrogen

values are very low throughout; very low available phosphorus; CEC is
medium throughouf % base safuration is medium 0-45 cm and of high value
below 45 cm; exchangeable calcium is low 0-45 cm and medium below;
magnesium is of high value 045 cm and very high below; and potassium is
low 0-45 cm and very low below 45 cm.

KRS V585-586 (inclusive)

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, potassium and
phosphorus.

Nahh



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nadala soils

Ah 0-45 cm
(45cm)

45-100 cm
(55 cm)

Bw

Typifying Profile

Nadala soils

VS110

Terrace surface Nukunuku Creek (draining the Lewa Valley) 5.5 km from
function at Nadarivafu Forestry Station. Site on same bank as the road.

Old terrace surface.

Strongly weathered outwash alluvium from rocks of basic composition.

30

West

800 m

Smooth

Pinus caibaea with understorey of reeds, guava and prickly solanum.

Exotic forestry

Well drained

None observed

None

KRS V585-585 (inclusive)

Dark yellowishbrown (10YR3/4) clay loam; moderately developed medium
granular strucfure; friable; non-sticky; few rounded medium boulders;
corunon large pores; many woody roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Darkbrown to very darkbrown (7.5YR 3/4) clay; strongly developed coarse
blocky structure; firm; non-sticky; few medium to large bounders; few fine
pores; few woody and fibrous roots.

Nadala
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassificati on

SOIL NAME: Nadarivatu series

REFERENCE: The Nadarivatu set defined by Twyford &Wright (1955) includes Nadarivatu steepland clay (95a)
from olivine basalt; Nadarivatu steepland red brown clay (95b) from andesite; and Nadarivatu
steepland brown clay loam (95c) from basic tuffs, and all developed under a climate with a weak
to moderate drv season.

The central concept for Nadarivatu soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Dystropept, fine-silty, kaolinitic, isothermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(") Twyford and Wright: Upland steepland soil related to or associated with humic latosols

with a weak to moderate dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nadarivatu soils, easy rolling phase (224C) Nadarivatu soils, moderately steep phase (224F)
Nadarivatu soils, rolling phase (224D) Nadarivatu soils, steep phase (224G)
Nadarivatu soils, strongly rolling phase (224E) Nadarivatu soils, very steep phase (224H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nadarivatu soils occur mainly on steep slopes in central Viti Levu uplands.

PARENT ROCK: Olivinebasalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturcck.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC Mainly planar and convex surfaces occupying most slope positions in steep
POSITION/LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15"), strongly rolling (15-20'), moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21.-25"), steep (25-35'), and very steep (>35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: In natural state supports mainly dakua forest. Where cleared have reverted
to stunted scrub and fern i.e. typical talasiga vegetation.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 500-1200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 600-800 mm;
wet season range: 2,000-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18oC.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet, rill and mass movement erosion potential when cleared of
forest.

Nadarivatu



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of dark brown very friable clay loam of strong fine
granular structure commonly with yellow weathered stones, overlying 50
cm of yellowish red firm silty clay loam, of fine nutty structure with
conunon varicoloured weathered boulders, overlying 25 cm of reddish
brown firm silty clay of massive structure with common weathered boulders
on weathered lz slfa massive basalt.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nadarivatu series have an Ah, Bw, BC, C1 horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon ranges in thickness from 18 to 25 cm; its colours include
dark brown (7.5YR 3/4), dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3, 3/4) and reddish
brown (5YR 4/3,4/4); texfures are clay loam or clay; structures strong fine
nutand/or fineorveryfine granular; and with orwithoutweathered stones.

The Bw horizon ranges in thickness from 25 to 50 cm; its colours include
yellowish red (SYR 4/5,5/6) and red (2.5YR 4/6,5/5,5/3,4/8); textures
may be clay or silty clay; strucfures may be massive or massive breaking to
fine blocky; few or conunon (often alumina coated) boulders; q
varicoloured weathered in situbasalt or weathered basalt boulders.

Unnamed variant that occurs on small flattish surfaces within the steepland
complex of Nadarivatu soils (VS105) KRS V575-577 (inclusive).

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid throughouf organic carbon and

nitrogen have mediurn values in the topsoil (0-25 cm) and very low values
below it; very low available phosphorus; CEC values are medium
throughout; 7o base safuration is low; exchangeable calcium is low in the
topsoil and very low below if magnesium values are medium throughout;
and potassium is low in the topsoil and of very low values in the other
horizons.

KRS V554-557 (Inclusive)

Slope; severe erosion potential; surface bounders and rock outcrops; soil
acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

Nadarioatu



Typifuing Profile

SOIL NAME: Nadarivatu soils, very steep phase.

PROFILE No.: VS103

SITE LOCATION: 1.5 km WNW of Koro-o transmitling site.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar midslope in strongly dissected hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered ln slfz olivine basalt.

SLOPE: 40"

ASPECT: South-east

ELEVATION: 1000 m

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

Uneven - conunon surface rock outcrops.

Mission grass and reeds.

Unused. Frequently bumt in the past.

Well drained

Past sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Fires in the oast.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS V5@-557 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nadarivatu soils, very steep phase

Ah 0-25 cm Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) clay loam; very strongly developed fine
(25 cm) granular structure; very friable; non-sticky; common large stones weathering

to yellow; corunon large pores; colunon fine fibrous roots; distinct wavy
boundary (sometimes broken by surface rocks),

Bw 25-75 cm Moist; yellowish red (sYR 4/5) silty clay; massive breaking to fine nut
(50 cm) structure; firm; slightly sticky; common large weathered boulders of varied

colours ranging from black, yellow and grey; many fine fubular pores; few
fine fibrous roots; broken wavy boundary,

BC 75-100 cm Mois! reddish brown (5YR 4/4) srlty clay; massive; firm; somewhat smearyi
(25 cm) corunon large weathered boulders of variable colours; common large

fubular pores; few fine fibrous roots; distinct wavy boundary,

C1 100-140cm Moist;varicoloured reddishbrown (2.5YR 5/4)rcd (2.5YR 4/5,5/8)dark
(40 cm) yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and white (10YR 8/1) silty clay loam; massive;

firm; somewhat smeary; more boulders as in above C1) horizon, but reddish
with more grey specks; few fine pores; few fine fibrous roots.

Nadariaatu



PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Unnamed variant of Nadarivafu soils

A 0-50 cm Moist; dark red (2.5YR 3/6) clay loam; moderately developed medium
(50 cm) granular structure; firm; smeary; corunon large pores; common fine fibrous

roots; few medium subrounded boulders; diffuse wavy boundary,

Bw 50-100 cm Moist; dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) clay; massive breaking to weakly
(50 cm) developed coarse blocky strucrure; firm; slightly sticky; few fine pores;

fine fibrous roots; diffuse wavy boundary,

BC 100-120+cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) clay; massive structure; firm;
(20 cm+) slightly sticky; few fine pores; very few fine roots.

Nadaipatu



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nadawa series

REFERENCE: Nadawa sandy clay (12) and Nadawa hill soils (12H) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as

sandy heavy clays fromsiliceous marls formed under a climatewithno or weak dry season. Forms
the Nadawa set.

The central concept for Nadawa soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(") Twyford and Wrighl Nigrescent soil with no or a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nadawa soils, undulating phase (1518)
Nadawa soils, easy rolling phase (151C)
Nadawa soils, rolling phase (151D)
Nadawa soils, strongly rolling phase (151E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nadawa soils are found mainly in south-eastern Vanua Levu (Uda peninsula
and Natewa Bay lowlands) on land of rolling or strongly rolling relief.

PARENT ROCK: Siliceous marls

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered in situ rock.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Convex backslopes and midslopes in rolling country.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7");easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-15'), and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (15-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mostly under coconuts and used intermittently for food gardens.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1.,500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,800-2,800 mm.

Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: In part severely eroded due to repeated burning. Have very severe sheet
and rill erosion potential on slopes > 7'.

TEMPERATURE:

Nadauta



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 10 cm of very dark grey, firm to friable sandy clay
PROFILE FEATURES: overlying 15 cm of brown or brownish yellow firm to very firm sticky and

plastic sandy clay on weathering pumiceous marl.

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: This soil is likely to be slightly acid and fairly well supplied with calcium

and magnesium. Potassium probably high but acid soluble phosphate
moderate to low.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analvsis.

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Profile shallowness; experiences some periods of soil moisture deficit during
the dry season; severe past soil erosion and very severe sheet and rill erosion
hazard on slopes >7"; nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and nitrogen.

Nadaana



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar upper midslope.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathered in situsiliceous marls.

SLOPE: 10'

ASPECT: East

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

Typiflring Profile

Nadawa soils, easy rolling phase.

TW 39

East facing slopes above Nalagi river L km west of Nadogo village, south-
east Vanua Levu.

50m

Smooth even surface

Dalo and yagona under coconuts.

Food garden

Well drained

Past sheet erosion of having been cropped and bumed for many years.

Cultivation

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nadawa soils, easy rolling phase

Ap 0-10 cm Mois!verydarkgrey(10YR3/1)sandyclay;moderatelydevelopedfine and
(10cm) mediumnutstructure; firmto friable;sticky; plastic; many fine and medium

fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 10-25 cm Moisf brown (10YR 5/3) and brownish yellow (10YR 5/5) sandy clay;
(15 cm) moderately developed medium blocky structure; firm to very firm; sticky;

plastic; few fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

C on Weathering pumiceous marl.

Nadauta
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nadi series

REFERENCE: The Nadi clay (31d) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a soil developed on the old terraces
(.i.e. colluvial outwash soils) from basic materials and formed under a climate with a strong dry
season. Formed part of the Drasa set. Nadi series are defined as well drained soils formed from
basic and andesitic alluvium on flat to undulating terraces. Profiles are characterised by loamy
textures with friable or verv friable consistence.

The central concept for Nadi soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutrustox, clayey, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Orthic Ferralsol
(") Twyford and Wright: Humic latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nadi soils, flat to gently undulating phase (35A) Nadi soils, easy rolling phase (35C)
Nadi soils, undulating phase (35B) Nadi soils, rolling phase (35D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Of limited area extent and are mapped in the Namaka, Nadi
Airport/Legalega areas.

PARENT ROCK: Andesites and otherbasic rocks and probably some acidic rocks.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered outwash colluvia..

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Terrace systems - mainly crests and backslopes of dissected terraces.

SLOPE CLASS FIat to gently undulating (0-3'), undulating (4-7"), easy rolling (8-11"), and
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12-15').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Intensively used for sugar cane, pineapples (more so in the past) and pulses.
Used for wide range of experimental crops (e.g. peanuts) on Legalega
Agricultural Research Station.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 6-24m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual 25'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv rapid

FLOODING: N"lr", Rooa,

EROSION: Sheet erosion under cultivation on sloping land.

Naili



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Deep, permeable soils with uniform sandy clay loam to sandy loam texture
profiles. A horizons are thick and dark reddish brown, and B horizons are
either reddish brown to yellowish red, or brown. Subsoils satisfu oxic
horizon criteria.

Mollic epipedon, oxic horizon.

Nadi series have an Ap, Bw1, Bw2 horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon ranges in thickness from L5 to 54 cm (most >25 cm); colours
range from dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2) to very dark brown (10YR2/2);
and textures either sandy clay loam, silt loam or silty clay loam.

The Bw horizons exceed 100 cm in thickness; they range in colour from dark
reddish brown (5YR 3/3) to yellowish brown (i0YR 5/8) with the mean
colour reddish brown (sYR 4/4) and have a textural range from sandy clay
loam through silt loam to sandy loam.

Soil structures are weakly developed blocky or crumb with friable
consistence throughout profi le.

A brown subsoil variant occurs but it has not been differentiated from the
more conunon reddish Bw horizon soil.

Nadi sandy variant: Profiles have coarser textures in control section (sands
or loamy sand) and particle size class is sandy. Not mapped separately,
included with Nadi soils.

Nadi coarse loamy variant: Profiles have sandy loams in control section, and
particle size class is coarse loamy. Not mapped separately, included with
Nadi soils.

Namaka series: WelI drained soils formed from strongly weathered siliceous
alluvium with argillic horizons and massive or weakly developed subsoil
strucfures.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately acid in A horizon; near neutral to slightly alkaline in B horizons;

organic C l" very low throughout profile. %BS medium in A horizon and
very high in B horizons. Exchangeable Ca low throughout profile, Mg very
low and K very low throughout profile. CEC very low throughout profile.
Satisfies oxic criteria on basis of ammonium chloride at pH 8.2, cation
retention capacity (Soil Survey Statf 1975) < 10 me.%.

Particle size family class is clayey.

Mineralogy class is mixed.

KRS R2710-13 (inclusive)
KRS R2727-30 (inclusive) (L33)
sBe5s3 A-D (L1)

Seasonal soil moisfure defici! nutrient deficiencies (nitrogen, phosphorus
and potassium); very low cation retention capacity; and severe sheet erosion
potential on slopes > 2o under cultivation.

Naili



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nadi soils, flat to gently undulating phase.

PROFILENo.: L1,

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Legalega Agricultural Research Station (Laffan, 1988).

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Crestalsurfaceofdissectedterrace.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered rnixed siliceous and basic outwash colluvia.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: L3 m

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

Smooth

Fallow, previously cropped for pulses.

Experimental crop research.

WelI drained

Negligible at site.

Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: KRS R2710-13 (inclusive)
KRS R27 27 -30 (inclusive)
SB9553 A-FD

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap1 0-28 cm Dry; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) (moist, ped face and rubbed colours)
(28 cm) sandy clay loam; very friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; weakly developed

very fine blocky structure breaking to moderately developed very fine
crumb strucfure; few fine roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Ap2 28-54 cm Dry; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4) (moistped face and rubbed colours)
(26 cm) sandy clay loam; very friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; weakly developed

medium blocky structure breakingto weakly developed very fine crumb
structure; few fine roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Bw1 54-109 cm Slightly moist; reddish brown (sYR 4/ 4) (moist and ped face colours), dark
(55 cm) reddishbrown (5YR 3/ ) (rubbed colour) sandy loam; very friable; slightly

sticky; non-plastic; massive breaking to single grain and fine crumb
structure; distinct wavy boundary,

Bw2 109-141+ cm Slightly mois! strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) (moist and ped face colours),
(32 cm+) strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) (rubbed colours) sandy clay loam; friable;

non-sticky; non-plastic; massive breaking to single grain and weakly
developed fine blocky structures.

Naili
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Nadranu series

REFERENCE: Nadranu peat (53b) described by Twyford and Wright as an upland organic soil formed from
rushes and ferns.

The central concept for Nadranu soil is retained in this snrvey.

The Nadranu soil mapping unit includes a small area of fringing gleyed mineral soils previously
included with Nadrau soils (62) as defined byTwyford and Wright (1955).

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Hemic Tropofibrist, dysic, isothermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Histosol
O Twyford and Wright Upland organic soil

INCLUDING MAPPING UNTTS AND PHASES:
Nadranu soils (210)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs in the Nadrau bog and the Nanuku catchment where stream flow is
sluggish. Always in association with Nadrau soils.

PARENT ROCK: Not applicable

PARENT MATERIAL: Rushes and sedges.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Upland swamp and peatbog.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-2').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Swamp vegetation of rushes (Rhyncospora, Jussiae) and ferns.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 800-900 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 2,000-3,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18"C

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Aouic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Very poorly drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv slow.

FLOODING: Almost continuously flooded with the water table at or near the ground
surface for most of the vear.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Nadranu



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of olive grey soft mucky peat, overlying 50 cm of
very dark grey soft peaty much with both these horizons having profuse
dead and living sedge fibres and roots, overlying 200 cm or more of dark
olive grey soft and moderately decomposed peat.

Histic epipedon

Profiles show little variation in their properties to that described

Unnamed variant that occurs on the fringe of the peat bog proper. It
typically shows 15 cm of peaty black clay containing much partly
decomposed organic matter and plant debris smelling shongly of hydrogen
sulphide, with no obvious structure, on 15 cm of black clay. The profile is
under standing water.

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows this soil to be extremely acid, of very low base status and

containing moderate to low quantities of exchangeable calcium, magnesium
and potash. Available phosphorus levels are high.

v720-722

Organic soils, permanent high water table and inability to drain, soil acidity,
and very low base status.

Nndranu



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nadranu soils

PROFILE No.: VS 128

SITE LOCATION: A bog 500 m south-east of Nadrau School in the uppermost reach of the
Nanuku river basin.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Upland swamp

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly decomposed peat from rushes, sedges and ferns over moderately
decomposed peat.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 800 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Rushes (Rhyncospora, Jussiae)

LAND USE: Rough grazing

DRAINAGE: Very poorly drained. Water table at 1 m but rose quickly in the pit to 50 cm
from the surface.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: V720-722

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Of1 0-25 cm Moist; olive grey (5Y 4/2) mucky pea! massive; soft; slightly sticky; profuse
(25 cm) sedge fibres and roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Ot2 25-75 crn Moist; very dark grey (5Y 3/1) peaty muck; structureless; very soft; slightly
(50 cm) sticky; abundant sedge fibres and roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Of3 75-300 cm+ We! dark olive grey (5Y 3/2) moderately decomposed peaf soft.
(325 cm+)

Nadranu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nadrau series

REFERENCE: Nadrau clay loam (52) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as an upland gley soil frombasic
and intermediate materials of low ouartz content and formed under a climate with a weak or no
dry season,

The central concept the Nadrau soils is changed in this survey to include imperfectly drained soils
which experience a high seasonal water table but do not have an aquic moisture regime, i.e. less
gleyed than defined by Twyford and Wright. Associated gleyed soils with an aquic soil moisture
regime are now induded with Nadranu soils.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) SoiI Taxonomy: Oxyaquic Humihopept, fine, mixed, isothermic
O) FAO: Gleyic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Upland gley soil related to humic latosols with no dry season

INCLUDING MAPPING UNITS AND PHASES:
Nadrau soils (213)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Confined to the Nanuku floodplain catchment on the Nadrau plateau.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep alluvium and colluvium.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Alluvial fringes to the large Nadrau swamp and alluvial pockets along
POSITION/LANDFORM: Nanuku creek.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flatto gently undulating (0-3").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Food gardens; some grazing and attempts at potato production. Wild
vegetation of guava, yaqona, reeds, cevuga, vula and sedges.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 800-1100 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range:2,000-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18"C

SOILMOISruREREGME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Imperfectly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv slow

FLOODING: One in 20 year retum period for floods depositing alluvium or colluvium.
For other flood events 2 in1 vear retum period.

EROSION: Some stream bank erosion onlv.

Nadrau



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of very dark greyish brown firm clay loam of
moderate medium nut structure, overlying 25 cm of very dark brown and
dark yellowish brown firm clay of strong coarse blocky strucfure and
slightly sticky and plastic when moist, overlying 30 cm of dark yellowish
brown very firm clay of weak coarse prismatic strucfure, slightly sticky and
plastic when moist and with distinct organic and iron/manganese cutans on
55 crn or more of dark yellowish brown and dark brown very firm silty clay
of massive structure breaking to weak coarse prismatic and again with
cutans.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Likely to have good base status, slightly acid, high organic matter and high

levels of available phosphorous.

v717-779

Soil itself is good but the poor internal drainage and the frequency of
flooding limits its potential. Deep draining and use of fertilizer will increase
its value for temperate type vegetables.

Nadrau



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nadrau soils

PROFILE No.: VSL23

SITE LOCATION: Nanuku floodplain 1500 m south-east of Nadrau School, Navosa.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Alluvial floodplain levee.

PARENT MATERIAL: Alluvium

SLOPE: 3o

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 800 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Guava, yaqona, reeds, cevuga vula and sedges.

LAND USE: Rough grazing, dalo, bananas and potatoes.

DRAINAGE: Imperfectlv drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Pouched by hoof marks. Also ruts made by logs.

LABORATORY Nos: V717-719

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) clay loam; moderately
(10 cm) developed medium nut structure; firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic;

abundant very fine roots; sharp smooth boundary,

Bw1 10-35 cm Moist, very dark brown (70YR2/2) and dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4)
(25 cm) clay; strongly developed coarse blocky structure; firm; slightly sticky; plastic;

conunon fine live roots; diffuse and irregular boundary,

Bw2 35-55 cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) clay; weakly developed coarse
(30 cm) prismatic structure; very firm; slightly sticky; plastic; conunon distinct

organic and Fe/Mn cutans; many medium fibrous roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

BC 65-L20 cm Moisf dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and dark brown (10YR 3/3) silty
(55 cm+) clay; massive breaking to weakly developed very coarse prismatic strucfure;

very firm; sticky; slightly plastic; many prominent organic and Fe/Mn
cutans; few medium live roots.

Nadrau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Nadroga series

REFERENCE: Nadroga steepland stony clay loam and clay (72) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as
developed from marls and calcareous tuffs under a climate with a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Vanuavou set.

The central concept for Nadroga soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Udertic Haplustoll, fine, mixed, isohyperthermic
tU) FAO: Haplic Kastanozem
(c) Twyford and Wright: Nigrescent soil with a strong dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nadroga soils, easy rolling phase (114C) Nadroga soils, moderately steep phase (114F)
Nadroga soils, rolling phase (114D) Nadroga soils, steep phase (114G)
Nadroga soils, strongly rolling phase (114E) Nadroga soils, very steep phase (114H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nadroga soils develop in Sigatoka and Suva marls in Nadroga province of
Viti Levu. They are uncommon in Vanua Levu mapped only in the Lekutu -
Upper Dreketi region.

PARENT ROCK: Calcareous tuffs and marls.

PARENT MATERIAL: Shallow weaklv weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex and planar hill slopes in moderate and strongly dissected hill
POSITION/LANDFORM: countrv.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Easy rolling (8-11") through all slope classes to very steep (>35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly under reeds and grasses and used for rough grazing, some
subsistence root cropping (followed by 5 years of faLlow) and elsewhere
planted out in Plnzs caribaea.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 30-450 m

RAINFALL: Mean annual range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1.,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv rapid

FLOODING: N"rr", Rooa,

EROSION: Moderate and severe sheet and rill erosion potential. Also risk of debris
slides and soil creep, particularly on slopes >15o. Have experienced
significant topsoil losses in the past.

Nadroga



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

A 0-1"9 cm

R 19-53cm

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 12 cm of black very friable gritty clay loam, of strongly
developed fine and medium nut structure, overlying 15 cm of dark reddish
brown very friable stony clay loam of strongly developed very fine nut
structure, that overlies 15 cm of dark brown firm stony silt loam on massive
in situ weathering rock of yellowish brown colour and extremely firm and
with iron/manganese cutans to rock fissures.

The paralithic contact is normally encountered by 35 cm depth.

Black coated weathered stones occur throughout the profile.

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon and paralithic contact.

Nadroga series have an ,A1, A2, BC(Bw), R horizon sequence.

The Al horizon thickness ranges from 11 to 20 cm; its colours include very
dark grey (10YR 3/1) and black (10YR 2/1); textures are clay loam and silty
clay loam (rarely clay); and light yellowish brown and brownish yellow
parent materials fragment are present in varying amounts.

The A2 horizon thickness ranges from 8 to 15 cm; its colours include dark
reddish brown (sYR 3/2) and dark brown (7.5YR 3/2 and 10YR 3/3);
textures and p.m. fragments as for the Al horizon; and structures may be
moderate or strong, fine or medium nut or blocky.

The BC(Bw) horizon thickness ranges from 8 to 35 cm; its colours include
brown (10YR4/3,5 / 3) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/4, 5/5); textures may
be clay loam, silt loam, silty clay, fine sandy clay or sandy clay loam; sand
structures are either massive breaking to single grain or weak fine or
medium, blocky or nut with single grain.

The R horizon is varicoloured (10YR 5/4,4/4,2.5Y 6/4,5/5) and with or
without cutans to rock fissures.

Unnarned. Lithic Haplustolls occur within the mapping unit.

Very dark grey (10YR 3/1) clay loam to sandy clay; friable;sticky;
non-plastic; strongly developed medium and fine nut structure; many fine
roots; few medium sandstone fragments; distinct irregular boundary (lithic
contact),

Light yellowish brown Q.sY 6/4) weathered sandstone; hard;massive;
distinct dark grey (10YR 3/1) humus cutans to fissures; few distinct
yellowish red (5YR 4/6) iron mottles and cutans to fissures in the rock;
indistinct irregular boundary.

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be shongly acid in the topsoil (0-1L), moderately

acid 11-35 cm, and the R horizon is slightly acid; organic carbon is very low
and nitrogen is low; available phosphorus is very low with medium
phosphorus retention; % blue saturation is very high throughou! CEC is
medium; exchangeable magnesium is very high; calcium is medium; and
potassium is very high in the topsoil, medium 11-25 cm and low and very
low below this.

The particle size farnily class is fine.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

Nadroga



LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

A1 0-11 cm
(11 cm)

11-25 cm
(14 cm)

25-35 cm
(10 cm)

A2

USPNBIOA-D

Profile shallowness; slope; severe soil moisfure deficits experienced during
the dry season; moderate to severe erosionpotential; nutrient deficiencies of
phosphorus, and nitrogen.

Typifying Profile

Nadroga soils, rolling phase.

NBlO

Permanent sample plot P75 /l/8 Nabou Forest, Nadroga Province.

Flat, planar to convex shoulder ridge in strongly dissected hill country.

Very shallow colluvium over in situ sandstone of intermediate composition.

13' (slope length 150 m)

North-west

100 m

Smooth

Fem (50 cm), mission grass (2 m) and scattered guava (3 m) under 7 year old
Pinus caibaea.

Exotic forestry

Well drained

None

None

USP NBIOA-D

Slightly mois| moist and rubbed black (5YR 2/1) gritty clay loam; strongly
developed fine and medium nut strucfure; very friable; non-sticky;
non-plastic; many fine and medium roots; few moderately weathered
angular stones (coated 2.5YR N2/0); indistinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moist; moist dark reddish brown (sYR 2/2) and rubbed dark
reddish brown (sYR 3/2) stony day loam; strongly developed very fine nut
structure; very friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; few fine and medium roots;
common moderately weathered angular stones (coated 2.5YR N2 /0); distinct
wavy boundary (paralithic contact),

Stightly mois! mosit and rubbed dark brown (10YR 4/3) stony silt loam;
massive breaking to single grain (between the stones); firm; non-sticky; non
plastic; few fine roots; profuse weakly weathered angular stones (coated
black,2.5YR N2/0); distinct wavy boundary (paralithic contact),

BC

Nadroga



35-55 cm
(20cm+)

Dry; yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) massive fractured in situ rock; extremely
firm; black (2.5YR N2/0) FelMn coatings to fissures with some red (2.5YR
4/6) iron coatings; few fine roots following fissures in rock.

Nadroga



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assifi cation

SOIL NAME: Nadruka series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in the detailed soil survey of Legalega Agricultural Research Station
( Laffan, 1988) to include poorly drained, clayey textured soils occurring on floodplains, with very
dark grey colours and generally strongly developed blocky structures throughout the profile.

Nadruka series is most closely correlated with Matavelo clay (50a) as defined by Twyford &
Wright (1955) and appears to be very similar to the Matavelo 'variant' derived frombasic alluvium
(p.308, Twyford & Wright 1955). This soil is described as having profiles with uniformly dark grey
claywith a strongly developed coarseblockystructure,whose aggregatesurfaces are often mottled
reddish brown.

Previously induded with Nadi clay (31d) and Matavelo clay (50a) (Twyford & Wright 1955) and
mapped as Matavelo clayby Chandra (7972).

Named after Nadruka Creek, a small tributary of Nadi river, some 2 km south-east of Legalega
Station.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Cumulic Haplaquoll, very-fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Mollic Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Gley soil related to latosols with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LJNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nadruka soils (56)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nadruka soils occur in association with Matavelo soils on narrow margins
of creeks in the drv zone of Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Mixed rocks of acidic and basic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Recent deep alluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Floodplains of small creeks.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flatto gently undulating (0-3').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Sugar cane, and some fallow. Also, used for pulses, rainfed rice cropping.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 3-8 m

RAINFALL: Mean annual range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: L,400-1,800 mm.

Mean annual 25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorlv drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: SIOW

TEMPERATURE:

Nadruka



FLOODING:

EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Periodically from adjacent creek during wet season.

Deposition of fine textured sediments during larger floods.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Deep, heavy textured (clayey) soils with very dark grey colours throughout
the profile. Reddish mottles commonly occur throughout. Soil structures are
strongly or moderately developed blocky throughout the profile. Water
tables are characteristically high (<1 m below surface during dry season).

Molhc epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nadruka series have an Ag1, Agp, or Ap, Ag horizon sequence. Horizons
range from black to dark greyish brown humic clays. Common or many
yellowish red mottles occur throughout the profile, and soil structures range
from moderately developed to strongly developed blocky throughout. Soil
consistence is generally firm although some horizons may be friable or very
firm.

Nadruka disfurbed variant: differentiated on map in southem part of
property where upper 50 cm of profile have been removed or disturbed by
earthworks.

Nadruka sandy subsoil variant: Profiles with coarse loamy particle size
class. Not mapped separately but included with Nadruka humic clay.

Malika series: Moderately well drained to imperfectly drained soils with an
argillic horizon and reddish or yellowish mottles, occur on low terraces of
streams.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Organic C % is low in topsoils and upper subsoils, and very low in lower

subsoils. %BS is high in topsoil and medium to high in subsoils.
Exchangeable Ca and Mg are very high in topsoils and high to very high in
subsoils. K is low in topsoils and very low in subsoils. CEC is very high
throughout profile. The particle size family class is very fine clayey. The
mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS R27042706 (L80)

Poor drainage with high water tables, heavy textures and nutrient
deficiencies potassium, phosphorus and nitrogen.

Nadruka



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nadruka soils

PROFILE No.: L80

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Legalega Agricultural Research Station (Laffan, 1988)

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Flood plain of creek.

PARENT MATERIAL: Recent mixed siliceous and basic alluvium.

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

00

Not applicable

4m

Smooth, apart from shrinkage cracks.

SITE VEGETATION: Bare ground

LAND USE: Experimental crop research programme.

DRAINAGE: Poorlv drained

EROSION: Negligible, but subject to deposition during large floods.

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: KRS R27041-2705 (inclusive)

COMMENTS: Water table at 70 cmbelow the surface.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nadruka soils

Ap 0-18 cm Moisf very dark grey (10YR 3/1) moist ped face and rubbed colour clay;
(18 cm) common fine distinct yellowish red (sYR 5/8) mottles*; firm; sticky; plastic;

moderately developed fine blocky strucfurebreaking to strongly developed
fine nut structure; few fine roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Ag 18-98+ cm Very moist; black(7.SYr 2/0) moist ped face and rubbed colour clay; many
(80+ cm) fine prorninent yellowish red (5YR 5/8) mottles; firm; very sticky; plastic;

strongly developed coarse prismatic structure breaking to strongly
developed fine blocky structure; few fine roots.

* mottles occur mainly down root channels and on ped faces

Nadruka
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Naduru series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in this survey to include brown coloured lower base status and less
fertilesoils,previouslyrecognisedbyTwyford &Wright (1955) asRewabrownclay (4c) and Rewa
brown clay mottled phase (4f). Pumell (1972) also recognised Rewa brown clay loam, Rewabrown
mottled clay loam, Rewa brown loam, and Rewa brown mottled clay loam over sand, The mottled
phases have been included with the Tamanua series the remainder with the Naduru series.

Naduru series are formed on alluvium deposited by the Rewa and Navua rivers when they
formerly flowed over different courses from their present ones.

Series name derived from Naduru Road near Kuku Village on the Rewa floodplain. Naduru Road
follows the former course of the Rewa River.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Fluvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Recent soil from alluvium with a very weak to no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Naduru soils (25)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs on old channels and water courses of the Rewa River in ESE Viti
Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Predominantlv rocks of intermediate and basic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Riverine alluvium.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Old levees of former water courses of the Rewa River or its tributaries.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Near level or very gently sloping. 0-3".

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Irrigated and rainfed rice. Pasture (predominantly Para grass) for daiying.
In some areas market gardening is practised.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 3-8 m

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

Mean annual range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1.,600 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderately well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: One in 50 year retum period for floods depositing alluvium. One in 2 year
return period for smaller (water only) flood events.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Naduru



GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Naduru series are generally moderately acid, with medium base status.

Organic carbon values are very low and constant for all horizons showing
only a small decrease. CEC and calcium are medium; magnesium very high;
sodium low and potassium extremely low; and available phosphorus is very
low.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically show deep firm moderately well drained profiles with
predominantly silty clay loam textures. Soil colour is very dark greyish
brown to 50-50 cm becoming dark greyish brown below this. If present,
mottling is weakly expressed. Most horizons are slightly sticky and plastic.
Manganese stains are coilunon in the deeper subsoil.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

Naduru loam and Naduru loam over sand.

Rewa series: Friable clayey soils with yellowish brown subsoils and
commonly with well expressed paleosols.

Tamanua series: Imperfectly drained with flucfuating water table within 1

m of soil surface. Manganese nodules and coatings are a feafure of subsoils.
Also coarse grey mottling below 35 cm.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogy is kaolinitic.

KRS P18A-D

Susceptibility to flooding; moderate soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of
potassium, phosphorus and nitrogen.

Naduru



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Summit of levee of ancient course of the Rewa River.

Typifying Profile

Naduru soils

P18

|unction of Kuku Road, north of Nausori Airport.

Riverine alluvium derived from basic and intermediate rocks.

Level

Not applicable

4m

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF: Cloddv soil surface.

SITE VEGETATION: Rainfed rice fallow, scattered weeds of Mimosa pudica, Ageratum and
Cuphea.

LANDUSE: Rainfed rice

DRAINAGE: Moderately well drained.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Ploughed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS P18A-D

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Apl 0-15 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay loam; moderately
(15 cm) developed fine to medium nut structure; firm; slightly sticky; plastic

abundant fine and medium pores; conunon, fine rootsi distinct smooth
boundary,

Ap2 15-30 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay loam; moderately
(15 cm) developed fine nut to blocky structure; firm; slightly sticky; plastic; common

fine and medium pores; few fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw1 30-52 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) with few, fine faint yellowish
(22 cm) brown (10YR 5/5) mottles clay loam; moderately developed fine and very

fine nut structure; firm; slightly sticky; plastic; common coarse and medium
POres/

Bw2 52-125 cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) with few, fine faint yellowish
(73 cm) brown (10YR 5/5) mottles silty clay loam; moderately developed fine nut

structure; firm; slightly sticky; plastici some mica flecks; few manganese
stains.

Naduru
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Naevuevu series

REFERENCE: Naevuevu clay (25) and Naevuevu hill soils (25H) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as red,
friable and clayey latosolic soils from limestone materials formed under a climate with a strong
dry season.

Forms the Naevuevu set.

The central concept for Naevuevu soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ochreptic Haplustalf, clayey-skeletal, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Latosolic soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND PHASES:
Naevuevu soils, flat to gently undulating phase (82A)
Naevuevu soils, undulating phase (82B)
Naevuevu soils, easy rolling phase (82C)
Naevuevu soils, rolling phase (82D)
Naevuevu soils, strongly rolling phase (82G)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occur on raised limestone terraces on the coast west of the Sigatoka River
mouth at three locations - Nodaulau, Yadua and Yugama.

PARENT ROCK: Coralline limestone and residuum of andesitic origin.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly red weathered residuurn over weekly weathered limestone.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Kaarst landscape on uplifted coral reef.

SLOPE CLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3 "), undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11"),
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12- 15') and strongly rolling (15-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Formerly carried reeds and light forest. Now cleared for sugar cane and
food gardens. Reverted areas support vaivai (Ieucaena glauca).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 4m - 20m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800 - 2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400 - 500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800 - 2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2S - 5oC.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohwerthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: U*r r..U

PERMEABILITY: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes.

Naeoueau



DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon; argillic horizon, lithic contact.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS: Unnamed variant (Pedon VS23). Profile description attached. Whereas
Naevuevu series occur in areas of limestoned pinnacles, the variant occurs
on the same raised reef limestone in closed drainage depressions and where
there are no limestone outcrops.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Near neutral pH with very high levels of CEC, total bases, Ca and Mg.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 35cm moist dark yellowish brown friable clay of strongly
developed coarse nut strucfure overlying 30cm Bt horizon of yellowish red
firm clay of moderately developed medium blocky structure on hard
Iimestone.

FACL 9410871-9470872

Broken uneven land surface, rock outcrops, surface boulders, shallow soil
profile over hard limestone, and soil moisfure deficits particularly in the dry
season.

Naeaueau



Typifiring Profile

NAME: Naevuevu soils

PROFILE NO: FSC 4

SITE LOCATION: Queens Highway opposite Malaqereqere Indian School near Yadua,
Nasigatoka.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Undulatingtostronglyrollingkaastlandscape.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly indurated ln-sifa limestone rock.

SLOPE: 50

ASPECT: East

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

7m

Broken by rock outcrops.

Leucaena and guinea grass.

Sugarcane, grazing and housing in vicinity.

Well drained.

Some sheet erosion.

None

FACL941087I -9410872

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Naevuevu soils

Ap 0 - 35cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) clay; strongly developed coarse
(35 cm) angular nut strucfure; friable; hard; many fibrous roots; diffuse smooth

boundary.

Bt 35 50cm Moist; yellowish red (sYR 4/8) clay; moderately developed medium blocky
(15 cm) structure; firm; corunon distinct dark reddishbrown (5 YR 3/3); many fine

roots; sharp undulating (lithic contact) boundary),

R on hard coralline limestone.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Variant of Naevuevu series (VB 23)

Ap 0 - 30 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) silty clay; strongly developed
(30 cm) medium nut structure breaking into strong very fine granular; very firm;

sticky; slightly plastic; abundant fine and medium roots; diffuse wavy
boundary,

Bw 30 - 50 cm Moist; brownish yellow (10 YR 5/5) sandy clay; massive; breaking to weak
(30 cm) coarse blocky and medium nut structure; friable; slightly sticky; slightly

plastic; no roots (lithic contact),

hard coralline limestone.

Naeaueou
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Naicola series

REFERENCE: Naicola steeplandbouldery clay (83e) definedby Twyford & Wright (1955) as steepland soils from
andesitic rocks (also andesitic tuffs and marls) formed under a climate with no dry season.

They form part of the Visa set. The central concept for Naicola soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) SoiJ. Taxonomy: Typic Humitropept, fine, ferruginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with humic latosols with no

dry season.

INCLUDED MAPPING UMTS AND SYMBOLS:
Naicola soils, rolling phase (155D) Naicola soils, steep phase (155G)
Naicola soils, strongly rolling phase (155E) Naicola soils, very steep phase (155H)
Naicola soils, moderately steep phase (155F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Naicola soil is widespread in Vanua Levu where they derive from the
andesites of the axial mountain range; they are probably the soil of greatest
area. On Viti Levu they are extensive in Naitasiri and cover the mountains
which are drained bv the Waidina river.

PARENT ROCK: Andesites and sedimentary rocks of intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep moderate and strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex and planar midslopes and backslopes in strongly weathered hill
POSITION/LANDFORM: countrv.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (15-20"), moderately steep (21-25"), steep
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (27-35'), and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Predominantly under indigenous forest. Elsewhere in subsistence gardens,
for yams, bananas, dalo, kumala and cassava. Cropping period 2-3 years
followed bv bush fallow.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 30-500 m

RAINFALL: Mean annual range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohypertherrnic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential when forest cleared and
cultivated. Debris potential on the steeper slopes.

Nuicola



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 25 cm of yellowish red firm silty clay loam, of moderately
developed fine granular strucfure, overlying 30 cm of red friable clay, of
weakly developed fine and mediumblocky strucfure on more than 50 cmof
red firm clay, of weakly developed medium blocky strucfure with common
weakly weathered boulders.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Naicola series have an Ap(Ah), BwL, Bw2 horizon sequence.

The Ap(Ah) horizon thickness ranges from 15 to 30 cm; its colours include
reddish brown (sYR 4/3, 4/4) and yellowish red (SYR 4/5, 4/8); textures
are clay, clay loam or silty clay loam; structures include weak or moderate,
fine or medium, not or granular; weakly weathered stones may be absent or
few, common or many.

The Bw1 horizon thickness ranges from 2040 cm; its colours include reddish
brown (2.5yR4/4,5/4) and red (2.5YR 4/5,5/6,5/8); textures are clay or
clay loam; and strucfures vary weak, fine or medium blocky.

The Bw2 horizon thickness ranges from L0-90 cm; varicoloured but
predominantly red (2.5YR hue); textures are clay, clay loam, or silty clay
loam; consistence friable or firm; structures massive or weak, fine or
medium blocky; boulders (weathered) may be corunon to profuse in
abundance.

None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be extremely acid; organic carbon and nitrogen

have medium values in the topsoil (0-30 cm), very low below this and the
C/N ratios are medium; very low available phosphorus; % base saturation
very low; CEC values medium throughout the profile; exchangeable calcium
low in the topsoil and very low below if magnesium medium in the topsoil
and low below if potassium very low throughout; and aluminium
significant in the exchange complex.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

KRS U1718-1720 (inclusive)

Slope; moderate to severe soil erosion potential when the forest is cleared;
surface boulders; extremely acid pH; nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus,
potassium, and nitrogen; and likely aluminium toxicity.

Naicola



SITE INFORMATION

POSITION IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Linear midslope

Typifying Profile

Naicola soils, steep phase.

M3

Waitolu- Waibau area, Naitasiri.

Strongly weathered ln sifu andesite agglomerate.

28"

SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT: South

ELEVATION: 180 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Cassava and bananas under breadfruit and coconut.

LAND USE: Subsistence cropping

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated (by hand) in vicinity but not at pit site.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS U1718-1720 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-30 cm Moist; yellowish red (5YR 4/5) silty clay loam; weakly developed fine
(30 cm) granular structure; firm; slightly sticky; few, weakly weathered angular

stones; abundant fine and medium fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Bw1 30-50cm Moist red (2.5YR 5/6) clay; weakly developed fine and mediumblocky
(30 cm) structure; friable; slightly sticky; common fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth

boundary,

Bw2 50-140cm Moist; red (2.5YR 4/6) clay; weakly developed fine and mediumblocky
(80 cm) skucture; friable to firm; slightly sticky; few fine fibrous roots; few (10 cm

diameter) weakly weathered boulders.

Naicola



Naicola



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Refe rence/c I assif i cat i o n

SOIL NAME: Nairai series

REFERENCE: The Nairai steepland stony and gritty clay (87b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a severely
degraded soil frombasic parentmaterials under talasiga and thoughtto have developed as a result
of continual firing from Vuya soils (85). Also defined as forming under a climate with a moderate
dry season. In this survey the climatic definition has been extended to include a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Lakeba set. This central concept for Nairai soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kandiustult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
O) FAO: Orthic Acrisol
(") Twyford and Wrighl Steepland soil related to or associated with ferruginous latosols with

a moderate and strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nairai soils, easy rolling phase (179C) Nairai soils, moderate steep phase (179F)

Nairai soils, rolling phase (179D) Nairai soils, steep phase (779G)
Nairai soils, shongly rolling phase (1798) Nairai soils, very steep phase (179H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nairai soils are important talasiga soils in Nairai Island, Lomaiviti Group.
They also occur in small patches in Vanua Levu and Lakeba Island, Lau
Group.

PARENT ROCK: Andesites (some basalts).

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Long linear slopes, and convex backslopes and concavo-linear midslopes in
POSITION/LANDFORM: very strong rolling and moderately dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-75'), strongly rolling (15-20'), moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21-25'), steep (25-35'), and very steep (>35').

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: The main vegetation is fern (D. Iinearis),nokonoko,vasa,molauetc.
Generally unused but in some areas grazed or in forest (P. cnibaea).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 7-250 m

RAINFALL: Annual average rcnge: 2,200-3,000 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILIW CLASS: Moderate

TEMPERATURE:

FLOODING:

EROSION:

Never floods

Often severely eroded - sheet erosion primarily, but serious rilling in many
afeas.

Nairai



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cmof darkreddishbrown friable, gritty clay loam, sticky
and plastic, moist and of shongly developed fine nut structure, overlying 50

cm of firm red clayey argillic horizon(s), sticky and plastic moist, of blocky
structure and with well expressed clay cutans to peds. This underlying BC
horizon(s) are clayey and massive showing rock strucfures and of variable
colour - commonly grey veined of red and yellowish hues.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Nairai series have a Ah, Bt1, BI2,BC horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 5-15 cm; it includes dark reddish
brown (2.5YR 3/4;5YR3/3,3/4); textures are normally gritty and clays or
clay loam; structures may be moderate or strong fine nut or granular; and
weathered stones may be few, common or many in abundance.

The Bt horizons combined thickness ranges from 20-100 cm; their colours
include red (2.5YR 4/5, 4/8,5/8) reddish brown (iYR 4/4, 5/4) and
yellowish red (IYR-S /6,5 /8); textures may be clay or clay loam; consistence
may be friable, fi rm or very fi rm; strucfu res are commonly massive breaking
to weak moderate or strong coarse or very coarse blocky; clay cutans may
be few, many or co[unon.

The BC horizons colours are dark reddish brown, red or yellowish red; and
consistence may be friable or firm.

Eroded shallow variant.

Typically shows 7 cm of varicoloured dark reddish brown, gtey, yellowish
brown friable gravelly clay of strongly developed fine blocky structure
overlying 13 cm of red firm clay of moderately developed mediumblocky
structure with clay cutans to peds, over vari-coloured very strongly
weathered in situ rock

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Topsoils are moderately acid with underlying horizons strongly acid.

Organic carbon values are low in topsoils and very low below with
phosphorus status very low throughout the profile. Topsoils have a medium
7o base saturation with very low values for all other horizons (>20%). The
CEC is medium in the topsoil and very low below with calcium and
magnesium values showing similar trends. Potassium is very low.

The fine earth fraction is dominated by clay (>75%) with sand less than 5%
in all horizons and the particle size family class is clayey.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

SB9351A-F

Slope; clayey textures; severe soil moisture deficits during the dry season;
severe sheet and rill erosion potential; strong soil acidity; and nutrient
deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

Nairai



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-13 cm
(13 cm)

Bt1 13-52 cm
(39 cm)

Bt2 52-80cm
(28 cm)

Bt3 80-120 cm
(40 cm)

BC1 720-\29 crn
(9 cm)

Typifying Profile

Nairai soils, moderately steep phase.

LK5

Map I III (Lakeba) 450930 E 115750 N. Lakeba, Lau Group.

Concavo-linear segment in backslope position.

Colluvium derived from andesitic rocks over in slfu andesite.

24"

South

180 m

IJneven

Reed dominated cover with some short forest species and fem (D.Iineais).

Unused

Moderately well-drained, modetate permeability, medium runoff .

None observed

None

589361A-F

Dry; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) moist dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4)
rubbed dark reddish grey (SYR 4/2) grlffy clay; firm in situ fuiable; sticky;
slightly plastic; shongly developed fine nut structure; abundant fine and
medium roots; few to many casts; rare weathered stones (less than 2 mm);
distinct regular boundary,

Dry; reddish brown (sYR 4/4) and red (2.5YR 4/8) moist reddish brown
(5YR 4/4) and red (2.5YR 4/5) rubbed yellowish red (SYR 4/6) clay; htm;
plastic; sticky; primary strucfure of moderately developed coarse blocky
with secondary strucfure of weakly developed fine blocky; abundant fine
thin continuous mottles (2.5YR 4/8) along root channels; many fine roots;
indistinct regular boundary,

Dry; red (2.5YR 4/5) moist red (2.5YR 4/7) rubbed reddish brown (2.5YR

4/4) clay; friable; fvrn in situ; sticky; plastic; primary structure massive
tending weakly developed very coarse blocky with a secondary structure of
weakly developed fine and coarse blocky; many thin indistinct cutans along
channels; few roots; indistinct regular boundary,

Dry; red (2.5YR 4/7), rnoist red (2.5YR 4/6), rubbed red (2.5YR 4/6) clay;
friable to firm; hrrnin situ; sicky; plastic; massive tending weakly developed
blocky structure; few faint thin cutans; few roots; distinct regular boundary,

Dry; yellowish red (sYR 4/8) moist yellowish red (sYR 4/7) rubbed
yellowish red (SYR 4/8) clay; friable; sticky; plastic; massive breaking to
single grain; distinct regular boundary,

Nairai



BC2 129-140 cm+
(11cm)

Dry; dark red (2.5YR 3/5) moist dark reddish brown to dark red (2.5YR 3/5)
rubbed reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) clay; friable; hrrr.in situ; sticky; plastic;
massive primary strucfure breaking to secondary structure of weakly
developed fine blocky.

Nairai



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Naitata series

REFERENCE: Naitata bouldery silty clay loam (58a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as an upland latosolic
soil from subrecent olivine basalt flows, on rolling and hilly land and formed under a climate with
no dry season. Forms part of the Naitata set.

The central concept for Naitata soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(B) Soil Taxonomy: Acrudoxic Hapludand, medial over medial-skeletal, isothermic
(b) FAO: Vitric Andosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Upland latosolic soil with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Naitata soils, strongly rolling phase (214E)
Naitata soils, moderately steep phase (214F)
Naitata soils, steep phase (214G)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs above 500 m altitude at the southem end of island axial range of
Taveuni and in one small area high above Somosomo Village.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered in situ'aa'lava.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Broken and uneven rolling terrain.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Shongly rolling (16-20'), moderately steep (21-25') and steep Q5-35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mostly under forest. Are used in some areas for subsistence crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50&1000 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,000-5,400 mm;
dry season range: 800-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 2,000-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:18"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate sheet erosion potential where forest cleared and soil bared.

Naitata



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Analysis shows the soil to be slightly acid 045 cm and moderately acid
below 45 cm; organic carbon is high in the topsoil (0-10 cm) and very low in
the other horizons; phosphorus retention is very high throughout; % base
saturation is low; CEC is very high in the topsoil and high in the other
horizons; TEB values are low in the topsoil and very low below it; calcium
and magnesium are low in the topsoil and of very low values in the other
horizons; potassium values are low throughout; and Tamms aluminium
extract is very high.

USP TAVIOSA-C

Slope; rock outcrops; surface and profile boulders; moderately rapid
permeability; nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen and potassium; and veryhigh
phosphate retention properhies.

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows under forest 2 cm of leaf litter overlying 10 cm of dark
yellowishbrown firm slightly peaty silt loam, of moderate nut structure with
a few stones and gravels, overlying 35 cm of reddish brown and yellowish
red veryfirm stony silty clay loam, of weakblocky structure and with many
vesicular basalt stones and boulders, overlying 20 cm of olive yellow and
dark brown friable stony, gravelly and gritty loam with many basalt stones
and boulders, on varicoloured angular and subangular basalt boulders.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Naitata series have an Ah, Bw, BC, C horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 5 to 12 cm; its colours include dark
reddishbrown (SYR 3/3,3/4), darkbrown(7.SYR4/4) and dark yellowish
brown (10YR 3 / 4,4 / A);textures are silt loam and silty clay loam and usually
slightly peaty; and structures are moderate or strong fine nut and/or
granular; with or without boulders.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from 30-55 cm; its colours include dark
brown (7.5YR 3 / 2, 4 / 2, 4/4), reddish brown (sYR 4 / 4, 5 / 4) and yellowish
red (5YR 4/6, 4/8,5/8); textures are silt Ioam or silty clay loam and
commonlybouldery or stony; and structures maybe firm massive or friable
weakblocky.

The BC horizon (if present) is as for the Bw but more bouldery and of
massive strucfure.

The C horizon is alwavs boulderv with some fine soil material in the
interstices.

None

None recognised

Naitata



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Naitata soils, strongly rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: TAV108

SITE LOCATION: Western Taveuni Island; on Des Veoux Peak Road 10 m below the 2000 ft
marker post, on south side of the road.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Gently rolling toeslope in volcanic terrain.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered in situ'aa'lava with minor amounts of ash and scoria.

SLOPE: 1.6"

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 550 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven. Boulders on the surface.

SITE VEGETATION: Imdigenous rainforest, with low canopy of tree fems, low ferns, shrubs etc.

LAND USE: Unused (in natural state).

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: USP TAV108A-C

COMMENTS: NaF reaction. Medium positive for all hotizons.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

L 2-0 cm Partly decomposed leaf litter.
(2 cm)

Ah 0-10 cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) slightly peaty silt loam; massive
(10 cm) breaking to moderately developed nut structure; firm; slightly sticky; plastic;

few weakly weathered stones and gravels; abundant fine fibrous roots;
sharp wavy boundary,

Bw 1045 cm Moist;reddishbrown (5YR 4/4)andyellowishred (5YR /5) siltyclay loarn;
(35 cm) massive breaking to weakly developed medium blocky structure; very firm;

non sticky; plastic; many weathered olive yellow (2.5Y 5 / 5) vesicular basalt
stones; few fine and medium fibrous roots; diffuse wavy boundary,

BC 45-55 cm Moist; olive yellow (2.5y 6/6) and dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) gravelly and
(20 cm) gritty loam; single grain; friable; many weathering basalt stones; diffuse

wavy boundary,

C 55 cm+ Moist; varicoloured (red, yellow and black) weakly weathered large angular
and subangular boulders with some olive yellow (2.5y 6/6) soil in the
interstices.

Naitata
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nakavika series

REFERENCE: Nakavika clay and gravelly clay (28b) and Nakavika hill soils (28bH) defined by Twyford &
Wright (1955) as soils developed on undulating country from basalts and basic tuffs under a

climate with no dry season. Forms part of the Wainunu set.

The central concept for Nakavika soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Kanhaplohumult, clayey, gibbsitic, isohyperthetmic
(b) FAO: Humic Acrisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Humic latosol with no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nakavika soils, flat to gently undulating phase (1744) Nakavika soils, rolling phase (174D)

Nakavika soils, undulating phase (1748) Nakavika soils, strongly rolling phase (174E)

Nakavika soils, easy rolling phase (174C) Nakavika soils, moderately steep phase (174F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nakavika soils are developed in flattish or undulating land on plateau
surfaces, mainly in the Wainunu district of Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Basalts and tuffaceous rocks of basic composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Most slope positions on flattish or undulating land on plateau surfaces.

SLOPECLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), undulaing(4-7"), easyrolling(8-11"),
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12-15"), strongly rolling (16-20'), and moderately steep (27-25').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly in indigenous forest (dakua, dakua salusalu, and yaka)

RANGE OFELEVATION: 75-450rn

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mrn;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOILMOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohvperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: SIOW

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight and moderate sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >3'when
forest removed and cultivated.

Nakaoika



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PF{YSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Propeilies

Typically shows 10 cm of yellowish red very friable clay loam, of strong very
fine and fine nut structure, overlying 30 cm of yellowish red firm gravelly
clay loam, of moderate fine and medium blocky, with fine gravelly iron
concretions, overlying more than 80 cm red very firrn stony clay, of massive
structure breaking to weak fine and medium blocky, very sticky and plastic
moist, with abundant rounded stones.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Nakavika series have an Ah, Bt1, Bt2 horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 5 to 12 cm; its colours include reddish
brown (sYR 4/3, 4/4) and yellowish red (5YR 4/6,4/8); consistence is
friable or very friable; texfures are clays or clay loams and commonly
gravelly (non concretions); and structures are moderate or strong very fine,
fine or medium nut.

The Bt1 horizon thickness ranges from 25 to 35 cm; its colours include
yellowish red (5YR 5/5,5/8), red (2.5YR 4/6,4/8), and dark red (2.5YR
3/5);texfures are claysorclayloams; consistence is firmorfriable;structures
are moderate medium nut or blocky, and with or without gravelly iron
concretions.

The Bt2 horizon thickness ranges from 50 to 100 cm; colours include
yellowish red (sYR 5/5,5/8) and red (2.5YR 5/5,6/8); textures are clays or
clay loams and with or without stones or gravels; consistence may be firm
or very firm; and structures are massive breaking to weak or moderate fine
or medium, nut or blocky.

None recognised

None recognised

Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid 0-40 cm and extremely acid
below this; organic carbon and nitrogen have medium values in the topsoil
(0-10 cm) and are low below it, and the C/N ratio is high; very low available
phosphorus and phosphorus retention is high; 7o base saturation is very
high in the topsoil and of low values in the other horizons; CEC and TEB
values are low in the topsoil and very low below it; for topsoils
exchangeable calcium and potassium have low values, magnesium medium
and all give very low values in the other horizons; and aluminiurn is
significant in the exchange complex for the 10-40 cm horizon.

The particle size farnily class is clayey.

The mineralogical class is gibbsitic.

KRS U491493 (inclusive)

Clayey textures; moderate soil erosion potential on slopes > lf if forest
cleared and cultivated; slow soil permeability thatresults in surfaceponding
for many hours following high intensity storm events; strong soil acidity;
nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium; high phosphorus
fixation; and possible aluminium toxicity in the upper subsoil.

Nakaoika



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar toeslope of 'fanlike'surface in rolling country.

PARENT MATERLAL: Strongly weathered in situ rock.

SLOPE: 4' (length 200 m)

ASPECT: South-east

ELEVATION: 200 m

MICRORELIEF: Terracettes

SITE VEGETATION: Indigenous forest

LANDUSE: Unused

DRAINAGE: WeIl drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTLIRBANCE: None

LABORATORY Nos: KRS U491-493 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10 cm Moist; yellowish red (sYR 4/8) clay loam; very friable; strongly developed
(10 cm) fine nut strucfure breaking to strong very fine nut strucfure; abundant fine

roots; diffuse wavy boundary,

Bt1 1040 cm Mois! yellowish red (sYR 5/8) gravelly clay loam; firm; slightly sticky;
(30 cm) slightly plastic; moderately developed medium blocky structure breaking to

weak fine blocky; many clay coatings to peds; corunon medium roots;
corrunon fine gravelly iron concretions; diffuse wavy boundary,

Btz 40-120cm Moist; red (2.5YR 5/8) stony clay; very firm; very sticky; plastic; massive
(80 cm+) breaking to weakly developed fine and mediumblocky structure; many clay

coatings to peds; few medium roots; profuse unweathered rounded stones.

Typifying Profile

Nakavika soils, undulating phase.

TEAO15

Wainunu District, Westem Vanua Levu.

Nakaoika
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Nakelo series

REFERENCE: Nakelo sandy clay loam (45b) and Nakelo clay (45a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as

slightly better drained soils (compared to Toguru series) that develop on estuarine alluvium.
Further described and characterised by Pumell (1972) fot the soil survey of the Rewa delta.

Forms oart of the Nakelo set.

The more extensive Nakelo sandy clay loam (45b) described by Twyford & Wright (1955) and
Pumell (7972) is taken as the central concept for the series and is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Fluvaquentic Eutropept, fine-loamy, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic

O) FAO: Eutric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright GIey soil related to latosols with a weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nakelo soils (18)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nakelo series comprises a significant area amongst estuarine soils on the
Rewa delta in ESE Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of mixed mineralogies.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep estuarine alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Low lying land on the inland margins of the present saline areas.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Level

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Used for dairy pastures and rice.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0.5-2 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,2004,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-L,500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-,2800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:Z4'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohvperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorlv drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate permeability (due to vertical tubular pores and old root channels)
and 1.2 cm/hr average infiltration rate.

FLOODING: Frequently flooded. The water table is at the surface after heavy rain but
falls to 1 m depth in dry periods. It fluctuates rather rapidly.

EROSION: None, other than surface disfurbance by crabs and rodents.

Nakelo



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 12-15 cm of dark brown sandy clay loam with slight root
channel mottling, with well developed nut structures. There is a clear
boundary to yellowish-brown sandy clay loam with conunon grey mottles,
with medium to fine blocky strucfure, fubular pores, sticky and plastic.
Below 50-75 cm this merges into olive-grey with many strong brown
mottles, sandy clay loam. This merges into greenish-grey sandy loam with
strong brown mottling (root channels) and a little undecomposed plant
remains, and finally into dark greenish-grey sand.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nakelo series have an A(Ap), Bg7,Bgp,Crl,Cr2 etc. horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon thickness ranges from L2-30 cm; its colours include dark
brown (10YR 3/3, 4/3,75.yR 4/2,4/4) and brown (10YR 5/3, 7.sYR 5 /2,
5/4); texfures are either sandy clay or sandy clay loam (both sometimes
tending peaty); structures are either weak or moderate fine nut or fine
blocky; and consistence may be friable or firm.

The B horizons in combination range from 40-70 cm in thickness; colours
include yellowish-brown (10yRS / 4,5 / 5, 5/8) dark yellowish-brown (1OYR
4/4) and strong brown (7.5YR 5/5,5/8); textures are sandy clay or sandy
clay loam; structures are weak or moderate fine or medium blocky; and
mottles are light grey (10YR 5/1,7 /1,7 /2) or light brownish-grey (10YR
6/2).

The Cr horizons in combination exceed Z5 cm in thickness; colours include
greenish grey, dark greenish-grey or very dark greenish gtey; textures are
medium or fine sands, sandy loams, and fine sandy loams; strucfures are
massive or very weak blocky, both breaking to single grain.

Nakelo clay loam and Nakelo loam

Toguru series: Poorer nafural drainage. Mangrove woody remnants in
subsoils. Uniform dark grey soil colour with heavy sandy loam textures.
Weaker subsoil structures and overall higher organic matter content for the
whole profile.

Compared with Toguru series, better drainage for Nakelo series has
permitted oxidation and leaching to remove the sulphides from the surface
so that the high sulphide contents are found only below 75 cm, and
recognised by the greenish-grey colours, and the presence of organic matter
and plant remains (loss on ignition <10%). pH values remain above 5 to
100-125 cm below which they drop to <3. Base status is high to 70 cm but
still medium below. Potassium and sodium values are very low; calcium
low; and magnesium very high. Organic carbon values are very low in the
upper 70 cm and increase below this.

The particle size family class is fine-loamy.

The mineralogy class is kaolinitic. Sand dominates (50-65%) the fine earth
fraction.

KRS C2357-2352 (inclusive)

Susceptibility to flooding; high water tables; strong soil acidity; and nutrient
deficiencies of available phosphorus, potassium and nitrogen.

Nakelo



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-13 cm
(13cm)

Bg1 13-25 cm
(12 cm)

Bg2 25-45 cm
(21cm)

Bg3 45-76 cm
(30 cm)

76-112crn
(35 cm)

Cr1

Typifying Profile

Nakelo soils

P173

Adjacent Nakelo village.

Floodplains. Flat land with very slight slope to Qaranike mangroves.

Riverine alluvium over estuarine alluvium.

Flat

Not applicable

J.5 m

Large dry clods on soil surface.

Ploughed, Remnants of Para grass, willow, primrose and other weeds.

Ploughed for rice

Poorly drained

None observed

Ploughed

KRS C2357-2352 (inclusive)

Water table at 114 cm.

Dry; dry, brown (10YR 5/3) and moist, dark brown (10YR 4/3) sandy clay
loam; weakly developed, medium prismatic structure, breaking to
moderately developed, fine nut structure; firm; sticky; plastic; few, fine root
pores; conunon fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moisf yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) sandy clay loam; common,
medium, lightbrownish-grey (10YR 5/2) mottles; weakly developed, fine,
blocky structure; firm; sticky; plastic; few pores; few fine roots; indisfinct
srnooth boundary,

Moist, yellowish-brown (10YR 5/5) sandy clay loam; abundant medium,
distinct, light brownish-grey mottles; weakly developed, fine blocky
strucfure; firm; sticky; plastic; few medium pores; no live roots; indistinct
smooth boundary

Moist; strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) sandy clay; abundant, coarse, permanent
light grey (1 OYR 6 / 1 ) mottles; weakly developed, fine blocky structure; fi rm;
sticky; plastic; indistinct smooth boundary,

Moist; greenish-grey (SG 5/1) medium sandy loam, common/ fine, distinct
dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) and strong brown (7.5YR 5/7) mottles along root
channels and a few, medium, faint olive brown (2.5y 4/4) mottles; single
grain; firm; slightly sticky; plastic; rare, small non-calcareous stones; few fine
root channels; no roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Nakelo



2Cr2 112-752crn Wet; dark greenish-grey (5Y 4/1) medium sandy loam; single grain; slightly
(40 cm) sticky; slightly plastic; porous; few large decayed roots,

2Cr3 1,52-203crn Wef very dark greenish-grey (5GY 3/1) sand; single grain, non sticky; non
(51 cm) plastic; some mica flakes; porous; very permeable.

Nakelo



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassification

SOIL NAME: Nalotu series

REFERENCE: Nalotu clay and sandy clay (15a) and Nalotu hill soi1s (15aH) and Nalotu hill soils (15aH) defined
by Twyford & Wright (1955) as sandy heavy clays from siliceous marl formed under a climate
with moderate drv season.

Forms part of the Nalotu set.

ff,"."ntr"f concept for Nalotu soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Nigrescent soi1, with a moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING I"]NITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nalotu soils, easy rolling phase (111C)
Nalotu soils, rolling phase (111D)
Nalotu soils, strongly rolling phase (111E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occur in small patches in north-eastern Vanua Levu and between
Nununuku and Yakita Villages on Kadavu.

PARENT ROCK: Calcareous quartz-rich andesitic tuff.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ rock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Convex backslopes and midslopes in shongly rolling land.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15') and strongly rolling (15-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Used extensively for dalo gardens where water is available to flood the dalo
beds. Elsewhere, yams, cassava and kumala are grown but crops are only
fair and long intervals (five to seven years) of fallow under gasau are
customary. Where the gasau has been frequently burnt talasiga vegetation
has developed.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,000-4,000 mm;
dry season range: 500-1,000 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohvperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential.

Nalohr



GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Though not analysed these soils are expected to be strongly acid, of

moderate base status, and low in phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium .

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows L5 cm of reddish black firm to friable sandy heavy clay of
strong medium blocky structure breaking to granules, and slightly sticky
and plastic when moist, overlying 25 cm of very pale brown firm sandy
heavy clay of very strong coarse blocky strucfure breaking to fine granules
with difficulty and sticky and very plastic when moist, on weathering sandy
tuJf.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

Unnamed variant under talasiga vegetation typically shows 25 cm of dark
reddish grey firm to friable sandy clay, of weak coarse blocky structure
breaking to strong fine blocky and granular and moderately plastic and
slightly sticky when moist, overlying 25 cm of red very compact heavy clay,
of massive strucfure breaking to strong fine blocky and coarse granular, and
very plastic and sticky when moist, on strongly mottled varicoloured (weak
red, pale grey and dark red) heavy clay with fragments of weathering tuff.

None recognised

Not sampled for analysis.

Clayey textures, profile shallowness; erosion hazard; strong acidity; nutrient
deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium; and soil moisture
deficits experienced during the dry season.

Nalotu



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nalotu soils, rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: TW 22

SITE LOCATION: 200 m north-west of Nuku village, Kadavu Island.

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex backslope in hilly land.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathered in situ acidic andesitic tuff.

SLOPE: 13"

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 180 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Food garden (dalo, tavioka, kumala).

LAND USE: Subsistence cropping

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Natural site

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-15 cm Moist; reddish black (10R 2/1) sandy heavy clay; very strongly developed
(15 cm) medium blocky structure breaking to granular; firm to friable; slightly sticky;

plastic; corunon fine and medium fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 15-40 cm Moist; very pale brown (10YR 7/3) sandy heavy clay; very strongly developed
(25 cm) coarse blocky structure breaking to fine granules under considerable pressure;

firm; sticky; very plastic; few fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

C on Weathering sandy tuff.

Nalotu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassification

SOIL NAME: Namaka series

REFERENCE: Narnaka gritty clay (41d) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as strongly weathered colluvial
soils from quartz-rich sediments developed on flattish land under a climate with a strong dry
season.

Forms part of the Kelikoso set.

The central conceDt for Namaka soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Paleustult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
O) FAO: Ferric Acrisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Red-yellow podzolic soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING I.INITS AND SYMBOLS:
Namaka soils (35)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Of limited areal extent in the environs of the Nadi Airport,/Namaka/
Legalega areas.

PARENT ROCK: Quartz-rich rocks.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered colluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Planar and slightly convex surfaces on relict weakly dissected terrace
POSION/LANDFORM: surfaces.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Almost entirely under sugar cane and to a lesser extent pulse crops and
rainfed nce.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 6-20m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: i.,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTLIRE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Sheet erosion under cultivation.

Namaka



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological And Ghemical Properties

Typically shows L8 cm of dark reddish brown loamy fine sand, of
moderately developed fine blocky strucfure, and friable, overlying 20 cm of
reddishbrown fine sandy clay loamof massive structurebreaking to weakly
developed coarse blocky strucfure; very firm, with a few unweathered
rounded quarlz gravels, overlying 20 cm of yellowish red clay, of weakly
developed fine blocky structure, friable with faint yellowish red clay
coatings to peds, over more than 70 cm of yellowish red clay, of weakly
developed fine blocky strucfure, very friable, and with yellowish red clay
cutans to peds.

Ochric epipedon, argillic horizon.

Namaka series have an Ap, Bt horizon sequence.

Ap horizons range in thickness from 30-38 cm; colours include dark reddish
brown (sYR 3/3, 3/4); textures are either sandy clay loam or clay loam;
structures vary either moderate or weakly developed blocky; and
consistence is either friable or firm.

Bt horizons exceed 90 cm in thickness; colours include yellowish red (5YR
4/5,4/8); textures range clay to sandy clay; structures are either massive
breaking to weak fine blocky or coarse blocky breaking to fine blocky; and
consistence is either firm or friable.

Unnamed variants: Well drained yellowish red soils without argillic horizon
(Typic Dystropept, fine loamy, kaolinitic)

Nadi series: Well drained reddish or yellowish brown soils formed from
strongly weathered mixed siliceous and basic alluvium but do not have an
argillic horizon.

Legalega series: Imperfectly drained soils formed from strongly weathered
siliceous alluvium with grey-mottled argillic horizons (Laffan, 1988).

Mocambo series: Moderately well drained to imperfectly drained soils
formed from strongly weathered mixed alluvium over siliceous alluvium
with argillic horizons and oxic-like horizons (Laffan, 1988).

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: 7o base saturation medium to high in A horizons and upper B horizons, low

in lower B horizons. Exchangeable calcium low to medium in A horizons,
low to very low in B horizons, magnesium medium throughout profile,
potassium low in ApL horizon and very low elsewhere. Cation exchange
capacity low throughout. 7o base saturation < 35 at depths 1.25 m below top
of argillic horizon.

The particle size family class is clayey.

Mineralogical class kaolinitic.

KRS R27 42-45 (inclusive)
S89565A-E

Severe seasonal soil moisture deficits, erosion risk under cultivation on
sloping land, and nutrient deficiencies of potassium, phosphorus and
nitrogen.

Namaka



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION.

Namaka soils

0-18 cm
(18 cm)

18-38 cm
(20 cm)

Ap1

Typifying Profile

Namaka soils

L77

Refer soil map of Legalega Agricultural Research Station (Laffan, 1988).

Backslope of low relief dissected terrace.

Strongly weathered siliceous alluvium.

30

North

9m

Smooth

Sorghum

Cropping for experimental purposes.

Well drained

None observed

Cultivated

KRS 27 42- 45 (inclusive)
SB9555A-E

Dry; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4) (moist, ped face and rubbed colours)
loamy fine sand; friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; moderately developed fine
blocky structure; distinct smooth boundary,

Dry; dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) (moist, ped face and rubbed colours)
fine sandy clay loam; very firm; non-sticky; non-plastic; massive breaking
to weakly developed coarse blocky strucfure; few unweathered rounded
quartz gravels; distinct smooth boundary,

Slightly mois! yellowish red (sYR 4/5) (moist, ped face and rubbed colours)
clay;friable; non-sticky;non-plastic;weakly developed fineblocky structure
breaking to weakly developed fine crumb structure; few faint yellowish red
(sYR 4/5) clay cutans; diffuse smooth boundary,

Slightly mois! yellowish red (sYR 4/8) (moist, open face and rubbed
colours) clay; very friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; massive breaking to
weakly developed fine blocky structure; few faint yellowish red (sYR 4/6)
clay cutans.

AP2

Bt1

Btz

38-58 cm
(20cm)

58-128+ cm
(70 cm+)

Namaka
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Namalata series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced to include deep, red clayey soils that develop mainly on rolling hill
country under forest. They have thick dark topsoils and would previously have been included
with Delaimatai clay and silty clay (30b) as described by Twyford & Wright (1955).

The name is derived from Namalata Island part of the Southem Vanua Balavu Group.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Udic Haplustoll, fine, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Hyplic Kastanozem
(c) Twyford and Wrighfi Humic latosol with a moderate to strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Namalata soils, undulating phase (1848)
Namalata soils, easy rolling phase (184C)
Namalata soils, rolling phase (184D)
Namalata soils, strongly rolling phase (184E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Namalata soils occur in association with Delaimatai soils in Vanua Levu but
are of limited extent. Elsewhere they are mapped in small patches in Lau
Group.

PARENT ROCK: Andesites and basalts.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Concave and convex midslope and toeslope positions in moderately rolling
POSITION/LANDFORM: hill countrv.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating 4-7"; easy rolling, 8-11"; rolling,12-15"; and strongly rolling,
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: 15-20'.

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Still part forest-covered. Elsewhere after forest removal, scrubby vegetation
and where further burned, under bracken fern and reed grass.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-30 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-L,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2i'C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained to moderatelv well drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate permeability

FLOODING: None

EROSION: Minor sheet erosion under green forest. High potential erosion when forest
cleared and shifting cultivation practised.

Namalata



GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Profiles are moderately acid with very low organic carbon values except for

the topsoil where values are low. % base safuration is very high and the CEC
values are high. Exchangeable calcium values are medium; magnesium, very
high; and potassiumhigh. Tamms oxalate extractable aluminium, iron and
silica values are verv low.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Thick (20-30 cm) friable, dark reddish brown clayey topsoil with sticky and
slightly plastic consistence and strongly developed nut structures overlie
thick (>75 cm) friable dusky red Bw horizons wlth in slfa weathered rock
normally encountered below 1 m of the soil surface. The upper Bw horizon
is a slightly gritty plastic and sticky clay with weak coarse blocky structure.
The lower Bw horizon tends to massive, slightly sticky and slightly plastic
with clay loam textures.

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

Delaimatai series: Ochric epipedon, dark red in B horizons, more clay and
generally shallower. Occur more on steeper slopes.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

SB941OA-C

Susceptibility to erosion when forest cleared, seasonal soil moisture deficits,
soil acidity, and low organic matter status.

Namalata



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-23 cm

Bw1 23-50 cm

Bw2 50-110 cm

Typifying Profile

Namalata series

VBlO

Map I43 (Vanua Balavu) 178" 58'90" E,17" 17'25" N.

Convex midslope in moderately dissected hill country.

Colluvium derived from andesitic rock overlyingin situ andesite.

8'

North

20m

Smooth

Yams under scattered forest trees.

Food garden

Moderately well drained; moderate permeability; medium runoff.

None recognised

Cultivated

VB1O SB941OA-C

None

Dry, dark reddish brown (sYR 3/2), moist dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2.5)
clay; friable, firm in situ; strcky, slightly plastic; strongly developed medium
and coarse nut with cast granular structure; abundant fine medium and
coarse nuts; many casts and worm channels; indistinct regular boundary,

Dry, dusky red (2.5YR 3/2), rnoist very dusky red to dusky red (2.5YR

2.5 /2),slighllvgritty clay; friable; sticky; plastic;primary structureof weakly
developed coarse blocky and secondary strucfure of moderate to weakly
developed nut with crumb; many fine and medium roots; few to many casts;
indistinct regular boundary,

Moist, dusky red (2.5YR 3/2),rubbed dusky red to weak red (2.5YR 3.5/2)
clay loam; friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; massivebreaking to weakly
developed blocky structure with crumb; few coarse dead roots; few casts,
indistinct regular boundary,

in situweathered andesite rock.BC

Namalata
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Namara series

REFERENCE: Namara sandy clay and sandy clay loam (39c) and Namara hill soils (39cH) defined by Twyford
& Wright (1955) as degraded Qaliira soils under forest, reed and talasiga vegetation on rolling and
hilly land and formed from acid andesite and quartz-rich tuff under a climate with a weak dry
season.

Forms part of the Namatiu set. The central concept for Namatiu soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Palendult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Nitosol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil, with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Namara soils, undulating phase (1398)

Namara soils, easy rolling phase (139C)

Namara soils, rolling phase (139D)

Namara soils, strongly rolling phase (1398)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Of limited distribution on the windward side of Kadavu Island, particularly
in the vicinity of Soso Bay.

PARENT ROCK: Acid andesite and quartz-rich tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in siturock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Convex backslopes and midslopes on gentle ridges and undulating plateaux.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11'), rolling (12-15") and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (15-20').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Formerly reputed to have supported tall forest, now supports low open
forest with much caukoro and patches of reed grass and talasiga vegetation.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 20-400 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,500-2,800 mm;
dry season range: 500-L,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,500 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:ZL'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABIUTY CLASS: Moderatelv slow

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential if cultivated without
implementation of soil conseryation measures.

Namara



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS;

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 12 cm of dark brown to reddish grey, firrn to friable sandy
clay loam; of weak coarse blocky structure breaking to medium blocky and
slightly sticky and plastic when moist, overlying 33 cmof brown grading to
strong brown very fum sandy clay, of massive structure with weak
columnar fracturing, and sticky and very plastic on strong brown slightly
mottled weak red, very compact plastic clay with a few iron-coated
fragments of weathered sandy tuff.

Ochric epipedory argillic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Namara soils are expected to be strongly acid, of very low base status and

low levels of phosphorus

Not sampled for analysis.

Clayey textures; profile shallowness; erosion hazard) low base stafus;
nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, strong soil
acidity; and probable aluminium toxicity (note forest trees are shallow
rooting).

Namata



Typifiring Profile

SOIL NAME: Namara soils, easy rolling phase

PROFILE No.: TW 19

SITE LOCATION: Soso Bay, Kadavu Island.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITION IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar midslope

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

Weathered sandy tuff.

10"

ASPECT: South-west

ELEVATION: 45 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Open forest with much caukoro and patches of reed grass and talasiga
vegetation.

LANDUSE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: NONC

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-12 cm Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) to reddish grey (5YR 5/2) sandy clay loam;
(12 cm) weakly developed coarseblocky structure,breaking to mediumblocky; firm

to friable; slightly sticky; plastic; many fine and medium fibrous roots;
distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 12-45 cm Moist; brown (7.5YR 5/4) to strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) sandy clay; massive
(33 cm) structure with weakly developed coarse columnar fracturing; very firm;

sticky; very plastic; hard to dig; few very fine fibrous roots; few fine
fragments of weathered tuff; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt 45-70 cm Moist; strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) clay; few faint weak red (2.5YR5/2)
(25 cm) mottles; massive strucbure with weak coarse columnar fracturing when dry;

firm; sticky; very plastic; very compact; few iron-coated fragments of
weathered sandy tuff,

BC on Weathered in situ quartz-rich tuff.

Namata
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Namatiu series

REFERENCE: Namatiu sandy clay (39a) and Namatiu hill soils (39aH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as

strong yellow soils from quartz-rich tuffs and acid andesite on rolling and hill land and formed
under a climate with a weak drv season.

Forms part of the Namatiu set.

The central concept for Namatiu soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Dystropept, fine-loamy, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Namatiu soils, undulating phase (1388)
Namatiu soils, easy rolling phase (138C)
Namatiu soils, rolling phase (138D)
Namatiu soils, strongly rolling phase (138E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occur only on southwest Kadavu Island and are of limited extent.

PARENT ROCK: Quartz-rich tuffs and acid andesite.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderate to strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Convex backslopes and midslopes in rolling and hilly country.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15') and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (1,6-20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Due to their low fertility are little used other than odd cassava crop.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 20-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average tange:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOILDRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes >7" if cultivated in the
absence of soil conservation measures.

Namatiu



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available. Profiles on steep
slopes (>12') tend to be shallower and more stony.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be strongly acid; organic carbon values are

medium in the topsoil (0-17 cm) and very low below i! nitrogen is low; low
available phosphorus; 7o base saturation is low; CEC is medium; TEB values
are low; exchangeable calciumis low; magnesiumishigh for the topsoil and
medium below; and potassium is low in the topsoil and very low below it.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 17 cm of brown to dark grey brown friable to firm sandy
clay (locally stony), of weak coarse blocky structure breaking to moderate
fine and medium blocky, and sticky and plastic when moist, overlying 25 cm
of teddish brown to reddish yellow firm sandy clay (locally stony flints),
and sticky and plastic when moist on 50 cm or more of reddish yellow to
shong brown very firm heavy stony lay, very hard to dig, of massive
structure, very sticky and plastic when moist and flints becoming abundant
below 50 cm depth.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

None recognised

The particle size family class is fine-loamy.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS 653-654

Profile shallowness; erosion hazard on slopes >7o; low base status; nutrient
deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium; and strong soil acidity.

Nnmatiu



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Namatiu soils, rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: TW 32

SITE LOCATION: Namatiu village at the head of Korolevu Bay, Kadavu Island.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar upper backslope.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathered in situ quartz-rich rock.

SLOPE: 13"

ASPECT: South-west

ELEVATION: 145 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Open scrub and fem land.

LANDUSE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Evidence of serious past sheet erosion relating to buming.

DISTURBANCE: No recent evidence.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS 55T654

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-17 cm Moist; brown (7.5YR 4/2) to dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2) sandy clay;
(17 cm) weakly developed coarse blocky strucfure breaking to moderate rnedium

and fine blocky; friable to firm; sticky; plastic; corrunon fine weakly
weathered angular stones; many fine and medium fibrous roots; distinct
smooth boundary,

Bw 17-42crn Moist; reddish brown (sYR 5/4) to reddish yellow (sYR 5/5) sandy clay;
(25 cm) weakly developed medium blocky shucture; firm; sticky; very plastic; many

fine unweathered angular stones (flint); common fine and very fine fibrous
roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

BC 42-82 cm Moist; reddish yellow (sYR 5/5) to strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) heavy stony
(40+ cm) clay; massive structure; very firm; very hard to dig; very sticky; plastic;

profuse unweathered angular stones (flint) particularly below 50 cm,

Hard white flintv rock.

Namatiu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Namosau series

REFERENCE: The Namosau sandy and gravelly loam (35) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a very old soil
on old flattish to undulating peneplain surfaces and developed from highly weathered basic rocks
under a climate with a strong dry season.

This concept for Namosau series is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Acrustox, clayey, gibbsitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Acric Ferralsol
(c) Twyford and WrighL Ferruginous latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Namosau soils, flat to gently undulating phase (39A)
Namosau soils, gently undulating phase (39B)

Namosau soils, easy rolling phase (39C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Namosau soils occur on high terrace remnants behind Nadi, Lautoka and Ba
in Viti Levu and on similar landscapes at Bua province in Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of basic and intermediate rocks.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Old relict high terraces and plateau surfaces.

SLOPE CLASS Flat gently undulating (10-30"), gently undulating (4-70') and easy rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (8-11").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Very depleted 'talasiga' vegetation comprising Nokonoko and Dicranopteis
fern with significant areas of gravelly erosion pavement.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range:400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: WelI drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Evidence (erosion pavements) of very severe past erosion related to regular
burning over several centuries.

Namosau



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGLiISHING FEATURES:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Analysis shows the soil to be very strongly acid in the topsoil, strongly acid
in the other horizons and of variable change; organic carbon is high in the
topsoil and low below if nitrogen is medium in the topsoil, of low values 15-
54 cm and very low below 54 cm; total phosphorus high in the topsoil and
medium in the other horizons; Both TEB and CEC are extremely low; 7o base
saturation values are medium in the topsoil and very high in the other
horizons but meaningless in view of the extremely low CEC values
exchangeable calcium, potassium and sodium values are very low and
magnesiumlow throughout the profiIe; and % aluminiumis dominant in the
exchange complex.

The particle size family class is clayey.

The mineralogy class is gibbsitic.

QDPr77778-11722

Severe erosion potential on slopes > 3o; severe seasonal soil moisfure
deficits; limited rooting volume and moisture storage potential due to iron
pan at about 50 cm; variable charge; strong soil acidity; aluminium toxicity;
and limited nutrient reseryes that would be depleted rapidly under a

cropping regime.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 15 cm of reddish brown silty clay loam, of moderate to
strongly developed fine nut with crumb structure, very friable, and sticky
when moist, overlying 50 cm of red clay loam, of weakly developed blocky
strucfure breaking easily to fine nut and crumb, friable, and sticky moist,
overlying 3 cm of hard discontinuous iron pan, overlying 20 cm of red
weakly mottled olive yellow clay loam, of weakly developed blocky
structurebreaking easily to fine nut and crumb structure; overlying 3 cm of
hard discontinuous iron pan and overlying more than 25 cm of red mottled
olive yellow silty clay loam, of weakly developed coarse blocky structure
breaking to fine crumb and single grain, and friable.

Ochric epipedon, oxic horizon.

Namosau series have an Ap(Ah), Bw1, Bfml,Bw2,Bfm2,BChorizon
sequence. The A horizon thickness ranges 5-20 cml colours include reddish
brown (sYR 4/3, 4/4,2.5YR 4/4) and dark reddish brown (sYR3/3,3/4,
2.5YR3/4); textures are either silty clay, clay loam or gravelly loam; few to
abundant ironstone nodules may or may not be present.

The Bw1 horizon thickness ranges 30-50 cm; colours include red (2.5YR4/6,
4/8,5/6) or yellowish red (5YR 4/6,4/8); textures are clay, clay loam or
loam; and few or none ironstone nodules.

The Bfml and Bfm2 horizons are L4 cm in thickness; hard, discontinuous
and black with light olive brown.

The Bw2 horizon thickness ranges 30-50 cm; and as for BwL, and few to
many olive yellow mottles.

The BC horizons exceed 30 cm (dependent on presence of further iron pans);
colours include red (2.5YR 4 / 6, 4 / 8, 5 /6); textures are silty clay, silty clay
loam, clay or clay loam; and olive yellow mottles may be few or many.

None recognised

None recognised

Namosau



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SiTE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNoS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Namosau series

Ap 0-15 cm
(15 cm)

Bw1

Typifying Profile

Namosau series

NLDCOS

Plateau margin adjacent to NLDC quarters for Nasarowaqa pigeon pea
project L km west of Naibulu creek (the boundary separating Bua and
Macuata provinces).

Planar crest on 100 m slope on weakly dissected plateau surface in flat to
gently rolling country.

Strongly weathered in situ tock of basic composition.

1'

North

80m

Flat

Mission grass with scattered nokonoko trees.

Unused (previously planted in pineapples).

Well drained

Past sheet and rill erosion.

Previously mechanically cultivated.

QDPr7r7r8-r1722

Dry; reddish brown (syR 4/4) silty clay loam; moderate to strongly
developed fine nut structure with moderate fine crumb structure; very
friable; sticky; non-plastic; many fine and medium roots; distinct smooth
boundary,

Slight moist; red (2.5YR 4/5) clay loam; weakly developed medium blocky
strucfure breaking to moderate fine nut and cnrmb structure; friable; sticky;
non-plastic; conunon fine roots; sharp smooth boundary,

Dry;metallicblackwithlightolivebrown (2.5Y5/5) discontinuous iron pan;
massive; extremely firm; non-sticky; non-plastic; no roots; sharp smooth
boundary,

Slightly moisf red (2.5YR 4/8) clay loam; few fine distinct olive yellow (2.5Y

5/5) mottles; weakly developed medium blocky structure; breaking to
moderate fine nut and crumb strucfure; friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic;
no roots; sharp smooth boundary,

Dry;metallicblackwith lightolivebrown (2.5Y 5/5) discontinuous iron pan;
massive; extremely firm; non-sticky; non-plastic; no roots; sharp smooth
boundary,

Bfrnl

Bw2

15-54 cm
(48 cm)

54-57 cm
(3cm)

67-89 cm
(22cm)

89-92 cm
(3cm)

Bflr2

Namosau



BC 92-1.17+ crn
(25 cm+)

Moisl red (2.5YR4/5) silty clay loam; many medium distinct olive yellow
(2.5Y 6/6) mottles; weakly developed coarse blocky structure breaking to
weak fine crumb structure and single grain; friable; non-sticky; non-plastic;
no roots.

Namosau



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Namosi series

REFERENCE: Namosi stony soil loam (27d) and Namosi hill soils (27dH) as described by Twyford & Wright
(1955) as from acid andesite, commonly forest covered and formed under a climate with little or
no dry season,

They form part of the Sote set.

The central concept for Namosi soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Humitropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Humic Carnbisol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Humiclatosol with a weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Namosi soiJ.s, easy rolling phase (158C) Namosi soils, moderately steep phase (158F)

Namosi soils, rolling phase (158D) Namosi soils, steep phase (158G)

Namosi soils, strongly rolling phase (158E) Namosi soils, very steep phase (158H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Namosi soils are widespread but in small patches in east central Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Acid andesite agglomerate.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathering colluvium over unweathered ln sifz rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Convex strongly rolling hill country fringing'mesa-like'relief.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (16-20'), moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (2L-25"), steep (25-35'), and very steep (>35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Secondary forest and plantation crops. Mainly in subsistence crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-L,500 mm;
wet season range: L,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderatelv rapid

FLOODING: N"rr". nooa,

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion potential.

Namosi



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm of very dark grey friable clay loam, of strongly
developed medium nut strucfure, with conunon rounded boulders,
overlying 15 cm of dark brown friable clay, of moderately developed
medium nut structure, with angular stones overlying 40 cm of dark
yellowishbrown friable silty clay, of weak coarseblocky structure and with
boulders and stones, overlying 20 cm of dark yellowish brown firm fine
sandy clay of massive structure breaking to fine blocky, with boulders on
(lithic contact) massive unweathered rock.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid, though the AB horizon (2140

cm) is strongly acid; organic carbon and nitrogen have medium values in the
topsoil, low values 2L-40 cm, and very low values below these depths;
available phosphorus is very low; CEC is medium; 7o base safuration is low
0-40 cm and mediumbelow 40 cm depth; exchangeable calcium is low in all
horizons except 21-40 cm where it is of very low value; potassium is medium
in the topsoil and very low below this; and rnagnesium is high in the topsoil,
medium 21-88 cm, rising to high again below 88 cm.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS V140-143 (inclusive)

Moderately rapid permeability; surface and profile boulders; abundant
surface rock outcrops; moderate soil erosion risk on slopes > 1 L '; soil acidity;
and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Namosi



POSITION IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Concave midslope in landscape comprising volcanic plugs and mesa-like

intrusions and strongly rolling fringtng hill country .

PARENT MATERIAL: Shallow colluvium over unweathered acid andesite agglomerate.

SLOPE: 18'

ASPECT: South south-west

SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS;

Typiflring Profile

Namosi soils, strongly rolling phase.

VSO9

Above Saliadrau Village, Namosi District.

200 m

Smooth. Exposed hard rock in vicinity.

Miscellaneous grasses and fern.

Grazing

Well drained

No erosion observed.

None

KRS V140-143

Lithic contact at 110 cm.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-21 cm Moist;verydarkgrey(10YR3/1)clayloam;stronglydevelopedmediumnut
(21 cm) structure plus moderate fine granular structure; friable; slightly sticky;

slightly plastic; abundant fine and very fine roots; few unweathered
subangular boulders (mainly on surface); indistinct smooth boundary,

AB 21-40 cm Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay; moderately developed mediumnut
(19 cm) strucfure plus moderate fine granular structure; friable; many fine and very

fine roots; few weakly weattrered subanguJ.ar stones; distinct wavy
boundary,

Bw1 40-88 cm Moist;darkyellowishbrown(10YR4/4)siltyclay;weaklydeveloped coarse
(48 cm) blocky structure breaking to weak fine nut structure; friable to firm; stightly

sticky; slightly plastic; few very fine roots; conunon weak to moderately
weathered stones plus a few boulders; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw2 88-110cm Moisf dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) fine sandy clay; massive breaking
(22 crn) to weakly developed fine blocky structure; firm; slightly sticky; slightly

plastic; few very fine roots; few unweathered subrounded boulders; sharp
wavy boundary (lithic contact).

on hard unweathered rock.

Namosi
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Namuana series

REFERENCE: Namuana steepland stony sandy clay (92d) definedby Twyford and Wright (1955) as formed from
silicified fuffs under a climate with a moderate drv season.

Form part of the Sarowaqa set.

The central concept for Namuana soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Dystropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dyshic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soil related to or associated with red yellow podzolic soils

with a moderate dry season.

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Namuana soils, easy rolling phase (134C) Namuana soils, moderately steep phase (134F)

Namuana soils, rolling phase (134D) Namuana soils, steep phase (134G)

Namuana soils, strongly rolling phase (1348) Namuana soils, very steep phase (134H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Confined largely to the Kadavu Group but of restricted extent in Viti Levu
in the basins of the Waisei, Qalinabulu, Nadrau and Sabeto.

PARENT ROCK: Silicified quartz rich and acidic tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in-siturock.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Mainly planar slopes in strongly dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (15-20'), moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21-35'), steep (25-35o), and very steep (35-40").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Still partly clothed in forest although with time an increasing area becomes
invaded by reed grass. Used for subsistence crops for 3 to 5 years then
allowed to revert to forest for a similar (or longer) period. After successive
cycles the reversion is to reeds rather than forest.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 400-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200 - 4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800 - 1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800 - 2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2("C.

SOILMOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential.

Namuana



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORYNOS:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of dusky red friable to firm fine sandy clay, of weak
nut and blocky strucfure, and slightly sticky and plastic when moist,
overlying 18 cm of weak red firm to friable clay, of massive structure, and
sticky and strongly plastic when moist.

Profiles may be with or without stones.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable, only two profile descriptions available.

Unnamed shallow variant. Typically shows Tcmof darkreddish grey stony
sandy clay, on 10 cm of pale reddish grey sandy clay, on 10 cm of very pale
reddish grey to pinkish brown coarse sandy clay loam, on weathering rock.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show the soils to be moderately acid; organic carbon is medium in

the topsoil (0-10 cm) and very low below 10 cm; nitrogen is low in the
topsoil and very low below if very low available phosphorous; 7o base
saturation is very high; CEC is medium throughou! exchangeable calcium
is high 0-10 cm and medium below 10 cm; magnesium is high throughou!
and potassium is medium in the topsoil and low below it.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS675-676

Slope; erosion potential; dry season soil moisture deficits; and nutrient
deficiencies of nitrogen and phosphorus.

Namuana



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Namuana soils

PROFILE NO: TW 400

SITE LOCATION:. Above Nalotawa village,0.5 km NE.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Very steep slopes,350

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in-siturock.

SLOPE: Long 100mslopes, concave, convex.

ASPECT: South

ELEVATION: 450-580 m

MICRORELIEF: Disturbed, loggrng marks.

SITE VEGETATION: Pine trees.

LAND USE: Pine forest estate.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Severe sheet and some gully erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Roading

LABORATORY Nos.: KRS675 - 575

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-0cm Moist; dusky red (10R 3/3) fine sandy clay; weakly developed fine and
(10 cm) medium nut and blocky structure; friable to firm; slightly sticky; plastic;

many fine and medium fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 10-28cm Moist; weak red (10R  /4) clay; massive structure breaking to fine granules;
(20 cm) firm to friable; moderately compacf sticky; very plastic; corunon fine and

very fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary.

BC 28-118 cm Moist; light reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4) slightly sandy clay; massive
(90 cm) structure; friable; sticky; very plastic.

Author: V. Seru & V. Masibalavu

Namuana
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference Glassification

SOIL NAME: Nanukuloa series

REFERENCE: The Nanukuloabouldery clay (19a) definedbyTwyford &Wright (1955) as friableclays from basic
flows and agglomerates formed under a climate with a moderate dry season.

Forms part of Nanukuloa set.
The climate definition is restricted in this survey to the ustic moisture regime, but in all other
tespects the central concept for Nanukuloa soils is retained.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustropept, fine, rnixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Nigrescent soil with a moderate to dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nanukuloa soils, undulating phase (1928) Nanukuloa soils, moderately steep phase (192F)

Nanukuloa soils, easy rolling phase (192C) Nanukuloa soils, steep phase (192G)

Nanukuloa soils, rolling phase (192D) Nanukuloa soils, very steep phase (192H)
Nanukuloa soils, strongly rolling phase (192E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nanukuloa soils occur as small areas on gentle spurs above Vaidoki soils
and are confined to the east coast of Viti Levu from Dawasamu to the
Penang valley. They also occur in Lomaiviti and Lau Groups.

PARENT ROCK: Basic flow rocks and agglomerates.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex backslopes and concave toeslopes in moderately rolling hill country.
POSITION / LANDFORM: Rock outcrops are corunon.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11') rolling (12-15"), strongly rolling
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (15-20'), moderately steep (21-25"), steep (25-35") and very steep (>35').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Sugar cane, subsistence root crops, grazing and other cropping, e.g. maize.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 15-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATLIRE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: *"t, O*rt"U

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Past sheet erosion. Having shallow profiles, limited water holding capacity
and friable consistence these soils have a severe sheet and rill erosion
potential.

Nanukuloa



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 15 cm of darkbrown friable clay, sticky and slightly plastic
PROFILE FEATURES: consistence mois! and of moderately developed fine and medium nut

strucfure, overlying 15 cm of strong brown friable clay, sticky and plastic
moist, and of weakly developed coarse blocky strucfure that breaks easily
to stronger fine nut.

Normally at about 30 to 40 cm depth the friable and massive reddish yellow
BC horizon is encountered.

Grits and very fine stones are conunon in most horizons.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable, only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately acid soils with very high % base saturation. Organic carbon

values are low. Values for the CEC and exchangeable calcium are medium;
magnesium, very high; potassium and sodium values are low.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

LABORATORY Nos: SB9408A-C

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Profile shallowness; surface rock outcrops and boulders; severe soil moisture
deficits experienced during the dry season; moderate soil acidity; and
nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen and potassium.

Nanukuloa



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex toeslope

Typifying Profile

Nanukuloa soils, easy rolling phase.

V88

Map I43 (Vanua Balavu) 178' 59'05" E,17" 17'05" N
Vanua Balavu Island, Lau Group.

ln situbasic andesite.

10"

East

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION: L0 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Cassava mounds 1 m from site.

LAND USE: Subsistence root cropping.

DRAINAGE: Well drained; moderate permeability; moderately rapid runoff.

EROSION: None observed

DISWRBANCE: Cultivation

LABORATORY Nos: SB9408A-C

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-14 cm Dry; dark brown to brown (10YR 4/3) moist dark yellowish brown (10YR
(14 cm) 4/4) rubbedbrown to darkyellowishbrown (10YR4/3.5) gritty clay; friable;

sticky; slightlyplastic; moderate to strongly developed medium and fine nut
with some crr-mb and cast granular strucfure; small orange rock fragments
throughout the horizon; abundant fine and medium roots; many casts; few
strongly weathered very fine stones; indistinct regular boundary,

Bw 14-28 cm Dry; strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) and dark yellowish brown (10YR  / ) gritty
(14 cm) clay; friable; sticky; plastic; primary structure of weakly developed coarse

blocky and secondary structure of moderate to strongly developed medium
nut; many fine and medium roots, few to many casts; many very fine
angular stones, strongly weathered; many very fine orange concretions;
distinct irregular boundary,

BC 28-40 cm Moist; reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8) grltty clay; firm in situ, friable; sticky;
(12 cm+) plastic; massive breaking to single grain; strongly weathered in situ rock.

Nanukuloa
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Naqalotu series

REFERENCE: Naqalotu steepland sandy clay (71) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as formed from sandy
marls under a climate with a moderate dry season.

The central concept for Naqalotu is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustropept, fine-loamy, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Steepland soil related to and associated with Nigrescent soils with

a moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Naqalotu soils, moderately steep phase (117F)

Naqalotu soils, steep phase (117G)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Naqalotu soils develop in association with Nalotu and Yakita soils on the
leeward side of Kadavu Island between Dagai and Natokalau villages.

PARENT ROCK: Sandv marl

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered in situ rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Planar and convex backslopes and midslopes in moderately dissected hill
POSITION / LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Moderately steep (2L-25') and steep (25-35').

VEGE-IATION AND LAND USE: Extensively used for subsistence food crops and in some areas of Kadavu
Island is terraced and irrigated for dalo cultivation.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-250 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,000-2,800 mm;
dry season range:500-800 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERAruRE: Mean annual:24oC.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potendal.

Naqalotu



Morphological and Ghemical Propefties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 8 cm of very dusky red friable stony sandy clay, of weak
PROFILE FEATURES: coarse blocky structure breaking to moderate fine and medium blocky,

overlying 8 cm of greyish brown grading light yellowish brown slightly
mottled light brownish grey firm stony sandy clay of massive structure
breaking to weak fine blocky, sticky and very plastic moist, on pinkish grey
firm to friable very stony sandy clay with a high proportion of weathering
sandy marl and very plastic.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profiles available.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Near neutral soil with high base status.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Profile shallowness; stoniness; erosion hazard; seasonal soil moisfure
deficits; and deficiencies of potassium and phosphorus.

Naqalotu



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Naqalotu soils, moderately steep phase.

PROFILE No.: TW 95

SITE LOCATION: L km due south of Korovou village on the north coast of Kadavu Island.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex backslope

PARENT MATERIAL: Weathering sandy marl.

SLOPE: 22'

ASPECT: North-east

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Naqalotu soils, steep phase

Ap 0-8 cm
(8 cm)

150 m

Uneven

Secondary forest cover.

Subsistence cropping following fallow periods.

Well drained

Past soil depletion.

Past cultivation

Not sampled for analysis.

Moist; very dusky red (2.5YR 2/2) stony sandy clay; weakly developed
coarse blocky structure breaking to moderate medium and fine blocky;
friable; slightly sticky; moderately plastic; many fine fibrous roots; distinct
smooth boundary,

Bw 8-15 cm Moist; greyish brown (10YR 5/2) grading to light yellowish brown (10YR

(8 cm) 5/4) stony sandy clay; few faint light brownish grey (10YR 5/2) mottles;
firm; moderately sticky; very plastic; massive structure breaking to weak
fine blocky structure; distinct smooth boundary,

BC 15-45cm+ Moist; pinkish gr"y (7.5YR 5/2) very stony sandy clay; friable tofirm;
(30 cm+) moderately sticky; very plastic; massive structure; abundant fragments of

weathering marl; sharp uneven boundary,

C on Weathered sandy rnarl.

Naqalotu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Naqilai series

REFERENCE: Naqilai clay and sandy clay (53b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as moderate to strongly
mottled and strongly gleyed soils related to red yellow podzolic soils and formed under a climate
with a strong to dry season.

Forms part of the Kedra set.

The central concept for Naqilai soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Aeric Tropaquept, fine, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wrighh Gley soil related to red yellow podzolic soils with a strong to

moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Naqilai soils (57)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Naqilai soils occur on the wide floodplains of the larger rivers along the
Macuata coast of Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of acid composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered quartzose alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Wide floodplains of the larger rivers along the Macuata coast .

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Used mainly for rice and sugar cane (with drainage).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-10 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Very poorly drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: SIOw

FLOODING: Water table at 30 to 40 cm for long periods during the wet season.

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Naqilai



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 15 cm of very dark grey brown, firm to friable clay,of
PROFILE FEATURES: strong coarse nut and blocky structure, sticky and plastic when moist and

faintly mottled, overlying 25 cm of strongly mottled pale brown, dark gtey,
yellowish red and white clay, very firm and compact in place, very sticky
and plastic. This overlies 12 cm of a transitional horizon, then on pale grey
plastic clay.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only one profile description made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGLISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Likely to have a slight to moderate acid reaction and to be weII supplied

with plant nutrients.

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

SOIL LIMITATIONS: High water table; poor internal drainage; slow permeability, clayey textures;
strong soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Naqilai



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

Typifying Profile

Naqilai soils

TW 57

Adjacent Matailabasa village, north east Vanua Levu.

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Flattish floodplain.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered alluvium of acidic composition.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 5 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Weeds afterrice.

LAND USE: Rice production

DRANAGE: Very poorly drained. Water table 48 cm.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: NONC

LABORATORY Nos: Not sampled for analysis.

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Naqilai soils

Apg 0-15 cm Mois! very dark grey loam (10YR 3/2) clay; diftuse faint dusky red (2.5YR

(15 cm) 3/2) mottling along old root channels; strongly developed coarse nut and
blocky structure; firm to friable; moderately sticky; plastic; sharp smooth
boundary,

Cr1 15-40 cm Moist; very strongly mottled pale brown (10YR 6/3), dark grey (10YR 4/1),
(25cm) yellowish red (5YR 5/8) and white (10YR 8/2) clay; massive; very firm;

compact in place; sticky; plastic; diffuse smooth boundary,

Cr2 40-52 cm Moist; transitional horizon of pale brown (10YR 5/3), light grey (10YR 7/1)
(12 cm) and white (10YR 8/2) mottled clay; diffuse smooth boundary,

Cr3 on Wet; light grey (10YR 7 /1') clay.

Naqilai



Naqilai



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assifieation

SOIL NAME: Narayawa series

REFERENCE: The Narayawa steepland and related soils (90a,90b) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as

soils developed from granite on hilly and steep country under a climate with a very weak or no
dry season.

Morphological and chemical properties correlate with that described previously. However, in this
survey the range of slopes is widened to include all slopes from rolling to very steep i.e. 8 to 40'.

The central concept for Narayawa series has been retained for this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Humitropept, sandy, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(") Twyford and Wrighh Red-yellow podzolic soil with very weak or no dry season

INCLLIDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Narayawa soils, easy rolling phase (150C) Narayawa soils, moderately steep phase (150F)

Narayawa soils, rolling phase (150D) Narayawa soils, steep phase (160G)

Narayawa soils, strongly roliing phase (160E) Narayawa soils, very steep phase (150H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Narayawa soils are very widespread in the upper Wainikoroiluva tikina in
Wainimalia and Namosi of Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Acidic rocks (predominantly granites).

PARENTMATERIAL: Shonglyweathered insiturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Backslope and upper midslope positions in moderately dissected hill
POSHON / LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS Easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15'), strongly rolling (76-20"), moderately
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: steep (21-25"), steep (26-35") and very steep (>35").

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Underindigenousforestinwhichthedominant species include: salato, yaro,
dibi, ota loa, wavuka, saquiwa and damanu.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 70-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,000-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: *"t, O.u*"d

PERMEABILIW CLASS: Moderately rapid to rapid.

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Some rotational slumping on slopes >25" moderate to severe sheet, rill and
mass movement erosion potential if forest cleared.

Natayazoa



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows a topsoil of very friable dark brown sandy loam to loamy
sand, of weakly developed very fine nut structure. Transitional AB horizons
may sometimes occur and they are of brown sandy loam with weakly
developed fine nut structure.

The weakly developed B horizons are strong brown to yellowish red in
colour with sandy loam textures, of weak fine blocky and medium nut
structures, with a few granite stones.

C horizons are strong brown to yellowish red sandy loam that are massive
and loose breaking easily to single grain. They commonly have a few
strongly weathered granite stones.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Narayawa series have a Ah, AB, Bw, C horizon sequence.

The Ah horizon thickness ranges from 5 to 15 cm; colours are dark brown
(7.5YR4/2,a/a,3/4; textures range between sandy loam and loamy sand;
and structures may be weak very fine or fine nut.

The AB horizon thickness ranges from 5 to 10 cm, and show no significant
variation in other properties.

The Bw horizon thickness ranges from L2 to 50 cm; colours include strong
brown (7.5YR 5/6), yellowish red (syR 4/5,5/5) and red (2.5YR 4/7);
texfures vary sandy loam and loamy sand; structures are very weak or weak,
fine or medium, blocky or nut; and with or without stones.

None recognised

Naqarea series: Form from moderately weathered granite in colluvial
footslope and toeslope positions. Have paler topsoil colours (i0YR a/3-313)
and browner B and C horizons (10YR5/4-5/ 5) (Smith, 1992).

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately to strongly acid soil with medium to low base status.

Exchangeable calcium, magnesium and potassium are high in topsoils and
low to very low in subsoils, while sodium is medium in topsoils and low in
all other horizons.

Organic carbon is medium in topsoils, low in Bw1 horizons and very low in
all other horizons.

The particle size family class is sandy.

The clay mineralogical class is mixed.

KRS T173.L1740 (inclusive)

Moderate to severe physical limitations of slope and erosion risk - likely to
be accelerated if the forest is removed from slopes >12'; rapid soil
permeability and low moisture holding capacity; soil acidity; and low
reserve phosphorus and potassium.

Natayauta



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LAND USE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

0-7 cm
(7 cm)

7-13 cm
(5cm)

Bw1 1.3-25 cm
(12 cm)

Bw2 25-37 cm
(12cm)

37-55cm
(19 cm)

Ah

AB

Typifying Profile

Narayawa soils, steep phase.

w23

Refer soil map of Waidradra Agricultural Research Station (Smith, 1992).

Grid reference - sheet Viti Levu 13 (1:50 000) 4123E 188N.

Concave upper midslope of hill side in moderately dissected country.

Weathered in sifa granite.

34"

South west

50m

Undulating

Main canopy approximately 10 m high with dawa, makita, salato, yawa and
dibi. Ground species include sour grass, mile-a-minute and uvi.

Unused. Forest in near natural condition.

Well drained

Some notational slumping near site (on slopes >25").

None observed

KRS T 173+17 40 (inclusive).

None

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) sandy loam; friable; weakly developed fine nut
structure; slightly sticky, slightly plastic; few strongly weathered subangular
granite stones; many fine and medium roots; distinct wavy boundary,

Brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4 /4) sandy loam; friable weakly developed fine
nut structure, slightly sticky, slightly plastic; few strongly weathered
subangular granite stones; many fine and rnedium roots; distinct wavy
boundary,

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sandy loarn; very friable; weakly developed fine
blocky structure; slightly sticky, slightly plastic; few shongly weathered
subangular granite stones; many fine and medium roots; sharp wavy
boundary,

Yellowish red (sYR 5/5) loamy coarse sand; very friable; weak fine block to
single grain strucfure; non-sticky, non-plastic; few strongly weathered
subangular granite stones; few medium roots; sharp wavy boundary,

Strong brown (7 .5YR4 / 6) loamy coarse sand; massive to single grain; loose;
non-sticky, non-plastic; few strongly weathered subangular granite stones;
few medium roots; indistinct wavy boundary,

C1

Natayauta



C2

C3

55-82 cm
(25 cm)

82-100 cm
(18 cm)

Reddish brown to yellowish red (SYR 4/5) coarse sand; single grain;
loose; non-sticky, non-plastic few strongly weathered subangular granite
stones; few medium roots; indistinct wavy boundary,

Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) and very pale brown (10YR 7/3) coarse sand;
single grain; loose; non-sticky, non-plastic; many strongly weathered
subangular granite stones; few medium roots.

Natayauta



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cation

SOIL NAME: Narewa series

REFERENCE: Narewa clay (51) as described by Twyford and Wright (1955) as a weakly mottled, strongly gleyed
soil associated with latosols and occurring under a climate with a moderate to strong dry season.

This concept for Narewa series has been retained for this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Vertic Haplaquoll, fine, smectitic, isohyperthernic
(b) FAO: Eutric Gleysol
(") Twyford and Wright Gley soil associated with latosols with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Narewa soils (50)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Narewa soils develop in the lowest parts of alluvial floodplains between the
levees and hills in the dry zones of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks predorninantly of basic or intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep weathered alluvium.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Valley floors of smaller creek systems in strongly rolling hill country and in
POSITION/LANDFORM: the lowest parts of alluvial floodplains

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-2").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Because of surface cracking and hardening of structures in the surface
horizons during dry season months little cropping is undertaken at these

times. Used for rainfed rice, dalo and pulses. Where drained grows good
crops of sugar cane.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 2-25lr.

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:26"C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILIW CLASS: Slow in suruner months, moderately rapid in winter (due to cracking and
inter-ped voids) .

FLOODING: In normal years experiences 2-3 short duration floods during the months
November to April. Normally waterlogging occurs for up to 90 days below
50 cm depth.

EROSION: Accumulating soil. No erosion risk.

Narcwa



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 45 cm of black clay, of strongly developed coarse prismatic
or blocky strucfure, very hard when dry but plastic and sticky when moist,
the surface of which cracks widely on drying out, overlying 20 cm of very
dark grey mottled reddish yellow or yellowish brown clay, whose
aggregates are coated black or dark grey, of moderately developed coarse
blocky strucfure, hard when dry, and plastic and sticky when moist
overlying light yellowish brown mottled yellowish brown massive and soft
clay with prominent very dark grey humus coatings to pores and worm
channels.

Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

Narewa series have an Ap, Ag, Cr horizon sequence.

The Ap horizon ranges in thickness from 40-50 cm; its colour includes black
(10YR 2/1) and very dark grey (10YR 3/1, 3/2); structures are either strong
very coarse blocky or prismatic and soft grits or fine gravels of parent
material may be present.

The Ag horizon ranges in thickness from 15-25 cm; its colour varies between
very dark grey (10YR 3/1) and darkbrown (10YR 3/3); and structures are
either weak or moderately developed coarse blockl, nutty or medium
prismatic.

The Cr horizon exceeds 30 cm in thickness; its colour varies between light
brownish grey and olive yellow i.e. 2.5Y 6/2,5/4,5/5 and6/8; and mottle
colours may be either brown (10YR 5 /3), yellowish brown (10YR 5 / 4, 5 / 5)
or light yellowishbrown (10YR 5/4).

No variants recognised.

pH slightly acid. 7o base saturation very high (> 90%). Exchangeable calcium
and magnesium very high, sodium high but exchangeable potassium very
low. Cation exchange capacity is very high (>50 me.%). Available
phosphorus is very low and nitrogen values are very low below the Ap
horizon.

The mineralogy class is smectitic.

The particle size family class is fine.

KRS V175-178 (inclusive).

Water-logging below 50 cm and short duration flooding during the summer
months, accumulated soil moisture deficits of > 100 days during the period
May to October, montmorillonitic mineralogy that results in surface
cracking, formation of gilgai and severe hardening of structural aggregates
when dry, and nutrient deficiencies (phosphorus, potassium).

Nareuta



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

Typifying Profile

Narewa soiLs

AP02

Yalavou cattle station.

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Valley floor in rolling hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Alluvium derived from rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

SLOPE: 1" (downvalley).

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 25 m

MICRORELIEF: Gilgai

SITE VEGETATION: Wire grass ground cover with scattered stunted quara.

LAND USE: Rough grazing (cattle and goats).

DRAINAGE: Poorly drained (high permeability when dried out).

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Has been ploughed.

LABORATORY Nos: KRS V175-178 (inclusive).

COMMENTS: Water table at 95 cm (November)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Narewa soils

Ap 0-45 cm dry; moist black (10YR 2/1) clay; strongly developed coarse prismatic
(45 cm) structure breaking to strongly developed medium blocky structure firm;

sticky; plastici corunon fine and very fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Ag 45-53 cm moist; very dark grey (10YR 3/1) clay; common medium distinct yellowish
(18 cm) brown (10YR 5/4) mottles; weak to moderately developed coarse blocky

structure; firm; sticky; plastic; corunon distinct black (10YR 2/1) otganic
coatings; few very fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Cr 53-95cm wet; light yellowish brown (2.5Y 5/4) clay; many mediumand
(32 cm) yellowish-brown (10YR 5/4) coarse mottles; massivel soft; very sticky;

plastic; conunon prominent very dark grey (10YR 3/1) organic coatings to
pores and infillings of worm channels.

Nareuta
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nasau series

REFERENCE: Nasau steepland bouldery clay (81) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a steepland latosolic
soil from olivine basalt flows of Pleistocene age under a climate with a moderate dry season.

Forms part of the Ravilevu set.

The central concept for Nasau soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Andic Dystropept, fine-silty, halloysitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Hurnic Cambisol
(c) Twlord and Wright steepland soil related to or associated with latosols with a moderate

dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nasau soils, moderately steep phase (105F)

Nasau soils, steep phase (105G)

Nasau soils, very steep phase (105H)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occurs extensively on Cicia Island, Lau Group, in small areas in the dry
northwest part of Koro Island, Lomaiviti Group, and in very small patches
on Taveuni Island.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered in siturock

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Planar and convex backslopes and midslopes in strongly dissected hill
POSITION / LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Moderately steep (21-25'), steep (25-35") and very steep (35-40").

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Mainlyundergrassland,butsomepatches of talasiga vegetation particularly
on Cicia Island.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:2,000-3,000 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range: 1.,400-2,000 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic (marginal to udic)

SOILTEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Have experienced severe erosion in places in the past. Very severe sheet and
rill erosion potential.

Nasau



SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid 0-45 cm and slightly acid

below 45 cm; organic carbon is medium in the topsoil (0-9 cm) low in the AB
and very low below if nitrogen is high in the topsoil, low in the other
horizons and the C/N ratio is low. % base saturation is medium; CEC is high
in the topsoil and medium below it; calcium is medium in the topsoil; low
in AB and Bw becoming medium again in the BC; magnesiumis high in the
topsoil and mediumbelow; and potassium is high in topsoil and very low
below.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows L0 cm of dark brown very friable silty clay loam, of strong
fine nut structure, over 5 cm of dark greyish brown transitional AB horizon,
that overlies 30 cm of dark yellowish brown friable silty clay, of weak to
moderate medium blocky structure, and sticky and plastic moist, on 35 cm
or more of dark yellowish brown massive and firm clay loam.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

None recognised

The family particle size class is fine - silty.

The mineralogical class is halloysitic.

ORSTOM TAV191-194

Slope; profile shallowness; surface boulders; severe erosion hazard; severe
soil moisture deficits in part of the dry season; nutrient deficiencies of
phosphorus and potassium; and likely moderate to high phosphate retention
properties.

Nasau



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nasau soils, steep phase.

PROFILE No.: TAV 19

SITE LOCATION: 0.5 km east of Somosomo Village, Taveuni Island.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Planar midslope in steepland.

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderatelv weathered in situbasalt flow rock.

SLOPE: 28"

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 150 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven. Common basalt boulders on the surface.

SITE VEGETATION: Dalo crop after forest clearance.

LAND USE: Shifting cultivation

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: ORSTOM TAV191-194

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-9 cm moist; darkbrown (10YR 3/3) silty clay loam; strongly developed fine nut
(9 cm) structure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many fine and

medium fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

AB 9-15 cm moist; dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2) silty clay; moderately developed
(6 cm) medium nut structure; very friable; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; many fine

and very fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 1545 cm moisti dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) silty clay; weak to moderately
(30 cm) developed medium blocky structure; friable; sticky; plastic; common fine

fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

BC 45-70 crn+ rnoist, dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) clay loam; massive structure; firm;
(25 cm+) sticky; plastic; few very fine roots'

Nasau
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nasegai series

REFERENCE: Nasegai clay Q9e) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a degraded soil under weeds and
grasses on undulating dissected plateaux from basalts and formed under a climate with a weak
dry season. Forms part of the Lomaiviti set.

The central concept for Nasegai soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Dyshopept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic

O) FAO: Dystric Cambisoi
(") Twyford and Wright: Humic latosol with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING TINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nasegai soils, flat to gently undulating phase (38A)
Nasegai soils, undulating phase (38B)

Nasegai soils, easy rolling phase (38C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DiSTRIBUTION: Nasegai soils are formed in association with Lodoni soils on small plateaux
in the upper Ba and upper Sigatoka rivers. They are also developed on
comparable landforms in Vanua Levu and Kadavu.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Deeplv weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC a;; and planar backslopes and flattish plateau surfaces in weakly
POSITION/LANDFORM: dissected hill country .

SLOPE CLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3'), undulating phase (4-7'), and easy rolling
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: phase (8-11').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Some in original forest (yaka, dakua, salusalu etc.), but mostly secondary
light forest of young yaka, melastomes and a thick undergrowth of wild
pineapples. Gumu, korosiga, wewe, buabua and caukuro are amongst the
very common trees.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-400 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 2,200-3,800 mm;
dry season range: 600-1,000 mm;
wet season range: 1,500-2,500 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight sheet and rill erosion potential on slopes > 3 " when forest cleared and
cultivated.

Nasegai



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable, only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be extremely acid; very low available

phosphorus; CEC high; 7o base saturation low in the topsoil (0-10 cm) and
very low values below this; calcium medium in the topsoil and very low
below; magnesium high in the topsoil and medium below; and potassium
very low throughout the profile.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of darkbrown firm clay loam, of strongly developed
coarse nut strucfure overlying 1.5 cm of dark brown firm clay loam of
strongly developed coarse blocky structure, with a few fragments of
weathered basalt, overlying 30 cm of reddish brown very firm clay, of
moderate coarse columnar structure breaking to medium blocky, slightly
sticky and plastic moisf with fragments of weathered basalt, overlying 30
cm of strong brown firm clay loam, of moderate columnar strucfure, sti&y
and plastic moist on yellowish brown firm and massive in sifu weathered
basalt.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

None recognised

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

KRS N1055-1057 (inclusive)

Slight to moderate soil erosion when forest removed and cultivated on
slopes > 3"; extremely acid pH; nutrient deficiencies of potassium and
phosphorus.

Nasegai



Typitring Profile

SOIL NAME: Nasegai soils, undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: FFK1-32

SITE LOCATION: Upper Ba river, Viti Levu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convexbackslopeonrollingplateau.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situbasalt.

SLOPE: 5o

ASPECT: North

ELEVATION: 180 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven

SITE VEGETATION: Yaka forest

LANDUSE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS N1055-1057 (inclusive).

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10 cm Moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) clay loam; strongly developed coarse nut
(10 cm) structure; firm; slightly sticky; slighily plastic; corunon fine and medium

fibrous roots; smooth wavy boundary,

Bw1 10-25 cm Moist; darkbrown (7.5YR 4/4) clay loam; strongly developed coarse blocky
(15 cm) structure; firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; few fragments of weathered

basalt; corrunon very fine and medium fibrous roots; diffuse irregular
boundary,

Bw2 25-53 cm Moist; reddish brown (sYR 5/4) clay; moderately developed coarse
(28 cm) columnar structure breaking to mediumblocky structure; very firm; slightly

sticky; plastic; few fine and medium weathered basalt fragments; few very
fine fibrous roots; diffuse irregular boundary,

Bw3 53-85 cm Moist; strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) clay loam; moderately developed medium
(33 cm) columnar structure; firm; sticky; plastic; many fine fragments of weathered

basall few fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

on Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) in slta weathered basalf very firm; rnassive.

Nasegai
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Naselesele series

REFERENCE: Naselesele sand (2b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as a recent soil from non-calcareous
black sands of low quartz content formed under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Dawasamu set.

The central concept for Naselesele soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Tropopsamment, carbonatic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Cambic Arenosol
(c) Twyford and Wrighl Recent soil from coastal sands with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Naselesele soils (20)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Narrow coastal strips around Taveuni Island, particularly the northem half
of the eastern coastline.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt and reef coral.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered comminated coral sand, basaltic sandy colluvium and
minor amounts of pumice (ex-Tongan eruptions).

PF{YSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION / LANDFORM: Planar, narrow coastal beach strand.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainlv under coconut.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 0-2 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,000-5,500 mm;
dry season range: 800-3,000 mm;
wet season range: 2,000-3,200 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOISruRE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

soIL DRAINAGE CLASS: somewhat excessivelv drained'

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: May experience some surface scouring in places during hurricane storm
events.

Naselesele



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: Unnamed variant that occurs in small depressions overlying shallow
cemented beach rock and shows mottling in the subsoil due to water
perching above the impermeable beach rock.

SIMILARSOILS AND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows soil to be slightly alkaline; organic carbon has a low value

for the topsoil (0-30 cm) and very low values below i! high phosphorus
retentionthroughoug free lime inthecation exchange; CEC is mediumin the
topsoil, low 30-50 cm and very low 50-90 cm; magnesium is medium
throughout; sodiummediumin the topsoil and low below i! and potassium
is very low in all horizons.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 25 crn of very dark greyish brown or black loose loamy
sand overlying 30 cm of dark brown loose coarse sand on 40 cm of reddish
yellow or dark brown loose coarse sand.

Beach rock (or cemented coral sand) is normally encountered by 100 cm
depth. In small depressions and where the beach rock is near the surface
subsoils are commonly mottled.

Horizon colours vary dependent on the ratio of coral sand to colluvium
derived from basalts; structure, if present, is very weakly developed; pumice
of varying amounts is presenf and textures may be gravelly/stony or not.

Ochric epipedon

The mineralogical class is carbonatic.

USPTAVIOTA-C

Coarse textures, low water holding capacity, excessive internal drainage and
rapid permeability which in combination can see the soil experiencing soil
moisture deficits sometime during the dry season; due to landscapeposition
can experience damage during hurricane even! nutrient deficiencies of
nitrogen and potassium; highphosphorus retention; and alkalinity thatmay
induce trace element deficiencies.

Naselesele



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Naselesele soils

PROFILE No.: TAV 107

SITE LOCATION: NW Taveuni Island; coastal strip 2.5 km south of Navakacoa Village, west
of the coastal road.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Coastalbeach strand.

PARENT MATERIAL: Comminuted coral sand, basaltic colluvium and pumice.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 2.5 m

MICRORELIEF: Uneven (crab burrows).

SITE VEGETATION: Coconut plantation, grasses, Vitex trifulia, Ipomoea reptans.

LAND USE: Coconut (copra) production with cattle grazing.

DRAINAGE: Somewhat excessively drained.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Crabs and rodents.

LABORATORY Nos: USP TAV107A-C

COMMENTS: Allophane text: medium positive in all horizons'

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-30 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) stony and gravelly loamy sand;
(30 cm) fairly compact (due to grass root influence); single grain; loose abundant fine

roots especially in the top 15 cm; nany pieces of pumice; diffuse wavy
boundary,

C1 30-60 cm Moist; darkbrown (10YR 3/3) stony and gravelly coarse sand with pumice
(30 cm) fragments; single grain; loose; few fine roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

C2 50-100 cm+ Moisf reddish yellow (7.5YR 7 /8) stony and gravelly coarse sand (gravels

(40+ cm) up to 2.5 cm diameter) with purnice pieces; single grain; loose; no roots.

Naselesele
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Nasou series

REFERENCE: The Nasou clay (31a) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a red, unmottled and well drained
colluvial soil found on flat or gently undulating land in depressions draining Raviravi clay. They
are derived from basic materials and occur in the shong dry zone of Viti Levu.

They form part of the Drasa set.

The central concept for Nasou soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) SoiI Taxonomy: Fluventic Dystropept fine, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Hurnic latosol with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING L'NITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nasou soils, flat to gently undulating phase (70A)
Nasou series, undulating phase (708)
Nasou series, easy rolling phase (70C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nasou soils are found in association with Raviravi soils on flat or undulating
land in the drv zones of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Predominantly basalts but may include andesites.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered colluvium (some alluvium).

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Gently sloping to easy rolling depressions, valley floors and toeslopes in
POSITION/LANDFORM: weakly dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3'), undulanng(U7"), and easy rolling 8-11".

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Widely used for sugar cane and also to a limited extent for pastures, rice and
other subsistence crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:26'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABIUTY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Flooding on slopes <2o occurs 2-3 occasions some time during the wet
season. Water ponds for <3 days'

EROSION: Dependent on slope, slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion risk under
cultivation on slopes >2'

Nasou



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFIYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analyses show Nasou series to be strongly acid; carbon values are very low

and show irregular decrease with depth (due to presence of paleosols) and
nitrogen is very low; CEC also shows an irregular pattern and values may
be low or medium; % base safuration shows a sirnilar trend and values
except for the first paleosol (4245 cm) which give a very high %BS;
exchangeable calcium is low in the topsoil and very low below;
exchangeable magnesium gives medium values to 42 cm and is low below;
and phosphorus and potassium are very low throughout the profile.

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 20 cm of dark reddish brown clay loam or gritty clay, of
moderate to strongly developed nut structure, friable, and sticky moist,
overlying 25 cm of reddish brown gritty silt loam, of weakly developed
medium nut structure, very friable, overlying 3 cm of dark reddish brown
silt loam buried topsoil, on 32 cm reddish brown gritty silt loam of weakly
developed coarse blocky strucfure, very friable, and with many strongly
weathered gravels and stones, commonly overlying another thin buried
topsoil that in turn overlies more than 25 cm of reddish brown firm gritty
clay loam.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nasou series have an Ah1, Ah2, BC, bAh, bBC, b2Ah, b2BC horizon
sequence.

The A horizons thickness range 15-25 cm; colours are reddish brown (5YR
4/3) dark reddish brown (sYR 3/2, 3/3,3/4) and dark reddish grey (5YR
4/2,5/2);textures maybe clay, clay loam, gritty clay or gritty day loam; and
structures are either moderate or strongly developed very fine, fine or
medium nut or granular.

The BC horizonsnormally exceed 25 cmthickness; colours are either reddish
brown (iyR 4 / 3, 4 / 4, 5 / 4, 2.5YR 4 / 4, 5 / 4) or dark reddish brown (sYR 3/4,
Z.SYR3 / 4); textures may be clay, clay loam, silt loam and commonly gritty;
and structures range between moderate and strong, medium or coarse, nutt5r
or blocky. Consistence is friable while the buried BC horizons tend to be
firm.

The bA horizons range in thickness from 1-5 cm; colours are dark reddish
brown (5YR 2 /2,3 /2,2.5yR2/ 4,3/ 4); consistence loose or very friable; and
structure weak fine nut or granular or single grain.

None recognised

None recognised

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

USP LOL1 A-F

Slight susceptibility to flooding (on slopes <2') during the wet season;
moderate to severe soil moisfure deficits are experienced during the dry
season in normal years; slight to moderate sheet and rill erosion risk (on
slopes >2" under cultivation; nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen, potassium
and phosphorus, and strong acidity.

Most Nasou series show improved chemical properties, compared to that
described here (natural site) due to widespread use of coral sand over many
years plus application of other fertilizers for sugar cane production.

Nasou



SOIL NAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSMONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORYNos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah1 0-9 cm
(9 cm)

9-\9 cm
(10 cm)

19-42ern
(23cm)

Typifying Profile

Nasou soils, undulating phase.

LOLl

Lololo Forest PSP 70/1I/6

Underfit gully in-filled with colluvium.

Colluvium derived from strongly weathered basic and intermediate rocks.

4"

South

40m

Planar

Moderately dense mission grass under planted 13 year old P. caribaeawlth
qato, guava and kawaka.

Exotic forestry

Well drained

Slight sheet erosion.

None observed

USP LOL1 A-F

Dry; moist, reddish brown (SYR a/3) and dry, reddish grey (5YR 5/2) clay
loam; strongly developed medium nut structure; friable; sticky; slightly
plastic; corunon fine and medium roots; indistinct, smooth boundary,

Dry; moist dark reddish brown (sYR 3/3) and dry dark reddish grey (SYR

 /4 gritty clay; moderately developed fine and medium nut structure;
friable; sticky; non-plastic; few, fine and medium roots; few strongly
weathered subangular gravels; distincf smooth boundary,

Dry, moist, reddish brown (sYR 4/4) and dry, reddish brown (sYR 5/4)
gritty silt loam; weakly developed medium nut structure, breaking to single
grain; very friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; few fine and medium roots;
conunon strongly weathered subangular gravels and stones; sharp wavy
boundary,

Dry; moist, dark reddish brown (syR 2/2) and dry, dark reddish brown
(sYR 3/2) silt loam; single grain; loose; non-sticky; non-plastic; common
medium roots; sharp wavy boundary,

Dry; moist, reddish brown (sYR 4/4) and dry, reddish brown (sYR 5/4)
gritty siltloam; weakly developed coarseblocky structurebreaking to single
grain; very friable; non-sticky; non-plastic; few fine roots; many shongly
weathered subrounded gravels with a few subangular stones; sharp wavy
boundary,

AM

BC

bAh 42-45 cm
(3 cm)

45-77 crn
(32 cm)

bBC
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b2Ah 77-79 crn
(2 cm)

b2BC 79-L04+cm
(25 cm+)

Comment: Numerous pores

Dry; moist, dark reddish brown (iYR 2/2) and dry, dark reddish brown
(5YR 3 /2) silt loam; single grain; loose; non-sticky; non-plastic; common fine
roots; sharp wavy boundary,

Dry; moist, reddish brown (sYR 4/4) and dry, reddish brown (sYR 5/4)
gritty clay loam; moderately developed coarse nut structure breaking to
single grain; firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; few fine and medium roots;
many strongly weathered subangular and subrounded gravels.

Nasou



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/c lassifieati on

SOIL NAME: Nauluvatu series

REFERENCE: Nauluvatu steepland stony and bouldery clay (83b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a

steepland soil from acid andesite formed under a climate with no dry season.

Forms part of the Visa set.

The central concept for Nauluvafu soils has been retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Eutropept, fine-loamy, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Steepland soils related to or associated with humic latosols with no

dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nauluvatu soils, rolling phase (159D) Nauluvatu soils, steep phase (159G)

Nauluvatu soils, strongly rolling phase (159E) Nauluvatu soils, very steep phase (159H)

Nauluvatu soils, moderately steep phase (159F)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nauluvatu soils develop on steeplands in the upper Waidina - Namosi area

in the mountains of the Suva tikina, Viti Levu and only in small areas of
central Vanua Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Acid andesite

PARENT MATERIAL: Moderately weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Convex and planar backslopes and rnidslopes in very strongly dissected hiLl
POSITION/LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS Rolling (12-75'), strongly rolling (15-20'), moderately steep (21-25"), steep

AND RANGE OF SLOPES: (26-35'), and very steep (35-42").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Much under forest, some developed for pasture, but main use is for
subsistence cropping (root crops and yaqona).

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 50-500 m

RAINFALL: Annual average nnge:3,200-4,800mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2L'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic (perudic)

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohwerthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: *"n O**"O

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe sheet and rill erosion potential when forest cleared and cultivated.
Slight to moderate potential for debris slides.

Nauluaafit



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only 2 profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHNG FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the soil to be moderately acid; organic carbon is medium in

the topsoil (0-7 cm), low 7-59 cm and very low below these; nitrogen is high
in the topsoil and low below; available phosphorus is very low throughout
the profile; 7o base saturation is high; CEC is high in the topsoil and medium
below if exchangeable calcium is high in all horizons, magnesium is very
high in the topsoil and high in the other horizons; and potassium is low in
the topsoil and very low in the other horizons.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typicallyshows L0 cmof darkbrownfriableloam, of moderateto strong nut
structure, overlying 50 cm of very dark greyish brown friable clay loam, of
moderate to strong medium blocky strucfure, with many andesite stones,
overlying 20 cm of strong brown friable clay loam, of weak to moderate fine
blocky structure, with many small and large andesite stones 94 weakly
weathered in situ acid andesite.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

The particle size family class is fineJoamy.

The mineralogical class is mixed.

KRS D1832-1834 (inclusive)

Slope; profile shallowness; soil erosion potential when forest cleared and
cultivated; moderate soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus
and potassium.

Nauluuatu



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

Typifying Profile

Nauluvatu soils, steep phase.

TR3

Nadakuni area, Naitasiri Province.

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex backslope in steep hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Weaklv weathered in situ acid andesite.

SLOPE: 29"

ASPECT: South

ELEVATION: 320 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth

SITE VEGETATION: Yaqona

LAND USE: Subsistence cropping

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: Some sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: KRS D1832-1834 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ap 0-7 cm Moisf very dark brown (10YR 2/2) loam; moderate to strongly developed
(7 cm) fine nut structure; friable; few weakly weathered andesite stones; few

medium woody roots; sharp wavy boundary,

BwL T-59 cm Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 3 /2) clay loarn; moderate to strongly
(52 cm) developed medium blocky structure; friable; many small and medium

weakly weathered andesite stones; many fine pores; few fine fibrous roots;
diffuse irregular boundary,

Bw2 59-79 crn Moist; strong brown (7 .syF. 4 / 6) clay loam; weak to moderately developed
(20 cm) fine blocky structure; friable; many medium and large weakly weathered

andesite stones; few very fine fibrous roots,

R 79 crn+ On weaklv weathered in situ acid andesite.
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nausori series

REFERENCE: The Nausori soil set as defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) comprises the Nausori clay (45d) and

the Nausori drained clay (45e). Nausori clay is more poorly drained than Tokotoko soils and the

water table is at the surface during the'wet' season.

Purnell (1972) rccognised a Nausori peaty clay and a Nausori clay with peaty subsoil. These are

now included with the Bonatoa series.

The central concept for Nausori series as described by Twyford & Wright (1965) is a weakly
mottled, dark grey brown, soft very plastic topsoil of 10 cm that overlies a clayey grey, mottled red
subsoil with coarse blockv structure. The water table is at or near the surface in most seasons'

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Tropaquept, fine, kaolinitic, isohypetthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Gley soil with a very weak or no dry season.

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nausori soils (31)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nausori soils develop in very poorly drained areas of the larger floodplains
of ESE and SSE Viti Levu viz. Rewa and Navua Rivers systems, behind
Tokotoko series and grading to the peat bogs where Melimeli series with its
inclusions are mapped.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Recent, weakly weathered riverine alluvium derived from basic and
intermediate (i.e. quartz-poor) rocks.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC Lowest-lying sites of mineral soils and flood plains. Merges to true peats and

POSITION/LANDFORM: commonly fringes the peat bogs. Can show a hummocky surface where
overlying peat (>1 m) at depth.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Level to near level (0-L")'

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Supports a cover of para grass, mile-a-minute, yellow primrose, kuta and
navua sedge and desmodium. Commonly used as low productivity grazlng
for dairying, rainfed rice and where drained for some arable crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 2-5 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Very poorly drained. Water table at or near the ground surface throughout
most vears.

Nausori



PERMEABILITY CLASS:

FLOODING:

EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGLIISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogy class is kaolinitic.

SB9594A-E
KRS 1359-1353 (inclusive)

Ponded. Low permeability. Very slow infiltration rate.

Continuous flooding due to extremely slow runoff, a result of very low
surface gradients and high water tables.

No erosion observed.

Morphological and Chemical Properties

The main profile features include olive grey hues with yellowish red
rnottling in all horizons; clay loam textures that become sandy below 90 cm;
horizons are compact with firm consistence, massive breaking to well
developed coarseblocky structures, thoughthe topsoil appears structureless
when saturated showing weak nut structures on drying.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nausori series have an Apg, ABg,Bg, BCg, Cr horizon sequence.

The Apg horizon thickness ranges L5-25 cm; its colours include dark olive
grey (5Y 3/2) and dark greyish brown (2.5Y 4/2); and structures are either
weak or moderate, fine or medium nut structure.

The ABg horizon thickness ranges 5-L3 cm; its textures are either clay loam,
silty clay loamor clay; consistence maybe friable or firm; and structure may
be fine or medium, blocky or nutty.

The Bg horizon thickness ranges 72-32 cm; textures are either clay or clay
loam; consistence fum or friable; and structures weak coarse blockv or
prismatic.

The BCg horizon thickness ranges from 45-55 cm; its colours include light
olive grey (5Y 6/2) and pale olive (5Y 5/3,6/4); mottles range between
conunon and profuse in abundance.

The Cr horizon exceeds 30 cm in thickness and shows little variation with
physical feafures.

None recognised

Navua series: Coarser texfures and more friable consistence; gley and mottle
feafures are less intensely expressed; strucfures are finer; and a paleosol(s)
is recognised in most profiles.

Tokotoko series: Mottles have brown and/or grey hues and are less
intensely expressed. Blocky structures are a feature of all horizons.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Strongly acid topsoils and moderately acid subsoils; base saturation values

are medium in surface horizons becoming high with depth; organic carbon
decreases from low to very low down the profile; CEC values tend to be at
thehigh end of themediumrange with calciummedium, magnesiumhigh,
potassium very low and sodium low. Clay (>50%) dominates the fine earth
fraction to 50 cm depth and below 80-90 cm sand, silt and clay have equal
amounts.

Nausori



SOIL LIMITATIONS: Permanent high water table; susceptibility to floodin g; clayey textures; very
poor intemal drainage; strong acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of nitrogen,
potassium and phosphorus.

Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nausori soils

PROFILE No.: KN11

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Koronivia Agricultural Research Station (Scale 1:3000),

Leslie (1.984). Middle eastem part of Station 5 m west of principal
north/south Station road.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Fringing floodplain to Rewa peat bog on the Rewa River floodplain.

PARENT MATERIAL: Mixed alluvium derived from quartz-poor rocks.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not applicable

ELEVATION: 4 m

MICRORELIEF: Uniformly planar and level.

SITE VEGETATION: Setaria grass, para gtass and centrosema.

LAND USE: Improved pasture for dairying.

DRAINAGE: VerY Poorly drained'

EROSION: StUl".t to purioa flooding.

DISTURBANCE: Nil. Has been ploughed in the past'

LABORATORY Nos: SB9594A-E
KRS 1359-1353 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Nausori soils

Apg 0-15 cm Slight moist; very dark greyish brown (2.5y 3/2) for both ped face and
(15 cm) rubbed; clay loam; few, fine, faint dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) mottles with

yellowish red (5YR 4/6) Fe humic staining along root channels; friable to
firm; non-sticky; non-plastic; weakly developed, fine, nut structure; with
weakly developed medium nut structure; corunon, fine and medium roots;
indistinct smooth boundary,

ABg 15-28 cm Slightly moist; olive grey (5Y 4/2) ped face, and olive brown (2.5y 4/4)
(12 cm) rubbed, silty clay loam; many, fine, distinct, shong brown (7.5YR 5/5)

mottles, with yellowish red (5YR 4/5) mottling along root channels; friable;
non-sticky;non-plastic; weakly developed, fine, nutstructure;common, fine
and medium roots; distinct smooth boundarp

Bg 28-43 cm Slightly moist; olive grey (5Y 4/2),ped face and olive (5Y 5/4), rubbed, clay
(15 cm) loam; profuse, fine, distinct, yellowish red (5YR 5/8) mottling to ped faces;

friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; massive, breaking to weakly developed,
coarse, blocky strucfure; few, medium roots; diffuse smooth boundary,

Nausori



BCg 43-94crn
(50 cm)

94-118 cm
(25 cm)

Very moist; light olive grey (5Y 5/2), ped face, and pale olive (5y 5/4),
rubbed, clay loam; profuse, coarse, prominent yellowish red (5YR 5/8)
mottling to ped faces; massive, breaking weakly developed, coarse, blocky
structure; firm; sticky; plastic; few, very fine roots; indistinct smooth
boundary,

Wet; greenish grey (5BG 5/1) ped face, greenish grey (SGY 5/1) rubbed, fine
sandy clay; conunon coarse, distinct yellowish red (5YR 5 /5) mottles; friable;
sticky; slightly plastic; massive, breaking to single grain; no roots.

Cr
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Navai sedes

REFERENCE: Navai clay loam (57) defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as a recent soil of the warm and wet
uplands derived frombasic alluvium of low quartz content.

The central concept for Navai soils is retained in this survev.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Fluventic Hapludoll, fine, mixed, isothermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Fluvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Recent upland soil from alluvium with a very weak or no dry

season.

INCLUDED MAPPING UNTIS AND SYMBOLS:
Navai soils, flat to undulating phase (2124)
Navai soils, undulating phase (2128)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Restricted to the narrow valleys which form the head waters of the Sigatoka
river on the Nadarivafu - Nadrau plateau.

PARENT ROCK: Rocks of basic (mainly basalts) composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep weathered alluvium with some colluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Levee of the narrow river valleys.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: FIat to gently undulating (0-3") and undulating (&7').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Originally in tall rainforest (in which dakua and vuna were predominant)
but mostly cleared and used for more temperate vegetable market
gardening.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 700-1000 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range:3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 500-800 mm;
wet season range:2,000-2800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual: 18"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isothermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY: Moderate

FLOODING: One in 20 yeat return period for floods depositing sediment. For other
floods a 1 in 2 year retum period.

EROSION: Streambank onlv.

Naoai



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 35 cm of dark brown very friable clay loam of strong
PROFILE FEATURES: medium granular skucture, overlying 60 cm of very dark greyish brown

friable clay loam, of weak coarse nut strucfure tending to be massive on 25
cm or more of massive vellowish brown firm clav.

Horizons tend to be slightly sticky and non plastic.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Mollic epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions available.

VARIANTS: Unnamed variant has sandy topsoil textures and gravelly subsoils. Profile
description attached (V119, KRS V708-709).

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Chernical analysis shows Navai soils to be slightly acid and of high base

status. They have high contents of exchangeable calcium and very high
contents of exchangeable potassium and extremely low levels of available
phosphorous. Navai soils are highly phosphorous fixing.

The particle size family class is fine.

Mineralogy class is mixed.

LABORATORYNOS: KRSV59&700

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Infrequent flooding, phosphorous fixation, soils acidity and commonly
subsoil boulders.

Naaai



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Navai series

PROFILE NO: VS 115

SITE LOCATION: Level valley floor in the upper end of the Nadawa valley about 1500m NE
of Nadala School, Nadarivatu.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Narrow alluvial low terrace 3 m above sea level.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

Not applicable

700 m

Some small terracettes created recent flood.

SITE VEGETATION: Pinus caribaea with lantana and cevuga ground cover.

LAND USE: Exotic forestry

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: Some traffic marks caused during planting of forest.

LABORATORY Nos.: KRS V59&700

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Navai soils

Ap 0 - 35cm Moist; dark brown(L0 YR 3/3) clay loam; strongly developed rnedium
granular structure: breaking to moderately developed fine crumb strucfure;
very friable, slightly sticky; corunon large pores; common medium fibrous
and woody roots; smooth diffuse boundary,

B 35 - 95cm Moist; dark grayish brown (sYR 3/2) clay loam; weakly developed coarse

nut strucfure, breaking to moderately developed medium granular and
crumb; friable, non sticky, non plastic, common fine tubular pores; colrunon
medium woody roots; smooth diffuse boundary,

bAh 95 - 120cm Moist; dark yellowish brown (10 YR  /a) clay; weakly developed coarse nut
structure, breaking to moderately developed medium nut; firm, slightly
plastic, slightly sticky; corunon large rounded unweathered boulders; few
fine pores; few large woody roots.
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PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Unnamed sandy variant of Navai soils (Pedon VS 119)

A 0-15cm
(15 cm)

Bw 15-85 cm
(59 cm)

C 85-100+ cm
(15+ cm)

MoisU dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/5) loam and sandy loam; few faint
fine brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) mottles in the lower part; weakly
developed mediumnut structure; friable; slightly sticky; slightlyplastic; few
fine rounded gravels; conunon large tubular pores; corunon fine fibrous
roots; sharp smooth boundary,

Mois! dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/5) clay; few faint fine brown to dark
brown (7.5YR4/4) mottles; strongly developed coarseblocky structure; very
firm; slightly sticky; common medium fubular pores; corrunon fine and
medium gravels; few to corunon fine fibrous roots; diffuse smooth
boundary,

Mois! dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/5) clay; few faint fine brown to dark
brown (7.5YR 4/4) mottles; massive; very firm; slightly sticky; profuse
medium to coarse rounded gravels.

Naaai



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classifi cati on

SOIL NAME: Navava series

REFERENCE: Navava clay (18a) and Navava hill soils (18aH) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as soils

formed frombasalt, basaltic agglomerate cemented by calcareous fuff under a climate with a weak
dry season. Forms part of the Navava set.

The central concept for Navava soils is retained in this survey other than that the slope range is

extended to include steepland soils.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Mollic Hapludalf, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Orthic Luvisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Nigrescent soil with a very weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Navava soils flat to gently undulating phase (1ZA) Navava soils, strongly rolling phase (1778)

Navava soils, undulating phase (1778) Navava soils, moderately steep phase (177F)

Navava soils, easy rolling phase (177C) Navava soils, steep phase (1ZG)
Navava soils, rolling phase (12lD) Navava soils, very steep phase (17711)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Navava soils are found mainly on the south-eastern part of Vanua Levu
extending eastward from Savusavu Bay to the tip of the Natewa peninsula.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situbasall.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: On side slopes, shoulder slopes, ridge crests and gullies in hill country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: All slope phases from flat to gently undulating (0-3") to very steep (> 35").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Coconuts, indigenous forest, taro, cassava, grass, bamboo/ yaqona.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 15-350 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,2004,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean Annual: 24'5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Perudic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: ,""t, O*t"O

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Slight to moderate sheetwash and downslope colluvial movement. A few
large scale slips were seen but these were shallow seated. Slight slip.
Moderate and severe sheet, rill and soil slip erosion potential on slopes > 11 "

when forest cleared.
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CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

The characteristic profile feafures of this soil are a very dark greyish brown
to black A horizon, subsoils with a colour of I0YR3 / L2l4 with no mottles,
and a clay illuvial horizon overlying strongly weathered basalt (saprolite)
at a depth of less than 100 cm.

Mollic epipedon, argillic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATLIRES: The range of features within the taxonomic unit is related to slope with the
strongly weathered rock encountered at shallower depths on the steeper
slopes. Other properties show very small variation to that described.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: The pH is slightly acid in the topsoil increasing to slightly alkaline with

depth; organic C % is medium in the A horizon (but horizon only 7 cm
thick), very low in the Ab horizon; %BS is very high throughout profile;
exchangeable Ca and Mg are very high (35 me.% and 21 me.% respectively);
exchangeable Na is high and exchangeable K is very low.

The particle size family class is fine.

Mineralogy class is smechitic.

KRS 52002-2007 (inclusive)

Slope; potential erosion hazards; and nutrient deficiency of potassium.
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SOIL NAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-7 cm
(7 cm)

AB 7-31. cm
(2 cm)

31-50 cm
(29 cm)

50-91 cm
(31cm)

Bt1

Typifying Profile

Navava soils, strongly rolling phase.

w23

Refer soil map of Wainigata Agricultural Research Station (Purdie, 1985).

Concave backslope in moderately dissected hill country.

Strongly weathered in situbasic rock plus some colluvium.

20'

North-east

L5m

Planar

Coconuts

Coconut plantation

Well drained

Downslope colluvial movement.

None observed

KRS 52002-2007 (inclusive)

Cracks when dry.

Moist; black (10YR 2/1) humic clay; friable to firm; sticky; plastic;
moderately developed medium blocky structure breaking to moderately
developed very fine and fine crumb; many very fine and fine roots;
indistinct wavy boundary,

Moist; very dark greyish brown (10YR 2/2) heavy clay; htr ; sticky; plastic;
moderately to strongly developed fine and medium blocky structure
breaking to moderately developed very fine and fine nut; fine distinct clay
and organic cutans (10YR 3/2); corunon very fine and fine roots; diffuse
boundary,

Moist; dark brown (10YR 3/3) heavy clay; firm; sticky; plastic; moderately
to strongly developed fine and medium blocky structure breaking to
moderately developed very fine and fine nut; common distinct clay and
organic cutans (10YR 3/2); corunon very fine and fine roots; diffuse
boundary,

Mois! dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy clay; firm; sticky; plastic; moderately
to strongly developed fine and medium blocky structure breaking to
moderately developed very fine and fine nut; common distinct clay and
organic cutans (1 OYR 3 /2); corunon very fine and fine roots; indistinct wavy
boundary,

Br2
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BC 91-723crr.
(32 cm)

Moist; brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3) coarse sandy clay loam; firm;
slightly sticky; slightly plastic; moderately developed fine and medium
blocky structure breaking to single grain; few faint clay cutans (10YR 3/3);
few very fine roots; indistinct wavy boundary,

Weathered in situ rock; olive brown (2.5Y 4 / 4) coarse sandy loam; firm to
very firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; massive, breaking to weakly
developed mediumblocky strucfure; no cutans; no roots.

C
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Navua series

REFERENCE: The Navua soil set as defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) comprised Navua clay (Ma),a
moderatelypoorly drained soil derived fromfairly recentmaterials and described ashaving a well
drained topsoil, a mottled subsoil and below that a gleyed subsoil; and Navua drained clay (t14b)

the product of draining Ma,inwhich the mottling colours have become bright reds and yellows
and the gley horizon has become brightly mottled.

Pumell (1972) recognised 2 phases of the Navua clay, the Navua clay loam, and the Navua clay

loam over loamy sand. Leslie (1984) recognised a buried topsoil phase.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) SoilTaxonomy: FluvaquenticEutropept, very-fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Gley soil with a very weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Navua soils (29)

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION:

PARENT ROCK:

PARENT MATERIAL:

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM:

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES:

VEGETATION AND LAND USE:

RANGE OFELEVATION:

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME:

SOIL TEMPERATLIRE REGIME:

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS:

PERMEABILITYCLASS:

FLOODING:

Environmental Factors

Navua series develop in poorly drained sites between levees of the Navua
and Rewa Rivers in SSE and ESE Viti Levu.

Rocks of basic and intermediate composition.

Recent weakly weathered riverine alluvium.

Lie behind the levee of the Rewa and Navua Rivers on which Rewa soils

develop. Navua series merge into Tokotoko series further from the levee.

Near level (more common) to very gently sloping (0-3").

Irrigated or rainfed rice and pasture for dairying dominated by Para grass

and often with Navua sedge. Supports good pasfure where drained and

well managed.

2-7m

Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

Mean annual:24"C.

Aquic

Isohyperthermic

Poorly drained. Water table at about 40 cm during the wet season and 1.20

m in dry. season.

Slow permeability (for soil mass) but high infiltration rate (4-5 cm/hour) due

to fissures.

One in 25 year retum period for floods that deposit'fresh' sediment' One

in two year return period for small (non-sediment) flood events.

Naaua



EROSION:

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

No erosion risk.

Morphological and Chemical Properties

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PFrySICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately acid with high base saturation values and low organic carbon

values. CEC values are towards the high end of the medium range. Calcium
values are high in topsoils and medium in subsoils; magnesium very high;
potassium very low; and sodium values low. The clay fraction is constant at
55-60% throughout the profile while silt decreases from 40 to 30% with
depth.

Typically shows 20 cm of olive grey mottled dark reddish brown friable to
firm silt loam, of weakly developed coarse blocky strucfure overlying 15 cm
of olive grey mottled dark yellowish brown friable to firm silty clay loam of
weakly developed mediumnutstructure, overlying 15 cmof brown mottled
olive grey and dark reddish brown friable silt loam, over weakly developed
coarseblocky structure over a buried topsoil of 15 cmof olivebrown mottled
yellowish red friable silty clay loamof weakly developed fine nut and crumb
strucfure, on 30 cm of yellowish brown mottled olive grey friable clay loam,
of massive structure breaking to weak coarse blocky over yellowish brown
mottled light olive grey massive friable to firm clay loam.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Navua series have an Ag, Bg,bAg, bBg1, bBg2 horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from25-35 cm; its colours include olive grey
(5y 5 /2,4/2) greyishbrown (2.5Y 5/2) and dark greyish brown (2.5Y a/\;
and textures may be silt loam, silty clay loam or clay loam.

The Bg horizon thickness ranges 15-25 cm; its colours include brown (1.0YR
4/3,5/3) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/4,5/6); textures may be silt loam,
silty clay loam, clay loam; and consistence is either friable or firm.

The bAg horizon (if present) has thickness range of 5-1.5 cm; colours are dark
brown or olive brown; and texfures vary silt loam, clay loam, silty clay loam.

The bBg horizons exceeds 50 cm thickness; its colours are yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4, 5/5,5/8) or light olive brown Q..sY 5/4,5/5); structures are
massive or weak coarse blocky, and texfures are silty clay loam, clay loam
or clay.

A buried topsoil phase.

Tokotoko series: Nopaleosol. Texfures have higher clay fraction throughout.
All horizons have strongly expressed gley features.

Nausori series: No paleosol. Finer texfures to 90 cm where profiles become
sandy. Profiles more strongly gleyed, mottled and compact. Water table
higher in the profile. Well expressed blocky structures.

The particle size family class is very-fine.

Mineralogy class is kaolinitic.

SB9592A-F
KRS 1349-1354 (inclusive)

Imperfectly drained; clayey textures; high seasonal water table; small
susceptibility to flooding; soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of potassium,
phosphorus and nitrogen.

Naztua



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITELOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENT MATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITEVEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

COMMENTS:

PROFILE DESCRIFIION

Ag1 0-20 cm
(20cm)

Ag2 20-33cm
(13 cm)

Bg 3349 cm
(15 cm)

Typifyring Profile

Navua soils

KNO8

Refer soil map of Koronivia Research Station (Scale 1:3000), Leslie (1983).

Eastem part of the Station, 15 m south of Koronivia Road.

Floodplain, adjacent to toe of levee of Rewa River'

Mixed alluvium derived from quartz-poor rocks.

Flat

Not applicable

L8m

Uniformly planar

Para grass and mimosa.

Cropped in the past. Currently in pasture for dairying.

Imperfectly drained

Subject to flooding and'fresh'accretion of sediment.

Has been cultivated.

589592 A-F
KRS1 349-1 354 (inclusive)

Water table at 100 cm.

Moist; olive grcy (5Y 5 /2),ped face, dark greyishbrown (10yR4/2), tubbed,
silt loam; profuse, mediurn, prominent, dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4)
mottles; weakly developed, coarse, blocky structure breaking to weakly
developed nut structure; friable to firm; slightly sticky; non-plastic;
abundant fine and medium roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Mois| olive grey (5Y 5/2), ped face, very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2)
rubbed, silty clay loam; profuse, medium, prominentdark yellowishbrown
(10YR 5/5) mottles; weakly developed, medium, nut structure breaking to
single grain; friable to firm; slightly sticky; non-plastic; abundant fine and

medium roots; indistinct wavy boundary,

Mois! brown (10YR 4/3)ped face, yellow brown (10YR 5/5), rubbed, silt
loam; many, medium, distinct olive grey (5y 5 /2) mottles with common,

medium, distinct, dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) mottles; weakly
developed, coarse, blocky structure breaking to weak, fine nut structure;
friable; slightly sticky; non-plastic; many very fine and fine roots; distinct
smooth boundary,

Moist; olivebrown(2.SY 4/4) ped face, darkbrown (10YR3/3), rubbed, silty
clay loam; many coarse, distinct yellowish red (SYR 4/5) mottles (as coatings

to root channels and voids); weakly developed, fine nut structure with
weakly developed, medium cnrmb strucfure; non-sticky; non-plastic; friable;
corunon, very fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

bAg 49-54crn

Naaua



bBgl

bBC2

54-93 cm

93-143 cm

Mois! yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) clay loam; many coarse, distinct olive
grey (5Y 5/2) mottles (as coatings to root channels); massive; breaking to
weakly developed coarse blocky strucfure; friable; sticky; non-plasticky;
non-plastic; diffuse smooth boundary,

wet; yellowish brown (10YR 5/5) clay loam; (50 cm) profuse, coarse,
prominent light olive grey (5Y 5/2) mottles; massive; breaking to weakly
developed coarse, blocky structure; friable to firm; slightly sticky;
non-plastic.

Naaua



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Navunikodi series

REFERENCE: Navunikodi sandy clay loam (8b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1965) as formed from alluvium
of high quartz content (from acidic rocks) under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Saliadrau set.

ffr"."nt ut concept for Navunikodi soils is retained in this suwey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Fluventic Humitropept, fine, mixed, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Recent soil from alluvium with a weak dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UMTS AND SYMBOLS:
Navunikodi soils (50)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Wainikoroiluva river and upper Waidina river central Viti Levu and

confined in small areas in the narrow valleys of interior Vanua Levu that
drain the steeP dacite mountains.

PARENT ROCK: Acidic rocks

PARENT MATERIAL: Weakly weathered alluvium

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Old and high terraces.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-1").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly used for subsistence root crops.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 75-200lr.

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1.,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:24"C.

SOIL MOiSTURE REGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERAruRE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Floods depositing sediment have a 1 in 100 year retum period. Other floods
1 in 15 years.

EROSION: No erosion hazard.

Naaunikodi



Morphological and Ghemical Properties

CHARACTERISTIC Typically shows 40 cm of brown to very dark grey brown friable sandy clay
PROFILE FEATURES: loam, of weak course blocky structure overlying 20 cm of brown friable

stony sandy clay loam, of massive structure breaking easily to strong coarse
granular, slightly sticky and moderately plastic moist, on strong brown
friable to firm and compact in place slightly stony sandy clay, of strong fine
blocky structure, and slightly sticky and very plastic when moist.

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS: Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only one profile description available.

VARIANTS: Unnamed variant. Poorly drained and moderately to strongly mottled.

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Soils are of moderate to low fertility and strongly acid.

LABORATORY Nos: FACL 9211104-06

SOIL LIMITATIONS: Coarse soil textures; strong soil acidity; and nutrient deficiencies of
phosphorus, potassum and nitrogen.

Naaunikodi



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Navunikodi soils

PROFILE No.: LAB?

SITE LOCATION: Adjacent to bridge by Korotolutolu Indian School, Seaqaqa.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Leveeandbroadalluvialvalleyfloor.

PARENT MATERIAL: River alluvium from acidic rocks.

SLOPE: 3o

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 1.1.5 m

MICRORELIEF: Srnooth

SITE VEGETATION: Velau and doi with guava and miscellaneous weeds (mint weed, blue rats

tail)'

LAND USE: Patchwork of food gardens and secondary forest.

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: FACL 9211104-05

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Navunikodi soils

Ap 040 cm Moist; brown (10YR 4/3) to very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2) sandy clay
(40 cm) loam; weakly developed coarseblocky structure; friable; non-sticky; slightly

plastic; many fine fibrous roots; distinct srnooth boundary,

Bw1 40-50 cm Moisq brown (10YR 5/3) stony sandy clay loam; massive breaking easily to
(20 cm) strongly developed coarse granular structure; friable; slightly sticky;

moderately plastic; conunon fine fibrous roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw2 50-100 cm+ Moist; strong brown (7.5YR 5/5) slightly stony sandy clay; strongly
(40+ cm) developed fine blocky structure; compact in place; friable to firm; slightly

sticky; very plastic; few fine fibrous roots.

Naaunikodi
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nawai series

REFERENCE: New soil series introduced in this survey to describe moderately deep, dark coloured soils

displaying vertic properties that develop on easy sloping surfaces under a climate with a strong
dry season. Nawai series intergrade upslope to Dakadaka soils and downslope to Emuri soils.

Previously included with Emuri clay (17b) as defined by Twyford & Wright (1965), and defined
in this survey as a Vertisol.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Vertic Ustropept, very-fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Vertic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Nigrescent soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nawai soils, undulating phase (1878)

Nawai soils, easy rolling phase (187C)

Nawai soiJ.s, rolling Phase (187D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Restricted to lower slopes in moderately dissected hill country of the 'dry'
zone of westem Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Andesitic tuffs and marls

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered colluvium derived from andesitic tuffs and marls.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC Lower midslopes in moderately dissected and commonly easy rolling hill
POSITION/LANDFORM: country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Undulating (4-7"), genlly rolling (8-11') and rolling (12-15").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Where grazed and in improved pasture; Nadi blue grass, wire grass, and
desmodium, with scattered guava. Sugar cane.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mrn.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Moderately well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid in dry season; slow in wet season.

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Very slight sheet erosion potential.
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RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Nawai series have a Ah(Ap), Bw1.,Bw2, BC horizon sequence.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

VARIANTS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Deep profile with strong coarse strucfures, shiny (polished) ped faces, and
little profile differentiation in upper 60-70 cm. Typically shows 15 cm of
black clay loam, sticky and plastic moist, friable to firrn, of strongly
developed medium blocky structure, with polished surfaces to peds
overlying 45 cm of dark brown clay of strongly developed coarse blocky
structure, firm, sticky and plastic moist, well developed clay/organic
coatings and commonly weakly mottled overlying 50 cm of olive brown, of
massive structure with organic coatings to fissures and root channels.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon, vertic properties.

The Ah(Ap) horizon thickness ranges from 10-30 cm; colours include black
(5YR2/1,7.lYR N2/0,10YR2/1) and very dark grey (SYR3/1); textures are
clay or clay loam; strucfures include strong coarse blocky or prismatic that
break to strong fine or medium nut structure; consistence may be friable or
firm; claylorganic coatings (if present) are black or very dark grey.

The BwL horizon thickness ranges from 35-50 cm; its colours include black
(sYR 2/1), dark reddish brown (5YR2/2,3/1) dusky red (2.5YR 3/2) and
very dark greyishbrown (10YR3/2); textures are clay loam or clayi primary
coarseblocky or prismatic strucfuresbreak to strong fine or mediumblo&y;
may be sticky or very sticky; slickensides and organic coatings may be
distinct or prominenf and there may be mottles (few strong brown) or not.

The Bw2 thickness ranges from 20-40 cm; colours range as for Bw1;
claylorganic coatings (slickensides) may be black (5Y 2/I,2/2) or dark
greenish grey (SGY 4/1) and mottles as for Bw1 horizon.

None recognised

The particle size family class is very-fine.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

KRS R2551-2555 (inclusive)
SB9572A-E

Clayey textures; montmorillonitic clay with their shrink/swell properties
that give rise to the soils vertic features; severe soil moist deficits in the dry
season; and nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus, potassium and nitrogen.

SIMILAR SOILS AND New series. Develops in true valley bottom positions; more mottled; more
DISTINGLIISHINGFEATURES: wellexpressedverticproperties.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: New neutral soil with very high base status; very high values for calcium

and magnesium; sodium is high and potassium low in all horizons; organic
carbon goes from low in the topsoil to very low in subsoils.
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Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nawai soils, easy rolling phase.

PROFILE No.: N87

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Nawaicoba Agricultural Research Station (Leslie, 1984).

SITE INFORMATION

POSMON IN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Concave toeslope to valley floor of moderately dissected hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Colluvium derived from andesitic rocks.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: North-west

ELEVATION: 140 m

MICRORELIEF: Flat

SITE VEGETATION: Nadiblue grass, wire grass and desmodium.

LAND USE: Grazing for beef cattle.

DRAINAGE: Moderately well drained.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS R2551-2555 (inclusive)
SB9672A-E (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-14 cm Slightly moisf black to very dark grey (2.5YR 2.5/1) clay loam; strongly
(14 cm) developed medium and coarse blocky strucfure breaking to strong medium

nut structure; cracks (>L cm) between vertical structural faces; sticky; plastic;
fum; very firm peds; corunon fine roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Bw1 14-39 cm Slightly moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) clay loam; strongly developed fine
(25 cm) and medium prismatic structure breaking to strong medium blocky

structure; vertical cracking between primary peds; sticky; plastic; very firm;
very firmpeds; common distinctvery dark grey (sYR3/1) polished surfaces

to ped faces; few fine roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw2 39-50 cm Slightly moist; dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) clay loam; strongly developed
(21 cm) medium prismatic strucfure breaking to strong medium blocky strucfure;

sticky; plastic; very firm; firm peds; corunon distinct very dark grey (SYR

3/1) polished surfaces to peds; few very fine roots; distinct smooth
boundarY,

BC 50-120 cm Slightly moist; light olive brown (2.5y 5/4) fine sandy clay loam; weakly
developed coarse blocky structure to massive breaking to single grain;
slightly sticky; firm; few, prominent very dark greyish-brown (10YR 3/2)
clay coatings in worm and root channels; no roots.
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Naweni series

REFERENCE: Naweni clay (18b) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a colluvial soil related to Navava clay
(18a) from basalt, basaltic agglomerate cemented by calcareous tuff under a climate with a weak
dry season.

Forms part of the Navava set.

In the soil survey of Wainigata Agricultural Research Sation (Purdie, 1985) it was further d.efined

as having an aquic moisfure regime.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Aeric Tropaquept, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Eutric Gleysol
(c) Twyford and Wright Nigrescent soil with a very weak or no dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Naweni soils, flat to gently undulating phase (203,{)
Naweni soils, undulating phase (2038)

Naweni soils, easy rolling phase (203C)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Naweni soils develop in association with Navava soils on flattish land in the

south-eastern part of Vanua Levu eastward from Savusavu Bay to the tip of
the Natewa peninsula.

PARENT ROCK: Basalt

PARENT MATERIAL: Fine textured colluvium.

PFIYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Toeslopes of hills.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), undulaing(4-7'), and easy rolling (8-11").

VEGETATIONANDLANDUSE: Commonlyapatchworkof foodgardens (coconuts, cassava, bamboo, cocoa,

grass) and secondary growth scrub including wild guava.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-200 m

RAINFALL: Annual avetage range: 3,200-4,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5"C.

SOILMOISTURE REGIME: Aquic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately slow

FLOODING: Infrequent and of short duration overflow flooding.

EROSION: Colluvial movement and sheetwash.
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CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of black sandy clay loam of weakly developed blocky
structure with crumb, friable, and sticky and plastic moist, overlying 10 cm
of very dark greyish brown clay loam of moderately developed blocky
strucfure, friable to firm, and sticky and plastic moist, overlying 35 cm of
dark greyish brown clay loam, of well developed medium blocky structure,
friable to firm, sticky and plastic moist and with clay cutans to ped faces
overlying 30 cm of dark greyish brown mottled strong brown sandy clay L0
cm with clay cutans to ped faces over more than 40 cm of dark greenish grey
mottled strong brown clay loam.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Naweni series have an Ah, AB, Btg1, Btg2, Btr horizon sequence. Textures
range from clay loams to clay. Gley colours occur immediately below the
topsoil, generally hues of 2.5Y, 5Y, sBG, or SGY.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILAR SOILS AND Nasinu series: This occurs further downslope, and is formed from alluvium
DISTINGUISHINGFEATURES: rather than colluvium and is better drained (Purdie, 1985).

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Topsoils are slightly acid to neutral (pH 5.1 to 5.8), subsoils are slightly

alkaline (pH 7 .2 to 7 .5); organic C % is low to medium in A horizons; % BS
is very high throughout the profile (81,-95%); exchangeable Ca and Mg are
very high; exchangeable Na is high; exchangeable K is very low (low in A
horizon).

The particle size class family is fine.

The mineralogical class is smectitic.

KRS 51996-2001 (inclusive)
KRS 52019-2023 (inclusive)

The main limitation to use is poor drainage. Exchangeable potassium is low
and trace elements should be checked because of the high pH. Slope may be
a limiting factor in some places.
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TyPifYing Profile

SOIL NAME: Naweni soils, flat to undulating phase.

PROFILE No.: W22

SITE LOCATION: Refer soil map of Wainigata Agricultural Research Station (Purdie, 1985)'

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Colluvial toeslope in hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Colluvium from strongly weathered basic rocks.

SLOPE: 2"

ASPECT: North-east

ELEVATION: 10 m

MICRORELIEF: Flat

SITE VEGETATION: Coconuts

LAND USE: Coconut Plantation

DRAINAGE: Poorly drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None observed

LABORATORY Nos: KRS 51995-2001 (inclusive)

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Naweni soils, flat to undulating phase

Ah 0-10 cm Black (10YR 2.1) sandy clay loam; friable; sticky; plastic; weakly developed
(10 cm) medium blocky strucfure breaking to weakly developed fine crumb; many

very fine to fine roots'

AB 1.0-21 cm Very dark greyish brown (2 .5y 3 /2) clay loam; friable to firm; sticky; plastic;
(11cm) moderately developed fine blocky strucfure breaking to weakly developed

very fine and fine nut; few faint clay cutans (2.5Y 3/2); common very fine
roots; few strongly weathered subangular gravels (basic rock)'

Btgl 2L-54 cm Dark greyish brown (2.5y 4/2) clay loam; friable to firm; sticky; plastic;- 
(33 cm) moderate to strongly developed fine and mediumblocky structure breaking

tomoderately developed very fine and finenut; common distinctclay cutans
(5y 3/2); conunon very fine roots; few strongly weathered subangular
gravels (basic rock).

Btg2 54-82 cm Dark greyish brown Q..sY 4/2) sandy clay loam; friable to firm; sticky;- 
(28 cm) plastic; moderately to strongly developed fine and mediumblocky structure

breaking to moderately developed very fine and fine nut; few fine faint
mottles (7.5YR 5/5); common distinct clay cutans $Y a/\; few very fine
roots; few subangular gravels,
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Btr 82-120cm
(38 cm)

Dark greenish grey (5BG 4/1) clay loam; friable to firm; sticky; plastic;
moderately to strongly developed fine and medium blocky strucfure
breaking to moderately developed very fine and fine nut; common fine faint
mottles (7.5YR 5/5); common distinct clay cutans $B A/\; few very fine
roots.

Nauteni



SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nayau series

REFERENCE: Nayau loam (25c) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a red loam latosolic soil from limestone
materials developed under a climate with a weak to moderate dry season. Forms part of the

Cikobia set.

In this survey the soil moisture regime for Nayau soils is restricted to ustic, otherwise the central

concept for these soils as previously defined is retained.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Ustropept, fine, fermginous, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Ferralic Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Latosolic soil with a moderate dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LIMTS AND SYMBOLS:
Nayau soils (81)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Central part of the central depression of Kabara Island.

PARENT ROCK: Limestone

pARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered residuum over hard unweathered rock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Limestone plateau, i.e. raised coral reef.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Mainly agave species with very poor coconut palms scattered through'
Have been severelv burnt over in the past.

RANGE OFELEVATION: 55-55 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: 400-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:2i'C'

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: No erosion risk.

Nayau



RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the topsoil (1.5-14 cm) to be neutral and the Bw horizon

(14-59 cm) to be slighfly alkaline; organic carbon and nitrogen have medium
values in the topsoil, and very low values in the Bw horizon and the C/N
ratio is low; % base saturation is high in the topsoil and very high below it;
CEC is very high in the topsoil and medium below i! exchangeable calcium
and magnesium have very high values in the topsoil and high values 14-59
cm; and potassium is low in the topsoil and low below it.

CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 1.5 cm of round hardened clay peds of reddish grey colour
at the surface overlying 12 cm of reddish brown friable loamy clay of
moderate medium granular structure overlying 45 cm of dark red very
friable lay of massive structure breaking readily to weak fine blocky and
with or without fine gravels of baked clay on hard limestone.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is ferruginous.

ORSTOM K11-12

Rapid permeability; profile shallowness; soil moisfure deficits experienced
during the dry season; odd surface boulder and limestone outcrop; nutrient
deficiencies of potassium and phosphorus; and high pH that may cause
some trace element deficiencies.

Nayau



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nayau soils

PROFILE No.: K1

SITE LOCATION: Between Naikeleyaga and Tokalau in the centre of Kabara Island.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Flat surface on uplifted coralline limestone plateau.

PARENT MATERIAL: strong weathered residuum over hard limestone.

SLOPE:

ASPECT: Not aPPlicable

ELEVATION: 60 m

MICRORELIEF: Smooth. Odd limestone boulder on the surface.

SITE VEGETATION: Cleared land under coconuts.

LAND USE: CoPra Production

DRAINAGE: Very well drained.

EROSION: None

DISTURBANCE: Cultivated

LABORATORY Nos: ORSTOM K17-12

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ahlc 0-1.5 cm Reddish grey (10R 5/1) round hardened clay concretions; sharp smooth
(1.5 cm) boundary,

Ah2 1.5-14cm Moist; reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) loarny clay; moderatelydeveloped
(12.5 cm) medium granular structure; friable; abundant medium and fine fibrous

roots; many pores; distinct smooth boundary,

Bw 14-59cm Moist; dark red (2.5YR 3/5) clay; massive breaking to weak fineblocky
(45 cm) structure; very friable; abundant medium and fine fibrous roots; few small

iron/manganese gravels; sharp wavy boundary,

R on Hardin slfz limestone, though somewhat friable in the upper 10 cm'

Nayau
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SOI TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/cl assification

SOIL NAME: Nika series

REFERENCE: Nika clay defined by Twyford and Wright (1955) as a gley soil related to nigrescent soil with a
strong dry season.

The central concept for Nika soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Udic Haplustert, fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Pellic Vertisol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Gley soil related to nigrescent soils with a strong dry season

INCLUDING MAPPING UNTTS AND PHASES:
Nika soils (54)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nika soils occur in widely scattered but small patches throughout the dry
zone of Vanua Levu. Mapped in association with Emuri soils on Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Tuffs and marls of basic and intermediate composition.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered colluvium and alluvium.

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Valley bottoms (underfit) in moderately dissected hill country.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to gently undulating (0-3").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Wire grass with rushes and sedges in very wet sites; Guava and scattered

tall forest trees. Very rough grazing for cattle. Used for pulse crops and

rainfed rice in some areas.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 10-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
wet season range:400-500 mm;
dry season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SoIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Poorly drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Very slow in wet season; rapid in dry season due to cracking (but very slow
through peds).

FLOODING: Occasional every 1 in 5 years.

EROSION: Depositional landform. Some soil loss from gilgai microrelief during wet
season.

Nika



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically show 20 cm of black clay loam, of strongly developed medium
blocky strucfure, firm, slightly sticky and non-plastic when moist, and
displaying vertical cracking when the soil is dry, overlying 60 cm of dark
brown and dark reddish-brown faintly mottled clay loam, firm, with well
expressed slickensides, vertical cracking, and of strongly developed
prismatic structure, overlying more than 40 cm of grey mottled strong
brown clay loam (often sandy), fum, and of massive structure (rarely weak
coarse blocky structures). Buried topsoils can occur at depths ranging from
80-120 cm in some profiles.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Not applicable. All profiles examined show little variation in their profile
features to that described.

None recognised

Emuri series: Develop in toeslope positions in association with Nika soils;
Iess intensely mottled subhorizons; vertic properties markedly less
expressed.

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Moderately acid soil with very high base status; extremely high values in all

horizons for calciurn and magnesium; Iow in potassium; high in sodium;
organic carbon is medium for topsoils but very low in all other horizons.

The particle size family class is fine.

Mineralogy class is srnectitic.

KRS R2544-2650, SB 9575 A-D

Wet season subsoil waterlogging; extreme soil moisture deficits during the
dry season; extreme difficulties of cultivation due to the vertic properties
that are expressed when the soil is dry; the shrink-swell (montmorillonite)
nafure of the clays and the overall high clay conten! deficiencies of
phosphorus and nitrogen; and the likely trace element imbalances due to
slight alkalinity in the subsoils.

Nika



SOILNAME:

PROFILE No.:

SITE LOCATION:

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM:

PARENTMATERIAL:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

DISTURBANCE:

LABORATORY Nos:

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-20 cm
(20cm)

Bw1 20-45 cm
(25 cm)

Bw2 45-8L cm
(35 cm)

81-125+ cm
(45+ cm)

Typifying Profile

Nika soils

N91

Nawaicoba Agricultural Research Station, Viti Levu.

Planar valley floor (15 m width) in moderately dissected hill country.

Alluvium derived from andesite rock.

I

Not applicable

130 m

Gilgai, with 25 cm amplitude to hummocks.

Wire grass and guava.

Rough grazing for beef cattle.

Imperfectly drained.

The vertic and self-munching properties cause the hummocky microrelief
that results in exposure of soil on hummock tops that can then be washed

away during the wet season.

None observed

KRS R 2544-2550, SB 9575 A-D

Slightly moist; black (5YR 2/1) clay loam; strongly developed, coarse blocky
structure with strong fine blocky structure in upper 3 cm; firm; slightly
sticky; slightly plastic; conunon faint black (sYR 2/1) slickensides to peds;

cracks (> 1 cm) between peds; few medium roots; peds extremely firm;
indistinct smooth boundary,

Dry; dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) clay loam; moderate to strongly
developed coarse blocky structure; pronounced vertical cracks between peds

giving a pseudo-prismatic appearance; very firm; slightly sticky; slightly
plastic; common distinct dark reddish-brown (5YR2/2) slickensides to ped
faces; structural aggregates tilted relative to soil surface; few fine medium
roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Slightly moisb dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) clay loam; few fine faintstrong
brown (7 .iYR 4 / 6) mottles; moderately developed coarse blocky structure;
firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; corunon distinct dark reddish-brown
(5YR2 / 2) slickensides to ped faces; common very fine roots; distinct smooth

bounday,

Moist; grey (5Y 5/1) fine sandy clay loam; many prominent fine strong
brown mottles; massive breaking to single grain; firm; non-sticky; non-
plastic; no roots.

BC

Nika
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classificati on

SOIL NAME: Nuku series

REFERENCE: The Nuku loamy sand (1c) defined by Twyford & Wright (1955) as a recent soil from coastal sands

formed under a climate with a weak dry season.

Forms part of the Yasawa set.

This central concept for Nuku soils is retained in this survey'

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Tropopsammen! carbonatic, isohyperthermic

A) FAO: Cambic Arenosol
(c) Twyford and Wright: Recent soil from coastal sands

INCLUDED MAPPING LTNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nuku soils (5)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nuku soils occur as a narrow discontinuous strip along the windward
coastline of Vanua Levu. Thev are of small area in Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK:

PARENTMATERIAL:

PFrySIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Occur on coastal sand dune and beach strand.

SLOPE CLASS
AND RANGE OF SLOPES: Flat to near level (0-2").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Commonly coconuts with rough under grazing by cattle.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 2-4rr.

Reef coral

Comrninuted calcareous sand.

Annual average rangel. 3,2004,800 mm;
dry season range: 800-1,500 mm;
wet season range: 1,800-2,800 mm.

Mean annual:24'C.

RAINFALL:

TEMPERATURE:

SOILMOISruREREGIME: Udic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Somewhat excessively drained.

PERMEABILITY CLASS: RAPid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Generally no erosion risk. May experience some surface scouring in places

during hurricane events.

Nuku



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

LABORATORY Nos:

SOILLIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of very dark grey loose loamy sand, of weakly
developed fine nutty structure with single grain, overlying 40 cm of light
yellowishbrownloose coarse sand, of single grain, and commonly with faint
dark greyish brown organic cutans, overlying more than 50 cm of very pale
brown loose coarse sand and of single grain.

Ochric epipedon

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES: Not applicable. Apart from slight differences in the thickness of the Ah
horizon (ranges 5-15 cm) profiles show no variation in other profile features
to that described above.

VARIANTS: None recognised

SIMILARSOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Chemical analysis for Nuku soils shows they have moderately alkaline

topsoils with strongly alkaline reaction in subsoils; available phosphorus is
high in the A horizon, very low in the C1 and low in the C2; carbon and
nitrogen are low in the topsoil and very low in the subsoil; exchangeable
calcium is very high, potassium is very low, magnesium values high in the
topsoil and medium in the subsoil, and sodium is high in the topsoil and
medium in the subsoil; TEB and "/obase safuration are very high; CEC is
very high in the topsoil and high in the subsoil; SAR varies from0.17-0.27
and ESP varies from 1.38-I.70.

The mineralogical class is carbonatic.

KRS S2O8G2O82

Rapid permeability; dry season soil moisture deficits; high soil alkalinity that
may cause trace element deficiencies or imbalances; and nutrient deficiencies
of phosphorus, nitrogen or potassium.

Nuku



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nuku soils

PROFILE No.: V2

SITE LOCATION: Approximately 80 m from the coast and 110 m east of the main Vunilagi
Estate road.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Coastaldune

PARENT MATERIAL: Comminuted white calcareous sand.

SLOPE: Flat

ASPECT: Not aPPlicable

ELEVATION: 3 m

MICRORELIEF: Even

SITE VEGETATION: Grass under coconuts.

LAND USE: Coconut plantation (copra) and cattle grazing.

DRAINAGE: Somewhat excessively drained.

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: NONC

LABORATORY Nos: KRS 52080-2082

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10 cm Moist;verydarkgrey(10YR3/1)loamysand;Ioose;firmpenetration; single
(10 cm) grainwithweakly developed finenutty structure; rapid permeability; many

fine roots; distinct wavY boundarY,

C1 1048 cm Moist;lightyellowishbrown (10YR5/4) coarse sand; loose; stiff penetration;
(38 cm) single grain; rapid permeability; a few faint dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2)

organic cutans; conunon very fine roots; indistinct boundary,

CZ 48-109+ cm Mois! very pale brown (10yR7 /4) coarse sand; loose; firm penetration;
(51+ cm) single grain; rapid permeability; few very fine roots.

Nuku
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nukudamu series

REFERENCE: Nukudamu sandy clay loam (42c) and Nukudamu hill soils (42cH) defined by Twyford & Wright
(1955) as soils formed under a climate with a strong dry season from acid and quartz-rich tuffs on

rolling and hilly land and normally supporting'talasiga' vegetation'

Forms part of the Wainikoro set.

This central concept for Nukudamu soils is retained in this survey'

CLASSIFICATION:
(a) Soil Taxonomy: Ustic Dystropept, fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING UNITS AND SYMBOLS:
Nukudamu soils, flat to gently undulating phase (141.4) Nukudamu soils, easy rolling phase (141C)

Nukudamu soils, undulating phase (1418) Nukudamu soils, rolling phase (141D)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Nukudamu soils are developed mainly in north-eastern Vanua Levu, on and
in the vicinity of the Udu peninsula.

PARENT ROCK: Acid and quartz-rich tuffs.

PARENT MATERIAL: Deep strongly weathered in siturock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LANDFORM: Convex midslopes and backslopes in rolling and hilly land.

SLOPE CLASS Flat to gently undulating (0-3"), undulaing (4-7'), easy rolling (8-11') and

AND RANGE OF SLOPES: rolling (12-15').

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Some subsistence root crops but mainly unused supporting 'talasiga'

vegetation.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-150 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: t()0-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25.5'C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: WelI drained

PERMEABILITY CLASS: Moderately rapid

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Have experienced serious past topsoil losses related to repeated burning.
Moderate to severe sheet and rill erosion potential.

Nukudamu



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILEFEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILS AND
DISTINGL]ISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Chemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm of red friable clay loam of moderately developed fine
nut structure, overlying 50 cm of red friable sandy clay loam of moderately
developed medium blocky and granular structure overlying more than 50
cm of yellowish red friable clay loam of moderately developed blocky
structure, commonly with clay cutans to ped faces.

Ochric epipedon, cambic horizon.

Nukudamu series have a A,BLL, Bt2 etc. horizon sequence.

The A horizon thickness ranges from 10 to 15 cm; its colours include dusky
red (2.5YR 3/2), reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) and red (2.5YR 4/6,4/8);
texfures maybe sandy clay loam, silty clay and clay loam; consistence friable
or firm; and structures are weak or moderate fine or medium nutty.

The Bt horizon in combination range from 40 to 70 cm; their colours include
dark red (2.5YR3/5) redQ.5YR4/ 6,4/8,5 /8 andtlR4/G,4/B); textures are
sandy clay or sandy clay loam; structures are weak or moderate, fine or
medium, blocky, nut or granular; and clay cutans if present are weakly
expressed.

The Bt3 or 4 horizon thickness ranges from 30 to 50 cm; its colours included
yellowish red (5YR 4/5,4/8,5/8), red (2.5YR 4/G,4/8,5/8) or weak red
(1.0R 4/ 4,5/4); textures are clay, clay loam or silty clay; and structures are
weak or moderate medium or coarse blockv.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Analysis shows the topsoil (0-13 cm) as extremely acid, and strongly acid in

the other horizons; organic carbon is very low, and nitrogen is high in the
A horizon; available phosphorus is very low; yo base saturation is low; CEC
medium; exchangeable calcium and potassium are very low; magnesium
very high; and aluminium is significant in the exchange complex.

The particle size family class is fine.

The mineralogical class is kaolinitic.

USP SQCTA-E

Moderately rapid permeability; severe soil moisfure deficits experienced
during the dry season; past erosion and severe potential rill and sheet
erosion on slopes >3'; strong soil acidity; probable aluminium toxicity; and
nutrient deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium.

Nukudamu



Typifying Profile

SOIL NAME: Nukudamu soils, undulatingphase.

PROFILE No.: SQCT

SITE LOCATION: Seaqaqa Forest, Bua Province.

SITE INFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convex midslope position in moderately dissected hill country.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ actdtuff.

SLOPE: 5" (100 m length).

ASPECT: West

ELEVATION: 120 m

MICRORELIEF: Flat

SITE VEGETATION: Talasiga vegetation comprising bracken fem and Nokonoko.

LANDUSE: Unused

DRAINAGE: Well drained

EROSION: None observed

DISTURBANCE: None. Dead woody root rotting in the Bt3 horizon (53-79 cm).

LABORATORY Nos: USP SQCTA-E

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-13 cm Moist; rnoist rubbed red QSYRa/$; clay loam; moderately developed fine
(13 cm) and mediumnutstrucfure; friable to firm;non sticky;nonplastic; many fine

medium and coarse roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt1 13-29 cm Moist; moist and rubbed red (2.5YR 4/8) sandy clay loam; weak to
(15cm) moderately developed medium blocky structure breaking to weak fine

granular; friable; non sticky; non plastic; many fine and medium roots;

indistinct smooth boundarY,

Bt2 29-53 cm Moist;moistandrubbedred (2.5YR4/8) sandyclayloam;weakly developed
(24cm) medium granular strucfure breaking to weak fine granular; friable; non

sticky; non plastic; few fine and coarse roots; indistinct smooth boundary,

Bt3 53-79 crn Moisf moist rubbed red (10R 4/8) sandy clay loam; moderately developed
(25 cm) coarse blocky structure breaking to moderate medium nul friable; non

sticky; non plastic; few roots; distinct smooth boundary,

Bt4 79-LL0+cm Moist; moist rubbed yellowish red (5YR 5/8) clay loam;moderately
(31cm+) developedcoarseblockystructurebreakingtomediumnutstructure;friable;

non sticky; non plastic; few very fine roots'

Nukudamu
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SOIL TAXONOMIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

Reference/classification

SOIL NAME: Nukusa series

REFERENCE: Nukusa sandy clay loam (42a) and Nukusa hilI soils (42aH) defined by Twyford and Wright (1965)

as formed from quartz rich acid tuffs or tuffaceous sandstone, commonly supporting talasiga

vegetation and under a climate with a strong dry season.

Forms part of the Wainikoro set.

The central concept for Nukusa soils is retained in this survey.

CLASSIFICATION:
(u) Soil Taxonomy: Typic Dystropept, fine-loamy, kaolinitic, isohypertherrnic
(b) FAO: Dystric Cambisol
(c) Twyford and Wright Red yellow podzolic soil with a strong dry season

INCLUDED MAPPING LINTTS AND SYMBOLS:
Nukusa soils, undulating phase (1428) Nukusa soils, rolling phase (142D)

Nukusa soils, easy rolling phase (1t12C) Nukusa soils, strongly rolling phase (142E)

Environmental Factors

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Occur mainly on the Dogotuki peninsula and is of limited distribution on
Viti Levu.

PARENT ROCK: Quartz rich acidic tuffs or tuffaceous sandstone.

PARENT MATERIAL: Strongly weathered in situ tock.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
POSITION/LAND FORM: Convex slopes in rolling and hilly land.

SLOPE CLASS Undulating (4-7"), easy rolling (8-11"), rolling (12-15"), and strongly rolling
ANDRANGEOFSLOPES: (1G20").

VEGETATION AND LAND USE: Talasiga vegetation (nokonoko, qiri, doi and usi) or where repeatedly burnt
nokonoko and ground fern predominate.

RANGE OF ELEVATION: 20-300 m

RAINFALL: Annual average range: 1,800-2,400 mm;
dry season range: t100-500 mm;
wet season range: 1,400-1,800 mm.

TEMPERATURE: Mean annual:25'5"C.

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME: Ustic

SOIL TEMPERATURE REGIME: Isohyperthermic

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASS: Well drained

PERMEABILIW CLASS: Moderate

FLOODING: Never floods

EROSION: Severe past erosion and repeatedly burnt. Very severe sheet and rill erosion

potential.

Nukusa



CHARACTERISTIC
PROFILE FEATURES:

DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS:

RANGE OF PROFILE FEATURES:

VARIANTS:

SIMILAR SOILSAND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

LABORATORYNos:

SOIL LIMITATIONS:

Morphological and Ghemical Properties

Typically shows 10 cm very dark grey firm sandy clay loam of moderate
medium and crumb strucfure overlying 20 cm of yellowish red very firm
sandy clay of weak coarse prismatic strucfure breaking to medium blocky
and with clay/organic cutans to ped faces, overlying 30 cm yellowish red
veryfriable sandy loamof massivestrucfurebreaking to weaknut, on 30 cm
or more of yellow and brownish yellow friable loam of massive structure
breaking to single grain.

Ochric epipedon cambic horizon.

Not applicable. Only two profile descriptions made.

None recognised

None recognised

GENERAL CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL &
MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES: Nukusa soils are strongly acid and of very low nutrient content.

KRS 9211136-38

Seasonal moisture deficits; soil acidity; low fertility; and susceptibility to
erosion.

Nukusa



Typifyring Profile

SOIL NAME: Nukusa soils, rolling phase.

PROFILE No: VS24

SITE LOCATION: Togovere district, Nadroga Province.

SITEINFORMATION

POSITIONIN
LANDSCAPE/LANDFORM: Convexrnidslopeinrollingcountry.

PARENTAL MATERIAL: Weathered acidic tuffs.

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

ELEVATION:

MICRORELIEF:

SITE VEGETATION:

LANDUSE:

DRAINAGE:

EROSION:

15'

East

120 m

Smooth

Short grass and stunted shrubs.

Rough grazing

Well drained

Minor sheet erosion.

DISTURBANCE: NONC

LABORATORY Nos: KRS 9211136-38

PROFILE DESCRIPTION

Ah 0-10 cm Moist; very dark grey (10YR 3/1) sandy clay loarn; few with fine mottles;
(10 cm) moderate medium granular structure breaking to weakly developed fine

crumb; firm; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; conunon fine roots; diffuse
irregular boundary,

Bw1 10-30 cm Moist; yellowish red (SYR5/5) and (5YR5/8) sandy clay; weakly developed
(20 cm) coarse prismatic structure breaking to medium blocky structure; very firm;

sticky; slightly plastic; conunon fine roots; distinct clay and organic cutans;

diffuse irregular boundarY,

Bw2 30-50 cm Moist; yellowish red (sYR 5/5) sandy loam; massive structure breaking to
(30 cm) weakly developed medium nut structure; very friable; non sticky; non

plastic; corunon fine roots; diffuse irregular boundary,

Bw3 50-90 cm Moist; yellow (10YR 7/5) and brownish yellow (10YR 6/5) loam; massive

(30 cm) structure breaking to single grain with medium blocky structure; friable; non

sticky; non plastic; few very fine roots; diffuse and irregular boundary,

C 90-120 cm Moist; very pale brown (10YR 8/4) loamy sand; massive structure breaking
(30 cm) to singly grain; very friable; non sticky; non Plastic.

Nukusa
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